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with some serious enhancements!
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photography by Tony Petch. Sharing the
cover is Bernard Haitink, interviewed on
page 75.
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ith this issue we welcome readers of our sister publication
Which CD, the only title
devoted to compact disc matters and
covering both hardware and CD software:
we are delighted to present the uniquely
informative data sections of Which CD
within the pages of HFN/RR, listing all new
releases and giving full data and prices on
all new players. With the incorporation of
Which CD, HFN/RR offers the most comprehensive coverage of compact discs and
players ever, and is now far and away the
best value in hi-fi and music reading.

Dolby S imminent
We have yet to see the first production
samples of Dolby S-equipped cassette
decks. In part a consumer version of the
professional Dolby ' SR' system ( which has
helped many analogue recording studios
to claim good- as- digital signal/noise
figures), Dolby ' S' was shown to the Press
late last year ( News', Jan '90).
l'he processor used in early demonstrations was a large circuit board using six
integrated circuits, but this was quite
quickly reduced to three, and it is
believed that a three- chip board will be
used in the first units to arrive in the UK.
The initial wave of Dolby ' S' decks will
inevitably be upmarket designs, where a
high component count is not prohibitive
on grounds of cost. However, it will not
be long before custom ICs will provide a
single-chip implementation for the largescale production of S- type cassette decks
at lower prices. Intending the system for
consumer use, Dolby has striven to make
the new system less sensitive to levelsetting errors than previous systems.
Among the manufacturers intent on
being first with Dolby ' S' ( others are Aiwa,
Denon and TEAC ) is liarman/Karclon: on a
post CES visit to the company's facility in
Woodbury, NY, Iwas given aconvincing
demonstration of the new system by H/K's
technical vice-president, Marty Zanfino.
Using a modified II/K CD49 I deck, we
listened to CD recorded with Dolby ' B'
(acceptable) Dolby ' C' ( less acceptable)
and then to Dolby 'S', which came remarkably close to the CD sound. It suffered
neither the tonal aberrations and general
feeling of uncertainty which pervaded the
`C'-encoded sound, nor the rather splashy
and brash quality which ( on this set-up
anyway) characterized Dolby ' B'. Dolby 'S'
gives 10dB noise reduction ( as much as
Dolby ' B') at low frequencies, but gives
24dB ( more than Dolby ' C') at high
frequencies. There is no doubt that this is
aworthwhile improvement, which could
help make sure that analogue cassette
tape continues to be acceptable to users
brought up on CD. Also, the improvement
is bought at far less cost to sound quality
than with Dolby ' C'. Perhaps 'S' will
deliver what 'C' only promised.
Dolby hopes to sell the system to the
software industry, which means that the
crucial issue is the downward compatibility of 'S'-encoded tapes with ' B'-capable

STEVE

HARRIS

machines. It now seems certain that
Dolby 'S' will be offered on upper-range
cassette decks this autumn, but it remains
to he seen whether record companies and
cassette duplicators ( who never took up
Dolby 'C') will make the switch this time.
The ' threat' of DAT may still be strong
enough to help them make up their
minds: but, on the other hand, they might
already be wondering how soon they'll
have to invest in DCC.

Meridian D600 review
Readers of Personal Computer World
may have noticed a striking similarity
between PCW's July issue article on the
Meridian D600 and Martin Colloms' June
1989 review, published in HFN/RR.
The article was to agreat extent taken
'word for word' from MC's original piece.
and to make matters worse, a further
sub-editing error at PCW caused it to be
credited, wrongly, to Paul Miller.

Next month: afree CD!
Free with the October issue will be an
exclusive Erato classical CD, containing
an hour of superb music from this highlyregarded French label. Mozart, Beethoven, Handel, Schumann, Brahms and
Tchaikovsky are represented, and there
are 20th century items from Darius
Milhand and Pierre Boulez. All selections
are complete movements, not just
excerpts!
Inside the October issue we'll be
reviewing the spectacular Marantz CD I1
Bitstream CD player, along with a group
of machines ( Philips, Rotel. Sony,
Yamaha) representing ' Bitstream' and the
other high-tech alternatives now available
at moderate prices. Further reviews will
cover the Celestion 5 loudspeaker, while
features will include a special systemmatching project by Ken Kessler.
The music section will include our
in-depth interview with Beatles producer
George Martin ( announced prematurely
on this page last month!) and more CD
reviews that ever before, plus of course
the Which CD listing of all new releases.
The October issue will go on sale on
Friday 21st. Make sure you order your
copy now, as this issue is certain to sell
out fast! +
5

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS
Can't find the disc you want?
Try the HFIVRR CD Service.
This offer applies to records
reviewed in this issue and
listed below. Simply tick the
boxes for the compact discs
you want and fill in the order
form. There is a small charge
for post and packing. ( Please
note that the HIN RR CD Service can supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders
are VAT- free but additional
shipping charges may be
added.) For LP and MC availability, call (0234) 741152.
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Alemoerx-20.5 Speaker.
40-9222 .... [69.95 Each

Memore Y)5 Speaker.
40-9223 .... £99.95 Each

Why plod on with the unsatisfactory performance of your current speaker system, when
there are two new torces ready and able to capture all ot the sounds that modern music
demands!
At last you can play your favourite tracks, safe in the knowledge that your speaker and
music are protected by our 5-year guarantee. The Memorex-305 is designed to give unbeatable
performance and, with a100-watt power handing capacity, will delight even the most demanding
listener. For high efficiency and attractive styling, why not look at the Memorex-205. Giving 60watts power handling capacity, extremely smooth response and low distortion, it is the perfect
choice for the budget conscious, yet discriminating, audiophile.
So if the 205 steals the odd blues riff that you had not previously appreciated through
smaller speakers, or the 305 is caught in possession of the C.B.S.0 in full cry, we would have to
plead guilty on both counts. Finally we would submit that there can only ever be one tue test of a
great speaker... and that is to let your ears be the judge!
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COMPETITION

WIN1.
ARCAM'S

TOP DIGITAL SYSTEM

From the heart of Cambridgeshire we proudly present a
trio of Arcam flagship products worth £ 2000. A&R Cambridge has been steadily building up its line off top quality
audiophile products since its formation in 1976 and now
offers separates, from a Nicam-equipped tuner to CD

111

transports, as well as speakers and pick-up cartridges.
Employing over 80 people in two factories Arcam has
distribution in more than 25 countries.

FIRST PRIZE

PIC ' N MIX

Our FIRST PRIZE will enable
you to enjoy the very best
from your CDs. Arcam produced Britain's first purposebuilt CD transport, the Delta
170, and we're including with
it the latest pre-power combination: the Delta 110/120,
reviewed by Paul Miller in
HFNIRR July issue. The 110
contains an on- board - bit
PDM D/A converter which
means it can accept direct
connection of adigital output.
Miller referred to the ' useful
range of facilities' on the preamp, which has a motorized
volume and full remote facility. There are four line- inputs
and m-m/m-c disc stage
together with a tape loop.
The accompanying D120
power amp, includes dual
mono operation for ease of
bi-amping, thus increasing flexibility in later upgrades. The
D170 CD transport contains
no DACS and none of the
analogue stages — its outputs
are purely digital code.
Ten RUNNERS UP will
receive acopy of our fabulous
Test CD Il — absolutely essential for checking your system.

Simply mix and match our
captions ( a-e ) so that they
correctly describe the Arcam
products we have pictured. To
make life alittle more difficult,
we have zoomed in on small
areas. So if, for example, you
think Picture 1 is the Delta
Black Box, put the letter ' a' in
box I.

11LE1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEU

THE PUZZLE
a): Delta Black Box

I
.
The Rules
1 ) The compel ta,fl

is

open to UK readers only. All entries roust be on the entry form

provided: photocopies Will be accepted but only one entry per reader will be

b ): D120 Power amp

considered. No other correspondence must be included with entries.

c ): Arcam 2speaker

winners will be the first correct entries opened.

d ): D150 Nicam 11' tuner

Cambridge or its agents, will not be eligible.

e): P77 cartridge

will

HOW TO ENTER

5 ) The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the

To win our mouth-watering
prize, complete the coupon,
without delay — the closing
date is 30th September. Mark
your envelope ' Arcam
Competition' and send it to
Ili-Fi News & Record Review
Editorial Office, Link ' louse,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 21'A. Please do not
enclose other correspondence
with your entry.

SEPTEMBER 1990

2)There will be no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. the
3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, and of A&R
4) All entries must be received by first post on 30th September 1990. when judging
be

carried

out.

The

Editor's

decision

will

be

final

and

binding;

no

correspondence of any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.
December 1990 eddition of HFNI2R.
6 ) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rules.
Names and Address.

Daytime tel no

ENTRY FORM
Send to: Arcam Competition, HiFi News & Record Review Editorial Office,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive not later than
30th September 1990.
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what happens
when you plug your tv into our
nicam tuner?
Apparently, when you're

Nicam stands for ( deep breath) Near Instantaneously Companded

hooked on tv, your eyes can

Audio Multiplexing ( as if you didn't know!). This is the system

become distinctly rectang-

invented by the Beeb for transmitting digital stereo sound signals

ular. Plug our new Delta 150

within the normal tv signal. Already being broadcast by IN and

Nicam tuner into your tv and

Channel 4, Nicam brings CD quality sound to tv programmes.

you should anticipate asimilar

The Delta 150 is the tuner that decodes the digital sound signal

transformation to your ears.

from the picture signal. Plug your tv into the Delta, plug the Delta

into your hi-fi and carambal... unbelievably realistic sound to accompany your tv picture.
The Delta 150 can be used with any good quality hi-fi amplifier and speakers, and with any
standard tv. However, if your tv has an AV input, using the Delta 150 will actually improve the picture. This
is because the Delta separates the sound signal from the picture signal so they don't interfere with
each other.
As in CD players, the heart of the Delta tuner is the digital to analogue conversion circuitry.
These critical components are the key to high quality sound.

If you'd like to experience

Arcam's experience in building thousands of award- winning CD

how to put your tv fairly and,

units ensures the Delta 150 captures every subtle nuance of the

dare we say it, squarely in the

stereo sound. And it's not just music programmes that benefit.

audiophile league, call us for

Sport, films, dramas and natural history programmes also suddenly

details of your nearest dealer

become totally involving to give you a genuine sense of " being

and experience the remark-

there". (The same, we're relieved to admit, can't be said of party

able sound of Arcam hi-fi.

political broadcasts just yet).

Now in glorious colour.

ARCAM
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A&R CAMBRIDGE LIMITED, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CBS 9PB. OR TELEPHONE: (0223) 440964
IN THE USA

AUDIO INFLUX CORPORATION PO BOX 38 1 HIGHLAND LAKES. NEW JERSEY 77422.0381 TEL 201-764•8958 IN CANADA AVALON AUDIO LTD. UNIT 17 975 FRAZER DRIVE BURLINGTON ONTARIO L7L 4X8 TEL 476 333 4633

MUSIC

BY

NUMBERS

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

VIEWS
True blue
Dear Sir, Ihad to write to thank you for
the little snippet you included in one of
your recent magazines concerning the
colouring of the inner and outer edges of
compact discs ( Pot Pourri, April '90). I
bought aSony CDP 350 player 6/7 months
ago to slot in to my Revolver/LUX/
Goldring 1020, Creek 5050, Tannoy
Mercury system. At first Iwas very pleased
with the player, but after afew weeks
started to tire of the brightness
(distortion?) in the upper mid ranges.
Ibought some 'Bandridge'
interconnection cables which left more
weight to the bass and made the overall
sound warmer. ( Idid try some more
expensive 'QED Icon' cable but found that
this made matters worse by making the
sound too sharp and clear!)
For afew more weeks Iwas happy with
the CD player, though Istill felt my
turntable was more involving. The CD
sound was not as dynamic and the sound
stage wasn't as three-dimensional. Slowly I
noticed Iwas getting bored with my
collection of CDs and kept digging my LPs
out. Ihad started buying LPs again and
was trying to convince my wife ( who had
grown to enjoy the convenience of CD)
that we should sell the player, when I
noticed the column, regarding the
colouring of the discs. Ihad an indelible
violet pen around the house which Iused
to great effect. As you recommended a
dark green pen, Iwhizzed out to buy one.
Iused discs from the local library for
A & Bcomparisons and found that by
going over the original violet with my
green pen, the resulting dark blue was an
improvement over using either pen on its
own.
The sound from my CDs was now as
good as my turntable in dynamics and
soundstage depth, but better in detail,
timing and clarity. The turntable does
have more welly in the bass. Sometimes,
though there seems to be afine line
between 'deep bass' and 'overblown bass'.
Inow listen to CDs more than LPs, but I
still have agreat affection for my
Revolver, and do feel sorry that the
impersonal black box has got the better of
it. I'm sick of the price of CDs and refuse
to pay over £9.99 for one by shopping
around, hut tfeel the record companies
will slowly ease the price of LPs up to
nearly this price to choke the last bit of
breath out of the black disc.
SWollstenholm, Bradford

Absurd person singular
Dear Sir, As aregular reader of your
magazine and particularly the equipment
reviews, Ihave at last become overtired of
the misuse of the English language.
Adjectival phrases which only have
meaning for the writers who use them, are
meaningless to the reader. If nothing can
be done editorially perhaps you could
have alist of the adjectives used and the
interpretation which should be used to
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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understand them, in terms of frequency
response, etc. In fact what is sorely
needed is the publication of frequency
response curves and perhaps even more
important, speaker sensitivity at one
metre. This figure is of considerable
importance when deciding the required
power output of amplifiers but is rarely, if
ever, quoted in reviews. Isuggest that you
could bring this omission to the attention
of your reviewers.
Another aspect of reviews that should
be improved is the use of the singular
when referring to speaker(s ). Almost
invariably the reviewer refers to ' This
speaker' and all the text is in the singular.
Then comes the crunch, avery important
one from the reader's point of view. 'At
£99.99 this speaker is well worth
listening to' ... Does he really mean this
speaker or is he in fact quoting aprice for
apair of speakers? Time after time Ihave
to refer to the equipment summary at the
back of the magazine to try to find out the
answer to this question and often the
particular items is not listed. Then I
scrutinize all the advertisements and most
often if Ifind it listed, it says price ' POA'.
Please do something to persuade your
advertisers that ' POA' does not encourage
readers to pursue the enquiry, rather the
reverse. In fact why not tell them their
advertisements will not be acceptable
unless ' POA' usage is ceased. If you cannot
do this why not insert an Editorial and
explain to your readers what benefit ' POA'
is to them.
A Hancock, Nottingham
Most readers will be aware of Martin Collorne
loudspeaker review programme, which embraces
technical measurements including anechoic and
in-room responses, sensitivity and distortion
performance. We follow what is standard industry
practice by quoting 'per pair' prices for
loudspeakers. `Price on application' or POA' in
advertisements means that the advertiser does not
want to publish the price. It may be that the price is
lower then, or dependent on, the price offered try a
competitor; it may be that the price is lower than
that thought proper by the manufacturer; or, at
worst, and when applied to avery popular item, it
has been known to indicate that the advertiser has
in fact no stock of the item at all, but simply wants
to generate enquiries to be switch-sold onto
something else. However, ifyou are shopping
around for lower prices, you simply have to be
aware of these possibilities - Ed

Spring loaded
Dear Sir, With reference to Trevor
Butler's chagrin on encountering the
straight lead fitted to the Sennheiser
HD35; ( Pot Pourri, May ) 1must say that
having one's head permanently coerced,
by means of alight tension spring,
towards one's equipment is avery strange
predilection indeed. Curly leads on
'phones must rank as one of the daftest
things I've ever come across in my life.
D M Bridgen, Santiago, Chile
One's criticism was of the need for aseparate lead
from each capsule - straight or curly - News Ed

Feedback
Dear Sir, Your June 'Comment' draws
attention to the Royal National Institute
for the Blind Talking Book Service and its
Looking Glass Appeal. This is in my view
the most important service offered to
registered blind people by the Institute
and Iam pleased to see that you published
more details on it in August. Ihope that
you will not mind your article beind
widely circulated amongst blind people as
it will probably be the only one we have
to tell us what is going on. The Institute's
own journal New Beacon has only
mentioned changes to the service in
passing and indicates that arather small
portion of the funds raised from this event
will go towards the library than you have
gathered. Ionly found out that there were
changes in the wind when Ivisited
Nimbus to make arecording about them
for the National Tape Magazine for the
Blind and the directors proudly showed
me their work with all the surprise of a
conjuror pulling arabbit from atop hat.
Nimbus also showed me their CD-ROM
speech generator for computers ( 16,000
words by BBC's Paul Vaughan at this
stage) and their CD catalogue.
There are many other services which
might benefit from the use of compact
discs, particularly after the advent of the
erasable recordable variety, in the
production of talking newspapers, other
periodicals, and one-off recordings for
special needs. ( There is acassette called
ABC Hi Fi produced by Playback Services
for the Blind in Glasgow?) Iproduce my
own RNIB contribution on cassette, in
braille and in print. Wouldn't Ijust love to
do the whole thing on CD, perhaps using
one of those nice little desk- top CD
mastering machines on show at APRS?
One disc could contain the files for
speech and test through CD-ROM. The
erasable CD would br perfect for our
returnable postal wallets to have anew
issue recorded and sent out as we
currently do with cassettes.
CJ Bridgman, Windsor, Berks
It is indeed heartening to learn that the range of
recorded services for the blind continues to improve
and expand. We all hope funds will allow the use
of new technology - Ed
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How the other half lives

king unindexed track, even though the

Dear Sir, Ihave read about megabucks

booklet called out all 22 tracks.

hi-fi for so many years in your magazine
that I'd like to hear some. How would one
arrange to be invited to the house oía rich
enthusiast who would he prepared to let

one just listen to LP and (
1) reproduced at
these heights of quality?

Icontinue to derive great pleasure from

membrane equally. There is asecond
mechanism that operates so that we
perceive low frequencies, this being

reading 111:N/RR, even if Ihave to put up

related to the firing frequency of the

with my countryman Ken Kessler trying

auditory nerve ( the Volley principle).
Theretbre pitch perception is based

to write like an Englishman and pushing
rock ' n' roll at the same time. KK's

upon the two separate mechanisms:

behaviour could he described as rather
oxymoronic, what?

Iligher frequencies are coded by the place
of excitation on the basilar membrane;

Charles LCrawford,
West Virginia, LISA

lower frequencies by the frequency of
nerve impulse. It is not clear where one

Ogdon archive

mechanism leaves off and the other takes
over. ( Perhaps clarification would

system is presumably far more

Dear Sir. !have been engaged to
catalogue the musical compositions of the

crossover point?)

representative of the best.
The owner must supply the £ 10,000 to
£30,000 hi- ti, ni bring the wine and

(193 7 -I989 ) so that an archive of his
works can be established. Many of his

Amongst people in my area Iown the
best system already, and its only Quad/
Linn/S1.600s level stuff. Iwant to know if I
am missing anything. One can hardly ask a
dealer, they want to sell the stuff. Besides,
the sound of amuch cosseted home

records!
Dave Billinge, Southsea, Hants

KK — oxymoron?
Dear Sin Bloody 'ell! Iwish you'd quit
dangling marvellous 1K audio equipment
before us Yanks in these simple contests
and then ' yanking' it hack by printing
those beastly little words, 'open to

British pianist and composer John Ogdon

manuscripts appear to he missing.
Would anyone who possesses an
original Ogdon manuscript, or a
photocopy of amanuscript, or who has
knowledge of such material, please
contact me by letter or telephone as soon
as possible.
Skye Atman, 40 St Johns Way, London
N19 3RR Tel: 071-263 0860

indicate the optimal effective speaker
Ihope Jon will forgive me for
disagreeing about acouple of the
paragraphs towards the end of the text
and the diagram of the tonotopic map,
auditory cortex and Wernickes are within
the brain. The diagram seems to be
anatomically incorrect in that the primary
auditory cortex ( projection zone ) is far
smaller and occupies the lower wall of the
sylvian fissure ( Ileschl's convolutions)
and theretbre concealed from view.
(Projected to the surface it is

residents of the tX only'. Man. Ipay more
for your batty rag than 1!K residents do! I

Cable conundrum

would be more than willing to pay

Dear Sir, Ilaving worked my way through

shipping costs to get that gear. Oh well, if
that's the way it is, so he it. Iheard just
such aMission system demonstrated at an

the loudspeaker cable reviews in your
July 1990 edition,1 am still none- thewiser as to which cable, considering my

anterolateral ( LE ) to posteromedial ( IF ),
however these point-to-point

audio store and Ican say with confidence
that whatever lucky lint wins it, he or she

budget, would give me ajustifiable
upgrade over my existing Vecteur 90-i0.

representations are far more discrete than
illustrated. The auditory' association

will not be disappointed.

think that the table should have been

cortex ( secondary zone ) retains its

ii our latest quiz, it's obvious that the
hidden composers are Bac, Rubbra,

supported by more written comments
describing the qualities of each cable which is what ou did last time ( June 87).
In this way it would have been easier to
compare cables reviewed last time with

Ireland, Delius, (; tarney. and ' Agar. whose
initial letters yield the surname of Frank
Bridge. Bridge's music is very tine. hut his
place would be secure in music history if
he had done nothing other than inspire
Britten's Variations on a Theme of Frank
Bridge, that masterpiece of masterpieces.
Ifirst heard it on acar radio in New
Orleans 23 years ago. Ihad tuned in
Station WWNO after the Variations had
already started playing, and Ihad to pull
off the road and just sit there and listen,
covered with goosebumps.
Iheartily concur with Peter
Branscotnbc's review of Oliver ( ilmour's

those just reviewed - ie how does aclear,
very slightly softened bass compare with
good+bass? You can see the dilemma.
Please can you tell me how the Vecteur
CV90 compares with the 9040.
Iam sure that there are many readers
who would be interested in acable
loaning service before purchasing, if you
know of any in this country.
Martyne Airey, Blackburn, Lanes
Imust plead limitations of space as responsible for
the abbreviated comments in the giant cable survey.

CI) of Schubert's Fourth and Sixth

You will note that some existing Vecteur cables

Symphonies, except that Iam not aware of
any real problems with the playing. Iwas,

have been reviewed again and did pretty well.

however, puzzled by his complaint about
lack of individual track timings. That disc
was issued in thel'SA on the MCA Classics

Their scores would probably aid your
comparisons. Of this group CV38 remains avery
strong example. - Martin Colloms

Mind made-up

Crimson Line label, and complete track
and time information is given, on the
jewel box insert as well as in the booklet

DearSir Initially Iwould like to thank
both tt/W/RR and Mr Jon Bowen for

and on the disc itself. Ishould have

supplying us with the above article. Iwas

thought that the overall packaging and
notes would he the same as the IMP

impressed with the style of prose and
accuracy of content.

release in the tK. The IMP logo even
appears on the MCA booklet cover.
Iremember reading complaints in the
17K press about the RCA ' Papillon' series
being bereft of liner notes. Those issued in
the US have always included full notes.
llowever, we got short shrift in some
other ways; the CBS reissue of Boulez's
Daphnis el Chiné was banded in 22 tracks
in the tK. while the l!S version was in one
I

Jon mentions the ' Place principle' of

approximately where your diagram labels
the association and auditory cortex ).
Jon correctly informs us of the
tonotopic map that runs from

auditory' specific character but is not
somatotopical in structure. ibis area
converts the tontopie projection of the
auditory impulses into their functional
organization. These auditory association
zones occupy the floor of the Sylvian
fissure posterior to the primary auditory
area, and the posterior part of Brodmann's
cortical map area number 22, on the
lateral surface of the superior temporal
gyms( Wernicke's area). '
Me secondary
auditory zones play avital role in the
differentiation of groups of
simultaneously presented acoustic stimuli
and also aconsecutive series of sounds of
different pitch or rhythmic acoustic
structure.
The Wernicke's area is basically an
extension of the auditory association area.
It plays amajor role in the comprehension
of language. Damage to this area causes an
inability to distinguish clearly between
the sounds of speech ( only ). This
condition is known as acoustic agnosia/
sensory aphasia.
"IO the unprejudiced observer, musical
hearing and speech hearing may appear to
be two versions of the same psychological
poicess. Ilowever, observations on

pitch whereby the cochlea's hasilar

people with local brain lesions show that
damage to the Wernicke's area leads to a

membrane is responsive to different
sound frequencies. The stimulation of

marked disturbance of speech hearing
while leaving musical hearing unimpaired

sensory cells at one end of the membrane
will lead to the experience of high tone,

(Luria, Tsvetkova and Euter, 1965). This

whilst the receptors at the other end lead
to the experience of low tone. However,

processes as musical hearing and speech
hearing not 0111y incorporate different

when the tone is low enough ( approx
<40011z ), the tone deforms the whole

factors, but also depend on the working of
quite different areas of the brain.

means that such apparently similar mental
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Ifeel that Jon has overstated the role of
the Wernicke's area in the complexities of

the substitution added approximately

musical appreciation. Ile has
unfortunately ignored the importance of

turntable, three times the purchase price
for the table. The word ' substitution'
suggests that the Linn had been resting on

communication between the association
(tertiary ) zones throughout all four lobes

50% in price- related performance to the

some other support but unless we know

produced. Also, we discovered that
certain ' clicks' on the new 1.1' also existed
in exactly the same place on the originals
but now were much more noticeable. For
some records turning up the volume
higher than for the original made the

of the brain.

what that was, the review is not worth the

A study ( Radeauiliertelson ) showed
that when auditory and visual sense
modalities conflict with each other, vision

paper, etc etc.
Jim Barty, Wood Green, London N22
The ' Pot Pourri' format does not lend itself to long

tends to dominate. This supports, in my
view, the need for darkness when trying
to appreciate the finer aspects of music.
Dissension aside. Iwould again like to
thank Mr Bowen for the pleasure of

introductions. Before the Linn LPl 2was placed on
the excellent Mana double platform turntable
stand, it was resting on aTarget TT2, areputable
design and considered to be good value in its own
right. The TT2 had been property levelled and

which we know is there.
At first we explained our
disappointment on the basis that the

reading this very interest ing article. (
enclose an ' approximation of the

spiked before the comparisons were made - Martin

simply lacked even more of the musical
information. But it is also true, as pointed

Colloms

positions of the primary auditory cortex,
secondary auditory zone and Wernicke's

musk le.. ' flat' but did mn completch
improve the situation and now we prefer
to listen to the older If's, even with the
crackles, to experience more of the music

replacement 1.1's were further away from
the original master recording and so

Out by Christopher Cooper, that some

Not what they seem?

replacements showed areduced cut area
of the disc. We now feel that we can never
trust buying any relatively old 1.1" ( over 5
years) and will never experience some of

area in adiagram based upon Brodmann's
cortical map. and various neurological
references. )

Dear Sir, Peter \X.aIker states that properly
conducted input output comparison tests

Martin Pascoe, Exeter

perfection of some amplifiers ( ' Views'
June ). Ile further notes that David Ilafler
has wisely recommended the same type of
test. Regular readers will be aware that

our favourite music to its full potential.
Christopher Cooper asks what can be

both Mr Walker and Mr I
lafier claim to

recording personnel are beginning to
realize that their music can no longer he
experienced to its true level. It is bad
enough that we can no longer experience

John Bowen replies:
Than you very much for your
constructive criticisms of my article in the

can he used to prove the audible

July issue. The problem of representing
something of the relationship of areas on
the surface of afolded structure such as
the brain made it necessary either to use

provide audibly perfect amplifiers ( or, at
least, more accurate designs than those
with different sounds ).
Curious, then, that the two company's

several diagrams or to synthesize asingle
new one to give an impression of those
relationships. Idecided to simplify the

amplifiers should differ so much in special
balance. quality of treble, apparent bass

description of tonotopic mapping by
forgoing some detail in favour of
conveying an important concept
My reference to the auditory

extension, dynamics, transparency, locus,
stereo presentation and fatigue levels.
One may he forgiven for believing that
there is more going on here than ' boring

done to stop the apparent mutilation of 1.1'
masters. What puzzles us is that surely

the music as intended by the performer,
but it must be even more upsetting for
these performers. Surely the people
within the music industry, especially the
artists themselves, should be the most
motivated and in one of the strongest
positions to do something about it.
Or is afigment of our imaginatiini?

old logic'.

association cortex was intended to

Lewis Coopersmith,

Peter and Jill Brooks, Karlsrithe,

involve the interpretation of ' evocative
speech'. 'rhis is where the meaning of

Philadelphia, USA

FDR

speech is derived from the tone in which
the language is used. If an individual to

Old wine, new bottles

Shurely shome mistake?

Dear Sir Christopher Cooper's letter in

Dear Sir If John Cralibe's occasional but

deprived of this faculty then aform of

March 'Views' raised arequest, to which

memorable contributions to your pages

music such as song may he
incomprehensible since much of the
meaning of the lyrical component is

we feel we should respond.
We bought an 1.1'1 2based system and

are the fruits of early retirement, Ican

discovered the need to replace many
spoilt' 1.1's which were quite old and

more prolific colleagues could afford to
follow suit. The unreserved endorsement

divided between the raw words and the
expression in the musical phrasing. I
would like to have included many more
details and many other systems, hut the
article was limited in length and broad in
coverage of subject. A balance to be
struck between physiology, anatomy and

which had deteriorated for various
reasons.
replace many records w

Is
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aparticularly easy decision to make. In
addition to the emotional attachment one

only wish that some of his younger and

of CD by the author of
In The
Home' and editor off/EV/KR in its golden
age must surely outweigh amountain of

to buy. However, we knew that we

scrihblings on the other side.
As aformer young fogey, who was
dragged kicking and screaming into the
stereo era 25 years ago by John Cralihe's

wanted to experience our current music

patients arguments,1 was also delighted

collection to the full and we thought that
this would be possible by buying new
versions of the II's.

by his loyalty to the Shure VI 5/V. One
searches the hi-fi press in vain these days
for amention of this firm, but Iam sure

by A R Luria.

After buying several replacements in
one go, we began listening to these,

(no pun intended ) that the replacement
stylus Ibought 3years ago, but have not

A Mana means...

expecting to hear the music as never
before. We discovered that, as intended,

yet found it necessary to fit, will see me,
too, through many happy years of

Dear Sir, Martin Colloms reviewed the
Mana Turntable Stand in the July issue
p69. Ile waxed lyrical about the

the records sounded ' cleaner' - less
crackly. This was an improvement and
initially we were pleased. Ilowever, soon

retirement.
G A Parish, Croydon, Surrey

neurology. Those wishing to have an
introduction to neurology should read
Oliver Sacks's hook The Mall who
mistook his wife for a hat which is
excellent as astarter, those wishing to
delve deeper may go for any of the books

often has with aparticular record there
were also many new records we wanted

improvements to be gained by using the
Mana stand with aLinn 1.1'12. But he never
tells us what the Linn was resting on

we realized that we were not as happy as
expected. Comparisi ins with the originals

before, so what are these improvements
relative to? Was he using some other

reproducing the true subjective quality of
the music - you could hear the snare

table, was he using the floor or his

drum hut you didn't experience the sound

mother's sideboard packed with antique

as vividly as the original, you could hear

china crockery?

the cellos but the sound didn't make you
truly feel and visualize the sound

Martin claims that in perceived value,
III II \ IV. SZi; RE(.0121) HIS II ,
A1

E511111it

991)

confirmed that the new

were not

Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
15
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Absolute Sounds represent the
world's finest names in audio. Here
are just afew of the exciting new

When
it comes to
Valve technology,
Audio Research rule
the air waves. With new
advances in Valve/SolidState hybrid systems, they
continue to push back
the sonic barrier and
create products that
become legends. A
new amplifier has
arrived which sets
new standards - the
'Classic 120 - amono
block destined to become
yet another legend from
the master craftsmen in
audio design. Audio
Research products
continue to set
the pace.

The
new line-up
from Krell in the
summer includes a
startling low cost amp
-KSTIO0 as well as two
new 'super' amplifiers KSA150 8c KSA250.
Words are totally
inadequate when
trying to describe
how they sound.
From Krell Digital
come the MDI and
MD2 CD turntables and
the SPB32X & SPB64X
processor and power
modules. They are
stunning in both
looks and
sound.

From
PS Audio we
are pleased to be
offering their brand
new ' Digital Link' CD
interface. This advanced
system is designed to give
outstanding ' musical'
quality to your CD
transport. Imagine
all the qualities of
the best analogue
systems - superior
imaging with solid
bass and smooth topend - everything that CD
ought to be! Add to this
the stunning new PS-6
preamplifier and it's
clear that PS Audio
demand your
audience.

products currently available through
selected dealers — our partners in
perfection.

Wilson
Audio remain
firmly at the very
forefront of speaker
technology and design.
The Wilson 'WATT' with
the ' PUPPY' woofer system
is designed to deliver
astonishing quality
from compact units
at all sound levels.
Precision crafted to
exacting standards,
these loudspeakers
can be tailored to suit
both your system and the
listening room. Wilson
Audios' loudspeakers
elevate moving coil
performance up
to ahigher
plane.

-re
Valves
in digital CD
players? Then it
can only be from the
master exponents of an
exciting technology. The
California Audio Labs CD
pla vers are designed to
offer audiophiles the
best of both worlds.
Digital quality and
that special sound
only valves bring.
The new line-up of
CD players includes
the ' Aria Mk111', 'Genesis',
'Tercet MkIII' and ' Icon'.
All bring aspecial new
magic to the world of
CD. C.A.L. put the
music back in
CD!

Koetsu
moving coil
cartridges are all
legendary. Each one
amasterpiece, each one
designed to deliver sonic
perfection. A Koetsu is the
ultimate cartridge for
the truly discerning
audiophile - every
one handbuilt and
individually tested
to be statements of
Mr. Sugano's craft.
Now, with their new
cartridge ' Urushi', Koetsu
has once again achieved
international acclaim
and set even higher
standards. Koetsu
cartridges are
music.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LIMITED
58 Durham Road, London SW20 ODE
Tel: 081-947 5047 Fax: 081-879 7962
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California
Audio Labs, Classe Audio, Counterpoint, DavidsonRoth, Duntech Audio limited, F.ntec, Goldmund,
Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Digital Inc, Magnepan,
Martin Logan, Micro Seiki, PS Audio, Sonus Faber,
Theta Digital, Well Tempered lab,
Wilson Audio Specialists.

Write or phone for details of your nearest dealer plus latest
product information and perceptive advice.

NEWS
TECHNICS' TWIN QUARTZ TUNER
Technics has enhanced its tuner range with an up-market AMIEV1
39- memory quartz synthesized stereo model. The ST-690 will
retail at £334 and boasts ' innovation in tuner design'. Computer
controlled auto-selection of normal and super- narrow bandwidth
is applied not only to the IF stage but the RF stage as well. This
brings a claimed dramatic improvement in reception characteristics. Inbuilt auto RF and IF bandwidth selectors feature in the
design

alongside

selectable

scanning

level

and

the

return

of the rotary tuning knob. Panasonic UK tel ( 0344) 853157.

NAD CHANGES DISTRIBUTOR
Having

acquired

Audio,

Markets

handling

NAD

ENTRIES FLOODED IN

Cambridge
is

to stop

products

after

twelve years. NAD Electronics is to
commence distribution in the UK.
Hi Fi Markets MD :Malcolm Blocktry intends to concentrate on the
development and manufacture of
Cambridge products. Alan Sinfield,
AIan Shcarn and William J Weidman

arc

transferring

with

the

existing NAD sales team. The new
company

is

located

at

Adastra

House. 401 Nether Street. London
N3

1(.2(;. Tel: Obt-349

Our May ' Locations' competition to
win Yamaha hi-fi attracted a record
response. Of the sacks of correct
entries received, first prize has
been awarded to Bryen Hillerby of
Sheffield who will shortly be receiving his £900 C30 natural sound
stereo system. Second prize of a
complete DSP100 package, with
processor, amp and speakers, has
gone to George Biggin from Huntingdon, while Robert Stafford of
London won third prize of the new
Yamaha YST7 - a table-top CD system complete with full remote control. Congratulations to all our winners who identified the correct
answers as: 1g; 2b; 38; ste: 5f; 6k; ^a;
8j; 9e; 10d.

TWO FROM TEWKESBURY
A recently formed company, ONIC

decorated with agold Cornucopia

Electn effies

and edw decoration in gold. The

of

Tewkesbury,

has

announced its first mo hi- fl pro-

equipment's

ducts.

Amalthea

anodized metal as too are the top

and match-

panels. The company describes its

Acoustic

power amp ( b5i iW.

heatsinks

are

gold

ing Alethea pre- amp s th m- m and

products

nt c inputs each onl,:st of a ver-

designed he the discerning con-

as ' asperatopmar

tical cylinder clad m ith two cera-

sumer. The combination is £ 3,150.

mic panels whose front section is

Details from ( 0 ¡Se) 228996.

DENON'S DEMON DIGITS
The latest Denon CD player to use the 20-bit Lambda circuitry is a
new top of the range model. The DCD3560, at £999.95, is based
around the DCD1560 but with
substantially

upgraded

power

added audiophile circuitry, a
supply

and

the

copper-plated

chassis has been

enclosed in a massive anti- resonance case.

Denon

have

engineers

develop

chips

with

worked

low

power

closely

with

consumption

IC

designers

and

low

to

heat

generation. To aid system integration, the 3560 is fitted with a
motorized volume output, together with balanced audio, optical
and coaxial digital outputs. Hayden Labs ( 0753) 88844".

REFERENCE ONE MONITOR LAUNCHED BY DIAMOND

KENWOOD LAUNCHES ' CD-WOE RECORDING SUITE
'Write-Once'

recordable

CDs

can

now

be

recorded

using

a

Over five year's design work and development has resulted in the

relatively low-cost suite of components from Kenwood. Following

49in-tall Reference 1 Monitor loudspeaker from Diamond Acous-

the Tokyo Audio Fair showing of a prototype systtm last autumn,

tics: a new company formed by John Jeffries, creator of Jeffries

Kenwood has now developed production units, with

HiFi, designer of the Nightingale Acoustic speaker range.

its new

one-chip encoder LSI, in a system intended for sale to studios,
broadcasters, publishers and CD-ROM software manufacturers.

John's aim

was

to produce a

speaker without consideration of

Cl),

the final selling price - although

CD

although some aspects of this are

with aprice tag of £ 5,500 per pair,

encoder. at £ - ,
500, and the 1)1)-

still under discussion. The system

the Reference Iis not for the faint

7200 (: I) Writer, at £ 5,400.
Although users will also require an

allows interrupted recording on a
single disc by using a temporary

employed

IBM PC and system software, this

table of contents which

quency hands while

The

main

set-up

are

components
the

of the

DA -- 000

means that users can begin
WO

production

with

an

cD-

invest-

ment of only £ 13.000.

standards

for

Recordable

is only

replaced by a standard Table of

hearted. The multi-way crossover
has

overlapping

fre-

the overall

design intends to make best use of

replay

infinite baffle, labyrinth. transmis-

when a recording is finalized ( see

sion line, ported, and open baffle

Contents

for

normal

CD

Kenwood

configurations. yet employing only

pre-grooved dye- layer type

does not expect the system to sell

moving-coil drivers. The frame of

discs. the PC- based Kenwood Cl)-

to consumers, and was unable to

the

WO system is based on the IEEE

comment on the issues of Serial

front I.5in and Iin NIDE while the

-188 bus standard, which theoreti-

Copy Management ( anti- copying)

interior is

call' would allow up to 31 slave

which would come into question if

materials includ:ng two layers of

recorders

lead. The separate bass and bass/

Using
type

Taiyo

to

luden ( START) ' Technology'.

be

run

July).

Reference

I is

constructed

lined with

absorbent

simul-

domestic use was envisaged. Cur-

taneoush from a single source. It

rent cost of blank Taipi Yuden

mid

contbrins with Red Book ( audio)

discs

with

and Yellow Book ( CD-ROM ) stan-

system can also cope with 8em

standing on three spikes. Details

dards as well as with Orange Book

discs if required.

front (04352) 8004.
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around £ 16

each.

The
SH

enclosures
the

are

bottom

decoupled,

bass

cabinet
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8
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0
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony ... something only a few audiophile
pre-amps can improve on... the more Ithink about it,
the more 1realise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik, Hi Fi exclusiv 11/89...
The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. Hi Fi Choice Sep 89 ... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass ... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

Hi Fi

Answers Aug 89.. .
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

NEWS
ROKSAN COMPLETE

CDA FUTURE BOLSTERED

DOLBY AVOIDS OFT ACTION

The final piece in Roksan's record

A major joint initiative by Philips,
PolyGram, Sony, and Matsushita
has promoted the concept of
interactive CD. A two day Multimedia conference and exhibition
in June drew international interest
from parties who were told how to
realize the potential of Cl)-!, just
weeks after Commodore said it
would have hardware, for its rival
system, ready ayear before Philips.
The head of Philips' interactive
media, Gaston Bastiaens, said his
company planned to launch its
first hardware in 1991 in Japan and
the US, following up in Europe a
year later. Commodore, on the
other hand, hopes to launch its
CD- TV in the US as early as
September and bring it to the UK
before Christmas.

Noise reduction designers Dolby
has avoided investigation by the
Office of Fair Trading. Following a
complaint to the OFT by a Dolby
dealer, the manufacturer agreed to
remove its stipulation that distributors of its cinema surround
sound processors should not also
deal in competitors' goods. The
Director General of the Office of
Fair Trading, Sir Gordon Borne,
has welcomed the decision as
being likely to promote competition between Dolby and its rivals.
He has decided not to take the
matter further. An OFT spokesman
said it was within Sir Gordon's
powers to consider investigations
under the Competition Act if
Dolby was carrying out an anticompetitive practice.

player jigsaw is now in place — the
ArtaXerxes cartridge amp. This
£495 unit has been necessary to
achieve a criterion for the company's co-founder and now technical director, Touraj Moghaddam.

He maintains that the

record playing system should be a
totally independent source comprising a motor, tonearm, cartridge, and cartridge amp to provide a line- level source.

The

ArtaXerxes may be retrofitted
inside all Roksan Xerxes players,
regardless of vintage. Roksan
Engineering, tel: (0597) 824911.

Touraj Wagharldam zoah the ArtaXerxes

BRIEFING
ALPHASON, having acquired its

FM ACOUSTICS of Switzerland is

own in-house woodworking facility

now able to guarantee dispatch of

in 1988, is now producing grille

98 per cent of its spare parts within

fronts as an OEM product for

48 hours of ordering.

Garbutt and Gray. The company is

MATSUSHITA's US subsidiary

dedicated to along-term policy of

had apenalty tax levied by the US

upholding craftsmanship in British

federal tax agency which is also

hi-fi and, in particular, fine

investigating otherj apanese-

cabinetry.

affiliated electronics companies.

AUDIO CONVERSIONS, the

The IRS suspects some of these of

Quarterly hi-fi journal aimed at the

allegedly underpaying corporate

DIY constructor, is to re-launch in a

taxes by underestimating earnings.

colour A4 format. Contact (0709)

PHILIPS has launched ashort-

873667 for subscriptions.

wave capable in-car radio. The

CEDAR has signed a £160,000

DC777 comes complete with stereo

contract with Digipro, the Brussels-

cassette and standard LF!MF'

based CD mastering house, to

VHF for £ 300. Made in Singapore

supply two of its stand-alone sound

the unit is retractable and features

restoration systems.

security coding.

BOSE BOSE EVERYWHERE
As the domestic acceptability of
multi- room intreases, Bose has
launched its bid for a share of
the market. The Lifestyle Music
System centres around a compact, brushed aluminium console with FM/MF digital tuner
with 30 presets, afully featured
CD player and two pre-amps.
This unit is capable of providing
signals from two different sources
to two separate listening zones

other multi- room installations by
using radio frequency, rather than
infra red, to transmit commands.
Existing Bose technology in the
form of the Acoustimass speakers

simultaneously; sockets allow the
unit to be linked to existing hard-

around £2,260, with abasic option
available for just under £2,000.
Bose 1.1: tel ( 0795) 465341.

ware. The Bose system differs from

supports the Lifestyle system by
providing compact, amplified
speakers where required. Bose
says that the number of rooms
serviced by one zone is flexible —
additional remotes can extend the
system. A total package will cost

PHIUPS
rrr

iimilmumenumudi
Philips DC77 claims to be the ftrst SW car radicW cassette
PROTON is among the latest

DELTEC has opened aLondon

office to improve customer service.

manufacturers to implement

Open from 9 . 30am to 6pm on

Bitstream circuitry in its CD

weekdays, the operation may be

players. Other projects include

dialled at local rate on (0345) 581241. 300W rnonoblocks and anumber of
DEMON RECORDS are to be .

AIV products. Contact the UK

handled worldwide by Roksan. The

distributor, Portfolio, (0494)

extensive catalogue of mainly vinyl

890277.

material includes the likes of Elvis

TARA LABS' range of'Space&

SONY IN COURT OVER DAT MACHINES
Sony has become entangled in legal action over its decision to
release SCMS DAT machines on public sale in the US. American
music publishers have begun proceedings against the Japanese
corporation claiming that its action will promote illegal home
taping. The lawsuit, filed in the federal court in New York City,
seeks to block the importation and sale of DAT equipment.
Although Sony is not the sole
exporter of DAT machines it leads
the field and is an obvious target

enjoy the new format. ' Rather than
hurt the music business, the tape
recorder has opened up vast new

for the National Music Publishers
Association. Its lawyer Marvin

Costello, Robert Cray, and Al

Time' interconnects and speaker

Green. Details from (0597)824911

cables are now being handled in the

Frankel, who represents over
40,000 songwriters, said the digital

and all Roksan outlets.

UK by Acoustic Energy. The eight

equipment ' was

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA

interconnects available range from

intended for the purpose of
infringing copyrights'.
The action has been called
'short-sighted and without merit'
by the Washington-based Home
Recording Rights Coalition. Its
Chairman, Gary Shapiro, said there

markets for everyone involved in
music.' He maintained that DAT
recorders would be used for a
wide variety of purposes and fall
within a previous Supreme Court
ruling on videocassette recorders.
The lawsuit revolves around a
recent survey, sponsored by the
music industry, showing that DAT
owners intend to use the equipment to tape pre-recorded music.
The complaint argued that such

was no reason that the public
should be denied the right to

taping violates the federal copyright statute.

is to be published by Audio Amateur

£30-260 per pair. Enquiries to 081-

Inc following the signing of along-

840 6305.

tepn agreement. The magazine is an

UHER hi-fi is to be handled in the

expansion of the English edition

UK by Harman. Already

and is translated into six languages.

established in the pro' sector, Uher

Details from 0101 603 924 9464.

has acomplete hi-fi range.
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Oxford

Audio

Consultants

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Give Bach
more bite

SONY .DEALER.AVIARDS.
HUI .1
11$1
NE,WS
rcnreeocirw

REGIONAL NOMINEE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
MADRIGAL PROCEED CD
and
THORENS 166
MARANTZ CD 50SE
LINX NEBULA
WHARFEDALE DIAMOND IV
* COME AND HEARTHE STUNNING NEW *
* PROCEED TRANSPORT AND D- A CONVERTER *

AUDIOQUEST INTERCONNECTING
CABLES
'Tighter imagery, smoother vocals, harderhitting drums and abetter sense of space: Not
the result of' spending afortune upgrading
your whole system, but simply how New
Sound described the effects of AudioQuest
interconnecting cables.
Interconnecting cable i a ritol component of your system, but one that's often
overlooked. Unless your cables are of top
quality, and specially designed for the job,
you'll be losing alot of your music in transit:
particularly between ( 11 player and amplifier.
What's more, as It hat
pointed
out. ' Ina don't need to own asuperfi system to
enjoy the benefit. So long as there's adecent
signal coming from your turntable or Li)
player the cables are likely to be an effective
upgrade'.
There are six interconnecting cables in
the AudioQuest range, one to suit every budget.
ilw more expensive the cable_ the better its
materials and construction, and the better its
ability to transmit clean, clear and beautiful
music.
To find out more about how AudioQuest
products can realise your hi-fi's true potential.
whatever sort of music you listen to. call at
your nearest Arcam dealer.

ARCAM
\( II Ii E DEO IWO 'MILS
OF 41 I)IOQI 1•..ST PROM 1.1N IN THE Ik

For more information and details of your nearest ..l ream dealer
please telephone or write:
A&R Cambridge Limited. Denny Industrial Centre, Waterbeach,
Cambridge C135 91'11, England. Telephone: (0223)861550 (21 hours)

Also on dem:
NEW Proceed CD — Home trial available
Nakamichi CR3 * Linx Theta • Linx Vega
Proton A13000 * Marantz CD5OSE/60SE/80/9411
SD Acoustics OBS * Rogers LS4a *
Rogers LS7t * Classic 30 * Aragon D2A *
Cambridge C/A 100 * Cambridge CD3
Marantz SD60/50/40 * Oxford Mistrale *
JPW Sonatas * B&W Solids
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations a pleasure
Free Local Delivery
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kimber, Lift,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Hul,Cardas Cable, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox, Dual, etc.
Part- Exchange and Ex Dem Bargains include:
Magneplanar MG1b £ 595, Audio Research SP12 £475,
Roksan — RB300 — 0C9 £500, Audio Innovations 800 £475,

Linx Vega £795, Ram Adonis £595, Linn Ekos £695,
SD Acoustics SD3 £ 195, Audio Research SP9 £ 1050

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

NEWS
AMBISONICS GOES EAST TO FIND FAVOUR

EVENTS

THORENS' TOP TURNTABLE

Having acquired the rights to Ambisonics, Nimbus has demonstrated the capabilities of the technology around the world. Just
weeks after taking on the marketing role for Ambisonics, Nimbus
bosses Stuart Garman and Adrian Farmer set off for the Far East.
The two men went complete
in Japan to allow further listening.
with a total Ambisonic replay sysThe Japan TV station, NHK, also
tem including Minim decoder and
showed an interest in 3- channel
the new ATC mini monitors. VisitAmbisonics as a way to further
ing the homes of leading Japanese
enhance its output without the
hi- 11 reviewers and technical wrineed to re- equip its studios. The
ters, Garman and Farmer demonsEuropean Broadcasting Union is
trated the technique - installing
also known to be looking at Ambithe necessary four speakers in the
stinks because it occupies just
relatively small confines of japan's
2- channels, leaving others for
houses. Their itinerary also
translations; whereas the Dolby
included a major manufacturer'
surround method requires 4 chan where the reception was said to he
nels. Further visits to the Far East
more enthusiastic than could be
by the Nimbus team are expechoped for, while a decision on
terd, aided by the Japan Desk at
whether or not the company is to
the DTI, while America is the next
install on-board Ambisonic decodtarget - a country where the
ers in its equipment is expected
KWMF radio station boasts regular
shortly. Such was the response that
Ambisonic broadcasts. Nimbus. tel
several Minim decoders were left ( 0600) 890 682.

16-19 AUGUST 1990:
Frankfurt High End hi-fi
Show.
25-26 AUGUST 1990:
National Sound Championship
and Car HiFi Show at Bristol
Exhibition Centre. Details
from (0272)264613.
SEPTEMBER 1990: Aston
Audio's sixth musical evening
at Stanneylands Hotel,
Wilmslow featuring Arcam
audio. Tickets from (0625)
582704.
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990:
The HiFi Show, Penta
Hotel, Heathrow - sponsored
by HFN/RR (Trade only 1314th ) Contact 081-686 2599.

BRIGHT SPARK FROM LINN

20-24 SEPTEMBER 1990:
24th Sim HiFi Ives -

The first of a series of new up-

international exhibition of

market products has arrived from

The

music, hi-fi and video in

Linn Products in the shape of a

Spark costs f1190 while existing

Milan. Details from 010 34 2

power supply for its LK280 power

LK280 owners

4815541.

amplifier. The Spark converts the

upgrade for f495. Linn is known

twice the regulation of the LK280.
combination

of amp

may obtain

and
the

5-7 OCTOBER 1990:

amp into a complete dual mono

to be working on anumber of other

National Sound and Vision

system with transformer for each

'serious

Show, Last Drop, Bolton.

channel, and triples the reservoir

items, work which has delayed the

Call (0204) 31423.

capacity to 60000 br.F ,
two

transformers

while its

have

nearly

high- end

Having re-formed its main company in readiness for the single EC
market in 1992, Thorens has
announced anew top-of- the- range
turntable. Admitting that the
'11)30(11 BC is not the company's
final statement on analogue, the
1. 1K distributor said that it was an
attempt by Thorens to ' throw
down the gauntlet and challenge
the likes of Linn and Roksan'. The
estimated price of the new deck is
around £630, or £ - 50 complete
with arm — an improved version
of the established TP90. An intensive redesign has resulted in the
TP9OSE which includes absorption
material to the arm tube, bonding
of the headshell, replacement wiring and a new arm tube. The
TD300 I is available with
armboard to suit Linn, SME, and
Roksan arms, although it is not
possible to eater tin Roksan's
intelligent assembly. Further
details available from Portfolio
Marketing, tel ( 0494 ) 8902 - 7

audiophile'

launch of its Kremlin FM tuner.
Linn Products tel: 041-644 4262.

SIDELINES
tier holding forth last
month on ways in which
music might be better
served by recordings, I found
myself experiencing live music
from a variety of seating positions
at concerts and operas in three
halls, one church and two theatres.
This generated lots of impressions
with a bearing on recorded
balance, and reminded me of an
intention to follow up some points
made in February's 'Sidelines' in
response to a couple of concerts
where Ihad sat behind the orchestra. Such aposition places most of
the perceived hall acoustic around
or beyond the plu vers rather than
around and behind the listener,
and my point was that while this
may be unconventional in the concert- hall, it very much resembles
what we take for granted via
domestic stereo.
Moving over to opera. what we
also tend to take fur granted in
recordings is a vocal balance
which allows one to follow the
words without difficulty. This contrasts with the theatre, where even
when performances are given in
English, as - by the ENO at the
Coliseum, it is frequently impossible to grasp more than a modest
fraction of the words unless one
has the advantage of a good stalls
Ill- Ft NEU stk RECORD REVIE%

scat. The problems of following
operas in foreign languages are
now overcome at the R011 by
means of a back- illuminated
English surtitles display, but Isuspect that this would also be welcomed by a large portion of the
audience at the Coliseum. There,
those who can't afford £ 33 for a
stalls seat often have to strain hard
from the upper regions to make
sense of their native English,
whose phonemic cast is inevitably
distorted when sung. It's antisocial to follow the libretto with a
torch ( although at one time they
used to sell candles at the operahouse door for this purpose ), but
at home, with undimmed lighting
and no distracting visual stage (!),
opera- lovers can read with impunity. Also, recordings generally offer
the aural equivalent of agood stalls
seat. so that English-speaking
listeners can even close their eyes
during Peter Grimes or 7he
Mikado.
Of course, opera in ton) remains
a special and sometimes overwhelming experience, but the
sound-only variety is a legitimate
separate art- form which easily conditions the habitual listener, and
whenever Iopt for the full theatrical package there is always something missing: reverberation. Even
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quite large theatres are generally
rather dry acoustically, and the
orchestra ( cramped down in its
pit ) tends to sound stilled, lacking
the expansive fullness of sound
which we expect in the concerthall. It can make enough noise to
drown out the singers certainly,
but it tends to he a dead - pan sort
of noise, while the singers themselves are granted little of that
ambient halo which so enhances
great vocal climaxes.
With good recordings we get
the best of both worlds. The
orchestra is set in a concert- hall
type of acoustic, while the singers
are placed in a similar reverberance yet st) miked that they retain
articulate clarity. The purist in me
used to be worried by all those
pan-potted solo micrtphones at
opera recording sessions, but
there's no denying that stereo
opera at its best ( or es-en a good
live broadcast which captures the
singers with clarity and adds a
little enlivening reverts) can be
extremely satisfying.
The same goes for many orchestral recordings originated in a
manner which might cause Alan
Illumlein to turn in his grave.
Nimbus and a few others have
she iwn that when everything is
exactly right it is indeed possible

to produce superb sounds with a
single mie, but some of the best
recordings Iknow were produced
in a far from purist manner.
Related to this. Iwas greatly struck
by some aspects of balance at
those recent concerts. One
involved various Beethoven
works, where the conductor had
placed the 1st and 2nd violins
left/right in the fashionable
'authentic' manner. Isat at amoderate distance in what might have
been regarded as an ideal scat, but
was struck by the fact that the
fiddles on the right sounded
noticeably less bright than their
opposite numbers, because the latter were tipped slightly forward as
usual, while the 2nds were correspondingly tipped hack. In consequence I became aware of an
imbalance of emphasis during passages of string interplay. The conductor up on his rostrum was
placed in acoustic symmetry vis-avis violins 1/2, as would be the
mies in a recording - but above
the fiddles rather than at my ' natural' listening position in the hall.
Should we accept as a tonal
'norm' the extra-bright sound of
violins as heard from straight
above? That leads on to anumber
of related matters, so more on this
next month.
John Crabbe
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ACCESSORIES

BT BLOCKER '

Phonemaster

This month it's Phonemaster, an auto- mute
system which really makes life easier
lectric carving knives. credit- card- sized toolkits, most of the
stuff in those catalogues which always fall out of the Sunday
colour supplements ... that was my first reaction to
Phonemaster. Ilere was ablack box to he inserted in one's hi-fi
chain, and for what purpose? To mute the system when the phone
rings. Ifigured that it would play about as big arole in my life as do
solar powered pocket postal scales.
Boy was Iwrong!
The Phonemaster is aslim box measuring I -fflx45x280mm
(whd ) and all it has for features are aknob and an on,off light on
the front, and two pairs of phono sockets on the back. It also
sprouts mains lead and atelephone wire terminating in aBT plug.
There's no on/off switch as most will leave it on at all times. You
buy one of those splitters ( typically £.,-t ) to double up the capacity
of one of your new-style telephone sockets and connect the
Phonemaster to your hi- ti via atape loop. Then you sit and wait
until the telephone rings.
And that's all it takes to have you hooked if you're the sort who
either has music playing all the time as Ido when Iwork ) or if you
have the phone in aroom other than your hi-fi room. When the
phone rings, the music cuts out so you can hear the ringing. Once
the call is finished, the music fades back up to the previous level.
It sounds trivial and unnecessary until it actually operates.
Instead of nipping over to the hi-fi to turn it down, or missing the
call altogether because your hi-fi drowned out the ringing. you just
lift up the phone. And it mutes the system, too, when you have to
make acall. The instant you pick up the phone to dial, or press
autodial on phones with hands-off dialling, your hi-fi mutes.
'Me mute level can be either total or not at all ( like abypass ) or
you can set it anywhere in between via the front panel rotary
control. If you're worried about the sonic effects of having this
black box in the chain, install it in the tape loop and you can
by-pass it for those times when you're listening in serious' mode. If
you're not bothered at all by its presence, you can fit the
Phonemaster permanently' between pre- and power amp. In my
own circumstances, Iuse ( mainly)) (: 1) for background music, so I
have the Phonemaster residing between the CI) player and the
pre- amp. It doesn't matter where you put it so long as it's between
the source that's being used and the pre- or power amp inputs.
Ican't do without it no‘v that I've been spoiled. Iknow. Iknow,
it's only six or so feet from my desk to the pre- amp, but the
convenience is undeniable. And when your phone is in another
room entirely, the Phonemaster could mean the difference
between catching an important call or missing it altogether.
Frivolous? After that first phone call coming in and muting the
hi-fi for you, you won't think so.
Ken Kessler
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Use this form to order accessories.
III \ RR 001 Flusdumper: black- ash box [ 22.011
\ RR 004 Blackhead: m- cstep-up transformer: 1.59
/UN RR 005 spik es: timber f steel
inc flying kit, set of S. t10.00 L.
RR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3 45rpm. 220 240 only. OK for most
synchronous ti ( specify type); black- ash case t79.95 -E
II FM RR 007 CarrydisC: 14 CD's in a40min travel pack! £ 11.95 Li
FN/RR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. -10mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones: black- ash case: 220 240V- only [ 79.95 E
EV/RR 010 News Stand: 19in 430mm housing. 36in high. complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black linish [ 139..95
//E.V .RR (( Il Mushcrusher: 221)240V mains filter. 5.-\ rating [ 24 95 E
IlEN RR (( 12 Software Storage SYstem: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 12)) capacitv ) t45 ,
CD/cassette unit ( 40 2) [ 30.1111E singles unit ( 2)10) .[35.00
fiFiV/RR 013 1ValInut: ss ill mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves: finish, black 1.49.95
//i7VIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner: £ 17.50 L1
IIFIVIRR 1115 Test CD 11:99 tracks. 75mins € 11.95 E
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 th.95 Li
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' hook t1810 17
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de-magnetiier t12 95
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small [ 5.45 Li Large tti.45 12,
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier [ 47.511E
Sicomin Cl) damper: [ 27.50 Fl
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. [ 2.5(111
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 E
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane.
6in self-adhesive t11 . 95 ri
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback [ 10.95
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: (. 425.00
KK self- build loudspeakers: details as tilable for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records:1 . ifflaie Domino 0, q-; .
1.1,/ . 11 I
he P:it%ri.hop t13
Aureum gold-plated mains plug socket t‘‘ mmi unswitched socket. flush
mounting, complete with two I3Amp plugs. [ 25.00 LI
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! Or not wo‘%? I1[20.00
Last Formula 1 [ 11.95 LiFormula 2 [ 16.50 ElFormula 3
[7.50 EStarter pack [ 12.50 E
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! til3 95 I.
Blacktak: [ 2.00 per pack of 2strips I
CD Feet: Audioque.t Sorbothane Pack of 4 £ 24.95 Breakfast Plugs, plioni,s. pair. [ 5.95
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound. t1(,.95 ': Glenn Miller. [ 1(1.95
Warsaw Baroque Soloists. [ 1(1.05
Supercharge. 1_16.95 I1: NItvart
Edition Vol 1. [ 16.95 i ( inn arCrusher lise. € 16.95
Decca record cleaning brush: [ 9.-15 .
CD Jewel Cases packs ot 1(1): standard. Sin complete 1 t6.50 ;
standard 5in. outcr , nuls
shmline Sun E titi.:)11: 3m
Double Je‘s el ( ', If,t‘f complete ( each)t [ 1.75. Sin clear protect is e
sleeve ( pack ot St
75p. CD single adaptor. silvered ( each II. (Up
Toppers: stick- t
In spikes: set of 6f £ 5.95: set of S £ 7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valvL•s 03.50 per pair 11
Mission lsoplat: 1
13in Medite isolation platform: t25.00 ii
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £ 9.45 for the 2Ll's Li
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner [ 2.25
Calocoat: Hi- Tech 1.enscloth £ 1.60 ti
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £ 3.99 per set of 4
Dividers: pack of 10 LP E. CD L. 7in singles H. [ 5.95
Dividers: pack of 25 1.P O. CD CI. 7in singles L. £ 10.95
Chesky Jazz Sampler Vol I: £ 12.50 I'
Kontak two- bottle cleaning kit: £ 19.5(1 I
Phonemaster auto mute: £ 99.95 CI

NAME

(
cap, rlea.:1

ADDRESS

12 Ienclose POICheque1310*
Iwish lo pay by AccessIVisalDiner%/Ames*
My card number is

bll'bide p

,ii

iç

packing

Fspiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send orders to M.\ RR Accessories Club, PO Box :W. Bedford. \ 1K-lii t
VII
Cheques should be made payable to tit
Deliver subject to as:Iilahghty.

RR Aece,orie-, Club.
Accc,one.1 •1uhh,,tline

ii2.14 -.
11152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE Bill WIIERE APPLIC'ABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. Ele.OF.

' Ma.' delete as

,11,1,1111'.
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SPANISH CDs

ITALIAN CDs

COMPACT DISC SERVICES

FRENCH CDs /

CD

1E2

FULL PRICE IMPORTS FROM £ 13.95. BUDGET IMPORTS FROM £9.95. UK DISCS FROM £9.99. BUDGET TITLES FROM £4.99.
ARE YOU UNSATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT SELECTION OF DISCS AVAILABLE? OUR CATALOGUE OFFERS THOUSANDS OF
TITLES UNAVAILABLE IN THE UK. HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU.

112:=1:1

EGG: Egg/The Civil Surface ( Jan only rel
£22.95
E.L.O.: Afterglow ( 3 CD box set - unreleased
tracks) £ 39.95
NUCLEUS: Solar Plexus/We'll Talk About It Later/
Elastic Rock £ 13.95
GROBSCHNITT: Ballerman/Razzia/Solar Music
£11.95, Last Party Live £ 14.95
ISKANDER: Another Life £ 15.95
ERIC JOHNSON: Tones £ 12.95, Ah Via Musicorn
£14.95
STEWART & GASKIN: The Big Idea £ 11.95
RENAISSANCE: Land Of 1001 Nights Vol. 18i 2
(US compilations) £ 12.95
MAY BLITZ: First/Second Of May £ 11.95
MAHIVISHNU ORCHESTRA: Inner Mounting
Flame/Apocalypse £ 11.95
ALLAN HOLDSWORTH: Velvet Darkness £ 11.95
DJAM KARET: Reflections From The Firepool
£13.95

TRACTOR: Tractor £ 13.95
MAGNA CARTA: Lord Of The Ages £ 7.99
THE SWEET: Give Us A Wink/Off The Record
£12.95
PINK FLOYD: Relics £ 11.95
WARHORSE: Warhorse/Red Sea £ 13.95
JIMI HENDRIX: Electric Ladyland ( rema eeeee d
single disc) £ 16.95/Smash Hits ( rem
US
version) £ 12.95
EARTH AND FIRE ORCHESTRA: Frames £ 15.95
TUDOR LODGE: Tudor Lodge ( Vertigo Classicl
£13.95
GUATERMASS: Ouatermass £ 13.95
NATIONAL HEALTH: National Health £ 10.99
WOOLY INOLSTENHOLME ( ex B.J.H. Keys):
Maestoso £ 18.95
ALICE COOPER: Muscle Of Love/Lace And
Whiskey/From The Inside/Flush The Fashion/
Special Forces/Zipper Catches Skin/Dada ( all
Jan
rel
1£12.95
PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Better Days/It All Comes
Back £ 9.99
CURVED AIR. Legendary First Album £9.99
EDGAR BROUGHTON BAND: Wasa Wasa £ 11.95
COLIN BLUNSTONE: Ennismore/Miracles £ 11.95
J.D. SOUTHER: J.D. Souther/Black Rose £ 12.95
BADFINGER: Best Of Volume 2 £ 13.95
LUCIFER'S FRIEND: Lucifer's Friend £ 13.95
BLACK WIDOW: Black Widow/Sacrifice £ 13.95
DUST: Dust £ 13.95

Frj

SYNTH/NEW AGE
NIK TYNDALL: Lagoon £ 13.95, Plejaden Suite
£11.95
PETER MAUNU: Warm Sounds In A Grey Field
£13.95
SUZANNE CIANNI: Pianissimo ( new solo piano)
£13.95
DAVID ARKENSTONE: Citizen Of Time £ 14.95
TRAPEZOID: Moonrun £ 13.95

GANDALF: Symphonic Landscapes £ 15.95,
Magic Theatre/To Another Horizon £ 11.95
WAVESTAR: Moonwind £ 11.95
JOHN DYSON: Evolution £ 10.95
BRIAN CHATTON: Spellbound £ 15.95
HIMEKAMI: Okuno Hosomichi/Mahooroba/Kaido/
Setsufu/Hokuten GensolFudoki/Superbest ( all
Japanese rd l
I £ 24.95
TOMITA: Misty Kid Of Wind ( Japanese only
soundtrack) £24.95
DAVID PARSONS: Yatra £ 23.95
TANGERINE DREAM: Destination Berlin £ 14.95,
Alexandra Square ( maxi) £6.95
EXCHANGE: Between Places/Into The Night
£13.95
HELMUT TEUBNER: H
' Light £ 14.95
NOVA: World Of Synthesizers £ 14.95
BRUCE BEC VAR: Forever Blue Sky £ 13.95
MICHAEL LEE THOMAS: Voyager Grande Suite
£13.95
VANGELIS: Chariots Of Fire ( maxi) £ 6.95
Y.M.O.: Naughty Boys/X8 Multiples £ 17.95, Best
Selection £22.95
WALTER CHRISTIAN ROTHE: Zebra £ 17.95
WIZZARD PROJECTS: Tormenting With Hatred/
l'en Minute Warning £ 12.95
RICHARD BURMER: Across The View ( Jan maxi)
£7.95
VIRGINIA ASTLEY: From Gardens Where We Feel
Secure ( incl. Sanctus) £22.95
FUMIO: Asukarrenkawa/Hino Tori Yamamoto
£24.95

Plus aselection of UK/USA/Jap CD Singles. P/P rates UK Discs ( with a ' 9' at the end of the price) 75p - 50p each add. disc. Import Discs
with a ' 5' at the end of the price) £ 1 each disc. Our extensive Synth/New Age/Instrumental music catalogue ( features 2,0004 titles,
reviews & charts) costs £ 1.00. Subscription service available for Synth updates. Details on request. Our main Import Catalogue ( features
over 7,000 titles) costs £ 2. S.A.E. with general inquiries please.
C & D COMPACT DISC SERVICES, MAGNUM HOUSE, 140 SEAGATE, DUNDEE DD1 2HF
(TELEPHONE: ( 0382) 76595) MAIL ORDER ONLY
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eFlying Squad
}lave vou seen these headphones?
They're the Portalite twins.
Description
Dark, handsome and light, ranging
down to less than 2oz.
Distinguishing marks
Have Koss Portalite tattooed on them.
Wanted
By anyone requiring good sounding,
comfortable stereophones.
Please keep your ears open
for them.

KOSS

The word on everyone's ears
Please send me full details of the Koss headphone range, plus the address of inv nearest dealer:
Name

=

Address

Postcode
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U.K. CDs

sOD NVIII:130

DUTCH CDs

sOD 3S3NYcitir

AUSTRALIAN CDs

GERMAN CDs

JAPANESE CDs

AMERICAN CDs

SEPTEMBER- POPULAR
A CERTAIN RATIO
ARM
ACR MCA
ROBERTS. The
LINK CLASS
CROSSING THE RED SEA
AFTER DUSK
K- TEL
VARIOUS
ALEXANDER BROTHERS
LISMOR
NOW
ANDERSON. Ray
GRAMAVISION
WHAT BECAUSE
ANDERSOWCLAYTON-HiON JAZZ 0
CONCORD
BOOGIE DOWN
ANTHEM
MUS 4NATIONS
NO SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE
ARDITTI STRING QUARTET
GRALIAVISION
ARDITTI
ARMSTRONG. Louie
DANCE BAND
GEORGIA ON MY MIND
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA
AM CLAVE
LA CAMORRA
AWFUL TRUTH. The
METAL BLADE
AWFUL TRUTH The
AXEORINDER al PROPHECY OF DOOM
DEAF
RISE OF THE SERPENT MEN THE
AYERS, Rey
POLTDOR
RARE VOL 2
BARDOT, IRWIN
DISC AZ
LE DISQUE D OR ILA CASSETTE 0 OR)
BEAT POETS. The
IMAGINARY
TOTALLY RADIO
SEAWOLAIS RAND, Hoe
ACID JAZZ
MIND HOW YOU GO
. CHUCK
CHESS/MCA
LONDON CHUCK BERRY SESSIONS
BEST OF Ir GOLD: VOL 14
OLD GOLD
VARIOUS
REST OF IT GOLD, VOL IS
OLD GOLD
VARIOUS
BEST OF BALLET. THE
TRAX
VARIOUS
BEST OF IRISH FOLK
HARMAC
VARIOUS
IlEYOND THE FRONTLINE
FRONTLINE
VARIOUS
1114ANORA FEVER
ARISHMA
VARIOUS
SHANORA TOP 10 VOL 12
STAR
VARIOUS
BLAKEY'S JAZZ MESSENGERS. AIT
JAZZ -UP
LIVE IN EUROPE 1959 & 1962
BOLTON, Ilkhael
CBS
HUNGER THE
'OUZO DOG 000 DAR BAND
13GO
GORILLA
BOOKER T It THE MG'S
STAR
SOUL LIMBO
BROTHERS BOYS. The
ZUZAZZ
BROTHERS BOYS The
BROWN. Jam.
POLTOOR
LIVE AT THE APOLLO
BROWN. Savoy
DERAM
BLUE MATTER
BRUTAL OBSENITY
TOTAL
DREAM OUTLAND
BUSBY, Side THE BERKELEY ORCH
PRESIDENT
PORTRAITS
BURN Kale
FAME
KICK INSIDE
BUZZCOCKS, The
FAME
ANOTHER MUSIC IN A DIFFERENT KITCHEN
CAMILO. Mkhelle
EPIC
ON THE OTHER HAND
CAMPBELL. Glen
CONNOISSEUR
WICHITA LINEMAN
CANNED HEAT
BOO
HISTORICAL FIGURES AND ANCIENT HEADS
CASH. Johnny
CONNOISSEUR
COUNTRY BOOGIE
CELIBATE RIFLES
RATTLESNAKE
BLIND EAR
CHER
PHILIPS
PRISONER/TAKE ME HOME
CHIFFONS, The
ACE
GREATEST RECORDINGS
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. mI
EGGPLANT
LITTLE FLECKS OF FOAM AROUND BARKING
CLARKE. SlanNy011eorree DUKE
EPIC
3
COCKBURN, Bruce
COOK VINYL
LIVE
COCKNEY REJECTS
NEAT
LETHAL
COHN, Al/Scoe HAMILTON. TATE
CONCORD
TOUR DE FORCE
COLON. WON ILEGAL AUER
NEW NOTE
AMERICAN COLOR
CORROSION OF CONFORMITY
PRODUCT INC
EVE FOR AN EYE
COYLE, Puler
PROBE PLUS
8ORGASMS
DAVID J
BEGGARS
SONGS FOR ANOTHER SEASON
DAVIS OUINTET, Mlles
JAZZ- UP
LIVE IN EUROPE 1960 & 967
DAYS OF THUNDER (OST)
EPIC
VARIOUS
DEEP PURPLE
FAME
IN ROCK
DEMON
TOTAL/SONIC
ONE HELLUVA NIGHT
DESPAIR
CENTURY
DECAY OF HUMANITY
DEVASTATION
UNDER 1FLAG
SIGNS OF LIFE
DUO
FAN CLUB
HARD CORE DEVO
MANGO. Mum
MUSIDISC
SOUL MAKOSSA
DICK TRACY
SIRE
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
DICKINSON, J.
FAN CLUB
SPRING POEMS
DIDDLEY. Do
CHESS/MCA
LONDON BO DIDDLEY SESSIONS THE
DIGNA THE BELMONT'
ACE
WISH UPON A STAR/ALONE WITH DION
DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
CBS
NEW ORLEANS ALBUM THE
DIRTY WHITE BOY
POLTDOR
BAD REPUTATION
D
CAPITOL
SEDUZIR
DOLBY, Then.
FAME
GOLDEN AGE OF WIRELESS
DORSET. To.. And Orcheelra
HEP
ALL TIME HIT PARADE REHEARSALS THE
DOUBLE TROUBLE
DESIRE
AS ONE
DOVER. lekherd
ABACO
WHAT YOU MAKE IT
DRIVIN 310 BAND
JHC INT'L
VARIOUS
OEUVRE EASY
JHC INTL
VARIOUS
°ROTOR .MUSIC
JHC INT'L
VARIOUS
DROWN ROCK
..111C INT L
VARIOUS
DURAN DURAN
FAME
DURAN DURAN
ELE
NOVUS
SPIRIT RIVER
ENEROY-DJI IN THE HOUSE
WGAF
VARIOUS
ESSENTIAL MRS
K-TEL
VARIOUS
ESSENTIAL JAZZ
K - TEL
VARIOUS
ESSENTIAL SOUL
K- TEL
VARIOUS
EVERLY BROTHERS. The
ACE
EVERLY BROTHERS THE FABULOUS STYLE OF
EVERY MOTHER'S NIGHTMARE
ARISTA
EVERY MOTHERS NIGHTMARE
EXPLODING WHITE MICE
NORMAL
EXPLODING WHITE MICE
FARNHAM. Allen
CONCORD
5TH HOUSE
PATA FRANTIC
TOTAL/ICY
QUIRK
E C BAND
SOUTHBOUND
NYCYNUSA
FATBACK BAND
ACE
RAISING HELL
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397057 2
(Dance,
CLINK 001CD
Mock)
3481
4Pop)
LCD64 9023
lEthne)
GV 794532
(Jazz)
CCD 4407
1Jeull
COMM 101
(Metall
GV 97440,
(Jazz)
DBCD II
nazz)
»JCL 10212
Itnalrurnen1411
CDZORRO 3
(Metal)
DEAF 002CD
11444411
8437582
(Rock)
103562
MOR)
ILLC0 015
JAZIOCO 024
(Jazz)
CHD 9295
IR a RI
DO 3414
(Soul)
OG 3415
Cancel
TRXCO IS
HMCO 64
IF ollt
FRONT I
(Reggae)
ARI 11005 CO
Rn 019111
.
CDS. (HE
IShangral
JU 321
(Jan(
4901632
(Rock)
BGOCD 82
IComedy
COSITE 005
(Soul(
NHD 1101
(R
9434792
(Soul)
820923-2
(Jazz)
CMFTCD
IFlock)
PCOM 1105
IBIS Band(
COFA 3207
(Rock,
COCA 3199
IRock)
4669372
(Jan)
VSOPCD 120
ICountry)
BGOCI3 83
Mock)
VSOPCD 121
ICounlry)
RAT 503CD
Mock)
8463122
IR./0
CDCH 293
(P0171
FOUREGGS CD
(Pop)
4670112
(Dancel
COOKCD 034
(FoIk)
NEAT 1049C0
164411
CCD 4172
(Jazz)
158032
(Jazz)
INCCD 002/3
(Rock)
BBM 001CD
(Rock,
BEGA 112CD
(Rock)
JO 320
1.14.74)
4571592
IFOrns/Shows)
CDFA 3011
IMetal)
DEMONCD I
(Me.)
84 9712- 2
(Metal)
CDFLAG 03
Metal,
FC 065CD
(Rock)
403652
(WARM)
7599262642
IFIllns/Shows)
FC 064CD
(Films/Shows)
CHO 9296
(Blues)
CDCH 945
IR n'll,
4668942
(Brassan(1.1)
8419592
(Metal)
C2 338
(World)
CDFA 3182
Mock)
HEPCD 39
(Jan)
LUVCD 6
Mapl
ACO 1300 /
(Rock)
JHCD 02
IBIS Band
JHCD 63
IMOR)
JHCD RO
(Rock)
JHCD 61
Rock)
CDFA 310
Mock)
PD 83089
Inn)
NGTC13 OUI
1Dance)
3484
(Blues)
3463
3462
(Soul)
CDCH 932
IR n' RI
260 921
(Melia)
NORMAL 119CD
/Rock,
CCD 4413
IJazz)
5018524 0,102
(Rock)
CDSEW 030
(Dance)
CDSEW 028
10.11001

SEV1EMBER 1990

PATER ALI KHAN. Nu..
VOLUME 1
FAWN ALI KHAN. NuArel
VOLUME 2
EATER AU KHAN. Nusral
VOLUME 3
EATER ALI KHAN. Rue.
VOLUME 4
EATEN ALI KHAN. Nueral
VOLUME 5
EATEN ALI KHAN. Nutrat
VOLUME 6
FEAST OF IRISH MUSIC
vAlliOUS
FITZGERALD. EX.
ALL THAT JAZZ
FLEETWOOD MAC
BEHIND THE MASK
FRYING HIGH
PR/MUS

STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
HARMAC
ACE
WARNER BROS
CAROLINE

COSO 001
(Elhangra)
CDSR 002
)Beangre,
COSO 007
lElhang.
COSO 003
1131ungra)
COSA 017
1E151091m
CDSR 018
(Elhang141
HMCD 63
(Folk)
COPSE/ 006
(Jazz)
75992131112
(Rock)
280 898
(Rock)

BLUE HORIZON
°ELAM'S GIANTS OF JIVE. Ray
RAY GELATO S GIANTS OF JIVE
VERTIGO
GENTLE GIANT
ACQUIRING THE TASTE
CAPITOL
GI
, Jo.
LEGENDARY JOAO GILBERTO THE
PRESTIGE
GILTRAP, Gordon
PEACOCK PARTY THE
FRONTLINE
GLADIATORS, THE
DREADLOCKS THE TIME Is NOW
LISMOR
GLASGOW PHOENIX CHOIR
WITH VOICES RISING
GOLDEN VOICES FM SILVER SCAN 2
GLOBESTYLE
VARIOUS
CAPITOL
GONZAOUINI4A
E
PRESTIGE
GRECO. Buddy
S MAGIC
TUPELO
GREEN RIVER
DRY AS ABONE
deCONSTTION
GURU JOSH
INFINITY
TUPELO
HALL. Ed
LOVE SPOKE HERE
CONCORD
HAMILTON. UM
TENOR SHOES
WARNER BROS
HARRIS. Ernonylou
DUETS
JAZZ -- UP
HAWKINS. Coleman
IN EUROPE 1934/39 VOLS 1 2 4 3
L.TTLEINDIAN
HEARTHROBI
CLEOPATRA GRIP
HORATIO BEL
HEATH. Ted
FROM MOIRA WITH LOVE
ARISHMA
REEF.
COOL a DEADLY
NEW ROSE
HELLCATS, The
HOODOO TRAIN
JIVE
HENRY. Women,
VINCENT
VERABRA
MERTON°, MI.
WHO OWNS BRASIL
BMG ENTS
HITS 12
VARIOUS
JAZZ - UP
HOLIDAY. SINN
TOP BOX VOLS 10 11 II 12
ACE
HOOKER, John UM
LIVE AT SUGARHILL VOL 1A 2
CHESS/MCA
HOOKER. Jahn Lee
PLAYS AND SINGS THE BLUES
CAPITOL
HORTA. Tonkel.
TONINHO AORTA
NOWLIN' WOLF
CHESS/MCA
LONDON HOWLIN WOLF SESSIONS THE
HYMAN. DI.
CONCORD
MUSIC OF 37 MAYBECK RECITAL HALL. VOL 3
ICEAOE
FM
LIFE'S A BITCH
INDIAN TIMES
VERABRA
MINTA
ISAACS. Gregory
MUNICH
DANCING FLOOR
oSAACS. Gregory
FRONTLINE
ONCE AGAIN
(SISO
CREPUSCULE
EVERYTHING BUT ANTARCTICA
ISLET BROTHERS TE.
ACE
SHOUT 8 TWIST.RUDOLPH RONALD 8,0'KELLY
ISRAEL VIBRATION
GREENSEEEVES
UNCONKERED PEOPLE

COBLUH 006
IR n' RI
8429172
(Rock,
COP 7938912
Mond)
COPY 507
(Rock,
CDFL 9001

JACKSON, Alm
ARISTA
HERE IN THE REAL WORLD
JACKSON. Jerry
BEAR FAMILY
SHRIMP BOATS A-COMIN /THERE S DANCIN
JACKSON. MN
ACE
STILL CAUGHT UP
JARRETT. KW.
ECM
PARIS CONCERT ISOLO PIANO)
JOLSON. Al
PLATINUM
VERY BEST OF AL JOLSON 20 GREATEST HITS
JONES, Wean Suer
LIVING ROOM
JAMAICA LOVE
JUKEBOX SOS: LOT OF "MAKIN
OLD GOLD
VARIOUS
OLD GOLD
JUKEBOX WS: A GIRL LIKE YOU
VARIOUS
OLD GOLD
JUKEBOX EITS: EBONY EVES
VARIOUS
OLD GOLD
JUKEBOX INSTRUMENTALS VOL 2
VARIOUS

260 80
(Cournry,
BCD 15481

KALLE. Pepe
GIGANTAFRIOUE
KING SNAKE ROOST
GROUND INTO THE DIRT
NEBWORTH - THE ALBUM
VARIOUS
KNIGHT, Jean
MR BIG STUFF
KODO
BLESSINGS OF THE EARTH
10300
UBU-SHUNA
KOMARIAH. EuR/JUOALA ° RCA.
JAIPONGAN JAVA
'COOL ANO THE GANG
BALLAD COLLECTION THE
KOOL AND THE GANG
DANCE COLLECTION THE

GLOSESTYLE
ABERRANT
POO/00R
STAX
CBS/Sony
CBS/Sony
GLOBESTYLE
MERCURY
MERCURY

(Reggae)
LCDM 9024
(Elhn(c)
CDORBD 056
lEthruc,
COP 7916882
(World,
CDPC 5007
(MORI
TVPCD IT
(ROUAI
PD 74701
(Dance)
TUPCD 0,,
Mock)
CCO412 (Jazz)
75992611,
JO 317
IPLP
pan) 23CD
(Rock)
CDSIV 6106
(Boa Band)
ARI 11005CD
(Bhangra,
ROSE 197CD
Mock)
CHIP 101
(Jazz)
VBFIMCD 32
(Je?:)
CDHITS 12
/Pop)
JUTS 3044
Clazz)
COCHO 938
(ENues)
CH09266
IBILies)
CZ 339
(World)
CHI) 9797
(Blues)
CCD 44(5
(Jazz)
HMIXO 154
(Metal)
VIA 20372
(Jazz)
MRCD 148
(Reggae,
CDFL 9004
(F1417gn)
TWI 9142
(New Age)
COCU 928
ISoul)
GRELCD 148
IReggael

(P0 P/
COSEW 027
(Soul(
8391732
1Jazzl
PLATCD 30
(Nostalgoal
LMCD 101
(Reggae,
OG 3723
(Popl
OG 3722
(POP(
OG 3724
IN»)
OG 3721
lInstrurnenlaIl
COORS 062
IWond)
ABE 910CD
(Roca(
843927
(Rock)
COSO 003
(Soul(
466630 2
(World(
466629 2
(World)
COORB 057
Ethnic)
5425192
(Dance,
6425202
(Dance,

CIDNI 1031
MANGO
LA SONORA DINAMITA
CUMBIA EXPLOSION
BEAR FAMILY
BCD 15410
LAINE, Frwolde
ON THE TRAIL
( Country)
LAMB. Paul And The KING SNAKES
BLUE HORIZON COBLUH 0,1
PAUL LAMB AND THE KING SNAKES
IR A BI
LATIN BROTHERS. The
NIANGOASLAND CIDM 1021
BLACK GIRL THE
' Salsa)
LAURIE STORY. THE
ACE
CDCHD 933
VARIOUS
( Nostalg(a,
LEAD INTO GOLD
WAX TR.
WAX 116CD
AGE OF REASON
Mono
LEE, illehael
ROADRUNNER
RR 93992
FIRKINS
( Rock)
LEITCH QUARTET. Pelee
CONCORD
CCD 4417
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY
IJazzl
LELOUCH, Claude/F..1 LAI
MUSIDISC
101292
LIFE IS FOR LIVING/A MAN AND A WOMAN
( Fdrns. Shows,
LEVELLERS - S
PROBE PLUS
PROBE 26CD
SPRINGTIME
I-)
GRANIAVISION
794562
LEVIN. Pete
PARTY IN THE BASEMENT
CHESS/MCA
CHD 9289
LITTLE MILTON
IF WALLS COULD TALK
(Blues)
ACE
CDCH 109
LITTLE RICHARD
(R'n RI
HIS GREATEST RECORDINGS
CHESS/MCA
CND 9192
LITTLE WALTER
(Blues)
BEST OF
POLYDOR
8436192
LLOYD WEBBER. Andrew
SONGS DANCE
(Pop)
GREENSLEEVES GRELCD 143
LODGE, JC
10099401
SELFISH LOVER
CONNOISSEUR
VSOPCD 152
I. °TOREN. NIle
BEST OF NILS LOFGREN
(Rock)
MUSIDISC
401982
LOB GITANILLOS DE CADIZ
(Latin An,,
FLAMENCO
MUSIDISC
300052
LOS MACHUCAMBOS
LA SAMBA
(Lahn An I
MANGO/ISLAND MICE/ 1052
LOS REMUS DEL PACIFICO
HARDER THAN BEFORE
(Salsa)
MANGO/ISLAND CIDM 1049
LOS TU EEEEE OS
(Salsa)
SALSA Y TROPICAL
VERABRA
VBRCD 25
LOUNGE LIZARDS. The
(Instrumental(
VOICE OF CHUNK

LOY. Myr.
IPRESS MY LIPS
LURIE. Evan

NORMAL
CREPUSCULE

LYNNE.
''PPJU HER" NOW'
ARMCHAIR THEATRE
M.DOWELL, Al
TIME PEACE
MACKA B
NATURAL SUNTAN
MAD ROMEO
LOVE IS THE LEADER
MANGAS. %raw
ORGOS MANGAS
MANHATTAN JAZZ QUINTET
./ vE AT PIT INN VOL 1
MANHATTAN JAZZ QUINTET
LIVE AT PIT INN VOL 2
MARROW, °any
PA
, RADISE CAFE
s
91/, '
SW
ILOAW
M
wANNA DO IT WITH YOU

WARNER BROS

MAN/LOW.
II
Barry
sTIOULD FALL IN LOVE AGAIN
MARROW. Barry
ONE vOICE
MANTOVANI
FILM THEMES THE
MARILLION
SCRIPT FOR A JESTER'S TEAR
MASI
VERTICAL INVADER
McLEAN. Don
AMERICAN PIE
MEW. RAGE
SOLITARY SOLTUDE
MEMPHIS SLIM
MEMPHIS SLIM
METEORS. The
LIVES OF THE SICK AND SHAMELESS
MILITANT MOTHERS
DII FERENT SOULS
MILKSHAKES, The
19TH NERVOUS SHAKEDOWN
MINGUS. Charley

ARISTA

.ag.u.rOuy

HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER
MONK. Mend»
Born, OF DAYS
MOROOTH
ETERNAL FALL THE
MORRICONE. ETolo
GP
,,
ISP
EL
AETEST FILM THEMES
MOTHER LOVE BONE
MOTORHEAD
OVERKILL
MOUTH MUSIC
1.10uTH MUSIC
MYSTERE DES VOIX BULGARES
VOLUME 3
NEMETH, Tone • PAul TOSCANO
GYPSY KINGS THE
NOVUS SAMPLER
VARIOUS
NUNEZ. Gereado
• ANIENCOS EN NUEVA YORK

GRAMAVIS1ON
AR1WA
SWANYARD
GLOBESTYLE
PADDLE WHEEL
PADDLE WHEEL

ARISTA

ARISTA
HORATIO NET
FAME
METAL BLADE
FAME
EPIC
CHESS/MCA
ANAGRAM
ARTLAND
BIG BEAT
CBS
BEAR FAMILY
ECM
CENTURY MEO
MUSIDISC
POLTDOR
FAME
TRIPLE EARTH
FONTANA
MUSIDISC
NOVUS
VERABRA
HONGO DANCE

IRE S NOTHING LIKE THIS
OSIBISA
BLACK NIGHT MAGIC

PRESTIGE
ATCO/E W

COWBOYS FROM HELL
PARKER. Charlie
TOP BOX VOLS 10 11£12
CherIN
TOP BOX VOLS 13 14 AIS
PARKER. CharIN
TOP BOX VOLS 16 17
18
PASADENAS
HAVE YOU GOT THE TIME
PEDALJETS. The
PEDALJETS The
PEPLOWSKI QUINTET. K.
MR GENTLE 8MO COOL
PERKINS. Cad
CLASSIC
PERRY. Lee
MYSTIC WARRIOR
POINTER SISTERS
0/GOT RHYTHM
POWER OF DREAMS
IMMIGRANTS EMIGRANTS A ME
PRETTY THINGS. The
GET THE PICTURE
PRIMOS
FRIZZLE 1113/

JAZZ -UP
JAZZ -UP
JAZZ - UP
CBS
COMMUNION
CONCORD
BEAR FAMILY
Arow A
MOTOWN
POLTDOR
FONTANA
CAROLINE

NORMAL 108CD
1Rock,
TWI 5742
1Ruck)
7599261842
(Rock(
GV 794502
(Jazz)
ARICD 58
(Reggae)
STRCI) 3
CDORB 21
(Wand)
K323' 61011
(Jun
K32Y 8,012
258496
(MOR)
260927
260926
(MORI
251154
(MORI
CDSIV 6105
(MOR - Ins. /
CDFA 3235
IRock(
CDZORRO 9
(Masan
CDFA 3023
(Rock,
4666752
IMetal)
CHO 9250
1810801
COGRAM IS
(Rock)
842577
114e141(
CDWIKD 939
'Flock)
4136631 2
nazzl
BCD 15454
)Pop,
8398241
1Jazzl
84 97082
(Metal)
402222
1Tel/ha/Shows,
8431912
(Metal(
CDFA 3236
(Metal,
TEFIRACD ,09
(Ethn(c(
84613262
1Chora()
300062
Mond,
PD 90466
Warn
VBRCD 28
KOCD 2
(Sour,
OBCCD 777
'World)
7567913722
(Rocs ,
JUTS 3010
(Jazz)
JUTE 3013
(Jun
JUTS 3016
IJazz)
4670232
(Soul)
COMM 0,3C0
(Rock,
CCD 4419
(Jazz)
BCD ,5494(51
Rn RI
AROCD 054
IReggs ,
21) 77704
'Dance
8432562
Mock(
8464597
IRock,
CARGO 10
(Metal)

QUEEN
QUEEN

FAME

CDFA 3040
(Rock)

RACE. Hugo
RUE MORGE BLUES
RAIN DOGS
LOST SOULS
RAITT. Bonn.
BONNIE RAIT COLLECTON THE
RAMONES. The
ALL THE STUFF
RAY. Johnnie
CRY
RED RIVER
TEXAS ADVICE
RETURN TO THE FORBIDDEN PLANET
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
REVENGE
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
RIGHT STUFF
WA WA
RIPPINGTONS, The
MOONLIGHTING
RITENOUR. Lee
STOLEN MOMENTS
ROGERS. Mahe.
CANT STOP
ROLLING STONES. THE
STEEL WHEELS
ROLLINS. Sonny
FALLING IN LOVE WITH JAZZ

NORMAL

NORMAL 118C,
(Rock,
7912972
(Rock)
7599262422
(Rock)
759926204
Mock)
BCO 15450
(Pool
ROSE 210CD
(Rock)
COY 2631
(1 arns,Snows,
FILMCD 065
IF arns'Shows1
260 460
(Pop(
GOP 96052

ROSEBUD

ROSEBUD
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
CLASSICS OF LOVE
RUBY BLUE
DOWN FROM ABOVE
RUIZ, Mon
DOM IT RIGHT
RUNRII3
PLAY GAELIC
RUSSELL. Calvin
A CRACK IN TIME
SAINT PREUX
CONCERTO FOR ONE VOICE
SANTANA
SPIRITS DANCING IN THE FLESH
SHAM.
GOLDEN TOUCH
SHELTON. ANNE
EM , YEARS THE ( BEST OF
SIMON, Joe
DROWNING IN THE SEA OF LOVE
SKIN AND BONES
NOT A PRETTY SIGHT
SLAYER
HELL AWAITS
SLAYER
SHOW NO MERCY
SOUND SYNDICATE
VARIOUS
SOVETSKO FOTO
ART OF BEAUTIFUL BUTLING THE
/VINSON
BOSSES OF THE BLUES VOL 2
SPECIAL EFX
JUST LIKE MAGIC
STAR TREK Ill- SEARCH FOR SPOCK
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
STEEL POLE BATH TUB
LURCH
STRANGLERS. The
RATTuS NORYEGICUS
STRATHCLYDE POLICE PIPE BAND
STRATHCLYDE POLICE PIPE BAND

ATCCl/E W
WARNER BROS
SIRE
BEAR FAMILY
NEW ROSE
VIRGIN
ToTAL,S9vA
ARISTA
GOP
GRP
BCM
CBS
ACE
SHARK
MEP
FONTANA
NOVUS
LISMOR
NEW ROSE

GRP 96152
(Jazz,
EICIA 460CD
15001,
465752 2
(Rock
CONIX 9179
Inn)
MATT 3304CD
(Rock)
COMFP 5792
(MORI
8425682
(Rock(
PD 83085
(Jam
LCDM 9026
IEIhroc)
ROSE 209CD
(Country)

MUSIDISC

114892
IMOR)
466913 2
(Rock)
GREENSLEEVES GRELCD Ill
(Reggae,
EMI
CDEMS 1368
IMOR,
ACE
CDSEW 021
10H01
EQUINOX
EONCD 2
(Rock(
METAL BLADE
CDZORRO 8
(Metal)
METAL BLADE
CDZORRO
(Megan
K- TEL
30 ,
(Pop)
FIRST
849323
(Rock)
BLUEBIRD
NO 88312
Inn)
GOP
GOP 96092
Inn)
TOTAL
FILMCD
(1 ,1rns/Showsl
TUPELO
TUPCD 016
laleta4
FAME
CDFA 3001
(Rock)
LISMOR
LCDM 9028
(Ethnec)
CBS

25

RICH

CD
SEPTEMBER
SUGARH1U. THE Ir REMIXES
VARIOUS
SUMMER CHART PARTY
VARIOUS
SUMMER, THE
VARIOUS
SUPER ALL STAR
SUPER ALL STAR
SUPER RAIL BAND «BUFFET HOTEL
NEW DIMENSIONS IN RAIL CUL - URE
TABACK1N QUARTET. Lets
DESERT LADY
TALK TALK
PARTY S OVER THE
TELESCOPES. Ilte
TASTE
THEODORAKIS, M • II FARANTOUR1
BOUZOUKIS THE
THIRD WORLD
TRIBUTE TO MARCUS GARVEY
TOSHIYUKI HONDA RADIO CLUB
SOMETHING COMING ON
TROTSKY ICEPICK
POISON SUMMER
U ROY
VERSION OF WISDOM

ESSENTIAL

ESSCD 02e
(Dance)
TRAS
BWTX COI
(Pop/
DINO
DINCE1 10
IPop)
GLOBESTYLE
COORS 017,
IWorld)
GLOBESTYLE
COORS OCT
(World)
CONCORD
CCD 4411
(Jan)
FAME
COFA 3187
(13.1i)
CHEREE
CHEREE OC9CD
(Rock I
MUSIC, SC
111692
(Ethnrc)
GREENSLEEVES GRELCO 147
IFIeggael
VERABRA
VBR 20352
(Jazz
SST
SSTCD 239
01.41
FRONTLINE
COIL 9002
'Reggae)

ULLOA. Franc.sco
MERENGUE
UNDERTONES. The
UNDERTONES The
URLICH. Mammal
SAFETY IN NUMBERS
VAR1OUS/ALY BAIN
DOWN HOME
VEX
VEX
WATERS. Riffle
LONDON MUDDY WATERS SESSIONS
WEBB. Mart)
TELL MEONA SUNDAY
WELLS. Dicky
BONES FOR THE KING
WESS. Frank/Harry EDISON ORCH
DEAR MR BASIC
WEST COAST RAP ALL-STARS. THE
VARIOUS
WH1TESNAKE
TROUBLE
WILD ONE. THE
VARIOUS
WILD ORCHID
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

POPULAR
.LOBES ,
FAME
CBS
LISMOR
RUFF A ROLL
CHESS ,MCA
THE
POLTDOR
DE RAM
CONCORD
WARNER BROS
FAME
EMI
SIRE

GOFA 3188
(Rock)
465652 2
(POP)
LCDM 9077
IF °1st
841157
1Metall
CUD 9298
aims,
8334472
IPopf
820601-2
IJAJJ,
CCD 4420
(Jazz)
7599262412
(Rap I
COFA 3234
'Metal,
CDEMTV 52
'Rock,
7599261272
trot. Shang

wiLOE K.
FAME
Km, Orn.DE
WILLIAMS. Don
CONNO1SSEUS
A BROKEN HEART NEVER MENDS
WILLIAMSON. Sonny Buy
CHESS, MCA
DOWN AND OUT BLUES
WILSON.T./B.HOLIDAY41.1.WILLIAM
HIP
OF THEE ISWING
WINGER
AsLANTIC
Vs
IN THE HEART OF THE YOUNG
WINKLER, Mark
LOS
HOTTEST NIGHT Oc THE 'eEAR
WOMEN, THE
BLUEBIRD
VARIOUS
WRINKLES-CLASSICSCHESS INSTS
CHESSMCA
VARIOUS
/DAME
VERABRA
MANE
SIC
VIRGIN
EXPLODE TOGETHER DUB EXPERILIENT, 78
80
CELLO
MERCURY
FLAG
YOUNG, Leaser
JAZZ- UP
TOP BOX VOLS IS • I 8.
YOUNG. Lester
JAZZ UP
TOP BOX VOLS 13 .4 d It

COO A 3214
'Pop,
VSOPCD 115
(Country)
COD 31272
iBlues)
HEPCD 1020
1Jazzr
7567821032
'Rocs,
COLO 45011
rJazo
ND 86755
Warr,
CHD 9293
OAR 20362
1Jazzi
CDOVD 300
8367787
JUTB 3018
JUTB 3031
iJazr,

SEPTEMBER- CLASSICAL
ALBENIZ: Iberia He Crane's.)
Greco.. Pno
ANON: 1801 Cenlury Organ B.k
Schoonbroodt
AUBER: Manon Lem. - cote
MespN/Rtinge/Marly
EACH: Cantatas 2oe. 212
Blaw/Kenny/Harnoncourt
BACH: French Ov. INI Cons . etc
Ross Elpd
BACH: lips Cones 1014.1057
CPE Bach
Malcohn/dlenohrn
BACH: IRO Cone . neentionz. RIO
Pommrer. Pno
BACH: ittad Cones I -- 7
Sc." etc /COE
BACH: Rare Hod W.
Wuyts
BACH, T.catas
Rubsarn. Organ
BACH: Toccatas. Chorales
Golebonwskr. Organ
BACH: Tr. Sons 1, 0 etc
Walcha. Organ
BACH: VI / Had Sons 1014-9
Lautenbacher ,KlInckerloss
BACH: Well Tempered Klee I/11
Giesek.ng. Pno
BACH: Well Temper. KOH . 1
KooPmen
BACH: Well Temper. KM, . II
Kooprnam
BACM,
OH Cones Sonata
Ebbongentoopmen
BALAKIREV: Syn. I. Tamara
RPO/Beecharn
BARBER: Madea SM Third SAC
NZSO/Schenck
BARTON: Cone For Orch Ive Janacek)
Czech PO/Ancen
BARTOK: VI Concs
Gertler/Ferencs..Ancerl
BEETHOVEN: Doos. Troo For Wind
Var.ous
BEETHOVEN: Pno Cone 5
Flescher/Cleveland/Szell
BEETHOVEN: Septet Octet. On
Czech Phil Wind
BEETHOVEN: S. SRS Chopon/Bach)
Horszows.. Pno
BEETHOVEN: Str ON Op 18/1-3
Banos Ot
BEETHOVEN: Su OIS Op 18/4-8
Banok Or
BEETHOVEN: St, Tng OP 350 01 Op 35
Banok Ot BIC
BEETHOVEN: Sync 3 Conolan. Stephen
VPOrBernsmon
BEETHOVEN: Sync 3 Fula. Ov
VPO/Bernsfen
BEETHOVEN: Syn. 5. Leonora 3
VPO'Bernslen
BEETHOVEN Syn. 6
Cleveland 0 /Szell
BEETHOVEN: Syrn BI. SclioberV
RPO/Beecharn
BEETHOVEN: Syn. R
Jones/Schwarz/VPO/Bstmn
BEETHOVEN: Sync 9
Phoad O /Ormanily
BEETHOVEN: Syrns I. 2
Chicago SO/Solt
BEETHOVEN: Synts I. 5
Czech PO/Kletzki
BEETHOVEN: Ina,. Cone le Branms ,
Anda/Schnederhan/Fourer
BEETHOVEN: VI Cone. Romances I. 2
Suk/Czech PO/Konvertschny
BERG: Lulu. Wen. Lyre St.
NYPO/Boulez
BERLIOZ: Syr" Pant
Toulouse 0 / Masson
BERNSTEIN: Syrn l.Walerltnnt ex
Ludwig,r uss/Bernsten
BERNSTEIN: West Side Story - ex.
Kanawa,C aaaaa a...Bernstein
BERWALD: Pno On Pno Too
Berwald 01 elc
BIZET: Carmen - cpm
Resnik MlonacorSchipper,
BIZET, Carmen. LArnmenne Stes
Nal PO/Stokowski
BIZET, Carmen. Ste IHe Faurel
French Radm/Beecharn
BOCCHERINI, Sens G506. 511 523
501150 Velet/Scurdne
BOROD1N: Syr', 2. Steppes w Tchaawseasy
Litibbana SO ,Nanut/Munit
BRAHMS: 4Senous Songs le. Schumann)
Hynnmen/Golhom
. Alto Rhap Song Of Deems
Nes/SFSO/Blornsledt
Clt Sons_ . ve Weber)
Meyer/Duchable
. Double Co, tw Beethoven)
Schnerderhan/Stwker
BRAHMS: Double Colo He Schowann)
Suk/Navarra/Ancerl
BRAHMS: Pr. Cone 1. 2, Handel Vari: •
Gelber/Munich PC/Decker
. Pno Core 2
Zonerrnan/VP0/Bornslen
Pre Son a. Opp 117-6. etc
Katchen
BRAHMS: Pno Sorw.1-3. Op 117
Pam:renter
°RAMS: Str Ots Op. 51/1-2
Janacek 01
Slr OM Op. 51)1-2
balaca 01
BRAHMS: Sync 1
Czech PO/BeloNeeek
BRAN»: Syn. 1. /lead Fes,
VPO/Bernstein
VI donc Double Cone
Kremer ,Maisky/Bernstem
BRAHMS: VI Conc
Stern/Phdad 0..Ormandk
BRITTEN, Illornenatons Serenade ec.
Hadley/Halm..
DRIXI: Mrs« Integra. SIC
Borschers/Relling
BRUCH, CII S Vla Conc. Etc
Meyer/Grosse/Nag.°
BRUCK VI Cone
Mendelssohn)
Soh/Czech PO/Ancerl
BRUCKNER: Syrn
Llubliana SO/NanK
BUSH, G: Summer Serenade
Varc./Thompsor./Hickon

26

EMI

CZS 7628882

Schwann

315014

EMI

CMS 763252

Teldec

2292 45151 -2

Endo

2292 45434-7

CEP

CD-CFP 457

,

EMI

CIS 762874

2

Decca

425 676-2

Autographs

AUT 1560068

Bayer

10(1019

Autographe

AUT 160001/2

DG

429

935-?

Bayer

BR 100 086 7

DG

429 929-2

Erato

2292 45428 -2

Erato

2292 45429-2

Erato

2292 45430-2

EMI

COIN 763375-2

Koch

37010- 2

Sopraphon

SUP 006047

Supraphon

SUP 006372

Hongaroton

HRC 165

Sony

44891

Supra..

SUP 006382

Nonesuch

7559 79232--7

Hongarratun

HRC 156

Hungaroton

HRC 157

Hungaroton

HRC 158

DG

431 025-2

DG

431 024-7

DO

431 049-2

Sony

44960

EMI

COSA 763398-2

DG

431 026-2

Sony

44810

Dacca

430 320-2

Supra..

SUP 006192

DG

429 934-2

&romp..

SUP 006287

Sony

45838

EMI

CDC 754010-2

DG

431 028-2

06

431 027-2

Mus Svacrae

MSCD 521

Decca

411630 - 2

Sony

44808

EMI

CDM-763379 - 2

Erato

2292 45486-2

Stradiyan

SCD 6062

Ondine

ODE- 738-2

Decca

430 281-1

Erato

2292 45480. 2

DG

429-934-2

Supra...

SUP 006032

EMI

C2S 762889-2

OG

431 030-2

Decca

430 053-2

Aulogrupee

158 001

Supra..

SUP 006442

Dec.

425 526-2

SuPraPnoa

0394-2

DG

431 029-2

DG

431 031-2

Sony

44957

Nimbus

NI 5234

Supra..

0092-2

Erato

2292 45483-2

Supra..

SUP 006391

Slradivan

SCD 6059

Chandies

CHAN 8864

BUSCINI: Pno Wks Op 27. • 6 17
Blumenthal
CASTELNUOVO - TED: Okutar Wks
Mebes
CHARMER: Espana Sle Paslurale
Ulsler 0 " Tortilla,
CHOPIN: Pno donc II. Mozart 65371
Tilesicrliublfana SO
CHOPIN: Prelues. Ballade
Moravec
CIKKER: Slovak Ste Variations. etc
Bratislava RSO/Lenard
COLLECTION: Bernslen Ichhon
Bernal..
COLLECTION Common Sameer
Various
COLLECTION: Choral Favountes
King's Coll /Wollcocks
COLLECTION: Final Stems
BarstowAlaucen
COLLECTION, Florentne Inierrnede
Jacopo da Bologna Schola
COLLECTION: French Memo History
Various
COLLECTION: Italian Op., Choruses
Rome Theatre Chorus
COLLECTION: Reno. By M Haydn. etc
Vienna Con Mus / Annear
COLLECTION: Old Hall MS
Pro Card.. Antigua
COLLECTION: Opera Goes To Hell
Various
COLLECTION Porticoes.. Renaissance
Pro Cantone Antqua
COLLECTION Sound Spectacular
Various
COLLECTION Spanrsh Renaissance
Pro Cantene Annetta
COLONNA: Psalm Vespe ,
Peron. CappelleVarolo
CONCERT: 171h- 18th Cent Muslo
Grande Ecurre/Malgeo.
CONCERT, 1810 Cent Organ Conos
Veselai.nlekrValek
CONCERT, 20 Fanfares For Common Man
LPO ,Mester
CONCERT: Ballet Gala
ECO ,Bonynge
CONCERT, German 1701 Sent Music
Parley Of Instr :Holman
CONCERT: Opera Arras
Studer3Sonech 0 /Ferro
CONCERT: Opera Ov 0 lea Mozart. etc
Czech PO/Wks. HO
CONCERT, Sob... Raver Borodln. etc
Ltublosna SO/Monoh
CONCERT: Swerksh Choral Wks
Lund Student Chou
CONCERT: Tcrunk . RK.Berechre. elc
Cleveland 0 /Szell
COPLAND: Appalachian Soong ( iv Barber:
UPO/Bernstein
CORELLI: Trio Sons Vol
Aurora Ens / Gad.
DELIBES: Copp.. Sylvia le Cholalc)
Phil. O / Orrnandy
DONIZETT1: Favorita - cre
Cossollo/Pavarotto
DONIZETTI, Lilisor demote - epee
Gueden;Stelano ,'COrera
DUFAY: Ave Reg.na Ecce Ancilla
Prague Madr.gal Smears
DUKAS: Per,. Sorcerer sApprentoce
ulster 0 Torte.,
DVORAK: Cello Cone
Fokacovadsrague SO
DVORAK: Cello Cones
Sadlo/Czech PO/Flauessnn
DVORAK: Czech Ste ( y. laratek)
Prague SO ,Jolek
DVORAK: Ovs ( 5)
Czech PO/Anced
DVORAK: Rusalka - eco
BenackoyaOchrna,Nr.ernann
DVORAK: Slav Dances - cote
Cleveland 0 Szell
DVORAK: Sta., Mater
Benachova/Sawallosch
DVORAK: SP 01 12 Ra Smetana
Emerson 01
DVORAK: Sync 8 Re Smetana Wlayal
Czech PO/Talich
DVORAK: Sync 8 He Smetana Vaasa,
Lioblpena SO/NanutiMumh
DVORAK: Sync 9
Israel PO/Bernslen
DVORAK: Syn. 9. Scherzo C.
Czech PO/Naumann
DVORAK: VI Cone (
rd
Suk/Czech PO/Ancerl
DVORAK: VI Cone Romance etc
Ho...Czech PO
ELGAR,
BBC
(LOAR:
BBC

Enigma P4C I. 2 Crown
SO/Bernstein
Sim 2. elc
SO/Boult 11932-41:

FALLA: Pno Wks - ...Hawser
Olds Breve - cple
Angeles/Burgos
FAURE, Dolly Pavane le Bizet)
RPOSeecham
FRANCK, Organ Wks
Rubsarn Organ
FRANCK: Son Chasseur Duns
Czech PO.Barbro.
FRESCOBALD1: Toccatas Pandas
Vartolo Hod . Organ
OBOE: Korslarerne - cpte
Rorholm ,WestriRasmu,sen
GEN11,111ANI: Cone Grossi.15,
Petite Bandedeunken
GERSHWIN Amen., Porgy
Phrlad 0 / Ormandy
GRANADOS: Goyexas I
w Albenlal
Occohno. Pno
GRIEG: Lyric Pieces
Ka.
GRIEG: Marches etc He ', tel.)
Prided 0 /Orinandy
GRIEG: Peer Gent
Mendelssohn)
Prague SO/SmeNcek
ORIEG: Pno Cone 1w Schumann,
Ogden
HANDEL Ac., Galatea. Palderno
Solos S.r0 Varsovia
MANDEL Messiah Chortres
Mormon • RPO ,Condre

Autograpve

148 001

Cameron

LC 42501041

Chandos

LHAN-8452

Sasaki,01,

SCD 6051

Supra..

SUP 006302

Opus

9350 2012

DG

431 050-2

Gammon

SCAMP 1

CFP

CD- CEP 4570

Decca

425 203-2

Tactus

IC 530 12001

Ades

141712

Laser

CO2 762862 - 2

KochSchwann,

310063

Teldec

2292 46004-2

EMI

CDAI 763582-2

Teldec

2292 46005-2

Dacca

430 156-2

Teldec

2292 46003-2

Tact.

TC 630 30701

Sony

44889

Sopraphon

SUP 006332

,

Koch

37012-2

Dacca

425 818-2

HYPenon

COA 66074

EMI

CDC 749961 - 2

Supraph.

SUP 006402

Strad..

SCD 6057

BIS

CD 162

Sony

44805

DG

431 048-2

Tactus

TC 65030101

Sony

44815

Decca

430 038-2

Decca

411 699-2

Supra..

SUP 006372

Chanel.

CHAN 8852

Panlon

SUP 81070E-2

Sopraph.

SUP 006312

Supraphon

SUP 0055-2

Supraphon

SUP 006051

Supraphon

SUP 0061 ,2

Sony

44802

Supraphon

03561

DG

427 723-2

Supraphon

SUP 006272

Shadevan

SCD 6056

2

DG

431 032-2

Supraphon

SUP 006292

Supraphon

SUP 00602

Panton

SUP 810855-2

DG

431 033-7

EMI

COO 763134-2

Eralo

2292 45481-2

EMI

CMS 769590-2

EMI

COU 763379-2

Bayer

100 091 ,3

Supraph.

SUP 006132

Tactus

TC 580 60704:

B1S

CO 465

BMG

00 77010

Sony

44812

EMI

CIS 762888-2

Unrcorn-K

URGE/ 2034

Sony

CD 44895

Supraphcn

SUP- 006162

Laser

COI 762859-2

Studio Class

SC 100 306/7

Sony

45641

HANDEL, Organ Cones Vol I
Rchter ,Anon Droll
MENDELSSOHN Str CS 2(A Schumann)
Cherub.ne Ot
MENDELSSOHN: Syn. 4 lye Beethovent
ORO Beecham
MENDELSSOHN Syrm, 3 4
Israel POSernsten
MENDELSSOHN : SymS 3 4
Budapest ,Korodi. etc
MENDELSSOHN: Sen , 4 5 .
Conch POiDetogu
MENDELSSOHN: VI Cone lac Beelhoven)
Stern- Boston SO ,Cizawa
MESSIAEN: Organ Wks Vol 4
Er.csson
MESSIAEN: Poemes P.e Mr arc
MannIng/Mason
MONTEVERDI, Madrigal, ill Br-ok
Cappella MaurozianeGin.
MONTEVERDI: Poppea - cf:re
Donalh ,Harnoncourl
MOZART: Church Sons
°grab...
MOZART: Clenerea 0, Ida
Schrerer/Varady ,Bohm
MOZART: Cones Fl. CPY. Bassoon
Czech POWaurnann
MOZART: Cos, Fan Tu, - cola
Janowde Fasstmender.Bohn
MOZART: Coil Fan - ere
KanmenMurray Leone
MOZART: Don Grovanie - ceb.,
OFD/NdmonSonm
MOZART: Erne Klerne. ( .38 iw rchan t
Czech CO/Vlach
MOZART: Erne Klene. K239. Dys . etc
Philh O /RPO/Davrs
MOZART: Ems. Sons - ecte
Watson/KéngS Cons.
MOZART: Hanna, Serenade. Dry
Su.Prague CO
MOZART: ' domed. - ape
OchnsaniSchreer Solon
HANDEL Organ Cones Vol
Firchte,Anon Orch
HAYDN: Creatoon - en:
Popp/Blegen/Bernsm n
HAYDN Creation Mass Lane Organ
Hendricks/Murray/Marro.,
HAYDN: Hpd Drys 15)
SebeslyenéTalrae Tno
HAYDN: Slr OIS Op 33 I - 4
Panocha 01
HAYDN: Slr Ors OPO 77 . ' 03
Srndhson 01
HAYDN: Syms 44 45
Llubliana SO/Nan.
HAYDN: Sync, 92. 94
VP0 ,13ernmen
HINDEMITH: Notulossorna. .
1iC.f. I:00C
Bran-I/Phan 0 /1-Ondench
ilOWELLS: ChoraI Wks
Trinity Church...e.o.m.
HUGHES: Sell Dowd
Kenny/Fall/Hughes
JANACEK, Granola. Mass Tang,
Czech PO,ChorusiAncea
JANACEK: Osud - CON
Lang.ge/Frild/Mactesue.
JANACEK: Overgrown Pate. - I Me Most
Bete
JANACEK: Sinlonietla re Bart.,
Czech PO/Ancerl
JOPLIN: Rags Waltzes
Blumenthal. Pno
LAE* Sync Espagnile ,ello GAlO
Haendel ,Apolin ,Ancmi
LISZT Pno Cones I 2 - e'en's.
Koss Jano ,Ferencsik
LISZT, Preludes Marepea •LomPria
Hungarian Slate 0

Terdec

2292 43540- 2

EMI

CDC 754 036- ≥

EMI

WM-763398-7

DG

431 038-2

Hones..

HRC 161

Scpraphon

SUP 006237

Sony

45636

BIS

CD 442

UrAcorn-1,

OKP 9094

Tao.

IC 560 31103'

Terdec

2292 42547-2

Aulograpae

AUT 148009

DG

429 811-2

Supra..

SUP 00E362

00

479 874- 2

DG

429 680-7

DG

429 870-2

Suprephon

SUP 006142

Laser

CDZ 762458-2

HYPerion

COO 66377

Supraphon

SUP 006352

DG

429 864-2

Tel.c

2292 42412-2

DG

431 035-2

EMI

CDC 75400?

Hungaroton

HRC 164

Supraphon

SUP 006347

WAG

GO 77106

Stradovan

SCD 6066

DG

431 034-2

EMI

CDH 763374-2

etc

Gothic

GOT 49033

chandos

CHAN 8890

Supraphon

SUP 00E097

EMI

CDC 749995-7

K.h ,Schwann

310038

Supra..

SUP- 006042

Autographe

AUT 148004

Supraphon

SUP 006062

liongarolon

HRC 163

HungarMon

HRC 160

MAHLER: Knaben Wune.rnorn idc
Harnpson/Parsons
Teldec
MAHLER: Son 1
RCO,Bernsten
DG
MAHLER: Sync 1
NYPOLVenta
Sony
MAHLER: Son,
LorenriSwarowsky
Supraphon
MAHLER: St. 5
VPOSernsten
DG
MARTIN: Choral WkS lea Reow:
Frankfurt Vocal Grow ,
Bayer
MARTIN: Co. Petite Son Etudes
OSR,Anserrnet
Dacca
MENDELSSOHN: Midsummer larghtS Dream
Prague SOSmetaces
Supra..
MENDELSSOHN, Pno Trio 1Hs Schubert,
Rembrandt Trio
Dorran
MOZART, Magx Elute. empress.,
Crass,Grisl!Elohn.
DG
MOZART, Marriage Or E'er« - boon
DFD/Janowitz/Bohrr
DG
MOZART: Marrtage Of Fegarct et,
Cone Classroom
Beyer
MOZART: Organ Wks . TOI 2
Gilebmwske
ALtographe
MOZART: Pno Cones IL451 459
ZachareasStungart RSO EMI
MOZART: Pno Cones 6467.491
Badura-Shoda/Prague CO
Supraphon
MOZART: Pno Cones 6467 595
OConor/SNO/Mackerras
Telarc
MOZART: Pno Cone 0406 2,13- Pno Canes
Schiff etc / ECO/Solt
Decca
MOZART: Reguern
McLaughlorawng/Bernst T
DG
MOZART: Requrem lw Verdi'
Armstrong/Baker/B.41.m,
EMI
MOZART: Seraglio - cp:e
Melhes.'Auger ,Bohm
DG
MOZART: Serenades p.thorn EON
Cleveland 0 Sze,'
Sony
MOZART: Sing donc 4 VI nd.SerrnadeN:175
Hungarian CO/Tatrai etc
Hones..
MOZART: Slr Ots K589-590
Alban 80001
EMI
MOZART: SY. 36 1
0 FSNS° old 1
KIelSaI
MOZART: Syn. 38. Don Or elc
Prague CO/Peseh
Supraphon
MOZART, Syrns 19-23
Prague CCulaackerras
Telarc
MOZART: Syms 35. 34
ORO/Bernstein
DG
MOZART: Syms 40. 41
VPO/Bernstein
DG

Ifill NEWS& RE(UR!) REVIEW

2292 44923-2
431 036-2
45635
SUP 006252
431 037-2
100084
430 003-2
SUP 006162
DOS 913 130
429 877-2
429 869-2
100 073
AuT 1480IC
CDC 749982-2
SUP 006102
CD 80219
430 232- 2
431041-2
CIS 762892- 2
479 868- 2
44811
HRC 159
CDC 74997 .-7
37011. 2
SUP 006212
CD 80217
431 039-2
431 040-1

SEPIENIBER 1990

SEPTEMBER- CLASSICAL
MOZART: VI Sons 1305 376 378. 300
Zornmerrnann"Lonquorm
EMI
MUSORGSKY: Poctures ter Li5111
Phi. 0 / Kara,.
Laser
MUSORGSKY: Poctures (w Shoot )
Czech PO/Ancerl
Suptaphon
MUSORGSKY: Songs ,Dances 01 Deaoh
Gerhman/Walker
Nunbus
NIELSEN: Syms 2. 3
SF SCI"Blonutedt
Dacca
NORDOREN: Som For
etc
Ostrobolhno.
Ondine
ORFF: Carmine Burana
Pint. O /Orrnandy
Sony
PAGANINI: VI Cone 1os Goldman.,
Balont/Budapest SOIL. bel
Hun atollen
PAULUS: VI Cone Coneertante. etc
Pre...Manta SO ,LeW
New Wor
PERGOLESI: Stahel Matte tar Pelestrona)
Czech PO/Prague CO.Bruni
SupraphO ,
POULENC: Melodoes Vol 1
Bernee. Poulenc. Pno
Ades
POULENC, Melodes Vol
Bernec, Poulenc Pno
Ades
POULENC: Pno Wks Vol 2
Parkin
Chandos
PROKOFIEV: Pno Son 5,0.11.7 Sass
Berman Pno
Chandos
PROKOFIEV: R6! ( w Ten.Ova./
Czech PO,Ancerl. etc
Supraphon
PUCCINI: Tr.Own - cpte
MerrolliTebaldoiCorena
Dacca
RACHMANINOV: Pno *roc 2 ( w Tenant. I
GavrolovAIPO/Ashkenary
EMI
RACHMANINOV: Son 2, Etudes Op 39
Serene,
Erato
RAMEAU, Concerts 14)
Roller/Rampal/Slern
Sony
RAVEL Oren Wks - cp.
Entremont Pno Bout.
Sony
RECITAL: 20th Cent 2- Plano Wks
Pterce,ones
Koch
RECITAL: 20th Cent Percussoon Wks
Tama..
Decca
RECITAL: Anas Duets Soo gs
Caruso
Supraphon
RECITAL: Banque Musoc Of Low Count.,es
Wues Hpd
autographe
RECITAL: Best Of Rebroff
Rebroft
BBC
RECITAL Chopin Liszt. Brehrns etc
Cziftra
EMI
RECITAL Dream...
Dockinson/Dockonson
Unicorn- K
RECITAL: French Songs
Gerhonan /Walker
RECITAL: Grata, Mus. 01 . 9Ih Cent
Tedesco Duo
RECITAL: Guotar Wks Spion ,S Amen.
Kraft
RECITAL: Hoer Music 01 1911%/20th Cs
Nordmann
RECITAL Belo. Baraque Wks
Aurora Ens / Gath
RECITAL: Norwegoan Song
,tags.ao 11923-481
RECITAL: Pno Duets By Brmhoven etc
Panocha Duel
RECITAL: Renaossance Musc
New York Nammennuswer
RECITAL Russo. Coloratura Wks
Sutherland
RECITAL Songs. Loader
McCormack 11924-401
RECITAL: Spanish Guitar SA..
Bitetto
RECITAL: VI Muse
CIarke
RECITAL: Wks By Bach, Jas. elc
Perlman
REIGNS: Nee Psalm
Prague Phil Char,Malt

CDC 754041 - 2
COZ 762860-2
SUP 006072
NI 1414
430 280-2
ODE 737-2
44807
1113C 162
NW 363-2
SUP 006202
141142
141152
CHAN 8847
CHAN 8851
SUP 036112
411 665-2
CDC 754003

2

2292 45479-2
45868
4 5842

3 7013-2
430005-2
SUP 006182
158 011 ,2
CD 778
C2S 752888-2
COP 9093
8.1 5214

rhor 0 Phon

CTH 2089

Chandos

CHAN 8857

Erato

2292 45412-2

Tech's

TC 560 12001

CMI

COO 763305-

Schwa.

310088

Dorian

DOR 90133

(roc.

430 006-2

EMI

COO 761306-2

EMI

:DC 749973-2

hortheaslen

\ROD 212

Che

CD- CEP 4492

ParltOn

SJP 810758-2

REICHA: W.t1 Uns Up 88 5 91/5
Ac•clerma World On
HYPeram
RODRIGO: Gutter Cone le Volta- Lobo::)
WolloarnsiECO/Barenbam
Sony
ROSSINI: Nallan Con - esc
Raimondi/Pace/Abbado
DG
ROSSINI: Thoevong
cpte
Flocciarello/Ramey
Sony
SAINT-SAIEN: Syrn 3OVidon
LPO/Raudo
CEP
SALLINEN: Ouallro Chaconne etc
Karnu/Hynnonen/Bahr
BIS
RADIE: Inspiratoons
Millet/Gueot/Dervaus
EMI
SATIE: Parade. Socrate. Heat, etc
Ades
Mont. ENO/Rosenthal
SCARLATTI: Sons 628 208-9 etc
Avelong
CEP
SCARLATTI, A, Cantatas ( so Bononcono
Banditello/Aufora Ens
Tam,'
SCHMIDT: Syrn Ile Schoenberg)
vP0/114ehla
Decors
SCHNITTKE: Cone Gr Ouasi Una Sore's
Nrernar/COE/Scholl
DG
SCHOENBERG: Pellets transfigured
RTF SONandern.t
Autos.",
SCHUBERT: Loeder, Vol 8
Hy.rior
Walkeri.hrmon
SCHUBERT: Pno Tr. 1le Mendelssohn.
Rembrandt Trio
Dorian
SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang
EMI
Bar/Parsons
SCHUBERT: Str, On
Noel. Or 'Wen
SuP.PRo ^
SCHUBERT: St, 01 D810 (err Mahler)
Goldberg Ens / Lae..
Mend,.
SCHUBERT. Str Ors 913
ESA
Cherubeni at
SCHUBERT: Sym 8 ( w Schumann 3
RCO/VPO/Bernsteon
DG
acenmear Syrtis 2 6
Hanover Ba./Goodman
Nornbus
SCHUMAN": ['miller.. lo Brahma)
Hynninen/Gothono °flan.
SCHUMANN: Dochterleber w Schubert etc
Wunderlich/Gnesen
DG
SCHUMANN: Str at 3 car Mendelssohno
Cherub. Ot
EMI
SCHUMANN: Sym I Pno Cone
RCO Veo/Bernstein
DG
SCHUMANN: Syrn Etudes. Fern«. Op là
Duchable
Erato
SCHUMANN: Waldseenen. Machtstucne
Levy Pno
Nornbus
SCRIABIN, Syrn 2 ( w
Phi,. O ,Muto
EMI
SHOSTAKOVICH: Pno Tno 2Ire Tchankanty)
Kuhrno Chamber Soloists
SHOSTAKOVICII: 01 13 le Crumb. etc
ntonosøt.etc
Nonesuch
SHOSTAROVICH: Str Ots 3 7 11
Fine Ans at
Ades
SI4OSTAKOVICH: Syrn I ( w Musorgsky
Czech PO/Ancerl
Sup.Pen.
SHOSTAKOVICH: Syrn 11
Golhenburgh SOIJarn,
DG
SIBELIUS: Karel.. Finlandia Swan etc
Pnitad O /OrmendY
Sony
SIBELIUS: Sont
VPO/Bernsteron
DG
98ELIUS: Sym 2
BBC SOrtoscanoni ( 1938,
EMI
S)BELIUS: Sym 2lw Dvorak 9)
813C SO/APO/Beecham
EMI
SIBELIUS: Syrn O Oceanides Tapiola
RPO/Beecharn
EMI
SIBELIUS: Tempest Scenes Finland..
RPO etc ' Beecham
EMI
SMETANA: Bartered erode - ese
BenachovaDvorsloy"Kosler
SuP.Oho,
STENHAMMAR: Chdra Serenade. Miclvonuer
Swedish RSO/Salonen
Mus Slate

GOA 66379
45642
429 414-2
S3 45850
CD- CEP 4572
CD 64
CIS 782877 - 2
140822
CD- CEP 4E18
TC 670 120)1
430 037-2
429 413-2
AUT 148005
CDJ 33008
DOR - 901»
CDC 749997-2
0365-7
CDE 84178
CDC 749900-2
431 042-2
SI 5252
ODE 738-2
429 933-2
CDC 7540362
431 043-2
2292 45476-2
NI 5250
CDC 749859-2
ODE 74/-2
7559 79242-2
141612
SUP-008072
429 405-2
44895
431 044-2
CDH 763307-2
CDM 763399-2
COSA 763400-2
CO14 763397-2
SUP 006412
MSCD 628

STRAUSS, J: Waltzes
Phil. 0 /Ormandy
Sony
STRAUSS, R: Mane Syrn
VPO/Prewn
Team
STRAUSS, R Also Sprach Tod
Cleveland 0 //whkenazy
Decca
STRAUSS,
Bourg.. Gent. Oboe Cale
Nols.n/Stockholm Sonf
BIS
STRAUSS, R: Don, Till/Tod. Heirs.
BP0 etc /
Strauss
DG
STRAUSS. R: laelarnorpho.n ( es Webent
ASMF/Marroner
D.ca
NSKY, Forebud Ste. Petuv.hka
Budapest rest 0 / Fosterer
Hungarolon
STRAVINSKY: Odethena Res
Peers/MeyeY/SOBI
Decca
STRAVINSKY: Fhte/Syrn In 3
Pholh O Salonen
Sony
STRAVINSKY: Rite, For..
Israel PO/Bernstein
DG
SUCHON: Whelpool - cote
Dvorsky/Lenard
Campoon
SUR: Faory Tale, Praha
Czech PO/Pesek
Supraphon
. Mass ' 0 Mochael Suoteen/Chroslophers
HYPenon
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812. Cap It R.
Israel PO ,E.rnsteen
1)13
TCHAIKOVSKY, 612. Nat Cap 04 11-14
Czech PO/Ancerl
Suptaphon
TCHAIKOVSKY: Ballet Ste
P.M 0 / Kunz
Laser
TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugen Onegon - core
Lang/Frers/Otter/Levene
DG
TCHAIKOVSKY: Hamlet Oc
Schabm)
Pholad 0,Muti
EMI
TCHAIKOVSKY: SIt Ot 1By Bowdon 2I
Emerson 01
DG
TCHAIKOVSKY: One 1ter Borochr. 2)
Prague so/smeteeek
Suprephon
TCHAIKOVSKY: SY. Ile %oh I
RPO/Ashkenazy
EMI
TCHAIKOVSKY: Oye A Cap It
L,u1shana SO/Nanut
Streamer,
TCHAIKOVSKY: Syrn a. Nutcracker
RPO/Beecharn
EMI
TCHAIKOVSKY: Son, 5
Cleveland 0./Szell
Sony
TCHAIKOVSKY: Syrn
NYPO/Bernstem
DG
TELLEMANN: Double Cones 131. Suite In E
Capella Saver.
Hungarolon
V.WILLIASIS: Lark Tallis Fant.
Schiff/Israel PO/Atlas
Stradivan
V.wILLIAMS: Syrn 13 Lark. etc
Pougnet/LPO/Boult '49-52
EMI
VERDI: Masked Ball - sac
Dorningo/Nucci/Nara,.
DG
VERDI: Otello - cote
Plowroght/Craig/Etder
EMI
VERDI: Requiem Pos Mozarll
Calsalle/Cossollo/Baeollo
EMI
VERDI: Somon Boccane-epic
GobboiChristort/Santim
EMI
CERNE: 24 Fantaso.
Anon Organ.,
Bayer
SUSAN!:
t-4
Alson Organ
Erato
VILLA- LOBOS: Magdalena - cote
Kaye/Rose/Eshem/Haile
Sony
VIVALDI: Four Seasons
Phol. O Ormandy
Sony
VIVALDI: VI Cones RV 317 356. w Bach
Schill/Israel P0/441.
Sea..
WASSENAER: Cone Armor.' 1-e
Ams1Baroque/Koopmen
Era.
WEBER: Euroanthe - cote
Norrnan/Hunter,lanowMu
EMI
WOLF. Moroke Loeder
Bryant
Autographe
WUOR1NEN: Chamber W.
Ohmson ,Cornternp Group
New World

44842
CD 80211
425 942-2
CD 470
429 925-2
430 002-2
HCO 3r005
430031-2
45796
43, 045- 2
AR2CD 1311/2
03389-2
CDA 86325
431 047-2
SUP 036022
CO2 762E151-2
427 ear - 2
CDC 7498592
427 618-2
SUP 0081:2
CDC 7540032
SCO 6073
CDM 763380-2
45643
431 046-2
NCO 3' 2114
SCD
COO 763308-2
429 415-2
CMS 78302-2
C2S 76289,2
CMS 763513-2
Be 100 014,5
2292 45485-2
44945
44613
SCD 8010
2292 45305-2
CMS 763509-2
148 003
NW 395-2
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A Link House Exhibition

Sponsored by:
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SHOW
HEATHROW PENTA HOTEL
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990

TRADE ONLY ¡ 3-14 SEPTEMBER 1990

ow in its eighth successful year,
NThe
Hi Fi Show is the one hi-fi event that

nobody can afford to miss. Only at The HiFi
Show will you be able to see and hear
virtually all the season's new products under
one roof, and talk face-to-face with the
manufacturers. With more exhibitors and
new products than ever before, plus an array
of special demonstrations and events, this
year's Show is the biggest ever. With so
much to see, you will need to get there
early! And, as always, admission is free.
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Car parking: follow the signs to the special
Hi Fi Show car parks. (do not drive direct to
the Penta Hotel entrance).
Courtesy bus service: for visitors using
public transport, there will be aspecial
Courtesy Bus service operating to and from
Hatton Cross underground during the
Show's public opening hours.
Public opening hours:
Friday 14th September 4pm - 8pm
Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th 10am - 6pm.
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DISPLAY

CONTROLS

manufacturers' literature rarely reveals exactly which one
possesses what. To help you compare models, we have

which can be remote controlled for the attached system's
buy the control separately at extra cost ( 0 = optional)! The
number of buttons or functions, whether volume can be
remotely adjusted and whether you can programme the

To use the table, you may need more information on
what the columns represent.
For each brand and model, we. quote aprice. This is
either the manufacturer's list, or typical selling price. Some

player from the control are detailed in the next three
columns
Pitch Control

brands discount so it is worth shopping around.
Date Released speaks for itself. Player type defines
whether it is astand-alone CO ( SOLO), aportable ( PORT),

is rare — only semi- pro players can do

this
Shuffle Play is common nowadays. This is the
completely random feature which plays adisc's tracks in a

luggable ghetto-blaster ( LUGG) or system ( CD-S).
Widths are measured in millimetres, and the Colour

different order every time. FTS is usually aPhilips feature
which records the order in which adisc's tracks are played,
and next time that disc is run, it repeats the earlier chosen
sequence. Clever stuff!
Keypad Track Access shows s"Y- if the player has a

column identifies the dominant colour of the fascia.
If there's a"Y" in the Battery Power column, the device
can run off integral dry or rechargeable batteries. They are
not necessarily supplied in the price shown.
In the Loading column, aTmeans that the player is a
top loader; aOmeans that it is adrawer loader. Most

next column specifies how many discs fit into each
cartridge.
Panel Volume Control is self-explanatory; Line Level
control refers to players which have apreset volume
control probably on the back panel. Some players with

expensive models have separate decoders for each
channel and these get a"Y" in the Separate Left/Right
Conversion column.
If aplayer has been reviewed in WC0?, the date of the
issue is entered, along with the reviewer'(s) initials and the
ratings achieved for technical merit build quality, sound
quality and value for money. These "scores" are related to
amaximum of
astute readers might have noticed that
we have converted from a0-9 scale, but these marks
have been converted to the new scale in this list.

track select function works properly. Likewise, Record
Time Compute helps recording by comparing the length of
disc tracks with the recording time of each side of a

Headphone sockets have aseparate Headphone Volume
Control, and this is indicated where appropriate.

cassette tape, and stopping play at the end of the last

BACK

HUI

least nine other possible important functions which can
appear on an LED/LCD Display. You can — with akeen
eye — deduce what each player can exhibit by checking
the "Y"s. Some players have aclock, but so far no-one has
confessed to this...
Outputs form the next seciton in the table. Any players
which offer digital electrical output get a"Y" in the Digital
Wired Output column. Players with Optical outputs get an
entry in the next column. Advanced players which can
accept CD-ROM discs will soon get "Y"s in this column.
D/A Conversion identifies the digital conversion
system. The first figure indicates the number of bits which
the processor can handle. The second figure represents
oversamphng.
Most players perform the D/A conversion with one chip
that operates on each channel sequentially; more

pad of keys labelled 0to 9 ( or more) for punching in the
desired tracks. Fast Search allows you to scan atrack for
aparticular location, and some players do this at more
than one speed.
Programmable Tracks lists how many tracks can be run
into acustomised program sequence. Track Skip allows
you to program Skip instead of Play.
Space Insert facilitates recording onto tape — it
increases the gap between tracks so that acassette deck's

players hold only one disc — and the next column
indicates that. But at least one ( Fisher) is amulti- player
with separate drawers for each disc; hence anumber is
included. Most multiplayers are Cartridge loading, and the

REVIEW

player can repeat aselected "phrase".
All players show which track is playing, but there are at

remote control ( S), and the mean ones where you have to

compiled adatabase; it is refreshed every month by
information supplied by manufacturers.

OUTPUT

track which can play in its entirety.
Repeat Discs, Track, A-Band Program are pretty selfexplanatory, except maybe A- Bwhich m eans that the

Remote Controls take various forms. In this table we
account for remote controls included as standard ( Y), those

Modem CO players sport dozens of facilities, but reading

ie t
e é.
,
-

ISSUES

If you're missingavital backnumberofHFN/RII, ourBackIssues Service can
probably help
•can supply single copies of most issues from the year 1988, 1989 and 1990: simply cut out or
photocopy the coupon, or write with your requirements and remittance to:
Miss Sahita Sarran. Back Issues Service, IIENÍRR Editorial Dept, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom
Please make sure that your remittance ( cheque or postal order/international money order ) is for the correct

NEÑT

amount and is payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome credit card orders, hut please note that we CANNOT take credit card orders by telephone. Please
note that the following issues are NOTavailable

RECOR e
/4x
-EVIEW

January 1988

August 1989

February 1988
March 1988

September 1989
February 1990

We do have avery few copies of some 1985-198 7 ixsues, please enquire before ordering.

PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
We can supply photocopies of any article published in IFN RR. for which the charge is £ 1.00 per article ( UK for £2.50 per article ( overseas airmail ). To avoid delay
when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and title as accurately as possible.

BACK ISSUES ORDER FORM
To: Back Issues Service, fil'N RR Editorial Dept, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link

Ienclose my remittance/please debit my credit card*

House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, t'K

AMEX

in the sum of e•
fi

DINERS

Ol

VISA [] MASTER CARI)

El

Please send me the following hack issues:
CREDIT CARI) NO
I

EXPIRY DATE:

copies in total l

Prices including postage are as follows. Please tick the service you require.
AIRMAIL
St MA(:E MAIL
.3-4 weeks
Fast routine
£2.70 per copy
£4.10 per copy LI
ZONE A:
£3.10 per copy D
£4."5 per copy
toNFit
£5.20 per copy
▪ )
s.1
ti NE W
ZONE C:

O

EUROPE ( EEC ) and EUROPE ( OTIIER) £ 3.60 per copy
ENGLAND

28

£2.60 per copy

ADDRESS.

Please note that all orders will be fulfilled promptly hut surface mail delivery
times may he extended to more than 28 days.

D

E& OE

Second Class
D

NAME.

£3.80 per copy

(North Africa. Middle East
`,A, Africa, India, South East Asia )
(Australia. Japan. China, New Zealand, Far East )

First Class

SIGNATURE:

£2.40 per copy

O

HEN/9/90

*delete where not applicable
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CD 2000E
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329.90

SOLO 430

53 320

3.80 Bk
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CONTROLS
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DISPLAY
•

116 • •

•

••

•

OUTPUT

•••

16x4

REVIEW
05/88 GM 7 7 8 7

AIWA
0X-01
XC-001
XC-005
XC-007
XC-555
XC-777

249.95
299.95
27900
499.95
179.99
219.99

06/87 SOLO
SOLO
08/89 SOLO
SOLO
04/90 SOI 0
04/90 SOI 0

330
430
430
430
430
430

73
91
115
126
115
115

307 300 Bk
306 450 Bk
352 5.20 Bk
366 13.00 Bk
352 4.90 Bk
352 5.30 Bk

D ls 4
D1 • • • •2 • •
Dl. • • .
18 •
0 1 • 0 • • • • 30 •
01
•
• T,
Oil • • 48 •

• • 220 •• •• • •• • • ••

16x2

• • 20 • • • • • • • • • • • 1
6x4 •
• • • 130 ****** •••• •••• ••• 18x8 •
•
•

-1 120 •••••• ********* ••• 18x4 •
• 220 11 •• • • • • • • • • •
11 18x4 •
• 220 11 • • • • • •••• •••• •• I8x8 •

12/87
11/89
11/88
08/90
08/90

GM
GM
GM
GM
GM

7
7
7
6+
7

6
8
8
8

9
7
8
7
8

5+
6
6
9
8

AKAI
C055
C073

229 90 06/90 SOLO
449,90 04/88 SOLO 460 112 330

750 Bk Gr

• ••
IS
• • 31 •

01

* •••• • •• ••• 113x8 •
'SI 18x4 1

•12 20 ••••

08/88 MB 8 9 7 6

AR
CD- 04
CD- 06

289 00
299 90

ARCAM
ALPHA
DELTA 170
DELTA 70 2

379.90 08/89 SOLO 430
599.90 05/89 SOLO 430
599.90 06/89 S010 430

85 287
90 272
90 272

3.70 Bk
5.25 Bk
525 Bk

01 •
L1 1 •
•0 •

CD PLAYER

310 00 09/89 SOLO 320 100 285

Bk

Ji.

BEOCENTER 8500 1395 00
BEOCENTER 9500 1495.00
BEOGRAM CD3500 415.00
BEOGRAM CD4500 425.00
BEOGRAM C06500 559.00

SOLO 430
SOLO 430

10/89
10/89
11/88
11/88
10/89

CDS
CDS
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

760
760
420
420
420

Gr
Gr

110
110
70
70
75

340 14.00 Gr SI
340 14.00 Bk SI
245 4.50 Bk
245 4.50 Bk
325 6.30 SI Bk

.01
D'

•

•

•

•

• . 1 ••

R 320 •
R 320 •
R 320 •

.

R 320

TI.
1
D 1•
D1
1 •

• • •
• • •
0
0

D

•

• •••
••••

20
299 •

•

• • • 14x4 1
• • 16x4 •

01/88 KB 6+

7+ 6

• • •••• • • I
16x4 1
• • •••• IS SIS- -x•• • •••• •• • • • • 18x4 •

08/89 GM 8 9 9 6

.

11/89 GM 6 8 7+6

•

•

•

•

•

• •

••• •
••• •
••
••

o
o

•

•

20

16x4 •
• 16x4 •
• 16x4 •
16x4 •
16x4 •
16x4 •

•
•

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CD3

649.95 09/89 SOLO 430 105 295

Gr

DTL 200 MKII
TL 3100
TL 3220
TL 3300

695.00
340.00
540.00
695.00

279
279
279
279

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

139.00 05/89 SOLO 420
15900 05/89 SOLO 420

85 290
86 290

3.00 Bk
3.50 Bk

01 • 0 • •
D1 • 0 • •

1995 00 05/89 SOLO 482

95 305

850 Gd

D1

SOLO 482
SOLO «
te
SOLO 420
SOLO 482

89
89
89
89

C
C
C
•C

1
1 •
1 •
l.

•

•

•
•
••
•

••
••

320

••

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

• 25 • 2 12 • III •
• 22 • • • •
• • 132 • • • 1 - •
•• 22 • •• •

16x16 •

•
•
18x4 •
• • 16x8 •
I.
18x8 1

CEC
540CD
64000
DF1

116 • • • • •
1161
11.1 • • • • • •

•

• 99 • •

Il 9(1 GM 4 '

• 16x2
• 16x2

•• •

S L.

16x4 •

CROWN
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

250
255
280
50
500
55
560
565
580
600
70
80R
81
85R

330

-x-

052
4.90
0.82
5.00

-x-x-x-

129.99
119.99
13899
129.99
16989
13999
179.99
149.99
199 99
239.99
8999
119.99
99.99
11999

LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
PORT
LUGO
PT,T
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
PORT
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

560
610
560
164
706
166
600
670
590
598
217
430
430
359

150
210
150
401
171
49
190
265
175
198
59
390
75
90

135
210
130
45
144
149
197
290
200
197
169
274
225
274

249.95
49995
599.95
999.95
999 95
199 95
249 95
249 95
299 95
249 95

08/89 SOLO
SOLO
04/90 SOLO
06/89 SOLO
06/90 SOLO
10/88 SOLO
10/88 SOLO
08/89 SOLO
10/88 SOLO
01/90 PORT

434
434
434
434
434
434
434
434
434
140

103
135
135
135
135
103
103
103
103
42

315 4.00 Bk
390 10.70 Bk
350 10.70 Bk Gd
390 1700 Bk
390
Bk
315 3.80 Bk Gr
315 4.00 Bk Gr
315 4.00 Bk
315 460 Bk Gr
170 090 Gr

-x-x-x-x-x-x-

6.30
0.95
3.80
3.25

DENON
DC D-1420
DCD-1520
DC D-1560
DCD-3520
DCD 3560
DCD 610
DCD 810
DCD 820
DCD 910
DCP 100

• • 24 •
•••• 32 ••
• • • 33 • •
•••• •
• • • 33 •
• 24 •
• • • • 25 • •
• • 24 •
.1.131 ••
•

• •• 20 - • • - - •
• •
•
1220 • •••••• •••• •• • 1••
• - 1130-1111
III
•••• •••
• • • 20 • •
Ill
•• 20 . •••• •••• •••• •••
-1120 1111 •• •• • ••••
• - 1120 *• 1 • • • 1111 1111 . •
• • • 20
•
•
•
•
•
•
1120 ****** • III. • • • • • •
• - 1321
-II • •
Ill II- •

20x8
20x8
20x8
20x8
20x8
16x4
16x4
16x8
16x8
16x8

•
•
08/89
1
•
• B/S
12/88
•
12/88
•
•
12/88
•
07/90

GM 8 8 8 6

GAI 6 7 6 7
GM 6 7 7 8
GM 7 7 7 7
JN 9 9 9 9

DUAL
CO 1035

174 95 04/89 SOLO 440

90 280

4.00 Bk

C007
C008

99.99 06/88 SOLO 355
149 99 06/88 SOLO 355

73 295
73 295

3.30 Bk
3.30 Bk

01 • 0 • •
Bk •
1 •
Bk • D 1

20

•

S 10

• 220 •

•

••

•220 • • •
220 • • •

•

•

••

••

•

516x2.

• 1111 • • • • • 16x2
I •••• •• • •
16x2-

FISHER
AD- 815
AD M67
DAC 205
PCD100

179 99

GCDC580
HARM
HO
HD
HD
HD

SOLO 440 85 283
SOLO 335 87 345
SOL 0 440 113 285
sot n 126 23 128

799 99
749 99

300.00 04/89 CD- S 435 118 380

4.00
5.10
51C
040

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

• •

•D 1 •
-Dl •
.D 5 •
•T 1
D0

6

• • 30 • •
•

•
•
•
•

• 78

6

2 16 1 •• • •••• ••
16 • • •• • •••
32 • • •••• •••• ••
16 • •••• •••• ••
I

I

•
•
•
•

• 16x0
• 18x0
• 16x0
• 16x0

04 81 MB

•• • •

01 89 GM

-

7300
7480
7500
7600

199
749
799
299

00 10/89 SOLO 443 133
00 10/89 SOLO 443 103
00
SOLO 443 103
00
SOLO 443 103

HITACHI
DA02
DA04
DA05

SOLO 370
SOLO 370
SOLO

356
356
356
356

11 00 Bk
11.00 Bk
11.70
15.20 Bk

75274 2.40 13k
75 274 2.90 Bk
Bk

•
•
•D 1
D1
01

•
•
•

236 •
-2361
• 230 ••
•230••

• 19 •
• 2; •
• 2i •
•
• 5 • • •
• 5 • • •

- 1 • • • • •
1 • •
I.

18x4
18x4- • -xPWM
• e• xPMU

•

•
• •
• • •

JVC
XL-E34BK
XL-M3018K
XL-ME9113K
XL-ME9313K
XL- 1113113K
XL- 112118K
XL- 112318K
XL- 1/2351N

129 99
249.90
219.90
249.99
139.99
149 90
149 99
149.99

07/90
07/89
07/89
09/90
07/90
06/89
06/90
06/90
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SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

360
435
360
360
346
435
435
435

111
126
123
123
92
92
92
92

291
319
376
381
290
289
290
290

3.50 Bk
5.50 Bk
Bk
4.50 Bk
3.50 Bk
3.60 Bk
3.50 Bk
3.50 Gr
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•D 1 •
-DO
6
D0 6
D • 6
T1 •
01 •
-01.
•Dl,

•
•

•

• • 32 e III •
•532 • • 111 • •
132 • ••• •
-1321.111 •
-.32 • - ••• •
.32 1 ••• •
• 32 • - I • • •
-1321 III •

••
••
IS
IS
••
••
••
••

16x4
• 1tx4
16x2
• 16x4
• 16x4
• 18x4
• 1x8
• 1x8

5+ 5+

05/88 KB 5 5 5 7

•
•
•
1
•
•
• PEM
• PEU
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MODEL
XL
XL
XL
XL

11010TN
2331BK
Z335TN
Z43188

08/89
06190
06/90
07/90

«12

449
169
169
199

90
99
99
11

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

435 11§ 375
435 92 290
435 92 290
435 92 290

740 Gr
Bk
3.80 Gr
3.80 Bk

139
159
189
229
299
179
499
249
499
169
249

95
SOLO 440 128 367 6.00 Bk .
95
SOLO 440 108 262 3.80 Bk Bk •
95
SOLO 440 108 262 3.80 Bk •
95
SOLO 440 117 316 4.20 Bk •
95
SOLO 440 128 314 5.90 Bk •
95
SOLO 360 107 352 3.90 Bk •
95
SOLO 440 132 381 10.10 Bk •
95
SOLO 440 128 367 6.00 Bk •
95 04/89 MECH 440 132 361 10.00 Bk •
95
PORT
•
95
PORT
-

o°

eAlifie
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OUTPUT

Mr47777177
DP 2030
OP 3020
OP 4020
DP 5020
OP 7020
DP 730
OP 8020
DP M5520
OP- X9010
DPC 60
DPC 80

x.

<ON.

REVIEW

• • 32
•
•
•• 18x8 •
.321 • • • . • • • • • • • • • 1x8 • PEM
1321 ••• • •• • • •• • • 1x8 • PEN1
•• 32 • ••••• eeeeeeeee • • 1x8 • PEM

• • • •
• • •
• •
• •

• D1 •
• D1 •
•
1 •
. D 1 •

a

• 16x4 •
• 18x8 •
• 018x85
•• • 20x8 •
• • 20x8 •
• 16x8
• • 20x8 •
• 18x8 •

0
D
D
D
D
D

1
•
•
•
• 20 • • • •
1 • •• 1, • •
1120 •••• •
1 • • • •, 11 • • •• 32 • - •• •• •
1 • • •• 34 • • •
20 • . •• •• •
1 • • • • 34 • •• • • •• ••• •
1
S 48 • • • • • • . • • • • •
1 • • • 34 •• •
RO . . ••• • ••• •
D • 6 • • 29
•
•• 32 • • •• •• •
D 1
•
• 39 •
11 20 • • 055 •
T 1
•
TI
•

MARANTZ
'999 90
2/99 90
199 99
269 99
329 99
329 99
379 99
99
799 99
1499 90

06/90 SOLO 457
12/88 SOLO 452
SOLO 420
10/89 SOLO 420
10/89 SOLO 420
SOLO 420
10/89 SOLO 420
11/89 SOLO 420
10/89 SOLO 462
06/90 MECH 454

CD650

129 99

SOLO 360

CD 1500
CD 2300
CD 3100

249 00
149 95
229 00

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

CD-11
CD- 12
CD-40
CD- 50
CD-50SE
CD-60
CD-60SE
CO 80
CO 9411
CD 95R

140
206
MO
100
100
100
100
118
86
106

359
334
280
280
280
280
280
334
334
345

16 70
28.00
4.00
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
15.00
12.50
14.00

D 1
•
• 31 •
D I
•
• 50 •
D 1
•
• 24 •
010 • • 31 • •
D 1 • •• 31 • •
D 1 • ••
15
010
. 5 33 e1
•
0 1 • •• 331 •
le5
t) 1 •
1131 •
0 1a
• 29

• •
• •
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
•226
• •

8k

D1

•

Bk
Bk
Bk

D 1
D 1
•T 1

Gd
Gd
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk Gr
Bk Wd
Gd

•
.
•
.
.
•
.

R•09 ••••
• 320 • •••• ••••
R 2 20 • • • • • • • •
• 2 20 eeeeeee ••••
0220 eeeeeee ••••
• 2 20 1001100 ••••
• 2 20 •••• ••••
• 2 20 •••• ••••
• 2 20 •• •••• ••••
R •

MATSUI
82 270

370
350
126

16

•

1111

•

•

MERIDIAN
203
206
207 PRO CO
208
CYRUS PCM II
PRISM

DAC
800 00 09/89 SOLO 325 100 322
Bk Bk
1050 00 09/87 SOLO 320 100 310 1000 Bk
1490 00
SOLO 320 IDO 350 650 8k
SOLO

430

85 300

650 Bk

SOLO 420

81 280

3.63 Bk

95 04/89 SOLO 435 89 305
95
SOLO 435 108 350
00
SOLO 420 84 37
95 02;88 SOLO 435 79 31
95
SOLO 420 84 31
95
SOtO 420 84 31

580 Bk
Gr
400 Bk
500 Bk
4.00 Bk
4.00 8k

399 90
1320 00

1 •
0 1 •
Dl.

•
• • • '
• •

5220

1

•

•

71

2 20

0505
•

•

339
469
219
549
189
219

• • 1 ' • •
• • 3, • • •
• •
• 11 • •
• 20

2 29 •
• 132 •
16
• 6 •
• 20 •
0201

1x2560 B/S 08/90 CO 9 8 9 9
16x4 •
16x4 •
01'88 GM 9
9 6.
1x2560 B/S 0/ ,90 CB 9 9 9 8

eeeee • • • .• 16x4 •

• • • • • • • •

NAD
5100
5170
5240
5300
5320
5325

16x0 •• 16x0 •
••
IS
• •
••

• 130 • • •
• 1 30 • • •
9 1 25 •
II.

•
•

16x0

41000 0000 • •
0000
•
•
•
00•11 0000
00 •

24
15
•16

•

•

•

06/90 GM 8 8 8 7
06/90 GM 7 9 8 6
08/90 GM 8 9 7+5

• •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

16x4 •

• 16x4
• • • • • 16x4 •
• • •. • 16x0 •
• I6x2
• • •. • 16x4 •
• • •
16x4 •

10/88 GM 8 7 8 7
01/90 GM 7 5 9.4

06 ,89 GM 7 6 6 5

NAKAMICHI
CU' 2
OMS 1E
OMS 56
OMS 71 II

495 00
395 00
150000
2000 00

SOLO
SOLO
S010
SOLO

430 75 322
430 75 270
435 100 308
435 100 308

5.10
3.70
7.30
7.40

Bk
Bk Gd
Bk
Bk

•
•
•
•

D
D
D
D

1 •
1
1 •
1

• • 24
• 12 •
0024

•

•

-2240
215
•2 0 •
2 24 •

• • • •
Ill •
• • • • • • •
•
• • • • • •
• • ••
eeeee

• 16x4
• 16x2 •
• 16x4 •
• I6x4 •

• • • • • • • •

• 16x2

09/89 GM 6 8 7 4
02/87 PM 10
6. 3+

NIKKO
CO 400

179 00 05/89 SOI 0 442

86 290

• •

• • • 16 •

3.50 Bk

.0 1 • 0

5.00
4.70
4.70
4.80
8.80

0 1
16 • • • •
0 1
•
• 26
0
R 20 • • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
20
•D 1
•0 1 '
1521
•
. 216 • • • • •
01 • • • 44 • • • 120 ••••• •

ONKYO
OX
OX
DX
DX
DX

1500
1700
2700
5500
7500

169
.19
269
389
139

95
SOLO 435 88
95 09/89 SOLO 435 110
95
SOLO 435 119
95 10/88 SOLO 435 92
00
SOI O 435 131

359
312
312
359
265

Bk
Bk
Bk Gr
Bk

ISIS
loll •
•
SIll •
III

976804
626892
976897
C0130
00610 PMI!
CD620
CD630
00850
000082
CD1/185
CDV475

1/9 99
149 99
199 99
139 99
159 99
199 99
219 99
399 99
499 99
349 00
499 99

06/90
05/90
06/90
06/90
09/89
09/89
11/89
08/90
06/89
04/89

PORT
PORI
PORT
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
MECH
CDV
CDV

130
135
130
360
420
420
420
420
420
360
420

32
38
39
100
104
90
90
104
104
85
100

141 0.54 Bk •
175 0.40 Gr •
170 0.37 Bk •
280 2.70 Bk •
280 3.80 Bk •
280 4.00 Bk •
280 4.00 Bk •
280 590 Bk •
363 10.30 Bk •
345 8.00 Eik •
393
•

T
T
T
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
0

PD 4500
P0 4500 S
PD 4550
PO 5500
PD 6500
PD 73
PD 7500
PO 8500
PD 93
PD M435
PD M630
PD 7505
PD 7731
PO Z83M

139 95
149 95
159 95
179 95
229 95
799 95
279 95
379 95
1400 00
229 95
299 95
219 95
179 95
229 95

07/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
08/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
07/90
03/90
03/90

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
S010
SOL 0

420
420
420
420
429
459
420
459
459
420
420
420
360
360

96
96
96
101
106
127
132
127
151
104
104
94
98
98

276 3.60 Bk
276 3.60 SI
276 3.60 Bk
276 3.60 Bk
326 4.30 Bk
326 4.50 Bk Gd
326 4.00 Bk
326 8.50 Bk
435 15.20 Bk Gd
326 4.60 8k
326 4.90 Bk
326 4.20 Bk
324 340 Bk
325 340 Bk

D 1
•
•
•
•
•
SISO
•
•
•
D 1
•
•
•
•
24 • • • • • • • •
D1
•
•
•
•
24 • . • • • • • • • •
D 1 • • • 10 • • •
24 •• • • • • • • • • • • . •
D 1
•
•
•
24 • • • • • 1111 • • • • •
0 1
•
• 12 • • •• •• • •• •
IS • ••
0 1 • • • • 17 • • •
24 •• •• • • •••• •• • • • •
D 1
•
• 12 • • •
IS •• . • •• • •• • . .
015
• 12 • • •• • • • • • • • • • • IS •
D
6 • • 14 • •
32 • • • • 1111 • • • •
D
6 • • • 14 • • • •
40 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
0 2 • •• 11 • • • •
24 • .
IS • •••• • • . •
02 • 6
S
• 24 •• 24 • • •• . •• • • •
6
S •
•
•
24 • • • • • • • • •

66

449 00 01/90 SOLO

WrITM

8126
8226 S

RCO 2000
RI ANTHEM

)

321

BO 275

/ 45 00 09/88 SOLO 450 109 332
946 00 09/88 SOLO 450 1(19 332

119 99
199 99

•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•
•

16x2
18x8 •
18x8 •
16x4
18x8 •

01/906516

06/89 GM 8 9 8 8

1
•
•
•
• 120 • • • • • • • • . • 16x2 •
1 • • •
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 16x4 .
07/90 JN
1
•
•
•
•
. 120 • . • • • • • • • • • 17x2 •
1
•
•
•
• 2 20 5 • - • •• • • • - • 16x4 •
1
•
• lb • • . 320 • . • . • 5 • • • • • . • 16x4 •
1
•
• 31 • • 227 • 2 20 • • •••• •••• •••• • • 16x4 •
05/90 GM
1 • • • 36 • • • 454 • 2 30 • eeeeee •••• •••• • • 16x4 •
05/90 GM
1 • •• 34 • • 116 • 2 30 • • •• •• •• • •
IS ••• 1x2565 B/S
1
•
• 31 • • • 2 20 •• - •••• eeeeee • •• - x09/89 GM
1
•
• 7i
• . R 120 • • • • • • • • •
1111 • • • 16x4 •
07/89 GM
1 • • •• 16 • . • 220 • • • •••• •••• •• • . • 16x4 •

350 Gr

015

• 20

800 SI Bk
850 Bk SI SI

D 10
•
••
••
D 1Ex
•
•
•
•

Fi 2

••••

•

•

8 7 7 9

7
8 9
8 7 9 9
8 8 9 7
8 8 8+ 8

18x8 •
18x8 •
I8x8 •
18x8 •
1x256 PWM
20x8 •
1x256 • PviM
Ne •
20x8 •
18x8 •
18x8 •
18x8 •
16x4 •
16x4 •
16x4 •

• 1 19 • • •• •• eeeeeeeee • • • 16x4 •
• 1 99
•
•
• 16x4 •

SOLO
SOLO

7 7 7

03 90 GM 7 107

7

02/89 GM 8 108 7+
03/87 GM 8
7+ 7

-x-x-

111-11 NENX'S &

:( »21) RINIEN%

SEPTINMER 1990

MODEL
ROTEL
RCD•855
RCD-865

PRICE & TYPE

249 95 08/89 SOLO 444
299 95
SOLO 444

PHYSICAL

85 310
85 310

700 Bk
7OC Bk

01 •
•D 1

S010 482 105 340

800 8k

D1

• • • •

850 Bk Rd
800 Bk

D1 •
D1

• •
• •

•

•

CONTROLS

•

•

DISPLAY

1020 •• • •••• •
•• 20 • •• • •••• •

OUTPUT
• •
•

REVIEW

16.4 •
14.256 KW

SAE
0102

699 00

•

• • • 16.4 •

01/88 PM 5.

5. 4.

SAMSUN°
SCM 7500L
SCM 8000L

279 99
SOLO 350 330 290
249 99 02/88 SOLO 365 380 335

• 16 • ••••
• 16 • • •

•
•

• 16.2
16.0

SANSUI
CD 85011
CO X7011
CDX 3011
CDX 510M
CDX 7111

299 95
SOLO 448 98 317 5.40
449.95
SOLO 448 98 380 860
199 95 08/88 SOLO 430 96 281 400
299.95 08/88 SOLO 430 145 320 750
549.99 03/90 SOLO 430 128 398 10 00

Bk
Bk
Bk Bk
Bk Bk
Bk Gd

D1
•
•
01
•
•
•D1 - • •
•D 0 • 12 • • •
-Dis
•

• - •• 20 • ••• III ********* • • 16.4 •
111 ' L
0020 - •
000 16.4 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 16.2 •
• • • •••• . •
16.2 •
• . 730
Ss. -x- • PWM 11q0GM

•

9 8 ;

SANYO
CP33

06 88 CO S 335

75 280

2.60 Bk Gd

▪ t •

0 10

• 116 • • • • •

•

•

16.0

•
•

••
••

220
.220
-220
-220
- 220
- 220
-220
-220
-220
-220
220
-220
220
-220
-220

• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 18x• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 18x0
16x0
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2
• 16x2

8 •••••

31• • •

23••••

•D 1
•T 1
•T 1
•T 1
01 •
•T 2 •
•T 1 •
•D 1 •
•D 1 •
•F1
•F1
F1
T 1
01
F1 •

655
•••

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

8 •••

335 8.30
210 6.10
209 7.40
227 7.70
217 8.20
235 7.50
230 7.10
297 2.70
297 3.30
158 4.90
158 4.90
158 5.00
222 6.50
304 9.40
332 10.00

21••

386
240
248
240
260
320
280
80
80
165
165
165
186
420
575

61
00
••

360
602
770
602
186
330
290
330
430
630
630
630
660
330
430

35
00
••

CD S
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
CDS
CDS
CD S
SOLO
SOLO
PORT
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
CDS
CD S

36 • •

399.99
199 99
249 99
299.99
549.99
429.99
329.99
109 99
169 99
199 99
169 99
229 99
279 99
499 99
899 99

•

CO- 302E
CD- 55E
CD-60E
CD- 77E
COX- 17E
CDX-99E
CDX-9E
DX- 160
DX- R750
OT-CD2OE
OT-CD25E
OT-0033E
OT-CD43E
SYSTEM 304E
SYSTEM 7700E

36 ••••
•

SHARP

02/90 GM 6

I ;

SHERINOOD
CD 1060C
CD- 1182R

129 95 05/90 SOLO 440
149 95 06/90 SOLO 440

70 260
70 260

460 Bk
480 Bk

Dl.
D1

S
• • 22

SONOGRAPHE
SD 1BETA
995.00 09/86 SOLO 482

95 305

380 Bk

D

•0

R 16 • • S
• 16 • •
dk

•

•

••

•

•

•••

• 16x4
• 16x8 •

• • •

• 99 •

14.4 •

SONY
CDP-338ES
CDP-590
CCIP-790
COP- 990
COP-ClOOM
CDP-C305M
COP- MOB
CDP-M79
CDP-M99
CDP-X77ES
D22
D350
013008
DZ555

599 99
169 99
199 99
299 99
399 99
179 99
169 99
199 99
249 99
999 99
149 99
299 99
199.99
349 99

06/89
05/90
05/90
06/90
06/90
05/90
06/90
04/90
06/90
09/89

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT

430
430
430
430
430
355
335
355
355
430
149
128
140
128

125
100
110
115
115
105
95
95
95
125
38
22
42
33

Di.
D1 •
•Dl.
•D 1 •
•D
10
D5 • 0
D1 •
D1 •
Dl.
.010
•T 1 •
•T 1 •
•T 1 •
•T 1 •

375 12.50 Bk
230 3.50 Bk
280 3.80 Bk
340 5.30 Bk
365 690 Bk
385 5.00 Bk
305 3.00 Bk
310 3.50 Bk
310 3.50 Bk
375 17.00 Bk
137 0.45 Bk
136 0.42 Bk
162 0.46 Bk
145 060 Bk

• • • 45 • •
5523 •
• • • 4? • •
• • • 45 • •
• • • 39 • •
0520 •
• • 23 •
• • 39 •
• • 42 •
• • • 48 •
•
• • 5 •
•
• ()

• • • 220 ••••*•• ••••
• • 220 4.5 •• • •• •
• • 220 ******* ••••
• e • 220 ******* • • • •
• • 5219 • - •• • •• •
•
232 • - • • • • • •
•
5220
• • 11 •
•
5220 ******* • • • •
• • • 220 ******* • • •
• • • 220 • •••• ••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 220 ******* ••••
• • •
S • • • •
•
222 • •••• ••

07/90 JN 9 9 9 8

STUDER
A730

05/88 SOLO 320 131 355

TANDBERG
TV 3015A
1243 00

SOLO 435

CD 501

SOLO 482

91425

600 Gr Bk

T1 • • • •

Bk
86 345

D1

910 Bk

-Di

••

100 * 099 00-0151

• •

•••

••

20 • • • • • • • •

•••• 20 • •

0020 •

••••

*******

• • . • 16x4 •
•
•

• 16x4 •

••• 16x4 •

03/88 PM 9 8 9 6+
08/87 PM 7,

4* 3

TEAC
PD- 155
PD-155SL
PD- 425
PD- 450
PD- 470
PD- 500M
ZD-6000
ZD 880

149
149
179
249
249
249
899
449

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

08/88 SOLO
SOLO
08/88 SOLO
SOLO
08/88 SOLO
08/88 SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

435 90 290 3.50 Bk
435 90 290 3.50 SI
435 91 253 3.20 Bk
435
8k
435 89 284 3.80 Bk
435 101 332 5.20 Bk
445 99 342 10.20 Bk
435 95 297 7.00 Bk

Gd SI
Gd
Gd
Gd
Gd
Gd
Gd
GO

•

•
• •
•
•
055
• •

•

WEEMEE
SL-P1200K
SL-P277AK
SL-P377AK
SL-P477AK
SL-PA10
SL-PC2OK
SL-PJ27A
SL-PJ37A
SL-PS50
SL- P570
SL-X1000
SL-XP2
si.-xp6es
SL- 21000
SU-MA10

899.95
159.95
17995
199.95

10/86
04/90
04/90
04/90

249.95 04/90
299 95 04/90
08/90
149.95
229.95 11/88
09 90
08 90

SOLO 430 168 380 14.50
SOLO 430 92 287 3.60
SOLO 430 92 283 3.60
SOLO 430 92 288 390
MECH
SOLO 430 95 362 3.90
SOLO 360 97 291 340
MECH 360 97 291 3.60
SOLO 430 114 333 4.50
SOLO 430 127 333 5.20
DAC
PORT 128 35 145 0.32
PORT 126 28 128 0.39
MECH
DA-A

Bk •
Bk •
Bk .
Bk
SI •
•
Gr •
Bk •
Bk •
Bk •
Bk •

M58CD
OR- 9118
OR- 9128
OR- 9219
XR-9318
OR- 9328
OR 9458

279 99
16999
18999
149 99
149.99
149 99
199 99

CD S
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

WS1

994 75 12/89 SOLO 430

269 95 09/89
149.95

T 1 D1 •
D1 •
D 1
D 1
T5 •
D1 •
01 •
01 •
D 1 •

• 16 •
1 • .
• 15 •
• 20 •
• 120 • •
5532 •
• • 20 •
• • • 20 • -

••
•••
•
• • • • • •
••
••••
•
•••• •••• ••
• • • • • • • • 5555
•
•
•
•
•••• ******* •
•••• •••• •• •

• •
• •
•
•

•
•

16.4
16.4
16x16x4
16x4
16x•
16x2
16x4

07/89 GM 5 7 6 7
•
•

01/88 GM 6.
6. 6.
09/89 GM 7 6 7.6

•
•

06188 PM 8 8 7 6

• •
•
•
•

• 27 • • •
5 220 • • • • • •
• • 16x2 •
11/86 GM 9
9 6.
• 32 • • • 20
•
• 18x4 • MSH
• 32
•
• 20
•
•
• 18x4 • MSH
• 32 • • • 20
•
•
•
•
• 18x4 0 MSH
• 20
0252 •
220 • •• • ••• •• -x- • PWM 12/09 GM 8 7 7
S
• 20 *
16x4 S
• 20
•
•
-0- • 32
•
• 20
•
•
• 18x4 SMSH
• • 3?
•
•
•
•
• 24x4 • MSH
-x.• • MSH
Bk • T 1 •
•
•
•
18 •
• • • • • 16x4
Bk
SI 0 T 1 • 0 • • , • •
18
•
•
•
•
• 16x4 •
D1
• 151
-x- • MSH

TOSHIBA
06/88
06/88
06/88
06/89
06/88
07/88
09/88

340 378 383
420 88 280
420 88 280
360 105 250
340 88 285
340 88 285
126 25 129
80 340

8.20
3.50
350
2.80
3.00
3.00
350

600 Bk Gd

MM= /
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX

1030
530E
730E
930
P7

499 00
179.95
229.00
349 00
199 95

05/90
02/9G
02/90
05/90

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT

NEW,. & RECORD REVIF \C

435 114 342 10 50 Tt
435 92 267 3.70 Bk
435 92 271 . 3.90 Bk
435 92 342 5.70 TI
128 35 145 036 Gr

SEPTENIBER 199(1

•

• 32 •• • •
- • • 20 • •
- • • 20 • • •
•32 • • •
-5-205- •
• 10
20 • - •
052 • • • 20 • . •
'
• 7-1

•
D1 • •

•

• 2,

• • • 34 • •
• '9
• • g>f-;
•
• • • • •
• • .1

• • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • • Os
•
•
•
•
•
• • • e • • • •

R 220 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• 99 5225
• 125 ***** • • • • • • •
• 99 52 25
• 99 • 225
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIS
• •
SSS
500
•

14x0 •
16x4 •
16x4 •
18x0
16.0
16.0
16.0

02/89 GM 7 8 7 6

16.4 •

02/90 GM 8 7 9 5

- x- • PWM 06/90 GM 7 9 8+ 7
18.8 •
05/90 GM 7 8 8 10
18.8 •
lxPWM
16x4
07/90 JN 8 7 8 9

31

T1

WILD ONIE-11
4

AN ALBUM OF RAW POWER
QUEEN • KISS • ALICE COOPER • BRUCE DICKINSON
MEGADETH • THUNDER • GEORGIA SATELLITES
ROBERT PLANT • THE QUIREBOYS • SKID ROW
WASP • urnE ANGELS • FAITH NO MORE • RUN DMC
LIVING COLOUR • VIXEN

ALBUM • CASSE1TE • CD

EMI

C

• 3 4

BEACH BOYS

* 4 -

VARIOUS

3

Decca 4302102 THE

ROLLING STONES London

A 8 10

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

* 3 9

11

POISON

Sire 7599262092
EMI usa CDMTL 1052

EMI COEMTV050

CLASSIC EXPERIENCE II

19

5

ANITA BAKER

29

18

NIGEL KENNEDY/ECO

22

A 23 26
24 15

SBK SBKCD5

EMI CDNIGE2

27 21

PAUL YOUNG ces4669in

_

* 18 _
*

17

_

VIVALDI FOUR SEASONS

20 15

GREATEST LOVE SONGS

DEEP HEAT 7 — SEVENTH HEAVEN

10 RECORDS DIXCD92

CBS MOODCD14

CBS MK44701

KARL BOHM/VPO

PLACIDO DOMINGO

BONAFIDE

POISON IN
THE SYSTEM?
A hot young Metal band can still push the oldies aside — not to
mention the classics. Straight in at number nine, with their third LP
Flesh and Blood, Poison follow up the success of 'Unskinny Bop' in
the singles charts. As HFN/RR's reviewer said, 'It may be poisonous
but it won't kill you — who knows it may do you good'.
t

OTHER VOICES
NITE FLIGHT 3 - BEING WITH YOU

* 29 - DELAMITRI ?MA CDA9006
30 23 ROLLING STONES Rolling Stones 4657522

WAKING HOURS
STEEL WHEELS

WHICH CD
111-11 SENS & RECORD REVIEW

VARIOUS

HOLST: THE PLANETS Imp Classics PCD890 RICHARD HICKOX/LSO

•

VARIOUS

Philips 4263702

HIS FINEST PERFORMANCES Classical Society OSCD201
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
HIS FINEST PERFORMANCES Classical Society OSCD202
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI
FAVOURITE ARIAS & FINEST PERFORMANCES
Classical Society OSCD210 VARIOUS
JOSE CARRERAS SINGS ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER WEA 2569242
JOSE CARRERAS

18

* 19 -

SOUL II SOUL 10 Records DIXCD90 VOL II — 1990 ANEW DECADE

MAXI PRIEST

OPERA HIGHLIGHTS - SAMPLER

PUCCINI TURANDOT1HIGHLIGHzT
uS
i
l
i
î
l
egre_r_G 421_ 202
IITA/LP I
D/PA3VAROTTI
30th ANNIVERSAY JUBILEE S
p
A
irra t
P
titeR
pd ia
p
e2AshiF

*

COMPOSITIONS

LABOUR OF LOVE II

DEP International DEPCD14

26 17

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI

Decca 4256812

BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY NO 9DG 4278022

* 18 _

THROUGH ABIG COUNTRY — GREATEST HITS

Telstar TCO2422

TUTTO PAVAROTTI

VERNON

A 14 16

WILSON PHILLIPS

Mercury 8460222

VARIOUS

PLACIDO DOMINGO

es 4293052

GOODNIGHT LA.
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COVENT GARDEN RECORD
CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 071-379 7635/7427
Fax: 071-836-1345
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

NEW RELEASES

QUALITY AUDIO

Classical fl price new releases only £ 10.75 and mid price £7.75
per CD forthe first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA 'and selected others.

We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Castle Acoustics, Celestion,
Denon, Marantz, Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Nakamichi, Philips,
Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony, Van den
Hul, and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery within London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.
SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from El.99.

subject to stock availability.
DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.
SERVICING

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value f10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.
SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £ 5,000.

,CLECTROrlIC(

Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.
CDV
Compact Disc Video now on sale and on demonstration.
Phillips, Marantz and Pioneer ( universal) players now available.
Full range of 5", 8" and 12" CDV in stock. List of universal CDV &
LV now available. Please phone for details.

FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 In stock and on
demonstration.
Designed for every type of room and every type of pocket.
5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.
Stockist of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.
Featuring complete range of MISSION and CYRUS
ACCESSORIES.
These outstanding products set new standards for reproducing
music as originally performed.

_
WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER
(OR AUDIO COMPONENTS

OFF
DISCS

OVER £5001
Bring this coupon in during
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

ON PURCHASE OF

ON PURCHASE OF

OFF

5 CDs OVER £ 10.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end
September 1990

IOFF

and get El off your next
50 CDs over £ 799 until end of 1991

See S. Special offer goods excluded. Valid to end September 1990

HFN/9/90
-

1CD OVER £ 10.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end
September 1990
HFN/9/90
-

TECHNOLOGY
he first Multimedia Conference on
Interactive CD held in London in
June, sponsored by Matsushita,
Sony, PolyGram and Philips, surprised
even the organizers. The lectures and
press conferences were packed, and
heavy with visitors from abroad. The CD- I
Arcade, an applications exhibition, had all
the main players in the CD-Igame demonstrating working hardware, with programmes sourced from finished discs.
The CD- I group is predictably, and
perhaps justifiably, dismissive of the rival
and incompatible multimedia CD systems
proposed by Intel ( called DVI) and Commodore ( called CD TV). The Intel system
is aimed at the IBM personal computer
market; Commodore builds on the Amiga
home computer.
Significantly there was only a brief
public demonstration of the most interesting, and politically contentious, option for
CD-I, full motion video — and that was a
simulation off tape. It is now technically
possible to store over 70 minutes of
moving video in compressed digital code
on a 12cm CD. But, politically, this is
highly sensitive, especially for Philips,
because it calls into question the whole
concept of analogue video disc.
Ray Burgess, Director of Motorola's
Strategic Business Unit in Geneva
as
present. US company Motorola is the
fourth largest chip maker in the world,
and already committed to the development of achip set for use in CD- Iplayers.
Burgess rose to a conference challenge
from Ian Maxwell, son of Robert, who said
he was looking to the hardware companies to make equipment globally available at low cost. ' Motorola will do that,'
said Burgess, 'We are driving the silicon
costs down, and providing technical support centres for manufacturers in the USA,
Japan and Europe'.
Burgess refused to comment on price
and availability of the chip set, acuriously
vague attitude when you bear in mind that
the CD- I manufacturers have promised
domestic players in the shops next year
for $ 1000. Burgess did however confirm
that the Motorola chip set would include
the facility for full motion video decoding
and audio decoding.
So Iasked the obvious question. What
type of audio decoding will CD- Iuse, for
full quality stereo. Would it be 16 bit
DACs or Bitstream technology?
'We shall be using 24- bit decoding', said
Burgess. Twenty four bit? Iqueried. Did I
hear right? Yes. Yes, twenty four-bit'
Burgess repeated several times.
Afterwards two things happened. Philips explained tactfully that Motorola
would only be one of four CD- I chip
suppliers ( Philips, Sony and Matsushita
the others) and that all manufacturers
would be able to mix and match, for
instance using Bitstream for CD- Idecoding if they wished.
Then some representatives of Motorola
slid by and explained that they shouldn't
really talk to the Press but Burgess was
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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referring to the DSP 56001, a24- bit digital
signal processor which is already a standard product in Motorola's catalogue. ' It is
ideal for audio', they explained.
I found that digital audio designers
know about the DSP 56001. But it is
not adigital- to-analogue converter, it is a
digital number cruncher. One possible
use is for digital filtering of the 16-bit
words coming off aCD, after error correction. The sums needed for filtering create
longer words than 16 bits. So for accuracy
it pays to use one or more processors
which can handle longer words, and then
truncate to 16- bits before feeding them to
aDAC. Motorola's 24- bit DSP is expensive
(several tens of dollars per chip) and so
far thought of as atool for professional or
very high end audio designers only. With
the right software you can get it to play
tricks like controlling the volume digitally. Because the DSP 56001 is not a
converter, you need apair of 16-bit DAC's
or a Bitstream stereo chip as well.
The Motorola spokesman's pledge to
incorporate the 24-bit DSP 56001 in alow
cost CD- Ichip set has already set some of
Britain's CD player makers thinking hard
about alow cost 24-bit processor tailored
for 16- bit audio processing.

A bit much
After Philips announced Bitstream in
spring 1989, Matsushita ( Technics) followed with MASH, JVC has come up with
VANS ( Victor Advanced Noise Shaping)
and Sony countered with SENS ( Sony
Extended Noise Shaping). And there are
more all the time. Even hi-fi specialists are
now thoroughly confused. Instead of abit
race there is a noise shaping race.
Igave up even trying to decode the
difference between the rival systems, but
now Philips, in an internal document, has
done the job for me: slagging off the other
systems in clear terms.
According to the Philips briefing document, only its Bitstream system is a true
one- bit system, 'with all the inherent
advantages of this principle'.
The briefing note goes on to explain
that it is intended to help Philips personnel distinguish between technical facts
and fiction in advertisements, brochures,
and magazine articles. I quote, mainly
verbatim, without expressing any personal opinion.
Firstly, there is no direct correlation
between clock frequency and audio performance. The clock frequency indicates
the speed of the internal timing for the
integrated circuits. Stating it as amultiple
of the sampling frequency is 'deliberate
deception'. The clock frequency in the
Matsushita, JVC, and Sony converters is
internally divided to give the required
lower operating frequency. So only the
crystal oscillator of these circuits is running at the advertized high frequency.
Claims like ' high clock frequency' should
not be confused with oversampling.
The oversampling rate depends directly
on the reduction in the width of the bit
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stream. For the same performance, a
circuit using aone bit D/A Converter must
have ahigher oversampling rate than one
using a ' higher bit' (le more than one bit)
converter, assuming that both devices
have the same noise shaper circuitry; thus,
the oversampling multiplication factor
does not itself give any indication of audio
performance.
Philips is the only manufacturer to have
a truly digital DAC, je with only two
output states. Other DACs are ' less digital'
and are consequently more sensitive to
the by- now well-known problems which
can affect traditional multi-bit converters.
Systems other than Bitstream are still in
fact multi- bit DACs, with all the inherent
distortions from cross-over, glitching and
non- linearity.
In fact ( and remember that Iam still
quoting Philips), so-called digital techniques, like PWM, PEM and PLM are in
principle the same, since it is the length of
the pulse which determines the output
level. And this pulse length, which has to
be created very accurately, is an analogue
parameter. In the Philips SAA 7321 Bitstream IC, it is the density of pulses that
determines the output level, not length.
The bottom line, says Philips, is that it is
misleading to use a ' the more the better'
argument when comparing parameters
like the number of bits used in asystem,
the oversampling rate and the noise
shaper coefficients.
The signal-to-noise ratio quoted can
also be misleading because it only provides information about the DAC during
'digital silence'. 'We know that the JVC
circuit mutes during digital silence to
increase the S/N ratio.., but this has no
relation to audio performance'.
Now let battle commence ... Technics
engineers were first to respond, ' Philips is
correct in saying that Bitstream is the only
true single-bit DAC. But Philips is not
factually correct in saying that our threeand-a-half bit system still relies on analogue sub-division. It doesn't. Sub-division
of the signal is made in time under the
control of a digital clock, so there is no
possibility of error in the 11 discrete
widths on which our system relies'.+
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Technology moves on apace and at KJ we welcome
another significant advance in CD performance. This
new Meridian D/A converter takes another big step
forward and we will be happy to demonstrate the
difference. Alternatively you can take advantage of
our 7DAY PAID APPROVAL scheme ( subject to
certain conditions — lull details on application).
The 203 offers an excellent investment whether you
wish to improve the performance of an existing CD
player or to pair with one of the many CD transports
now available.
We have various credit plans available ranging from
12 months INTEREST FREE to longer term credit.
(Written quotations are available on request.)

MERIDIAN

/",

203 OUTBOARD
DIGITAL CONVERTER
Specification:
• Bitstream D/A conversion.
• Signal to Noise better than 106dB Aweighted.
• Linearity typically better than 0.2dB down to - 120dB.
• Separate power supplies for digital output, phase- lock-loop and audio stages.
• Passive differential filtering after the D/A converters ensure transparent sound and
very low spurious output.
• Full locking range for sampling frequencies from 32kHz — 48kHz.
• Provided with one coaxial input and one optical input.
• Suitable for any CD player, DAT or DSP system which
has adigital output.
Carriage

£495

• Dimensions: 160 o100 o320mm (w oh od).

and
Insurance Free.

Brands Stocked:
Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee, Arcam, Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio Research,
Beard, Cambridge, Celestion, Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon, DNM, Epos, Harbeth,
KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Linz, Magneplanar, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell, Micromega, Mission, Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Oracle, Pink
Triangle, Pro-Ac, P.S. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Rote). S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor, Spica, Stan. Systemdek. Tannoy, Voyd, Yamaha, Zeta.

KJ WEST ONE

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, LONDON W1M 7LH
TEL: 071 -486 8262/8263 Fax: 071-487 3452
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Thurs until 7pm
"Worldwide Export" .
1
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RADIO
'tereo AM transmissions are areality
in the UK. As one of its last projects
ethe outgoing Independent Broadcasting Authority has begun test transmissions at Ipswich on Radio Orwell's
1170kHz medium wave frequency. The
Foxhall Heath transmitter was chosen
primarily because it is ajoint VHF/MF site
and therefore already had a stereo programme feed. This is thought to be the first
time in the UK that amplitude modulation
has been used for stereo signals. As we
reported in May, tests were carried out to
evaluate both the Kahn and C-QUAM
encoding systems with the IBA engineers
coming down in favour of the latter
developed by Motorola.
The premise of having MF stereo transmissions is a result of the increase in
split-programming on independent local
radio which has meant that medium-wave
services have experienced renewed
interest. The IBA's Director of Engineering John Forrest has gone on record to
point out the pitfalls of VHF/FM radio
expansion in the UK.
Car radios able to decode AM stereo
already exist in the United States, Canada,
and Australia — three countries where
there is a high proliferation of stereo
programmes on medium wave. These
countries have the luxury of a wide
(15kHz) bandwidth. However in Europe
with our high level of interference and
overcrowded spectrum there is arestriction of 6kHz of audio bandwidth on a
9kHz RF channel spacing. The IBA is
known to be concerned that many receivers struggle to produce 3or 41cHz, having
been set to avoid interference. The
Authority says that many sceptical
engineers have been truly amazed at the
quality available with full audio bandwidth and the obvious benefits AM stereo
is able to reveal.
The solution is to have radios with
selectable bandwidth to allow a wide
setting during the day when receiving
conditions are favourable, with a reduction after dark as interference increases.
Early reports from the Ipswich experiment suggest that the C-QUAM method is
entirely compatible with existing mono
equipment and, while the audio quality

is handling the American made TX- 11a
and TX! lb models. In its home territory
Carver has seen stereo AM adopted by
many radio stations with a 15kFlz bandwidth which has enabled agood signal-tonoise ratio and decent dynamic range.
Both tuners include a 25Hz pilot cancelling circuit rather than relying on the more
customary method of employing a bandstop filter to cut the low- end response.
Stereo AM brings awhole new lease of
life to medium wave — a band rather
ignored of late, certainly by the BBC
which is phasing out its Radio One, Two
and Radio Three MF broadcasts in a
general shift towards VHF.

Community spirit
More and more community' radio groups
to be awarded franchises are now coming
on air from the low-power MFonly Airport Information Radios at Gatwick and
Heathrow, sharing 1584kHz, to London's
Melody music service on 104.9MHz.
Melody has strong backing from the likes
of Lord Hanson and the Queen's former
Press secretary Michael Shea, while the
airport services have close affiliation with
nearby Radio Mercury.
Just a few days after opening, the
Gatwick station suffered aminor hiccup at
its Povy Cross transmitter site. Investigations reveal that an IBA engineer making
adjustments inadvertently broke a vital
fuse holder and he didn't carry a spare.
Apparently his colleague had to stand
holding apair of pliers across the contacts
to maintain the service while he went to
buy areplacement — not easy- 1t 8 o'clock
in the morning in rural Sussex.
As Iwrite, Melody is ready to go on air
safe in the knowledge that an opinion
survey suggests that the new station is
likely to take listeners not only from Radio
2 but also from Radio 1and Capital FM,
particularly as the service has committed
itself to providing programming without
the usual commercial radio paraphernalia
of quizzes, phone-ins and DJ banter.
Melody also brings added competition for
the BBC local service in the Capital.
Certainly GLR with its non-mainstream
music programmes does not meet the

TREVOR
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criterion that BBC local stations should be
predominantly speech-based. News has
reached HFN/RR that plans to redevelop
the GLR studio complex in Marylebone
High Street have been scrapped and the
project engineer told to abandon the
scheme. Gloomy news indeed.

Recorded records
The BBC is to abandon its existing card
index of gramophone records in favour of
anew CD-ROM based catalogue. Over the
past sixty years the BBC has been compiling what is now generally regarded as the
most comprehensive detail of record
releases since the turn of the century.
Over three and a half million separate
performances are comprehensively catalogued, including composer biographies,
opera and musical cast lists, and full
session details of jazz records besides
basic record numbers. Today the library,
which occupies atotal room, has become
something of a music research tool.
Since 1974, the BBC has been looking
at practical ways of converting this enormous catalogue to machine-readable form
so that its producers across the country
can access the data without the need to
contact or visit London. A specialist firm,
Saztec, has begun the task and by the end
of 1991 will be available to users via
either on-line computer access or CDROM disc. -IL

cannot be as high as VHF/FM, AM stereo
appears to offer good results inside the
main service area of a medium-wave
transmitter. The IBA is now actively liaising with UK receiver manufacturers so
that best use can be made of any future
transmissions of this kind.
While the Orwell tests were scheduled
to finish at the end of July, the IBA
received amonth's extension, although it
has still to obtain the necessary Government approval before launching C-QUAM
on awider scale — something which could
see reality on anumber of ILR services by
the end of the year.
A small range of C-QUAM ready tuners
has already arrived in Britain courtesy of
Carver. UK distributor HW International
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Recording Dave Price, Librarian Derek Lewis, project co-ordinator Shirley White and the old index
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REAL HI-FI IN SOUTH
KENSINGTON. . .

ARCAM

The Listening Rooms is one of London's best specialist
HiFi shops, with the principal staff, John Oliver and
Paul Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them.
Whether you are thinking of spending £ 300 or £ 30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listenint.; Rooms is London's leading multi- room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.
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MERIDIAN

LOGAN

VDII
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TEL
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LTD.,

BROMPTON RD, LONDON SW5 OU.
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Monday Nearest

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 183.00

CELESTION

MUSICAL FIDELITY • SMI.

EXPORT

ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £242 00
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Tube:
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AMERICAN

FACILITIES
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Kensington
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THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the " Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 081-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.
Please send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
Nome

ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 133.00

y 270 CD '
s
C ap
apacity

All prices are ex works and inclusive of VAT.
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HEADROOM
ccusations about my taste in hi-fi
often include the jibe ' If it's expensive and/or imported, he'll love it'.
I have to say that the most interesting
products usually are expensive or foreign
or both, but ' I'll also point out that I've
championed such UK milestones as the
Celestion 3, a couple of ATC loudspeakers, the SME Series V arm, Decca cartridges, acluster of Croft components, the
IS3/5A and sundry other goodies which
are either British and/or affordable'.
To put to rest forever this nonsense
about my inability to address anything
which isn't North American and costly,
I've spent the past eight months on a
project only mentioned a couple of time
in this column. Ihave been trying to put
together a serious system at a sensible
price, one which could be called high-end
without apology, yet would cost in total
less than most would consider to be a
typical price for only one component in a
state-of-the-art set-up.
Having spent many hours poring over
yellowing copies of the HiFi Yearbook
covering the period 1956-1972, I produced a table of prices for what was the
'then-best' in each year. Then, with the
help of some of those articles which chart
inflation, the sort which state that 'ahouse
cost three guineas in 1977 and look what
it costs now', I came up with a total
package price for the following:
Two primary sources - CD and turntable/arm/cartridge
Pre-Amplifier
A pair of mono- block power amps
A pair of panel- type loudspeakers
All wiring, plugs and accessories.
In the final tally, four of the products
are British, two are Japanese, and only one
is American, though the wiring Isettled
on comes from the States as well.
Next month I'll reveal the package
price and how Iarrived at it, but for the
time being I'd like to show you how easy
it is to be side-tracked. It happened when
Iwas looking for Component No 3to join
the Acoustat Spectra 11 loudspeakers
(May ' Headroom') and the Croft Micro Il
Special ( April ' Headroom' ).

Arcam
Reworked Philips CD players are afact of
life, because Philips is the only manufacturer of transports willing to deal with
specialist companies which can't place
orders in the tens of thousands. It makes
you proud to be European! Fortunately,
what was once the least reliable transport
in the known universe has developed into
something which is rugged enough to
warrant recommendation and inexpensive enough to be cost-effective on an
OEM basis. ( Ibelieve that the ratio for
parts to final selling price is 1:5, which

earliest CD players. They were the first
specialist manufacturers to wrest aslice of
the action away from the giants - back in
'83 or '84 it looked like digital technology
might remain the preserve of its inventors
and like-sized competitors. But Meridian,
Mission and Cambridge beat the Americans, the French, the Swiss and everyone
else, and that's why UK- made CD players
remain at the forefront.
Arcam chose to attack not the just midor high-end sectors, as did the abovenamed makes. Instead, it set out to prove
that a British CD player could also compete on price. When Sil nominated the
Arcam Alpha as acandidate for my ' entrylevel high- end' system, Iwas abit nervous,
because Ithought that they would turn
out to be nothing more than a standard
model. Iassumed, wrongly, that Arcam
pulled out all the stops for their two- box
player and only bothered with the Alpha
to complete their own entry-level system.
But to prepare me for it, Steve said I
should spend time with its dearer predecessor, the Delta 70.2.
At £ 599, the Delta costs about the same
as the more macho models from the
Orient. Being British, it offers slightly
quirky slim- line styling instead of chunky
feet and abomb-proof exterior. That's not
to say, however, that it's ' traditional' in the
sense that implies British hardware of the
ugly, poorly constructed variety, usually
as ergonomically clever as abike without
asaddle. Arcam, more so than an)' other
British manufacturer, really does believe
it can take on the mass- market, so the
Delta measures 430mm wide and is
finished in a black coating which will
match with gear made in Japan.
But it does lack the pseudo- high techno
pizzazz which the Japanese use to woo
punters, even when they're only spending
£59 on aghetto blaster. Instead, it looks
'serious', which makes it aperfect alternative for 'audiophiles'.
To be fair, all that's lacking in the bells
'n' whistles is are anumeric keypad entry
system on the facia - the hand-held
remote has it, though - and a bunch of
meaningless buttons which nobody ever
uses. But Arcam knows its market,
however much it would like aslice of the
Sony/Pioneer/Technics/et al pie, so you
get a 3-position panel dimmer, fixed or
variable output sockets and coaxial digital
output. Best of all, you get sound quality
that suggests a 4- figure price tag.

KEN

KESSLER

Nestling amidst such high- enders as the
Madrigal Proceed two- box player, my
trusty CAL Tempest SE Il and the Maranta
CD- 12, the Delta almost looks forlorn and
dowdy, but then it costs £ 1900 less than
the least expensive one in that trio, and
somehow seems ' right' or ' serious', the
no-frills nature embodying a British hi-fi
dictum: Spend the money inside, not out.
What you get for £600 is a player
which, in the second half of 1990, has to
fight Bitstream models, and it does it
simply by sounding musical rather than
accurate. Its pedigree is exposed when
compared to the vastly dearer models by
their far more convincing spatial reproduction and greater authority in the lower
registers. But elsewhere, especially in the
midband when handling vocals, the Delta
sounds at home through a high-end preamp, amp and speakers.
But the Delta 70.2 is not my main
concern; its price puts it above the
allocation within my budget. Besides, it's
the younger sibling which has set the
grapevine abuzzing. So instead of just
filling a slot in my 'project' system, the
Alpha - which I've not yet used - now has
to sound at least as good as the Delta, or
I'm going to have to save £ 250 elsewhere
in the system.
Next month's feature on the complete
system will double as the clues to a
competition. The prize? The entire system, right down to the mains plugs. ,,e*See Fowler, Modern English Usage, for other
sentences at the end of which it would have been
better to put a preposition - Ed.

means that a £ 50 transport would
account for £ 250 in the final price tag.)
One thing of which the British can be
proud is that it was out manufacturers
who were the very first to do something
about the execrable sound quality of the
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ROBBIN'S NEST

angle of, say, 10degrees for each of the
two stereo signals. This would make the
two images appear to be 20degrees apart
from awide range of seating positions. In
practice this has worked quite well
depending on how the left and right
signals were recorded originally.

Technology
This unique method was developed
several years ago, and manages to achieve
its objective by using fairly conventional
electronics. It would be easy to customize
the system for aparticular installation. Fig
I shows how the necessary electronics
and speakers interface in Harold's own
listening room, an area some 15feet by
25fect with 12feet high ceiling. A total of
ten Tannoy 15in Monitor Gold speakers
lie at the heart of the system. Built on a
rigid frame, the units are on one continuous baffle placed high up towards the
ceiling, and stretching across the room.

hile others suffered with the
stereo compromises offered by
just two loudspeakers, Harold
Robbin was convinced that there was a
way of substantially improving imaging
and the width of the soundstage, and
avoiding the situation of asingle ' hot spot'
seat where the stereo was optimal, leaving
other listeners to make the best of what
they were hearing. Being afairly frequent
concert-goer over many years, he felt that
the point source of asound when reproduced through normal hi-fi was totally
inadequate to reproduce the broad sound
exhibited by an orchestra during a live
performance. Being something of an
inventor — he has ahome-made telescope
and observatory in his front garden — he
realized that a line of speakers would
clearly be an improvement. This principle
is borne out by the addition of speakers in
surround-sound systems, for exaample.
40

Realizing that he was not getting
the best from conventional
stereo, retired electronics and
radio engineer Harold Robbin
decided to make some ingenious
improvements
by Trevor Butler
There was an obvious and immediate
problem though with astereo signal, and
the crude way stereo is produced: arow
of speakers would not be the answer.
After giving some time to the problem
Harold came up with a solution. He
devised a way of getting a rough plane
wave from aseries of speakers tilted by an

The baffle is 4feet high and is tilted from
2'6" at the top to 18" at the bottom,
standing well away from the wall by this
stage. There is therefore a large cavity
behind the speaker units, and this has
been heavily damped — at first by pillows
and blankets, although these have given
way to more usual insulating materials. It
is interesting to note here that there have
been no obvious bass resonances. Each
tweeter is fed from a separate amplifier,
with the HY60 potted 30W modules used
to good effect, although each one is
providing only about 2W — helped by the
fact that each speaker is working on all
material all the time.
Each of the amps is fed from two
sources, one from the left channel and
one from the right channel of the system
(see Fig 2). Two 5amp stabilized rails of
+22.5 and — 22.5volts provide the necessary supply. Extra smoothing up to
70,000uF is applied across the PSILls to
cater for peak current bursts of the
HY60s. Harold says the large reservoir
capacitors are essential to avoid sags and
HF crossmod. Other supplies are provided
at + 12, — 12, — 11, and — 5V.
The amplifiers are fed in turn from
op-amps working as active low-pass filters
with a cut-off around 30kHz. The DC
output from the TDA1002s used passes
through the opamps — Harold found that
using tant's as recommended by Mullard
gave rise to considerable noise at subaudio frequencies. He has, though, followed the normal wiring practice when it
came to the delay units.
Further Mullard suggestions are applied
when it comes to the clocking oscillators
and their drivers. Substantial calculus was
undertaken to find the frequencies of
these oscillators. For example speaker
one's calculated frequency is 97.12IcHz
with its delay of 2.636M/sec, while
speaker 10 is calculated at 512.01cHz, and
a delay of 0.5M/sec. The actual frequencies are 97.02 and 529.70kHz respectively. Trusty 'Bucket Brigade' analogue
delay lines play alarge part in the design,
partly because their working was well
known by Harold.
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response into the speakers is 20-25kHz,
and distortion low.
There are still enhancements to be
made though, and Harold says he is trying
to consolidate the various boards and fit
all the components onto a single pcb,
paying particular attention to the problems of Birdies. Harold now wishes he has
used separate amplifiers with individual

The power supply looked hefty with an obvious large
reserve to cope with surges
Because of the members of the steel
supporting frame, it was not possible to
space the speakers evenly across the
baffle. The slight differences were therefore taken into account in the selection of
the length of delay fed to each unit, with
each speaker having a different delay
characteristic. Slight errors in the wavefront arise between actual and calculated
frequencies. This error varies from
—0.192inches for speaker 5, to
+0.15inches in speaker one.

Modular amps and sizeable capacitors on the main
board — no surface-mount here!
It was not all plain sailing, as Harold
admits. In the early days he had to
overcome several teething problems with
his design. On the first test, he recalls a
mass of birdies on the output at levels
approaching — 40dB. Chasing them out of
the system involved rebuilds and even
remakes of the boards, recalls Harold.
Much of the inter- unit wiring had to be
replaced with shielded coax. In the end,
he finally solved the interference problem
by decoupling each oscillator, each delay
unit feed, and each opamp with a
47Rseries resistor and a 3.3uF tant. The
signal-to-noise in the system has been
measured at 70dB while the frequency

The electronics are based on tried-and-tested components
rather than the latest ICs
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tweeters and woofers, rather than the
full-range co-axial tweeters and splitter
networks found in the Tannoys.

Listening
I spent an enjoyable day in Tunbridge
Wells experiencing the delights of the
Harold Robbin 'wall of sound', although
there is no official title for this very DIY
sound system. The initial sound is
impressive, very impressive. Listening at
proper orchestral levels — and Harold
takes measurements to achieve this — it is
easy to become fully involved in the
performance. There is a small amount of
noise, but this is soon forgotten as the
ambience of the recording venue takes

over. And how this system is able to
demonstrate the reverberant fields, from
small churches to large open halls, is most
revealing. Harold's wife makes mean
chocolate cake, too!
Depending on how the left and right
channels were originally recorded, the
stereo soundstage is portrayed as very
wide, with good imaging, excellent detail
and a depth and height that are hard to
re-create using just two speakers. Orchestral music appeared to be well spread out
and the various instruments well separated with a vivid scale.
Just afew hours of listening proved to
me that Harold's efforts had paid off,
although he admits it's unlikely that it will
be taken up as a commercial venture —
partly because there aren't many people
who would be prepared to have awhole
wall devoted to speakers. And that's areal
pity because more listeners should be
privy to the capabilities of the system. If
anyone would like to build their own
version, Harold would be only too willing
to provide guidance. +
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We are looking for people
to spread the truth.
Spreading the truth can bring some people
close to the grave.
However, we are looking for someone
who can spread the truth and bring themselves closer to ahouse in Mayfair. Simply by
becoming the British importer of our speaker
systems.
They come from Denmark and are renowned for telling nothing but the truth. And
since the truth has always had its price (like
£10,000 for apair of "Consequence") you will
find some redemption too.
Just talk to Gerhard Richter at the
HI-FI SHOW in Heathrow. You will find him
on room number 1210. You can't miss him.
Just follow the arrows.
Dynaudio /VS
Sverigesvej 15, 8660 Skanderborg, Denmark
Phone: 01045-86-523 411
D NAUDIO
Telefax: 01045-86-523 116
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
The Digital Sources Module
brings bitstream as well as
16x4 oversampled
conversion ordinaire
into modular, DIY realms
kv Ben Duncan & Paul Freer

H

D
ot

DSM

BUILDING
BITSTREAM

on the heels of the AMP-02
project',
is a compatible
igital Sources Module with advanced, versatile facilities for CD and RDAT replay — and broadcast decoding. It
can be used as a stand-alone unit or
plugged into the recently described AMP02 project, for very high resolution CD,
DAT and broadcast replay. In use, DSM
normally comprises two modules. One,
the logic card, is the front-end, accepting
the output from any player fitted with
digital outlets conforming to the universal
standard established by Philips and Sony
(figure 1). Then for the output stage,
there's a choice of two very different
D-to-A convertors-cum-analogue output
stages, one for bitstream, the other for
regular 16 X4 over-sampling conversion
(figures 2 & 3). Before DSM is plugged
into AMP- 02's frame, you'll need to decide
on one or other conversion card. CD
(44.1kHz) and DAT ( 481cHz) sampling
rates are detected automatically by the
logic card. For DAT and broadcast decoding, the output stages' optimum notch
frequency can be reset manually. The
DAT facility conforms to the AES/EBU
standards used in pro-audio ( as well as by
all DAT players). The broadcast facility is
intended to suit digital transmissions with
151cHz bandwidth, eg NICAM in the UK
Across Europe, more systems are in the
pipeline. DSM can be switched from CD
to either facility.
DSM can be used in a separate enclosure equally as a CD or DAT player ( or
digital broadcast receiver) upgrade in its
own right, in conjunction with asuitable
power source, eg APS-02. In this outboard
mode, enthusiasts will be able to mount
the two output stages alongside the logic
card and drive them in tandem, enabling
KB comparisons between the bitstream
and oversampling outputs. When fitted
into AMP-02's mainframe, isolated, unregulated digital ( + 9v) and analogue ( ± 28v)
supplies are already avaialble from the
APS-02 supply.

Logical interfacing
The signal emerging from the CD or DAT
player's standard digital output is connected to the DSM's inputvia high quality,
OFC 75-ohm coax ( van den Hul's D300
Mk Il is recommended) and matching
75-ohm BNC connectors. Looking at the
logic card circuit in figure 4, transformer
Ti provides optimum termination as well
as isolating the DSM's ground from the
source. Buffering and restoration of ra
levels are then performed by IC. Ia,b.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Jumper SEL.1 above is normally removed
to invert the signal, as the digital output of
most players is already inverted, and
needs re-inverting to make it normal. For a
minority of players, inversion won't be
required, and SEL1 can be left jumpered.
Players which don't require inversion
can't easily be categorized by maker, class
or age; they occur rather sporadically. But
if the polarity is set wrongly, you'll know
because there won't be any output from
DSM at all. The output of inversor IC.3a is
buffered by apair of Schmitt-trigger invertors, IC.2e,f to provide aclean data stream
for the Arcam ASIC. The bi-phase, markencoded signal being processed comprises two 32-bit words at the 44.1IcHz,
48IcHz or 32kHz sampling frequency for
CD, DAT or broadcast respectively. The
data bit-rate is then ideally:
2X(32 X44.1 )kHz = 2.8224Mb/sec for CD;
2x ( 32 x48)kHz = 3.072Mb/sec for DAT,
or 2x ( 32 X32 )kHz= 2.048Mb/sec for
15kHz bandwidth broadcasts.
IC.3a's output splits to feed IC.3d as
well as four series inverters IC.2a to d.
The quadruple inversion is a curious
side-effect — the real purpose of the
exercise is achieving propagation delay.
IC.3D is an exclusive-OR gate which only
switches when the two input signals are

different. The outcome is apulse train of
2.8224MHz for CD, 3.072MHZ for DAT or
2.048MHz for broadcast, at IC.3D's output. It's used to generate the clock rate.
T.2,3 are resonant coupling and frequency-doubling circuits, buffered to TUL
level by IC.4a,b. Individual detectors,
built around J-FETs TR.1,2 provide
unidirectional outputs which are fed into
IC.6, a comparator, to set up the logical
conditions ( via IC.4C,D,E and IC.5D,A) to
select the appropriate clock rate for
decoding, ie their outputs provide the
clock rates of 5.64478MHz or 6.144MHz
or 4.096MHz for CD, DAT and broadcast
respectively.

Arcam's ASIC
Generation of the system clock is performed by phase- locking the incoming
clock rate to IC.7, a VCO. R18 sets the
frequency range. The VCO's output is fed
into Arcam's proprietry decoding IC, or
ASIC ( Application Specific IC). Inside, the
VCO output is divided by two before
passing to a phase detector, effectively
doubling the frequency to 11.2896Mliz,
12.288MHz and 8.192MHz for CD, DAT
and broadcast respectively. The phase
detector's output ( at pin 4) is proportional to synchronization error and is
fed back into the VCO through low pass
43
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Fig I: block diagram of DSM Logic Card

filter R19,20 and C13. When there's no
digital signal present, pin 9 should be at
Ov. A buffered version of the signal at pin
9 appears at pin 10. This output is used to
mute the data steam to the DACs, via TR.3
and surrounding parts.
Arcam's ASIC decodes the bi-phase data
arriving from IC.2E into Philips' standard
I2S Bus format, needed to drive the SAA
7220B digital filter or SAA 7321 DACs for
the 16 x4 oversampling and bitstream
versions respectively. Table 1lists the bus
signals. IC.8 also provides the de-emphasis
command ( pin 11) and an input for
polarity inversion control, which can be
connected either to AMP-02's remotecontrol logic or simply switched manually, via plug PI.B. The ASIC's output feeds
the bitstream output card directly via
header IID.2. IC.9, the SAA 7220B digital
filter IC is only fitted if a 16 x4 oversampled output is required. The oversampled
I
2S bus inputs and the de- emphasis command to the TDA-1541 D- to-A are dispatched via header HD.1 ( see table 2).
TR.4 mutes the data output at pin 3when
there's no digital input. The entire digital
card is powered by four regulated + 5v
supplies, using high specification fixed
regulators. Incoming power is derived
from APS-02's nominal + 9v unregulated
digital supply.

Bitst ream conversion
Looking at the bitstream output card
circuit in figure 5, the incoming serial data
(DAAB) is single-ended, while the bitstream conversion employs differentially
connected ( or ' push-pull') DACs, to double the SNR. TR.1 mutes DAAB when the
input signal is absent. IC.2 is a dual, 64
stage static shift register, with output taps
at 16, 32, 48 and 64 stages. IC.1A, a
schmitt trigger invertor produces a raw
differential ( anti- phase) drive. Both sets of
data are clocked into shift registers by
CLAB, whilst the output taps deinterleaves the serial data into the dif44

ferential right/left format ( R+ & R— and
L+ and L—) needed for conversion. Data
is selected by using two, 2-input multiplexers contained in IC.3, controlled from
the WSAB signal; figure 6 depicts the
timing. Turning to figure 7, IC.1 is the SAA
7321 bitstream DAC. Although nominally
a stereo device, there's one IC for each
channel: one processes ± R, the other ± L.
The DAC and associated components for
the L& R channels are mounted on individual daughter boards so Philips' fiddly,
44 pin surface mounting ICs ( alias centipedes!) can be supplied ready fitted to
home constructors. Equally, the daughter
board format leaves the door open for
future developments to be incorporated
possibly with aplug-in upgrade. Returning
to figure 5, the differential left and right
signals emerging from IC.3 feed the individual daughter boards along with SCAB
(the system clock), WSAB ( word select
for data), CLAB ( clock associated with
data) and DEEM ( de-emphasis control).
The DAC outputs in Philips' present
bitstream IC is internally and irrevocably
connected to dedicated current- tovoltage convertor ( integrator) op- amps.
So the most critical op-amp in the CD
replay path isn't left open to choice.
Instead, we have to be content with a
pre-processed voltage output. At least the
offending IC is described as aCMOS type
(so it presumably employs an FET front
end with high,Jungian V, h5). The associ-

Table 1
I'S Bus Signals
Name

IC.8
Pin No.

SCAB

23

EFAB
IMAB
CLAB

24
25
26

WSAB

27

Description
System Cluck
(11.2896MHz for CD )
(12.288MHz for DAT )
(8.192MHz for broadcast )
Error Flag
Left/Right serial data
Clock associatethvith the serial data:
1.4112MHz ( CD)
1.536MHz ( DAT)
(I.024MHz for broadcast )
Word select, associated with the serial
data. Indicates left or right data: 44.1kHz
(Cl)), 481cflz ( DA1' ), 32kHz ( broadcast ).

ated gain setting feedback resistor and
de-emphasis parts R2, C9,11,13 and R4
(for the + ve output) channel are external, allowing high quality parts to be
fitted. However, de- emphasis selection is
integral. Philips' data sheet gets quite
sketchy at this juncture. The switching
presumably uses MOS-FETs, ideally with
appropriate L\ v,
s compensation circuitry.
The internal op-'amp's — ve input is shown
damped by a small capacitor to ground.
This is normally asure recipe for slugging
vhf oscillation by brute force, if not
causing it in the first place. Instead, we've
included a series resistor, producing a
zobel network, which is subtler in its
approach to improving settling time and
compensating for stray reactance. Listening tests indicate the optimum value is
around 47ohms.
The bitstream IC has an internal reference voltage, used to set the DAC's
quiescent output at the half-scale current.
Being externally connected, it's optional.
Instead, we've improved sonic quality by
using Analog Devices's AD- 580, a high
precision 2.5v reference source ( IC. 2),
which exhibits low noise and good supply
rejection. The SAA 7321s' + 5v digital
power rail is derived from individual,
heavily filterd, fixed regulators. The analogue supply employs adjustable regulators, following the recipe in AMP-02's
other modules 2.The Philips' IC contains a
further pair of CMOS ' cooking' op- amps to
perform the output stage filtering, but
they're purely optional, and they've been
disabled by tying their — ve inputs to
output and the + ve inputs to 0V. In their
place, the SAA 7321s' analogue outputs
return via a 4-pin SIL connector.
Next month:
The 16-bit section, conclusions, parts list and
references. For further information on DSM,
send an SAE ( or, if overseas, International Reply
Coupon) to Audio Synthesis, 99 Lapwing Lane,
Manchester M20 OUT. Tel: 061-434 0126.
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INPUTS FROM
DOM LOGIC
CARD
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Fig 2: block diagram of DSM bastream card

Fig 3: DSM 16x4 Oversampling card block diagram
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P
AUL KLIPSCH
Behind the ad slogan, 'A Legend
in Sound' is areal person and a
real production company that has
aunique story to tell
by Bruce Edgar *

p

aul Wilbur Klipsch was born on
March 9, 1904, in Elkhart, Indiana.
¡lis father, Oscar Klipsch, was an
instructor of Mechanical Engineering at
Purdue University. While Paul was in the
primary grades, his father's health broke,
and the family moved down to New
Mexico where the father eventually died
in a sanatorium. During this formative
period Paul, left to his own devices for
entertainment, trekked all over the local
hills, demonstrating his independent
streak at an early age. His mother, Minna
Eddy Klipsch, ran a rooming house to
support the family and attended college to
obtain a teaching certificate. She taught
school in Lordsburg, NM, and later in El
Paso, TX, where Paul completed high'
school. At this point we join Paul Klipsch
and discover how he became involved
with loudspeakers at an early age.
Iasked him when did he hear his first
loudspeaker.
`Do you remember the Magnavox goose
neck horn? At the age of 17 in 1921, I
heard one in a park in El Paso playing
music broadcast from across the border. I
violated one of the Ten Commandments:
"Thou shalt not covet."
So you wanted one!
'Yes, but it was aterrible loudspeaker. I
finally bought one fifteen years ago and
ran some response curves. The response
was not even an octave wide at ± 5 dB.'
What other interests did you have as a
teenager?
'I was aradio bug. Ididn't have enough
money to buy equipment, so Imade it. I
started winding coils and making slide
wire tuners and galena detectors. My first
speaker consisted of acardboard tube that
Ipatched to aBrandes ear phone. As you
might imagine it didn't work too well.
'I went to New Mexico State and
studied electrical engineering. Ialso spent
four years in the band. It didn't make a
musician out of me, but it gave me sonic
knowledge and love of music, musicians,
and musical instruments.'
After college where did you go?
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Klipsch squawker (midrange) horns: left, the early K5, with wooden construction; right, the current K401

'I went to work for General Electric in
Schenectady, NY, and got into radio work.
But my other great love was electrified
railroads. Gradually Iworked around to a
point where Iwas in line for an electric
locomotive test job in Erie. I watched
some electric locomotives being built for
a South American mining railroad and
applied for a job with them. Iworked in
Chile for three years. Then the depression
hit, and all the American employees were
invited to leave. Icame back to the US and
entered Stanford University.
'Stanford offered a two year Engineers
Degree. Iwent there, ostensibly, to work
in the famous Ryan High Voltage Labs, but

Paul Klipsch, who was honoured last year with the
HFN/RR Award for Achievement in Audio

when Igot there, Ifound out that the
heavyweight in the Electrical Engineering
Department wasn't the high voltage man.
It was Professor Frederick Terman.
'My thesis started out on one track and
got derailed. Iasked Terman's approval to
switch topics. Iworked on circuits for
pentagrid converter tubes and published a
paper in the Proceedings of the IRE.
However, Ispent as much time looking
over the shoulder of afellow student who
was working on loudspeaker measurements. This student, who was related to
the Jensen family, had a window of the
Engineeering Building fixed up as abaffle
so that he could point aspeaker out the
window and measure it with a microphone hanging outside.'
Did you have any other experiences
with loudspeakers while at Stanford?
'One of my classmates invited me over
to his house one Sunday afternoon. Ile
asked me if Iwanted to hear his radio
setup. I said no, but he turned it on
anyway. It had the best sounding speaker
I'd ever heard. Of course, Ihadn't heard
many speakers.
'Ile was using aJensen M- I4 in abaffle.
It was recognized by some people that
you needed abaffle on aspeaker. But that
was physics, and it hadn't penetrated
engineering intelligence yet. Iwound up
getting some boards together for a 12in
Jensen speaker and rebuilding an old
radio. We used to listen to live broadcasts
of the San Francisco Symphony.'
Where did you go after Stanford?
'In 1934, Iwent to Houston and worked
for a succession of oil exploration companies that were all organized by one
man, aDr E E Rosaire. Itook out several
47

went with Electrovoice.'
Do you still like phenolic diaphragms:
have you tried other diaphragm materials?

patents for him in my name. I've offered to
drink all the oil that was discovered by my
methods, and never been challenged.
When he lost interest in seismic prospecting, he gave me all of his back copies of
the Journal of the Acoustical Society.
This file, dating from 1929, formed the
nucleus of our company engineering library.'
Did

you

continue

any

loudspeaker

work in Houston?
'Dr. Perrine of Bell Labs presented the
Ilouston Engineer's Club with a lecture
and demo on audio. The invitation said to
bring your wife, she would enjoy it too. I
brought my wife, and she enjoyed it. After
the meeting, she said, "You've been wanting to build and play with loudspeakers
for a long time. Why don't you use the
back room for alab?". Of course that was
just like waving abull in front of ared flag.
'I built the X-1 woofer and the X-2
squawker horn there with a handsaw, a
rasp, and lots of glue. Neither was particularly successful. The X-1 was intended to
go from 50 to 800Hz. Iactually got an
octave out of it from 100 to 20011z. I
couldn't do anything above 200Hz
because the throat was basically wrong. I
did get the response down to 50Hz by
finding out that you had to have an airtight
back chamber.
What inspired you to build horns?
'They are more efficient. It was many
years after we had built horns commercially that we realized that efficiency per
se wasn't all that important. The best
reason is the lowered distortion you
obtain with horns.'
The lower distortion figure associated
with horns has been an important
research topic for you. Is that easily
demonstrated?
Does FM distortion depend on the
nonlinearities of the diaphragm?
'It's not amatter of nonlinearity. It's the
fact that the diaphragm is trying to simultaneously reproduce two different frequencies. Amplitude distortion occurs
from nonlinearities in the speaker's suspension compliance. That is harder to
analyze. Fortunately, FM distortion is the
most important form of distortion you
have to contend with.'
How far were you able to carry on this
work to the development of the Klipschorn ?
'World War Il intervened. In 1941,
Uncle Sam punched my ticket, and Icame
to Southwest Proving Grounds in Hope,
Arkansas. Ibuilt the X-3 woofer in my
officer's quarters in the first three months
because there wasn't anything else to do.'
What were your duties at the proving
grounds?
'Broadly speaking, it was testing
ammunition. Specifically, Imaintained an
electronic chronograph that contained
160 tubes and measured projectile velocities. By the end of the war, Iwas putting in
a 14 hour day supervising the chronograph, the photography section and the
telephone section. About 1943, Iwent to
see my patent attorney in Houston and
also saw my old boss. Itold him not to
-18

'We used to sell a bank of 5 piezo
tweeters. The piezo tweeter was a good
tweeter as long as you kept the power
level within its capacity. The minute you
overload it, the response narrows and the
power handling capability decreases. We
also tried a tweeter with a beryllium
diaphragm. When it hit the loading plug, it
shattered into dust.'
When did you change the throat size of

A Klipsch X-5 turner speaker, the earliest surviving
Kbpschorn

save my job because Iwas going to build
loudspeakers after the war. Of course, if I
had known what 1946-48 were going to
be like, Iprobably wouldn't have done it.'
They were pretty lean times?
'My wife, Belle, had to teach school to
pay the grocery bills, and Ieven taught
physics for a month as a substitute.
'A couple of men in Hope were going to
help me with guidance and financial
backing. When they found out that the
speaker would cost $400, they backed
out. After all, you could buy abig console
radio for $400. Meanwhile, I had registered the name of the company as
Klipsch and Associates. Well, it didn't
have any associates.
'The first 12 production Klipschorns
were made by Baldwin Piano Co. under
contract. The next seven were produced
in acabinet shop. Meanwhile for the first
two years. Irented alittle tin shed where I
learned to mould a part for the K-5
squawker horn. Ihired my first employee
in 1948. One of us had to back out of that
shed before the other could turn around.
The first year Iwas in production was
1948, and we made 26 Klipschorns, one
every two weeks. We moved to the old
telephone building at the proving
grounds. The basement was 12ft high so
we had plenty of room to swing an 8ft
board around and push it through the saw.
Ihelped pushing boards through the saw,
and also beat on atypewriter and handled
sales. In 1952, we moved across the road
to our first factory. I think I had four
employees, including asecretary. We had
three men sawing boards, and Ihelped
them for some portions of the work.
You went through a succession of
different bass drivers over the years.
'Oh yes, an early driver was a Magnavox. Then we went to Jensen and then to
Stephens. Poor old Bob Stephens, he was
always one step behind the big guys. He
finally sold out, and the successor company lost its quality control. Then we

the bass horn?
'It has changed at several points along
the way. In my first paper, Idescribed a
horn with a rubber throat. The effective
throat size varied with frequency. When I
went to a15in driver, Ifelt Ididn't need it.
But we found that there was asag in the
response at 400 Hz. I felt that the
response was better for our present
woofer with a throat of 6x13in.
'The first crossover Idesigned used a
12dB section on the woofer and a 24dB
on the squawker. And during the war the
capacitors would fail, and Icouldn't get
replacements. So Iwould take them out
and make aone- less-pole crossover. Every
time Idid that, it sounded better, or at
least I thought it did. Finally, the crossover got down to an irreducible 6dB per
octave. And that's where it stayed until
recently. We've gone over to a higher
order crossover mainly for protection.'
Why do you like corner placement of
speakers?
'Let's look at aspeaker in acorner, and
it doesn't have to be corner design. There
are mirror images that simulate 4speakers
radiating into 360 degrees. If you replace
the mirror images with speakers ( 4in all),
as far as the frequency response is concerned, there is no difference between
one speaker in the corner and an array of
4 speakers. But you have 360 degrees of
radiation that costs you 4 times as much
as one speaker in a corner. The main
benefit occurs at the low frequencies.
'You can try it with your brand X
speakers. You may have to change the
equalization, because the bass is improved
over the middle. But after you've equalized it, you will find that the distortion is
lower because you don't have to drive it
as hard and the diaphragm excursion is
reduced. It was W B Snow in his paper on
stereo reproduction who pointed out that
"toeing in the flanking speakers very often
helps the stereo effect". Well, Iclaim that
you get the ideal toe-in of 45 degrees in a
corner.'
What do you do if you don't have a
corner to use?
'I was in astore in Arizona, and Iheard
the salesman try to convince acustomer,
who did not have any corners available, to
buy a corner horn. Itook the salesman
aside afterwards and told him to tell the
customer, " Paul Klipsch doesn't have corners either."
How did the Heresy speaker originate?
'Back in 1955, Iwanted to revive the
Bell Labs idea of abridged centre channel
speaker. So I needed a non- corner
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speaker. Iwas drawing pictures on aback
of an envelope, and asales rep, who was
leaning over my shoulder, said, " That's not
a corner speaker, Paul." Itold him why.
He shook his head and said, "Paul, coming
from you, that would be heresy." Well, the
lights came on, and Isaid, "That's what we
will call it."
'And we sell them to churches. The
preacher at Holy Cross Episcopal Church
in Shreveport found out that they were
planning to put two speakers in the
church. Isaid, " No, just one." He came to
me afterwards and said that it was agreat

f

relief to him to find out that only one
would be used. He thought that two new
"heresies" in the church would be too
much.'
Do you still believe in using a center
channel speaker?
'If you have a 18x35ft room like mine is
and use the long wall, it is important. If
you use the short wall, it is marginally
better. Iuse one and ahalf stereo amps for
my system. That's not a very expensive
solution since Ionly use 30W amps. Iuse
one stereo amp for the L and R channels
and one half of another stereo amp for the
center channel.'
How did the Rebel Speaker come
about?
'I'm not particularly proud of it. The
Rebel, as wrong as it was, paved the way
for the Cornwall. And the Cornwall has
been avery successful speaker. The trouble with the Rebel was that the horn
loading of the rear port gave an efficient
response from 75 to 150Hz. Then there
was abig 10dB dip in the spectrum out to
IkHz where the mid took over. With the
Cornwall, we were able to get a smooth
response. The original Cornwall used a
slot in the back like the Rebel for the bass
reflex port. Later Don Keele analyzed the
Cornwall and determined that it had a
QB4 alignment.'
How did the La Scala speaker originate?
I heard that you had designed it for
Winthrop Rockefeller's gubernatorial
campaign.
`No, it wasn't. Ioffered it to him, but he
didn't want to use it. We joked about it
later because he lost that election. I
designed it while attending an outdoor
concert. They were using aterrible sound
system. While Iwas listening through it,
not to it, I designed the La Scala. I
exhibited it at the AES convention in
1958. Idon't know how Icame to the
name. Ithought at one time about naming
our speakers after famous music halls, but
Ihaven't found too many names that are
as euphonic as La Scala. So it's one of a
kind.'
Back in the 50s, Electrovoice was
licenced by you to make horns. Could you
comment on that relationship?
'It produced confusion. People thought
that the Georgian was a Klipschorn —
which it wasn't. It was aclose copy, but it
didn't perform like ours. The bass of a
Georgian in our tests cuts off at 70 Hz.
Also they were using a reflex midrange
horn which had a response that looked
like the hump of a camel.'
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The Klipschorn has also had a number
of imitators. What has been your reaction
to those efforts?
'Those simplified plans can be troublesome. A company on the west coast was
offering a new and improved K- Horn. I
took them to task because K- Horn and
Klipschorn are registered trademarks. My
trademarks are the most valuable items I
own because my original horn patents
have expired. So they quit using the name.
I bought one of them to test. The bass
horn was supposed to cut off at 35Hz, but
it cut off at about 70Hz. And the squawker
went out further than the tweeter did. I
think it is off the market now.
'In another instance a paper was published in Wireless World in which the
author took my X-3 bass horn and combined it with adirect radiator treble unit.
It bothered me to see agood woofer with
potentially low distortion paired with a
direct radiator which has inherently an
order of magnitude higher distortion. So I
published a paper in Wireless World
where Itook up these four points. First,
when you buy a loudspeaker, it's supposed to put out some power. Many folks
advertise speakers that will handle 300,
600, and even 1000 watts input. Well, I
think the output is more important than
the input. Bragging about how much
power your loudspeaker can absorb is
about like bragging how much gas your
auto will burn. The next most important
point is freedom from modulation distortion, whether it is frequency or amplitude
modulation. We have to take these two
points together. After all they are
intimately related. I don't give a hoot
about harmonic distortion. Music is full of
harmonics. You can tolerate 10% harmonic distortion and ignore it. But a small
percent of modulation distortion can raise
hell with the way it sounds. The third
point is the polar pattern. There are times
when you want the loudspeaker to squirt
like a firehose or distribute sound over a
wide area. In the most cases, the latter is
best. And the last in importance is the
amplitude response relative to frequency.
After all, a flat response is the easiest to
achieve. The hardest is to keep the distortion down. Those are the attributes of a
good speaker in order of importance. And
if you interchange the first two, Iwouldn't
object.

90 crn
(35 1/
4")
61 cm
(24")

62 2. cm
(24 12')
Klipschorn La Scala theatre loudspeaker

Who were your personal heros in
audio? Iknow that W B Snow was one. Are
there any other names?
Paul Voigt was one. Inever was able to
read any of his papers, but Ifinally met
him a number of years ago. Harvey
Fletcher, who put together the Auditory
Perspective Symposium in the ' 30s, was
another hero. Another one was Phil Williams at Jensen. One day Iwas in his office,
and Ifished something out of his wastebasket. He told me to take it home and
play with it since aclient had rejected it
because it was too expensive. It was the
beginnings of our K-700 horn. Itook it
home and tested it. The horn had abetter
polar pattern than the ones I had
designed. Ienlarged it but kept the basic
pattern for our K-400, K-500, and K-600
horns.'
Have you done any work with constant
directivity horns?
'My efforts have been with controlled
directivity instead of constant directivity
horns.'
What is the difference?
'The constant directivity horn has the
same pattern at all frequencies in its
operating range. My idea is that you
should allow the horn to compress the
angle in one direction, say the vertical,
but have constant directivity in the horizontal. This controlled directivity would
partially compensate for the fact that the
driver is falling off at the high frequencies.'
What do you consider your greatest
achievement in audio?
`It is the discovery of the inverse
relationship between efficiency and distortion. Back in the 40's Beers and Belars
at RCA wrote a paper on loudspeaker
distortion. For anumber of years Itried to
duplicate their results. Then Iwas able to
buy a Tektronics audio analyzer that
could display the distortion sidebands.
That was in 1967. In one month Ihad a
paper written for the AES. Ididn't realize
when Istarted the paper that it would
change from FM distortion in speakers to
just modulation distortion in speakers.
From my tests, the fundamental law is: the
higher the efficiency, the lower the distortion.'
Do you have any words of advice to our
readers?
'I quote Dr. Irving Gardener: "You can't
make what you can't measure because
you don't know when you've got it made."
And Ialso quote Dr Beranek from page
208 of his book Acoustics: "It has been
remarked that if one selects his own
components, builds his own enclosure,
and is convinced he has made a wise
choice of design, then his own loudspeaker sounds better to him than anyone
else's loudspeaker. In this case, the frequency response of the loudspeaker
seems only to play aminor part in forming
a person's opinion": ÷
•Bruce Edgar's interview was originally published as part of a longer article in Speaker
Builder (USA), and is reprinted with permission — Ed
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PROCEED AT
FULL SPEED...
Madrigal has split its Proceed
CD player into two parts
to produce a
£3000 high-end contender

by Ken Kessler

w°-box players are now de rigese
in the highend sector, but it's not
simply acase of 'more Is more'. Just
as we learned many years ago about
splitting integrated amps into pm/power
separates, so do CD players benefit from
having separate chassis for transport and
electronics. Those anti tweaks who want
to argue about this should note that
merely dedicating separate power supplies to each stage does have an
immediately apparent sonic benefit. Add
to that the isolation of stages which might
otherwise interact and you have the sort
of upgrade which you don't equate with
magic sprays and multicoloured cables.
It would have been enough, then, for
Madrigal to split the Proceed PCD into
two halves and leave it at that. After all,
the one-box version has been abig hit in
audiophile circles — a two-box version
with only marginal improvements would
be a player to behold. But the resultant
components really do turn out to be more
than a two-chassis PCD with an extra
power supply.

ilti,tspott epT)
the PCÉ,
-pittyfer; dot surprising, as it

the same fada, chassis and trans¡knit. you *blue tO loo. k at the back to find
airy external differences. Some parts are
-epee_ hie*, Specified. to improve the
signal (Fehr
the tailoring of the PDT

•easence,

ilaChades, -active circuits 'iased in conjuricliett'svith apulse grade matching transformer. to ensure clean and stable output
with precisely defined digital transitions.
Aside from the general improvements
related to noise, this atso helps to produce
a better interface with the PDP Digital
Processor; Madrigal points out that the
design is — naturally — closely related to
the receiving stage of the PDP. It will also
mean that the PDT transport will probably
work better with other brands of D/A
converters than would the less-accommodating transport sections of one-box
players with digital output.
Like the PCD, the PDT is a minimalist
component with an uncluttered front
panel; keypad entry controls are found
only on the hand-held remote. But operationally it's like no other player I've used,
Madrigal having dismissed entirely the
Japanese ( or Swiss) approach to ergonomics and user/hardware interaction.
Instead of 'high tech' precision, the PDT
has asoft feel and you sometimes wonder
if you actually pressed the buttons.
They're lozenge-shaped and of the `dead
flesh' variety, with the feel of the controls
like that of ahand-held remote rather than
fascia- mounted switches; look elsewhere
if you want movements which connect
with adistinct click. You'll soon get used
to it, but the two-step sluggishness of the
disc tray — its heavily-damped movement
causing the deliberate hiccup — will shock
those used to trays which move like a
VATman reaching for a cheque.
Choice of functions is fairly complete,
though the fast scan ( in both directions)
is muted, making it useless if you want to
cue by ear rather than read-out. I'd also
have preferred various options of elapsed
time readings instead of only the elapsed
time of the track in play.
which needs any

explanation — also on the PDP Processor —
is the standby. Both pieces require unbelievably long warm-up times, so long that 1
won't even tell you for fear of yet another
diatribe from Peter Baxandall. Let's just
say that it involves your calendar rather
than your watch. Madrigal wisely suggests
that you leave the mains switch on at all
times, via the primary switches at the rear
of each unit, using standby to put it into a
'semi-off position. With standby engaged,
only the main circuits remain at operation- ready level. Coming out of standby
with the units fully warmed, Idetected no
time lag in reaching an optimum state.
At the back, the PDT sports a mains
cable, the aforementioned on/off switch,
and afuse-holder — but the coaxial digital
output socket isn't the only way to access
signals. Madrigal — like most American
high end CD builders — has omitted
optical outputs which are still regarded as
only one cut above doggie-do in the USA.
Instead, the Proceed sports an XLR-styled
balanced digital output.
The unusual shape of the PDT — a
squarish frontal aspect and adeep chassis
— is a love/hate feature. I find it a
refreshing change from yer basic 430mm
stuff, and it struck me as aperfect choice
to mate ( aesthetically) with the similarly
shaped Primare electronics. (
You've still
got those? — Edi Well, it would be a
perfect match if it la ere black instead of
the fetching Nextel-ish grey. As the PDP
and PDT each measure 214rrun wide, side
by side they'll still fit into the shelf space
allocated for one 430mm component.
But the physical structures of both the
PDT and the PDP are not incidental to the
appearance. Heavy gauge steel is used
throughout, attention was paid to the
thermal behaviour of the materials, and
the company spent much time and money
researching the effects of circuit-board
location. All boards are positioned as
much for sonic reasons as for constructional or practical purposes, among the
benefits being minimal use of wire and
ultra-short paths. But it did result in alot
of empty spaces, hence the large chassis.
With this unique topology, a question
(from the houseproud) is begged: How
long before Madrigal produces pre-amps
or power amps to stack with the PDP?

Proceed digital processor (PDP)
So good is the isolation between the two
pieces that you can place the transport on
top of the PDP without any deleterious
effects. The PDP, too, has aclean facia —
what DA converter hasn't? — bearing only
a window with a read-out displaying
sampling frequency, four LEDs to indicate
which input is in use, an LED to indicate
whether or not your disc was recorded
with pre-emphasis, an input selector button and the standby switch.
The only complaint Ican offer about
the ergonomics is that the input selector
works sequentially, in a 1-2-3-4 pattern.
This makes Affi auditioning apain in the
tush, especially since there's amute/delay
as well when you go from input to input.
To A/B unbalanced versus balanced connection — balanced operation is only on
`Source 4', with an XLR connector — you
must use either ' Source 3' or `Source 1' to
minimize the lag. Everything else is automatic, though (not having aDAT recorder
nor access to digital broadcasts) Iwasn't
in a position to test the selection of the
sampling frequencies.
Outputs include unbalanced phono or
balanced XLR, and there's adigital output
facility for feeding into a DAT recorder's
input. The less said about the latter, the
better, especially as Sony's just been made
a scapegoat in the USA for daring to sell
DAT recorders. As mentioned before,
optical output is not available, and even
playing devil's advocate with Madrigal's
designers. I couldn't elicit a response
which would appeal at least to the marketing men. The fact that some people may
want to use fibre optics wasn't enough to
force Madrigal into fitting a TOSlink
socket, and the company must be admired
for resisting what may or may not be a
buzzword facility. The PDP uses two
precision 18-bit DACs with 8- times oversampling, which tells you straightaway
that Madrigal. in tune with other American high end companies, thinks that it's
too early to embrace Bitstrearn. The BDP.
like all modern and/or upmarket D/A
converters, can be updated for new technology, so Madrigal owners will be able to
go Bitsteam if and when the company
feels that the time is right for it.
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UPGRADE YOUR CD SYSTEM to the KENWOOD
DPX9010 CD transport only player in combination
with the MUSICAL FIDELITY Digilog D—A•conyerter
and
WE WILL GUARANTEE TO BUY YOUR OLD CD
PLAYER FOR 2/3rds THE PRICE YOU PAID FOR IT!
DPX 9010: optional digital connector,
multi insulation system; weight 10kg!
Digilog: multi input for CD and DAT
standards — the best we've heard!

Now there's more
than one
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Approach

£499

£399
TOTAL PRICE: £898

137A NEWPORT ROAD
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0785 55154
Above Royal London Ins

27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 081 -863 0938
NOW OPEN MON — SAT
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Musical Fidelity • Nagaoka • Nakamic-hi • Ostoton • GED

For 3 years we have been Stafford's only
hi-fi specialist. Now, thanks to our
customers support, we have opened a
new branch in Aldridge offering the same
great equipment with friendly help and
advice.
If music is important to you, phone us
today — now we're doubly approachable.

SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ( Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front sneakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music-lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost (£805 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 1
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!

We stock: Linn Products, Exposure,
NVA, Onix, Ruark, Mantra, Revolver,
Creek,
Ariston,
Royd,
Audio
Technica, Chord Company, Monitor
Audio, Heybrook, Tannoy, Rotei,
Celef, NAD, Marantz, Stax.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077

• DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES • PART EXCHANGE

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 (Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7).

• CREDIT AVAILABLE

FEATURE REVIEW

At the outset, Madrigal makes it clear that
the circuit is the same as that in the PCD,
but the power supply no longer has to
drive a transport, decoder, etc, so the
performance is higher than it would be in
shared mode. As with the PDT, extra
attention was paid to isolation from microphony, circuit board interaction,
magnetic radiation and other ills, the goal
yet again to achieve untrammeled digital
signal transfer. High quality relays take
care of source switching, all chosen for
both reliability ( 10,000,000 operations)
and lack of sonic coloration.

Proceeding with caution
Here's where Istick my neck out, and not
just because I'm going to state quite
categorically that Idon't give atoss about
the 16 versus 18 versus 1-bit numbers
game, oversampling rates into the high
three figures or choice of DAC. Idon't
even care to play around with optical
versus coaxial. Rather, I've learned afew
invaluable lessons because of the Madrigal, the first being the importance of
balanced connections with digital signals.
Because the PDT has both phono and
balanced XLR outputs, the two can be
connected to the PDP for easy comparison. Switching from one to the other with
a variety of discs, I found without any
reservations that the differences between
balanced and unbalanced were far greater
than I've heard between optical and coaxial, or Bitstream and multi-bit. I was
staggered to find that balanced operation
does for digital signals what it does for
analogue, mainly by protecting the
desired signal from the noise caused by
RFI. mains, etc. But while many will argue
that balanced operation in the analogue
mode is only readily apparent when dealing with long cable runs, it was apparent
in digital with only lm cable lengths.
Madrigal supplied identical cables differing only in their terminations, so the
testing was as fair as can be. Let me assure
you that the gains in bass control, ambience, inner detail retrieval and 'better
silences' ought to cause a stampede
among other manufacturers to bring their
balancing acts into the digital domain.
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The next lesson I learned involved
transport and D/A matching. Itried the
two Proceeds together and with other
devices, including D/A converters from
Marantz ( the D/A 12) and Meridian ( the
ultra- hot 203) and transports from
Marantz ( CD- 12) and Arcam ( the transport section of the Delta 70.2). What the
experiences illustrated for me were the
points first addressed in print by MC in his
recent Krell D/A converter review: transport/converter marriages are as systemdependent as cartridge/pre-amp or preamp/power amp matings.
Example: the PDT sounded better with
the D/A 12 than it did with the Meridian.
The Marantz transport worked better with
the PDP and its own D/A than it did with
the Meridian. The Arcam transport
sounded best with the Meridian, followed
by the Marantz, but better than it did with
the PSP or its own on-board D/A section.
As apackage, the two Proceed devices
merited high-end status on a number of
counts. Imaging was superb, especially in
terms of precise instrument/voice location, while the three-dimensional character bordered on the analogue. With the
near-a cappella of Poco's 'Keep On
Tryin", it was possible to hear each
distinct voice in the multi-part harmony
but still as part of a wall-to-wall chorus.
Despite a rather crisp top end, the Proceed package handled the track's sibilance
with utter grace.
Presentation was on the forward side,
with the Proceed placing the main instruments and voice either on the same line as
the speakers, or slightly in front of them.
With the 203, regardless of the transport
selected, the music appeared to emanate
from apoint just behind the line of the
speakers. This, of course, is not so much a
value judgement as a tip for systems
matching. If you like things up front, go
Madrigal. If you need abetter sensation of
stage depth ( especially if you have asmall
room and must listen in the near-field),
the Meridian is to be preferred. The
Marantz D/A 12 seemed more like the
Meridian in this respect when used with
its own transport. With the Proceed PDT
into the Marantz converter, the images fell
exactly in between.
Trying to form sonic opinion of the

PDT is harder, which gets back to the way
we've been spending more time worrying
about the converters than the transports
which may be used with them. It also
explains why Madrigal fine-tuned the
transport section of the PCD when turning it into astand-alone device. There was
simply no way Icould get better performance out of either half of the Proceed
pairing when I used them with other
devices; all I could do was change the
sound, for example deliberately recessing
the image by moving to the 203.
But this leads me to Lesson 3: while I
preferred the PDP overall to any of the
converters to hand, Ihave to mention the
sheer brilliance of the Meridian 203,
especially in terms of value for money. I
the 203 came so close to the Proceed that
guest listeners had a hard time distinguishing between the two.
Everyone agreed that the Proceed had
better bass control, the Meridian deeper
extension. The Proceed had a more
detailed top end, the Meridian asweeter
top. Yet in almost every case the Proceed
was preferred. But this is no indictment of
the Meridian. It simply took the excellent
PDP to show to me and others how
remarkable is the £499 Meridian. Why?
Because the PDP costs £ 1395.
As for the PDT, well, Ican only repeat
that it depends on your choice of D/A
converter as to which transport to consider. In the best chicken/and-egg manner,
you can reverse it by saying that the
choice of converter depends on the
choice of transport. Imust say that the
much older Marantz CD 12 more than
held its own against the £ 1695 PCD, and I
preferred its ergonomics. But none of the
combinations Icreated could better the
Proceeds used in tandem.
But it ain't analogue! Sorry if the Luddite in me must bubble back to the
surface, but I'm not in the habit of lying to
my readers. After all of the CD listening
was finished, Iplayed for various guests an
analogue front-end costing £425. The
response? 'Who needs CD?' This of course,
is not the way to close a review of aCD
player, apples 'n oranges and all that. So
let me really upset the apple/orange cart
with the following. However delicious the
£3090 Madrigal system — and delicious it
truly is — Imust confess the following:
After I finished with the Madrigal, I
switched on, from ice-cold, the CAL Tempest SE II. The ugly, funky old CAL, with a
Philips transport you'd swear was made
by Trabant and D/A converters old
enough to be written about in 'The
Anachrophile'. And guess what happened?
'Blew away' would be understatement.
'Massacred' would be too gruesome a
description. Even parties with a vested
interest in the other players had to
respond with a 'Yes!'. The only reason
they didn't leave in tears is because, the
CAL costs near to five very big ones.
So that makes the Madrigal a solid
bargain in high end terms. It may not be
'the world's best at any price', but Ican't
think of any digital front end pairing at the
price which will embarrass it. IL
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• Huge
selection
from the
world's leading names

• The
Paul Roberts
Discount card (value
£50) is FREE with your
Compact Disc player

• Comprehensive
demonstration facilities

• We guarantee the best
deal in the UK on any
CD player

• Total aftersales care

• Best Price Promise

NOW YOU'VE
READ THE
REVIEWS
COME TO US
FOR THE BEST
DEAL

• Largest
selection of
CD players
and discs
in the
UK

PAUL ROBERTS

There's nowhere like it for 1-1i-Fi
LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS - WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST

OPENING HOURS MON-FRI 9.30am-7.30pm. Sat 9.30am--6.00pm
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL ( 0272) 429370. 32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON ( 0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE ( 0934) 414423

AMPLIFIERS

BUILT FOR
BRITISH EARS

UK design andJapanese branding
—we examine Rotel's latest
offerings and Pioneer models
aimed at British ears
by Richard Black
ritish ears arc best — would appear
hi be the message of these amplifiers. Despite their Eastern origin,
they are all to agreater or smaller extent
of UK design. It seems that this country is
recognized by increasing numbers of
senior executives in Far East-based hi-fi
concerns as the most discriminating market for value-for- money integrated amplifiers, an ironic situation in some ways
since it spells troubled times for the many
small British manufacturers who created
this market and now stand to face
increased competition from a sonically
revived 'Japan Inc'.
Rotel was among the first to make use
of a British designer in this way in the
original FtA820 amplifier in 1983. The
work of Stan Curtis, this amplifier soon
became regarded as aclass leader and is
the recognizable ancestor of the two
Rotels reviewed here. Curtis is no longer
connected with Rotel, but the products
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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are still designed by a team with British
input and sold worldwide.
Pioneer, on the other hand, has made
rather a break with past practice in
launching its new A-300 and A-400 amplifiers. Basic design is still done in Japan,
but some of the 'fine tuning' was carried
out, apparently in the living room of
Pioneer's then UK marketing man Doug
Randall. A product designed to appeal
specifically to UK ears, the new Pioneer is
even fitted with a UK-style 3-core mains
lead and is sold only in this country.
To a large extent, these two pairs of
amplifiers seem extremely well matched
in a fight. The cheaper of each pair is a
30W unit with basic features; the Rotel is
ahead by amoving- coil input but also by
£10. The dearer, in each case, has a 50W
output and afew more features. Each pair
is built on acommon board in acommon
case, omitting components not applicable
to the cheaper model.
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Technical description

ROTEL RA-820BX4, RA-840BX4
The RA-82013X4 provides the normal four
inputs ( phono, tuner, CD, aux) plus one
tape in:out. Two sets of speaker terminals
labelled 'direct' and ' remote' provide
unswitched and switched connection
respectively, and there is also a headphone socket on the front. Controls are
minimal — volume ( a concentric double
potentiometer to allow for balance adjustment), source selector, source/tape
switch and a stereo/mono selector. A
slider switch on the back panel selects
phono gain for ni- ni or m-c cartridges.
Inside the unit, circuitry is based on
5534 op- amps for the phono stage and
discrete transistors for the power amp

ROTEL

RA820

one input-only ditto, complete with sockets for the video signal in and out ( wired
permanently together).

BX4,

RA

1

rl
Test results

section. Inputs are fed directly to the
selector switch, then the volume pot and
the power amp. Construction is to ahigh
standard using, for example, all metal film
resistors and anew circuit board material
with lower dielectric nonlinearity than
the resin- based stuff commonly found in
budget integrated amps.
All of the above applies to the '840, too,
except that defeatable tone controls are
added. To accommodate this, abuffer amp
is also fitted between volume control and
power amp. In addition, an extra tape
in/out circuit has been added as well as
one input/output audio- video circuit and

Rotel RA820 BX4
20Hz

MHz

20kHz

Output, max. before clipping,
W into Bohm, both channels
driven
30
34
34
W into 4ohm, both channels
driven ( Bohm mode)
39
49
49
Peak current via lohm, 7.5uF
28 A+,
27 A—
Frequency response;
idB limits 3dIS limits
Line in, any level
1711z- I30kHz 8Hz-180kHz
Phono in ( either)
23Hz-1.201dIz 12Hz-1501d1z
Phono response — comments;
Slight lift ( 0.1dB) around 20kHz.
Square waves ' tilted' due to LF runoff.
Noise, residual, vol. at min.; — 78dBW, A—yeti
S/N, line in ( lkohm term),
ref. IkHz 500mV
93dB, A—wtd
S/N, m- m in ( cartridge term.),
ref. Ildiz 5mV;
77dB, A—wtd
Noise figure, m- m input ( A wit")
Idll
S/N, m-c in ( 12ohm term.), ref.
Ildlz 0.5mV69dB, A wtd
Noise figure, m-c input ( A wtd);
18dB
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
ikliz »kHz
Line in, rated power out into tta 0.02%
0.02% 0.025%
Line in, 50mW out into 21(1
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
Phono in ( either), tape out,
any levelfrequency < 0.01%
Phono overload levels, m- m
20mV
170mV
I.3V
Phono overload levels, m- c
2.1mV
18mV
180mV
Input sensitivity, for rated power out, vol. max:
Phono m- m (' kHz)
33mV
Phono m- c ( Ikliz)
330µV
Line ( any)
230mV
Stereo separation:
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Phono m m
85dB
83dB
53dB
Phono m-c, tape out
74dB
74dB
72dB
Line
78(.111
76dB
61dB
Dc offset at output;
60mV
30mV
(L channel) ( R channel)
Output impedance, TDP method; 20Hz
Wiz
20kHz
(lAin)ohm
0.055
0.06
0.14
Distortion via same
4.4%
3%
2%
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£ 190

Test results

840

BX4

evtey
Rotel RA840 BX4
20Hz

ikHz
20kHz
Output, max. before clipping
W into fiohm, both channels
driven
45
53
53
W into 4ohm, both channels
driven ( Bohm mode)
64
tio
75
Peak current via lohm, 7.51.1F
32 A+,
30 A-Frequency response;
ldB limits 3dB limits
tine in. rated power
1011z- I00kliz 511z-150kHz
Line in. IW out
10Hz-260kHz 511z-32.0kHz
(+1dB ar 160kliz)
Phono m- m in, 1W out
18.11z-1501cHz 8Hz-240kHz
Phono m-c in, 1W out
18Hz-130kHz 8117.-200k1iz
Noise, residual, vol. at min.; — 82dBW, A—wtd
S/N, line in ( lkohm term).
ref. Ikliz 500mV
92dB, A—wtd
S/N, m- m in ( cartridge term.),
ref. lick-1z 5mV;
77dB, A—wtd
Noise figure, m-m input ( A wtd)
1dB
S/N, m-c in ( 1.2ohm term.), ref
IkHz, 0.5mV;
68dB, A — wtd
Noise figure, m-c input ( A wtd);
19dB
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
ikHz
20kHz
Line in. rated power out into 8.0 0.05%
0.05%
0.3%
Line in, 50nAX' out into
0.02%
0.02%
0.03%
Phono in ( either), tape out.
any leveLfrequency < 0.01%
Phono overload levels, mm
24mV
200mV
1.7V
Phono overload levels, mc
2.3mV
22mV
200mV
Input sensitivity, for rated power out, vol. num:
Phono m- m (
3.1mV
Phono m- c ( IkHz)
2800'
line ( any)
I85mV
Stereo separation:
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Phono m- m
92dli
90dB
56dB
Phono mc, tape out
7 3dB
70dB
73dB
Line
7 5c1B
70dB
54dB
IX.' offset at output;
80mV
70mV
(L channel) ( R channel)
Output Impedance, TDP method; 20Hz ' kHz
20kHz
(IA in ) ohms
0.05
0.08
0.26
Distortion via same
3%
3.4%
0.5%
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£ 250

iraphs above chow rendu of the TDP reverse- input distortion test (20dBldiv, 0-20kHz Iin)

Supplier: Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heathfteld, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MK 12 6HR.
Tel: (0908) 317707
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Based on a classic transistor circuit, the
Rotels turned in aperformance which on
the whole, leaves little room for criticism.
Power output of the '840 fell just below
the nominal rating at 20Hz, but, generally
it seems, the output is quite beefy and not
likely to be distressed by low impedance
loads. However, behaviour of the circuit
under mild clipping conditions ( such as
may often be tolerated when listening at
high levels) is not ideal, showing signs of
instability at around 200k1 lz when coming out of clip. The importance of this sort
of thing depends very much on choice of
loudspeakers and listening habits, but
with good quality speakers of low efficiency, where hard driving is necessary, it
can make the sound slightly more fatiguing. With typical budget speakers,
though it is hardly an issue.
The Rotel circuit uses no output inductor, and therefore shows a very wide
bandwidth. Bass is rolled off fairly
promptly below 201z on line and phono
inputs; the latter, by virtue of its judicious
choice of feedback configuratit in, extends
very far and very accurately in the treble.
Standing current in the output and driver
stages is high, so ensure adequate ventilation! Distortion is very low, only rising
above the noise floor at quite high output
levels and consisting principally of low
harmonics. For some reason, when assessed using the ' reverse input' test the 820
shows alower output impedance than the
840, which doesn't concur with the 840's
slightly higher feedback around an otherwise near identical circuit.
One point to watch with both Rotels is
the thorny one of absolute phase. The
phono stage inverts phase and so does the
power amplifier section, so while I.Ps will
come out correct, line sources will be
inverted. It may be found desirable to
reverse the phase of both loudspeakers
and of the LP cartridge ( not always
possible, however). Phono noise is only
just adequate on m-csetting, and sensitivity is not suited to the lowest output
cartridges — transformer recommended.

Sound quality
The Rotel family has been much recommended over the years, and from memory
of their relatives I would say the ' BX4
versions are pretty much in the tradition
of avery neutral and confident sound, by
comparison with the very best not utterly
clean in the upper mid-band and treble
but overall very well presented. Bass is
generally tight and controlled, with just a
suspicion of the mildly enhanced punch
that characterised earlier versions ( see
Stan Curtis' letter in Feb `Views' and ' Pot
Pourri' this month). That may be acompromise on absolute accuracy, but it's
hardly devastating and can offset certain
loudspeaker deficiencies somewhat. The
absolute phase inversion on line inputs is
audible with many recordings — bear in
mind, however, that some recordings are
inverted anyway, and some of the rest
have no `correct' phase at all!
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AMPLIFIERS
all cases enhance this effect, the Pioneer
circuit seeming rather clearer ( and agood
deal less noisy). With phase left inverting,
the Rotels sound more compressed than
when it is corrected. Still, bearing in mind
the modest prices of these amplifiers,
phono performance is at least par for the
course and these criticisms should not be
taken too harshly.

CONCLUSIONS
PIONEER A300, A400
Pioneer's A-300 and A-400 are visually
identical from the front except for asmall
pushbutton switch to the lower-right
which selects m- m or m-c input sensitivity. Apart from the increased power of the
A-400, this is the only difference in
specification between the two, which
feature two complete tape input/output
circuits and separate listen and record
selector switches. As on the Rotels, the
volume control is adual-concentric type.
There are no tone controls. Construction
of the units is to good, but unexceptional,
standard and the circuitry makes use of a
Pioneer circuit configuration called
'Super Linear' which is claimed to offer
good linearity with low feedback.
The graphs of Paravicini reverse- input
test give auseful fingerprint of open loop
amplifier performance. The distortion
spectrum plots show the similarity
between these four models.
Aesthetically, to my eyes, the Pioneer
frontage has it all the way. The Rotel is
neat and tasteful, but seems alittle dowdy

be by any reckoning a large difference,
but somehow the Rotel sound is ashade
more shut in — 'dirtier' is too strong a
word, but something very subtle is lacking
from the sound when compared with the
Pioneers. The latter certainly do produce
a very clean, sparkling sound .— accurate,
basically.
These comments apply to the sound via
line or phono inputs. Ilike to `A/B' phono
stages against line inputs, using an inverse
RIAA filter, and here again the amplifiers
came up quite similarly. Making a good
phono stage is asubtle art, and in absolute
terms it is not difficult to hear some
subjective compression and muddying of
the signal as it passes through these input
stages. Not surprisingly, the m-c inputs in

PIONEER

What of differences between models in
each pair? With its lower feedback and
lack of line stage, the Rotel 820 might be
expected to sound the better of the two.
Let's just say that differences are at the
level where one can hear them with
reasonable confidence after becoming
thoroughly familier with the amplifiers,
but without being at all sure which is
better. The Pioneer A-400, on the other
hand, I did find a touch purer than its
sibling. In each case, maximum output for
the dearer amplifier is about 2dB louder,
which may be the deciding factor. It
seems like acop-out, but Ican only advise
the prospective purchaser of any of these
amplifiers to try to hear its 'opposite
number'. -0-

A-300,

v(4,r(41,4J\Af\i,

alongside Pioneer's gold lettering and
gold highlights on knobs and switches.

Technical description

slew rate. Relays protect the outputs
against overload. The phono stage, based
on an integrated circuit pre- amplifier, has
an astonishingly wide bandwidth, with
almost perfect audio-band flatness and
— 3dB points ( measured via tape out)
below 1Hz and above 400kHz ( m-m
setting). Noise is very good on all inputs.
Distortion is around 0.01% or less at all
levels up to afew watts below clip, and at
all frequencies. On the reverse input test
distortion shows up at around 3% in the
mid-band with 3rd harmonic predominating but odd and even harmonics visible up
to very high orders, a result indicating a
fairly well behaved circuit with amedium
amount of negative feedback bringing it
into line. None of these results would
disgrace aproduct at over twice the price.

Sound quality
Ithought at first the Pioneer sound was
just sightly clearer and 'fresher' than with
the Rotels, then Iwasn't so sure. Rapid A/B
comparison was rather fruitless, but
listening for longer periods Icame back to
the original conclusion. It doesn't seem to
Ill FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Pioneer A-300

Test results

Pioneer's new babies turn in an even
more impressive set of results. Power
output is fine and clipping is very clean.
Bandwidth is good, the ' 400 extending
further at high outputs due to its higher
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A-400

20Hz

lIcHz

20kHz

Output, max before clipping
W into Bohm, both channels
driven
43
48
48
W into 4ohm, both channels
52
64
64
driven ( Bohm mode)
Peak current via lohm, 7.5µF
12 A+,
12 A—
IdB limits 3dB limits
Frequency response;
311z-50kHz < 3Hz-90IcHz
Line in, rated power
(protection
operates at LE)
Line in, IW out
2Hz-751cHz < 1Hz-130kHz
Phono m- m in, 1W out
2Hz-751tHz 1Hz-120kHz
Phono response — comments;
Via line out, + 1dB at 2Hz. Small 0.2dB dip around 100Hz.
Square waves excellent
Noise, residual, vol. at min.;
—90dBW, A—wtd
S/N line in ( lkohm term),
ref. Ikliz 500mV
96d8, A—wtd
S/N m- m in ( cartridge term ),
ref. IkHz 5mV;
77dB, A—wtd
Noise figure, m- m input ( A wtd)
1dB
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
lIcliz
20kHz
line in, rated power out into an 0.02%
0.01%
0.02%
Line in. 50mW out into 8f1
0.02%
0.01%
0.02%
Phone m-m in, tape out,
<0.01%
any level/frequency
I7mV
150mV
IV
Phono overload levels, m- m
Input sensitivity, for rated power out, vol. max:
3.7mV
Phone nim ( 1kIlz)
130mV
Une tan;)
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Stereo sep.;
82dB
76dB
51dB
Phono ( tape out )
69dB
70dB
45dB
Line
30mV
16mV
DC offset at output;
(L channel) ( R channel)
Output Impedance,
11tHz
20kHz
TDP method;
20Hz
0.07
0.33
(IA in)ohms
0.065
Distortion via same ( bypassing
5%
3%
1%
Zobel network)
£180
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Graphs above show results of dre TDP reverse-input distortion
test (20dBldiv, 0-20kliz lin)

Pioneer A-400

Test results
2011z

MHz
20kHz
Output, max before clipping:
W into Bohm, both channels
driven
52
60
58
W into 4ohm, both channels
driven ( Bohm mode)
72
vo
81
Peak current via lohm, 7.5pF
20 A+,
20 A—
Frequency response;
1dB limits 3dB limits
Une in, rated power
211z- I20kHz 1.511z- 2201d-1z
Une in, IW out
2Hz-1201cilz 15Hz-220kflz
Phono m- m in, IW out < 1Hz-110kIlz<111z-2001cHz
Phono m-c in, 1W out
5Hz-70kliz 2.5Hz-1401d1z
Phono response — comments,M-c input + 0.2dB at 3011z.
Square waves excellent, to 511z via m-m!
—88dBW, A—sed
Noise, residual, vol. at min.;
S/N line in ( lkohm term),
99dB, A—sed
ref. ' kHz 500mV
S/N m- m in ( cartridge term.),
77dB, A—sed
ref. Ikliz 5mV;
1dB
Noise figure, m- m input ( A sed)
S/N m-c in ( 12ohm term.),
79dB, A — svoi
ref. lIcHz 0.5mV;
8dB
Noise figure, m-m input ( A sed)
20Hz
lkliz
20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
0.01%
0.02%
Line in, rated power out into sa 0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
0.02%
Une in, 50mW out into
Phono in ( either), tape out,
any level/frequency <0.01%
Phono overload levels, m- an
18mV
130mV 750mV
Phono overload levels, tn-c
I . 5mV
15mV
100mV
Input sensitivity, for rated power out, vol. max:
Phono m- m ( IklIz)
230µV
Phono m-c ( MHz)
2.6mV
Line ( any)
140mV
Stereo separation;
20Hz
lkliz
20kHz
Phono m- m, tape out
80dB
75dB
50dB
Phono m-c, tape out
80dB
80dB
60dB
Line
62dB
62dB
36dB
DC offset at output;
20mV
10mV
(L channel) ( R channel'
Output impedance,
20kHz
lltliz
TDP method;
20Hz
0.27
0.062
(1A in)ohms
0.06
2%
Distortion via same (bypassing
3%
3%
Zobel network)
£23o
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Supplier: Pioneer GB. Field Way, Greenford, Middx, UB6 8U2. Tel: 081-575 5757
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CD/AMPLIFIERS

KENWOOD'S
DIGITAL FLAGSHIP
•

Aspirational products from
Kenwood: the L-1000 series CD
player and pre/power-amplifier

by Paul Miller

A

slim yellow fluorescent display, but only
once the player is in operation — otherwise there's no indication that the unit is
even switched on!
The matching L-1000C/M pre/power
combination has parallel minimalist pre tentions, with asimilarly faultless standard
player and pre/power combination, with a of construction. Sophisticated logicmatching digital tuner to follow.
controlled selection is available for a
Elegance is the key to this L-series, a variety of balanced and single-ended
theme realized by a subtle unification of inputs and outputs. Exquisitely small LEDs
build, technology and sound quality. The indicate which input has been chosen, as
L- 1000D CD player, for instance, is beauti- do others catering for m-m/m-c cartridge
fully constructed with adiecast alloy facia, and rec-out selection. Other beacons are
central drawer mechanism ( culled from provided for source-direct operation in
the DP-9010 transport), and the bare addition to the ( motorized) volume conminimum of on-board facilities. By con- trol. Add to this amatching IR handset and
trast, a full range of track and index bass/treble tone controls, and the L1000C begins to sound rather complex.
location, programming and repeat facilities is available via the RC- 1000D remote Yet on acquaintance it is hard to imagine a
control. It is even possible to defeat the more civilized pre-amplifier.
decade ago, Kenwood ( then trading in the UK as Trio) used to head
its range with a number of aspirational products known collectively as the
'L-0' series. For 1990-91, the L-series has
returned in the form of a luxuriously
appointed system comprising a new CD
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Lab report

Technical description
The use of balanced circuitry to suppress
the various forms of common-mode noise
is extensive in the 1000- series. The preamp's disc input is initially single-ended,
but matched inverting/non-inverting R1AA
stages are used to generate a balanced
feed which goes to the principal line stage
(as do the other unbalanced inputs) via a
bank of CMOS-controlled relays.
Comprehensive use has been made of
JRC op- amps in all the line- level unbalanced/balanced gain blocks, including
the balanced line output. Even Kenwood's
active volume control is incorporated
into a balanced gain stage, though the
passive tone controls are not. Comprehensive RF input filtering is included,

dent shift registers, latch and counters for
the 81SBs and 8MSBs.
llere, any of 256 discrete amplitude
levels ( including 0) are switched on or off
at any rate up to 255 times within each
sample period. The data stream therefore
emerges as a PAM wave prior to integration, which is akin to amulti- level version
of PDM, offering good differential linearity
but incurring very high speed glitches.
An external integrator is required to
maintain the DAC output voltage during
the subsequent deg,litching period, which
means there is a direct relationship
between the maximum sampling frequency and available clock frequency. In
the event, a clock frequency as high as

ensuring that the 1000( will satisfy the
most stringent interference specifications.
The massive partnering I.- 1000M power
amp has much of its bulk accounted for by
two shielded 270VA mains transformers, a
pair of huge 47,000µF reservoir caps, and
a large diecast heatsink. Running very
cool, this latter plays host to the five pairs
of Motorola devices which form the
bridged, complementary output stage.
Inputs are provided, with UR attenuators
situated immediately after the inverting/
non- inverting gain stage and before the
balanced, bridged Class-A driver.
Yet it is the partnering CD player that

67.74MHz is required to process a2- times
oversampled serial data input.
Kenwood has extended the system by
first incorporating a 293rd-order 4- times
interpolating digital filter before dividing
each 176.4kIlz sample into one of four
quadrants. These full-scale 16-bit words
are addressed in sequence to each pair of
multiplexed DACs, leaving sufficient settling time for each capacitor and discrete
deglitching network.
Because of the exceedingly high clock
rate, DAC conversion accuracy is highly
critical of jitter. To an extent jitter is
absorbed by an integral D-type latch
which varies the output state in synchronization with the rise of the clock. Further
to this, Kenwood has also arranged the
master-clock to synchronize the timing of
the sample- and-hold circuits with the
latching of the four independent DACs.

holds most secrets. This is a unique and
highly sophisticated design with two very
special 16-bit integrating D/A converters
— the pro- orientated CX20152 from Sony.
Each of these DACs is in fact a multiplexed dual- channel device with indepen-

Kenwood's CD player fails to offer the
amplitude linearity of the best bitstream/
PWM systems, but although the errors of
1/2.4/3.3dB at — 80/90/100dB respectively are all in the positive ( compressive)
direction, they are still acceptably small,
while linearity remained within 0.1dB to
below — 60dB modulation. Channel
separation and balance are superb, while
A-wtd S/N extends to a fine 112dB on
pre-emphasised discs. THD is low too,
hovering around 0.0007% ( — 103dB) at
mid-band and increasing only to 0.0032%
( —90dB) at 20kHz. In- band frequency
response remains within 0.1dB up to
20kIlz.
But there are a few oddities in the
ultrasonic performance of this player, not
least in the emergence of extended-order
1M products associated with leakage of
the 88.2kHz oversampling frequency
( —84.7dB). This is evident both on the
—70dB plot ( Fig. I) and the 3D spectrum
(Fig.2 ), the latter revealing 3rd and 5thorder difference routes which extend
directly into the audio band at — 87.5dB.
This is a feature of the integrating DAC,
while by contrast the oversampling filter
helps suppress 2nd-order stop- band MID
by a superb 105dB!
Ostensibly there's very little amiss with
the I.- 1000C pre- amp, for it offers an
intelligent blend of very high linearity,
stereo separation of 75-85dB, and amaximum channel balance error of 0.25dB
across a 60dB range. All the unbalanced
input sensitivities are fine, though the
28dB headroom ( ref IHF) and 75dB A-wtd
S/N on the m-cinput are less impressive —
relatively speaking — than those of the
corresponding m- m stage. The associated
RIAA equalization curves ( Fig.3) also differ slightly at the frequency extremes.
The 1.-1000M power amp generously
exceeds its specification, offering some
190W into 8ohms with a rise of I.9dB
(296W) into 4ohms. The 0.06ohm output
impedance is acceptable, though Kenwood's over-zealous protection circuitry
(placed between the Class-A drivers and
A/B output stage) limits the maximum
pulsed current to just 16.2A ( lohm). TI ID
is typically below 0.002% ( — 94dB), and a
3D plot revealed only the merest hint of
audio IM. But the amp is not entirely free
of RF IM effects, proving susceptible to
noise in the 750MHz region ( Fig.4), while
the positive phase-shifts across the audio
band are somewhat bizarre.

Sound quality
With due regard to the likely price and
position of this combination, Kenwood
withheld its release for nearly a year,
opting instead to spend the time teasingout any shortcomings and generally
polishing the overall performance. As a
result the combination has come to enjoy
what can only be described as asmooth,
homogeneous sound that remains consistent from input to input. Both the phono
and unbalanced line inputs offer signals
that are at once highly refined, smooth,
and free of grainy colorations.
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Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 & 265232

We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Celef,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Goldring, Grado, Gyrodek,
Heybrook, Hunt, Infinity,
Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn,
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Maxell,
Meridian, Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, ProAc, QED, Quad,
RATA, Revolver, Revox, Rogers,
Rotel, Sennheiser, Stanton,
Supex, Tannoy, Wharfedale,
and others. Active systems on
demonstration.
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CD/AMPLIFIERS
This very civilized demeanour comes
into its own when reproducing the
innocuous modern jazz of, say, Bob Berg.
The plain but taut bass of In the Shadows
was accurately depicted by the Kenwood
combination, dry and technically faultless
if perhaps lacking the fruity resonance of
the ' real thing'. Sax and percussion were
also depicted cleanly, detailed, pure in
tone and free from any harsh edginess.
Yet faced with a recording that embodies a little more ' spirit', the technical
precision of this combo can result in a
sound that - while undemanding and
pleasant - is also slightly bland. Mood
Indigo ( Gemini Records) exemplified this
trait: the beautifully rich character of the
clarinet, though offered up with startling
clarity, managed to lose a little of its
intimacy. Each performer was clearly
resolved, the timbrai nuances of each
instrument described with asmooth, delicate touch; yet as awhole they failed to
pull together, diluting the strength and
passion that lay bubbling beneath the
music's architecture.
In this respect Iwas reminded of the
Denon DCD-3560, another complex
multi- bit player which offers a superbly
controlled and focused sound, but lacks
real emotional bite. However, this is not
necessarily areflection of the technology,
for Technics' bitstream SL-PS70 provides a

similarly uncommitted view of dynamic
contrasts. In short, the Kenwood 1000
series could end up sounding rather
insipid if partnered with overly- rich or
reticent-sounding loudspeakers.
It is, however, in their intended
balanced mode ( CD player to pre-amp
and pre-amp to power amp) where the
soul behind these monoliths of engineering begins to stir. In spatial terms its
presentation took on added breadth and
depth, while tonally it appeared to enjoy
equal gains in extension and transparency.
The sound was cleaner as stereo images
broke free from the speakers with
renewed conviction and tactility,
immersed in an easier, more fluid and
ambient acoustic.
In isolation these changes didn't represent large gains in quality, but their
combined influence gave rise to asound
that sparkled in amanner previously only
suggested. 'I'he units shed their mechanical proficiency for a vibrancy that now
permitted a better view of the commitment behind the music. Returning to
Mood Indigo provided an opportunity to
relish the luxuriant tone of the clarinet
and sax as well as to enjoy aperformance
that seemed both more immediate and
more personable.
Similarly, the 'Triumphal March of the
Devil' from Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale was

KENWOOD
RELATIVE
NOISE FLOOR

1000

Conclusions
It would he uncharitable to suggest that
Kenwood has simply endeavoured to produce acombination that is all things to all
men. Yet by striving for a highly neutral
sound there is atendency, in raw musical
terms at least, for it to appear self-effacing
or even featureless.
Nevertheless, the L-1000 units are
highly dependable and predictable performers, harbouring no insidious foibles
waiting to emerge after purchase. Indeed,
anyone attracted to the delightful smoothness of this combination with one piece of
music is likely to be similarly entertained
by all that follows.
Furthermore, beautifully crafted both
inside and out, this latest Kenwood 1000
series is a combination that enjoys a
genuinely symbiotic relationship. Split
them up, and the consistency so diligently
pursued by Kenwood would be scattered
to the winds. 4-
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Fig I. Kenwood L- 1000D CD player: spuriae associated
with lkHz tone at - 70d13

just that - alarmingly boisterous and
confident, with the rasp of trumpet
announcing the final and wonderfully
ambient ricochet of sidedrums. Without
doubt, in their balanced mode these units
conjoined their dry, technical competence with a genuine sense of occasion
and atmosphere. The result was uniformly
civilized, yet thrilling to boot.

Fig 4. Kenwood L-1000M power amp: 3D display
of RF spuriae
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Test results

L- 1000C pre-amplifier
Ameco m-m
m-c

Stereo separation ( 20Hz)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Channel balance ( MHz, OdBV )
( -20dBV)
( - 60dBV)
lliD ( OdBV, )( dB)
(20kIlz)
CIIR intermod distortion( I:1)
Phase shift ( 20Hz)
(1kHz)
( 20kHz)
Noise ( Aartd, 20Hz-20kHz)
Residual noise ( unsvtd)(dBV)
Input sensitivity ( for OdBV )
Disc overload ( 20Hz)
(IkHz)
(20kHz)
(50kHz )
Input loading
Squarewave linearity
Pre-amp output ( max y
impedance
Tape output ( max )/impedance
Typical price ( inc VAT)

Test results

L- 1000D CD player
20Hz

IF11,111,1
010
100

Fig 2. Kenwood L- 1000D CD player: ultrasonic
spuriae arising from aswept 0-2.5kliz tone
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001

Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
THD OdB ( dB)
111D - 10dB
111D - 30dB
THD - 60dB
THD - 90dB dithered
Intennod ( CCIR ) 0dB
Intermod ( stop-band
suppression)
S/N ( A-wtd) without emphasis
with emphasis
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
Resolution at - 90dB ( L/R)
-100dB ( UR)
Peak 0/P level
Output impedance
Track access time
Typical price ( inc VAT)

lkHz

Test results

108.5dB
112.2dB
IkIlz
51d1z
16kllz
+0.02 + 0.04 - 0.1
+2.41+ 1.6413
+3.31+2dB
I.99V
37.9ohms
3.1sees
£800

9.886V ( disc )/283ohm
£600

L-1000M power amplifier
20Hz

20kHz

0.0IdB 0.02dB 0.07dB
122.5dB 123.5dB 105.1dB
- ( 30' at
2°50'
10kHz)
-102.9 - 102.9 - 89.9
- 101.2
-76
-49.6
- 16.8
-86.5dB
104.9dB

84.1dB 84.2dB 84.5dB
79.348 79.7dB 81.5dB
74.9dB 77.7dB 79.2dB
0.02dB 0.04dB 0.01dB
0.19dB 0.18dB 0.16dB
0.27dB 0.25dB 0.24dB
- 100.3 - 105.7 - 104.0
-98.0 - 101.5 - 87.9
-99.8dB - 75.3dB - 74.3dB
+25 °0' + 3°30' + 5°30'
0" - 48°30' - 48'30'
-10°30' - 90°0' - 100°30'
- 104.8 - 92.1dB - 74.7dB
-102.4 - 102.7 - 102.6
149.5mV2.368mV 193.1µV
16.78mV1.395mV
157.0mV12.66mV
1439mV 121.7mV
2995mV 29I.5mV
48k-ohm 45k- ohm 103ohm
/5200 /290pF
-96.3cla
10.08V ( disc )( 102ohm

Maximum continous power
output, 8ohms
4ohms
Phase shift
Output impedance ( ohms)
Damping factor ( ref 8ohms)
Stereo separation ( OdBW)
THD ( OdBW )( dB)
OApower)
CIIR intrrnod distortion ( OdBW)
CCIR IM distortion ( 4/
3 power )
Rise-time ( at 10kIlz)
Dynamic headroom ( IHF)
Noise
(A-wtd, 2011z- 201(11z) OdBW
(Axvtd, 20Hz-20kHz) 3/s pwr
Residual noise ( unwtd)
Input sensitivity ( for OdBW )
(for full output )
Input loading
DC-offset ( 111E)
Typical price ( inc VAT)

lkliz

20kHz

181.0W
288.8W
+3°
0.067
120.2
I29.2dB
- 930
-100.3

189.5W 186.1W
296.3W 29/9W
+ 11° + 43 °
0.062
0.099
128.4
80.5
103.6dB 78.5dB
- 95.8 - 93.1
- 101.7 - 91.9
-86.7dB
-87.8dB
1.5izsecs
+1.2dB(251W)

-96.2dB
- 115.5dB
-84.4dBV
79.7mV ( unbal)
1111mV(unbal)
50.3k-ohms./650pF
+6.1mV/+5.9mV
£700

FREQUENCY (04z

Fig 3. Kenwood L-1000C pre-amp: disc equalization
errors, m-m plains line, m-cdashed
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LOUDSPEAKERS

SMALLER
Looking for asmall speaker

that balances good performance
against moderate cost? This

THE BETTER?

review assesses three: the Monitor
Audio Seven, Shan Shinina and
Taimoy M15 Mercury
by Martin Calkins

C

ompact speakers of simple design
can provide surprisingly good
sound, if the design and execution
are really up to scratch. This group test
covers three models which tackle the
problem in different ways.
A truc miniature at just seven litres
internal volume, the Monitor Audio Seven
is intended for near- the-wall mounting on
open stands. Iused both Kan and Celestion SI.700 designs, 34cm high, but stands
in the range 50 to 60cm are suitable. The
appearance is complemented by a high
quality wood- veneer finish, and on the
specification side it looks straightforward,
with an average sensitivity and easy load
impedance.
Unusually-shaped loudspeaker enclosures are a rare occurrence due to the
high costs of producing anything other
than the familiar rectangular box. These
can be churned out in large quantities on
automated or semi-automated production
lines, while with any design that needs an
undue labour content ( either for fabrication or subsequent finishing) costs generally go through the roof. But Shan Acoustics of Ireland has taken the courageous
step of choosing a potentially superior
construction, employing amineral- loaded
polymer for this relatively modestly
priced Shimna, whose truncated pyramid
shape is formed by a gravity moulding
process, finished in semi- matt black.
Tannoy's Mercury design has been with
us for some years now, evolving through a
succession of versions. The concept is
that of a compact system of moderate
price, a little under 20 litres in internal
volume. This test covers the current MI5.
All three models here have been subjected to the usual, thorough, HFN/RR
evaluation process which encompasses
extensive audition as well as a full
measurement sequence. Their perfi)rmance has also been compared with other,
similarly priced, competitive models
evaluated recently.
hiEl NEVIN & RECORD RIME%
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19mm soft-dome unit with a polymide
diaphragm. Care has been taken over the
electrical design, which includes provision for bi-wiring. Solid-core hard-wiring
is used internally, accompanied by
selected polypropylene capacitors and a
3rd-order crossover alignment.
The enclosure is relatively nonresonant despite its fairly thin lOmm
sides; but the front baffle is 15mm thick,
providing additional reinforcement. The
interior carries no absorbent filling or
lining, apractice currently fashionable in
some quarters.

Sound quality
Icould not get

SHAN SHIMNA
Measuring 31cm high by 21cm wide at its
largest point, and just I7cm deep, this is a
true miniature, with an internal volume of
under l0 litres. Despite this, it is reflexloaded at low frequencies by a 50mmlong duct of just 22mm diameter, rather
small for a good efficiency. The port
tuning frequency is 60Hz, and in consequence low bass was neither found nor
expected.

Technology
A two-way design, the speaker uses a
130mm cast-frame bass- mid driver with a
polypropylene cone of 105mm active
diameter. Treble is handled by apopular

SHAN

'Oda

good results from the
Shimnas in my room, either on the matching Shan stands or using reliable alternatives such as those made for the S1.700.
Positions from free-space to wall- mount
were all tried without managing to
achieve a reasonable foundation to the
sound. Despite its careful construction
the Shimna sounded lumpy in frequency
response, and for its price sector rather
coloured, the opposite of the designer's
intentions. The mid- range sounded thin
and oddly recessed, with some boxiness,
and didn't integrate with the subdued
bass, which also suffered an odd hollow
coloration and failed to keep up with the
pace set by the mid- range.
It sounded forward in the treble, with a

SHIMNA

. ..•
, >Welt

ION

Fig 2a. Shan Shimna: on-axis response at I
m
Fig 2e. Shan Shimna: distortion at 96dB spi

I
•

•

Fig 26. Shan Shimna: one-third octave response family
at 2m

•

Fig 2f. Shan Shimna: room-averaged response (RAR)
li

Fig 2c. Shan Shimna: modulus of impedance, ohms

1.‘

Fig 2d. Shan Shimna: distort on at 86dB spi

Shan Shimna
Test results
31x21x1 Size ( height Xwidth xdepth. cm
20-611W
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
free- space on Shan stands
Recommended placement
Frequency response within
9011z- I5kIlz
±5dB(2m)
6511z
mlloff( - 6t111) at Im
5011z
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room )
85dBAT
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.53V ) at Im
97dBA
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
Easy
Impedance characteristics
(ease of drive )
Very
good
Forward response uniformity
£2 1 9
Typical price per pair ( inc vkr)

Supplier: Shan Acoustics, Portview Trade
Centre, 310 Newtcrwnards Rd, Belfast
BT4 ¡HE. Tel: (0233) 521085
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noticeable degree of grain and tizz. Focus
rated above average, but stereo depth was
disappointing overall, except in parts of
the mid- range where some light was
attempting to shine through. An overall
rating of 37% was given for this model,
significantly below average and poorer
than expected in view of the promising
enclosure build and shape.

Lab report
For this model 1shall analyse the roomaveraged response first ( Fig. 2f), as this
holds much information concerning the
sound. An upper mid- range dominance
explains the ' thin' quality; the bass is
depressed and lumpy, while the transition
from mid to treble is imperfect, with an
eventual slight rise towards 10k1 la. The
axial reference measurement at one metre
also supplies many clues ( Fig. 2a). 'I'he
bass is underdamped, giving acharacteristic rise at 13011z and leaving the mid
rather recessed. A standing-wave resonance in the unlagged enclosure explains
the spike at 135011z, a ± 4d13 deviation
with the ensuing dip, and asure source of
coloration. On-axis, asharp notch appears
at crossover ( 5kHz), which is minimized
by a microphone position below axis, ie
equivalent to a high stand and a low
seating position. The treble could have
been smoother, and continues to rise to a
maximum of + 4dB by 17kIlz, probably a
contributor to the subjective 'grain' and
'tizz'.
Weakly extended, the bass — fidll point
was at 6511z, with abelow- average reference sensitivity of 85dB/W. Good pairmatching was seen with the review samples. Using amore representative 2 metre
microphone distance and employing 3rdoctave equivalent smoothing ( Fig. 2h),
the main characteristic is retained
together with a strongly rising overall
response. A low mie position was used
here, which was rather flattering to the
Shimna, but the small cabinet and favourable shape combine do provide fine offaxis uniformity.
On distortion, at 86dB ( Fig. 2d) the
results above 25011z are pretty good, but
at lower frequencies the 2nd- harmonic is
rather high, reaching an audible 2% at
15011z. A 96d13 sound pressure level ( just
over 10 watts continuous input ) proved
rather arduous for the Shimna, with 2ndharmonic distortion rising to 6%; hut the
3rd- harmonic is fairly well controlled
(Fig. 2c ). As an amplifier load, the speaker
was particularly easy ( Fig. 2e ), and might
well be rated at 10 ohms.

Conclusion
Despite some good ingredients, in my
view the Shimna does not succeed in its
aims. 'Me perfiemance of the potentially
superior enclosure is marred by internal
standing-wave modes, resulting in audible
coloration heard from the port and via the
mid- range driver. The treble was too
bright, while the bass was underdamped,
resulting in adegree of boom and fizz. But
further work might well result in asuperior perti)rmance.
NEAVs & RI( DR» REVIEW
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score of 50% ( bi-wired).
The bass sounded reasonably extended
and was quite uniform and well balanced;
the mid- range showed fairly good depth,
with above- average dynamics; but some
emphasis on string- tone harmonics was
evident in the upper mid- range. Iwould
have liked a smoother integration of the
mid and treble ranges, but in the treble it
sounded quite smooth and tidy. It has one
of the better metal-dome tweeters. Stereo
focus was above average and overall stage
presentation was good at the price.

Lab report
TANNOY M15 MERCURY
A classic two-way model with a 200mm
bass-mid unit, the MIS employs reflex
tuning to augment the bass response and
allow a higher sensitivity, while a vinyl
wood- print finish helps keep the cost
down. It has always had apolypropylenemix cone for the bass- mid, and this has
been further relined with the passing
years. Originally of soft plastic, the 25mm
dome-tweeter now has an aluminium
diaphragm providing pure piston operation to the edge of the audible frequency
range.
Other improvements have been made
to the enclosure, which is now extensively braced. All the sides are linked,
while the bass driver magnet is compression-fitted to the cross-brace via a lossy
pad. The speaker may be hi-wired via
gold-plated three-way binding posts to the
rear. Specified as an 8-ohm system, the
Mercury is of above-average sensitivity
and should be easy to drive and place.
Rigid stands of 40-50cm are suitable, with
an amplifier power range from aminimum
of 15W to a practical maximum of 75W
per channel.

Measured at the reference 1 metre position in the anechoic chamber, the axial
frequency response is impressive ( Fig.
3a), even if slightly prominent around
1.5k1 lz. The grille ( dotted response)
doesn't upset things very much, but above
15kliz the response falls away as the
tweeter descends into the notch which
precedes the usual high- Q metal-dome
resonance — at above 20kHz here and
hopefully inaudible. Pair- matching was
fine, measuring with ± 0.5dB, while the
bass showed a smooth, boom-free rolloff
to a — 6dB point at 62Hz. This was
referenced to a nominal sensitivity of
88dB/W, alittle better than measured for
the last Mercury. A maximum sound level
of 102dBA should be possible from a
stereo pair, and with a true 8-ohm im-

TANNOY

pedance ( typically 10 ohms, see Fig. 3e ),
this design remains easy to drive.
Out at two metres the forward response
(Fig. 313) looks very tidy except when
measured above axis in the vertical plane,
where the output at crossover dips significantly. The upper- mid forwardness does
however remain, and correlates well with
the room-averaged response ( Fig. 3f), this
also closely tallying with the subjective
comments. The RAR bass is quite even
and extended, with the lower- mid smooth
but followed by a plateau in the uppermid. There is too much energy here for a
natural subjective balance or a really
pleasing violin sound. In the listening
room the bass extended to a respectable
40Hz limit.
As regards distortion, the M 15 gave
moderate measures of the all-important
3rd- harmonic at both test power levels,
while the 2nd-harmonic levels were considered quite satisfactory ( Figs. 3d/e).

Conclusion
This version of the Mercury is certainly
good enough for a recommendation, but
one which must be tempered with some
caution. It was clearly mildly flawed in the
upper mid- range and as a result may not
suit some systems or rooms. The overall
balance of performance and engineering
was good, however, and a personal audition is advised.

M15

MERCURY

255 .AlkenON<

Fig 3a. Tannoy Mercury MIS: on-axis response at I
m

Technology
The 17- litre enclosure is tuned to a
sensible 45Hz by an effective ducted port,
50mm in diameter by 155mm long. Built
of 15mm chipboard panels, the enclosure
is considerably stiffened by the bracing,
while internal standing-wave absorption is
accomplished by amodest pad of polyester fibre. The bass driver has an effective
diameter of 160mm and is built on a
pressed-steel frame, while the crossover is
to a 2nd- order characteristic, with standard components and tag wiring connections, usual at this price level. The grille is
built on amoulded plastic frame of good
diffraction properties.
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Fig 3b. Tannoy Mercury M 15: one-third octave
response family at 2m

•
Fig 3f. Tannoy Mercury M 5: room-averaged response
(RAR)
Fig 3c. Tannoy Mercury M IS: modulus of impedance,
ohms

Sound quality
Previous Mercuries have sailed through
listening tests, but while the latest El5
showed promise, it didn't find the going
quite so smooth. As mentioned in an
earlier review of the Eclipse E11, the
latter was preferred to the MIS for its
cleaner, more coherent presentation, and
this new M15 sounded a little more
coloured, boxier and less articulate. Bi wiring helped to achieve a respectable
level of clarity and the general result was
certainly recommendable, with an overall
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig 3e Tannoy Mercury MI5: distortion at 96dB spi

Fig 3d. Tannoy Mercury MIS: distortion at 86dB spi

Test results
Size ( heip,ht Xwidth Xdepth, cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
Recommended placement
Frequency response within
±3.-.11,1(2m)
rolloff ( — 6dB ) at 1m
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V) at 1m
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics
(ease of drive )
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)

Tannoy Mercury M15
50 X23X 20.5
I5-75W
free- space on stands
6411z-16fillz
62Hz
4011z
88dB/W
102dBA
Good
Good+
£160

Supplier: Tannoy Ltd, Unit AI , Hazleton
Industrial Park, Hondean, Hants P08 97 U.
Tel (0705) 597722
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SONY D-Z555 DISCMAN
Icould not resist trying out Sony's new
luxury Discman, the D-Z555 (£ 350). Its
attractions lay in the remarkable signalprocessing facilities provided on board,
and these, appropriately enough for a
digital disc machine, are executed in the
digital domain.
This player has the usual wide range of
facilities including shuffle and repeat, and
is supplied complete with headphones, a
compact interchangeable rechargable battery pack ( installed within the player), AC
power pack and charger, carrying case
and a line- jack phono cable for connection to a fixed audio system.
Under digital processor control are the
following remarkable functions, whose
settings are automatically memorized:
'EQ', a five band graphic equalizer with
ten programmable steps of lift and cut at
each frequency: asecond pressure on the
effect mode button selects ' Surround',
when the sum component of a stereo
signal is reduced, by phase shifting and
addition. This has a strong effect when

ORACLE DELPHI MK IV
Oracle updates have been concentrated
on three areas, in most instances designed
to be retrofittable all the way back to the
first Delphi; the Mk IV mods are not. First
has been a continuing programme to

The prices of the two decks - not
counting the expensive, optional black/
gold finish - are £ 1450 for the singlespeed model with a soft cover, or £ 1950
for the two-speed, with acrylic dust cover.

using on headphones, since the in- thehead image is diluted and the stereo effect
is more spacious. Function three is a
simple ' Bass Boost', not aderivative of the
EQ but a programmable boost in the low
bass helping to correct the response of
small headphones and speakers at moderate volume levels I found this quite

improve the ease of set-up; second has
been refinements to the power supply

The 1,500 difference is reflected in the
upgrade prices: £ 350 for conversion from
single to dual-speed and £ 150 for an
acrylic dust cover.

and/or motor, while third has been even
further detail improvement of the excep-

I've had an Oracle in my system at all
times since 1984, and have heard an

tional aesthetics.
'11w Mk IV is just as pretty as its
predecessors - more impressive, though,
is the way that Oracle has changed just

improvement with each update. The ' IV
was fitted with an SME Series V arm and
auditioned with a similarly- equipped
Delphi Mk III and the Basis, as well as the

about everything without changing the
overall look.

complete Roksan front end. The Oracle
rests comfortably between the Roksan

This unit is up to date with separate
channel 16- bit D/A covertors running at a

Tlw first thing which anyone familiar
with Oracles will notice is that the mat
has disappeared, Oracle joining Gold-

and the Basis, and easily bettering its Mk

8- times oversampling. The headphones
sounded crisp and clear, typical of agood
fold- up, in- the-car type. The sound was
close to the best of the available portables,

mund, Basis, Pink Triangle and others by
having the LP mate directly to the platter.
The NIk lYs platter is made of acomposite
material sandwiched over aluminium, the
top suface hard like that on the Basis. '11w
screw-down clamp is still part of the
recipe, hut its press- down, anti- warp
action is no longer so severe. Ididn't miss

Ill sibling. The most vivid improvement
over the ' Ill, practical considerations
aside, was a greater sense of weight and
extension in the lowest registers, especially noticeable on works dependent on
the power of the bass reproduction. Willy
DeVille's 'Assassin Of Love' had a ' thwack'
not available from the 'Ill or the Roksan,
though the Basis exercised even greater

effective. Fourth comes DDS ( digital dynamic sound). By digital signal processing
the overall dynamic range of the programme may be adjusted. While good
dynamics are a strong feature of good
music and music replay, this DDS feature
has its uses, cg in conditions of high
ambient noise level such as acar or plane.

good for the class if not to the standard
achievable with large mains- powered
decks at this price. The processor func-

control on the decay of the bass notes.

tions all worked as intended with no
audible distortion artefacts even with
critical headphone listening.
Beautifully made and finished, this fasci-

Also improved was image stability,
albeit slightly, while transient attack and

nating product may be recommended and
will keep many abutton pusher happy for

l'nderneath is a new Teflon bearing,
while the subchassis has been redesigned

(to

hours!

to make set-up even easier, by eliminating
the chore of choosing three different

of this is down to the revised platter and
how much to the new power supply and

springs. It's still fiddly ( let your dealer do
it), but now no worse than setting up a

bearing Icannot determine, as the platters

the too- sticky Oracle mat, an annoyance
however good it ' sounded'.

Roksan or an Alphason.
The Mk IV Delphi is available as a
single- speed model at asubstantial saving

a lesser

extent)

decay

benefited

it's something of abargain in single-speed
mode if you can do without 45rpm.
Furthermore, 1think it's still the prettiest

single speed Oracle uses a- .
5V AC motor
as in the Mk Ill; the two- speed version is
fitted with a I
6V DC motor. The power

platter spinner since the late, lamented
Gale.
Ken Kessler

supply, too, has been improved with AC

Supplier: Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heathfield, Stacey
Bushes, Milton Keynes MKI2 6HR. Tel: 0908
317707.

-0

Supplier: Sony Consumer Products, Sony House,
South St, Staines, Middlesex TW 18 4PF.

aren't interchangeable on the ' Ill and ' IV.
The Oracle remains my reference in the
under- a- king's- ransom price category, and

over the two- speed version. Although it
can he upgraded to two- speed status, the

filtering, a complex network designed to
reduce mains spikes.

Martin Cantons

almost as much as did the bass. flow much
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POT POURRI
WHEN BEST DOESN'T
SOUND BETTER
One of the frustrations of being an audio
designer is in quantifying every audible
quality or effect in simple cngineering or
pftysical terms. This is particularly so
when selecting critical in- circuit components. Many are the times I've sat down
with capacitor companies and dissected
samples of some new golden wonder'
capacitor which has then been duplicated
to a measurable difference of two- tenths
of damn- all and yet does it always sound
the same? Rarely if ever.
Fortunately for the less confident manufacturers there are tenacious souls such as
Martin Colloms and Ben Duncan who are
prepared to measure and listen to numerous components and then to publish all.
What is then quite amazing, and sad, is the
number of audio products that then
appear sporting only those components
from the HFIVIRR top five. Particularly
when there has obviously been no selectivity in the choice, but simply acase (it'll'
it's less than 10 microfarads we must use
type A or type K'. I've always found such a

CAPACITOR
UNDER TEST

Fig I
scattergun approach reckless, whilst recognizing that it's not always possible to
test every possible mix. of components,
and admitting the commercial benefits of
buying all your, say, electrolytics from
one supplier. However, whilst undertaking a recent pre-amplifier design for a
client, I came across just one of the
problems that can arise...
I.ike most designers Ilisten to small film
capacitors by inserting them in the signal
path linking adirect coupled pre- amplifier
to a direct coupled power-amplifier. In
such a configuration the pre-amp output
represents alow impedance ( c100 ohms)
to ground and the input of the power-amp
represents ahigh impedance to ground (c
10k-ohms or more). See Fig I. In the
design I was working on I used fully
passive RIAA equalization using the
approximate values shown in Fig 2. I
selected for use some polypropylene axial
capacitors that had done well in my
listening tests and built up a prototype.
Unfortunately during the listening tests
IN

5k

OUT
700R
100k

1,O47uF
Approximate values

Fig 2
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several listeners independently commented upon a ' funny tone' when reproducing female voice, although they
couldn't explain further. Iquickly established that the problem arose in the
equalization network and was due to an
unwanted resonance. At this point acomparison of Figs Iand 2 shows that in the
chosen ' listening test' mode any resonance would be well damped by the low
impedance path presented by the preamplifier output. But that wouldn't be the
case when the capacitor was used in the
RIAA network because of the high value
series resistors.
Further auditions were held using diferent capacitor types ( all matched to
within 0.5% by parallel small value Suflcx
polystyrenes) whereupon Ifound several
well regarded polypropylene types were
problematic, so eventually Isettled upon
the compromise use of a fairly low-cost
polyester type. In very broad terms Ihad a
choice between good transparency but
with varying degrees of almost bell- like
resonances or the addition of low level
colorations of different kinds. In the end a
degree of upper- bass warmth found
favour with all concerned. The client of
course was very happy, because the cost
of these parts dropped some twentyfold!
Of course this was a straightforward
example to analyze, being afully passive
network, but similar problems do occur in
conventional feedback networks although
in afar more complex form. Time, and the
Editor permitting, Ihope to write up my
findings in more detail in the not too
distant future. In the meantime be warned
that the ' best' components don't necessarily give the best results.
Stan Curtis

MARANTZ ST50
At the ' budget' end of its tuner range, the
recently introduced Marantz ST50 costs
£170. Thus it falls in that territory of ' no
man's land' between the really cheap,
with acapital C, and the true audiophile
models such as the Revox to which all
tuners aspire.
First impressions of this full-width,
rather over-sized, 3- band Marantz model
are of abasic tin box finished in conventional black. All controls are located on
the front panel, including 10 preset buttons which double as direct frequency
input, up/down rocker tuning switch
(50k11 zFVU9kliz. MF/1.1:), and hand select.
Rear connections are limited to audio out
via phono sockets, 70ohm Belling 1.ec
aerial socket for VHF and two screw
terminals which accept either the AM
loop antenna provided or a proper outdoor long-wire.
Operation proved straightforward and
was helped by the provision of useful
features such as FM de- emphasis switch,
mono/stereo select, and narrow/wide IF
button. These controls are inoperative on
LF/MF, where the listener has to rely on
factory pre-set IF.
Although by today's standards the thirty
memories may be regarded as very few, in

practice they were more than adequate
and simple to use. Indicators show when a
stereo pilot tone is received, the operating frequency, and signal strength. This
was rather crude though, with atendency
for either just one of the hand of LEDs to
light or for a ' full house'. The ' meter'
should therefore not be relied on as an
accurate warning that an over-load condition is imminent.
Listening intently it was hard to pinpoint specific faults of this tuner's operation. Nondescript is probably the overall
term to describe the result. This is
nothing for Marantz to feel disappointed
about: I have switched many tuners off
after a few minutes of dismal performance. Considering sound quality in relation to price, the ST- 50 does well, and can
boast a reasonable performance on
medium and long-wave.
Turning to FM reception in detail, the
stereo soundstage was fairly open, voices
were portrayed in a clear manner
although there was a slight tendency
towards sibilance. The reproduction of
full orchestral performances did leave a
little to be desired but, on the whole,
definition and delineation were acceptable. It was perhaps on heavily compressed ILR services and BBC Radio
One that this model came into its own,
with several listeners remarking that they
were able to become fully involved with
what they were hearing.
Selectivity ( quoted at 40dB on Wide IF)
was not the best ever, indeed Icould not
listen to Jazz FM on 102.2 because the
front-end was swamped by a strong II.R
station on 102.4, even though this was to
the side of my beam. Many tuners have
been able to cope with this, including a
Philips car radio! Sensitivity, a claimed
20p.V DIN stereo s/n 46dB, also seemed a
mite lacking, perhaps the reason for my
inability to detect Jazz FM whose transmitter is some 40 miles way. The Marantz
also has trouble in producing a hiss-free
signal on other faraway signals Iuse as a
reference.
Of the overall 420x86x334mm ( wdh )
case the single pcb is amere 320x150mm
stuck in one corner. Iwas concerned at
the unshrouded 240V terminals protruding from the pcb.
The Marantz offers nothing out of the
ordinary for a budget tuner, although it
would be adequate for many requirements. Marantz is not going to earn gold
stars for this tuner even though it has
achieved world acclaim for its ' SE' version
CD players.
Trevor Butler
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MUSIC

ERNARD HAITINK
Re-recording in Berlin,
Vienna and Boston.
Exercising caution in an
indiscriminate age

or more than thirty years the Philips
catalogue has been without acomplete
Daphnis — Haitink's Ravel series in the
1970s offered the two orchestral Suites. The
new Boston SO recording [ see reviews] not
only fills that gap with amagically individual
reading but marks a new partnership on
compact disc. There's aBrahms Symphony 2
to come. But Bernard Haitink has been
re-exploring other Diaghilev commissions:
the three early Stravinsky masterpieces.
'Yes, I've done Petrushka, Firebird, with
the Berlin Phil. I'll do the Rite of Spring in
the future. It's agood antidote after Mahler
and it's good to have a totally different
aspect to work on. Iam more involved with
Stravinsky at the moment, also in the concert hall.'
The orchestra doesn't have a great backlog of playing Stravinsky.
'No, it's not easy. Maybe in the beginning,
at the rehearsal period, it was abit difficult
but they have of course a tremendous
reservoir of excellent first-desk players.'
Did you play these works in concert first?
'Oh yes, and Ifound them quite amazing,
especially in Firebird. There are such dramatic waves going on, and the orchestra can
produce that ...' Sheer volume of sound.
'Not only that, but the colours and so on.'
The soft string playing they achieve is
quite phenomenal.
'Sometimes not in tune with Stravinsky's
tone-colour. But for Firebird there you have
your "central Asian sound" — which is
wonderful!'
You've done the 1911 Petrushka.
'Yes, Ialways stick to that version. Ithink
that is the original one, the rugged one, it is
the most complicated one. Ithink the other
is more dry, alittle bit antiseptic. Idon't like
it. Also, the smaller orchestra.'
And the ending is —
'Totally disastrous Ithink. And the conventional ending, the ending of the old
version is so wonderful. Idon't know why
Stravinsky did that. Maybe for copyright
reasons; maybe people whispered in his ear
to do that.'
You wanted to do these ballets again
because of the quality of the orchestra? The
LPO recordings were very fine.
'Yes. There's a danger when you are
conducting too long, 30 years, that you want
to redo things!'
Ithink your first Philips recording was of
the Firebird Suite.
'No. Well, one of the first. My first
recording was of Dvorak No.7, when still
named " No.2" — imagine, it was in the late
'50s! — and then Bartok's Concerto for
Orchestra.'
That's very early, is it?
'Very early. [ 1962 first UK issue.] It's
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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',bolo: Gabriela liratulenslein

by Christopher Breunig

disappeared. Then, I think, we did this
Firebird Suite which was coupled with Hans
Rosbaud's Petrushka.'
And you did a Mendelssohn
'I don't think Iwant to be reminded of
that. No!'
Was Mengelberg a great influence upon
you?
'I don't think so. Ididn't see him conducting... only once. Van Beinum was much
more influential, of course, because Ihad
attended so many concerts.'
And he came here. Isaw him with the
London Philharmonic.
'Yes. He was in London. He had a very
unique and totally non-conductor's
approach to music: it was interesting to see
that.'
What kind of education was available in
occupied Holland? Was there a kind of
normal continuity in schooling?
'No, no. Nothing was normal any more. It
was avery upsetting time. Especially the last
years were awful.'
Presumably everything ran out.
'Absolutely. People tried to do their work
as normal. It was quite hopeless. Istill went
to concerts, with my parents. And in the last
year the concerts were only at daylight for
one hour. The orchestra was sitting in a
different position where they could catch
the daylight from the windows. There was
no lighting, no electricity, it was just one
hour's music. And there was always the fear
that younger men would be made captive by
the Germans: they would come in the hall,
or take people in the street. It was a very
frightening time — these were not very
pleasant times.'

It is impossible for an English person to
imagine, because we never had that...
'I think it made quite an imprint on me. I
was 11 when it started and 16 when it
finished.'
Tell me about the Vaughan Williams
symphony recordings. Are you going to do
more?
'Well, EMI would love to. It's amatter of
time. It's a very complicated schedule
always, when you have committed yourself
to an opera house, and with the other things
Ihave. At the moment we haven't planned
anything.'
So it's not a cycle as such?
'No. Nowadays you have to do a cycle
otherwise people are not interested. Ithink
that's a bit of a strange habit. These three
came my way. Istarted with the Antartica,
then the London Symphony and now it is
the Sea Symphony.'
Why the Antartica first?
'Better ask that to EMI! Ialso said why;
then Igot my teeth in and Isaid well, why
not?'
It's lovely music isn't it? Do you feel it is a
symphony or is it really film music which
has been...
'There's alot of film music in it, but as he
has called it asymphony one must try to give
it an overall shape, and not make a sort of
rhapsody or suite. Apparently he found the
music consistent enough to wield it in a
symphonic form, so fine.'
What about the superscriptions? Did you
think they could perhaps go in? There are
recordings with Gielgud and with
Richardson.
'It's very difficult to judge. We left it as it
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MUSIC
was, and that's the most honest approach
towards the music, I think.'
And the Bruckner cycle is continuing with
the Third?
'Yes. Iam not sure myself whether it is
meant as a new cycle, but Philips asked me
to do certain Bruckner symphonies with the
Vienna Phil. Maybe later on Iwill do the
later ones.'
Eight and Nine you re-did in Amsterdam,
in modern recordings.
'Yes. The Eighth Iam very fond of So at
the moment I don't see any reason. But
Three was very necessary to do once more.'
Now, which edition? You are perhaps
unique, I think, in recording the Oeser
edition.
'Yes... oh, God!, which edition do Iuse —
it will be on the sleeve Iam sure! It is the
1878 edition.'
Nearly everyone goes for the third, the
final revision.
'I listened to Karajan's recording — Ithink
he uses that edition. Terrible!
'I still think the Haas editions are the best,
and the other ones... Idon't know, Iam not
very happy with them.'
Have you looked at the original versions?
'1 have looked at them, and listened to
them. [ The Inbal/Teldec recordings.] It's
interesting — to look into the kitchen. But
then you totally understand why he wanted
to change it. Not only because he was abit
insecure, because of all the criticisms. Ithink
that it was inside the man to do it better. And
the Fourth, well, the Fourth was never such
a problem. But when you see the Loewe
editions — awful!'
Seven is intact, but Eight is completely
different, with its strange Trio.
'Oh yes. No, Iwould never dare do that.
There's a danger nowadays that everything
should be recorded, every sketch, every idea
of a composer. Ithink it is not right. Iam
very stubborn in my attitude to Mahler 10. I
think one should not do that.'
Iwas going to.ask, too, about the Blumine
movement in No.1.
'That's quite a useless movement; and he
had his reasons to strike it out. He didn't
want it: why should we do it now? It is a
weak piece between those movements, and
No.1 has such fantastic shape. Why should
one destroy that?'
Except that, on CD, you could do it as an
appendix.
'You could always do it as an appendix. I
agree with that.'
The First is a stunning work.
'An outburst of such -a young talent —
incredible! Especially the third and fourth

movements are so stunning.'
And you can listen to it so often, unlike
the ' Resurrection' or Three.
'Oh yes, you have to be careful: with them
you cannot listen every day. No.1 has such a
freshness, such adirectness, that it is really a
masterpiece. How old was he then? In his
20s — amazing!'
You have recorded it three times.
'And the Fourth will be the third time, in
Berlin. Yes. Iam sorry that Igo back to these
pieces!'
In Mahler 5, your Berlin recording has a
very slow Adagietto — a lot slower than in
your first recording.
'That depends upon the orchestra. The
strings are so marvellous that you really can
take your time, and still fill it.'
The marking is Sehr iangsam, but he calls
it Adagietto.
'I think that has to do with the shortness of
the piece. It's not a tempo thing. It is the
scale of the movement, in between a huge
scherzo and ahuge finale. It is amazing how
many times in arelatively slow piece he uses
the markings "slower still", "very, very
slow".'
And the Sixth, which you have now
re-recorded, have you rethought that considerably?
'It is always very difficult to talk about
things I have just done. You think about
these pieces when you look at them once
more for aconcert or recording. Of course
the venue is very different, and important:
the hall that you record in automatically
gives new ideas. You cannot avoid that...
the Concertgebouw is so different from the
Berlin Philharmonie.'
And that is the acoustic you work in.
Record companies are tending to go back,
too, to the Jesus Christus Kirche.
'A lot of recordings. But the problem with
the church is that it is too small. You can do
Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms very well —
which Karajan did. Even Bruckner. But
Mahler 5 or 6 would be impossible.'
And in the Sixth have you ever thought of
reversing the order of the inner movements?
'No. Ido what the critical edition says.
That makes sense, because the finale is such
along and intense piece. Ithink, before that
you need some relaxation. And there's also
the ...'
There's acontinuity between ( i) and ( ii),
isn't there?
'Exactly. So, no, I would not dare to
change that: to do the Andante moderato
after the first movement. Mahler must have
had his reasons. One must keep in mind that
Mahler always made corrections after the

score was printed. When he performed his
symphonies he came up with, maybe not
new ideas but with ideas how to make it
more clear, more transparent and so on.
That is a very interesting process, actually.'
And do you record these pieces in their
natural sequence, or would you think of
doing 'difficult' movements first?
'Oh no. No, personally Idon't believe to
start with the finale [ just because ] the
orchestra is still fresh. No, that doesn't
work.'
Ithink Barbirolli did so with his Berlin
Ninth recording on EMI. The orchestra
wasn't really playing much Mahler then.
'Normally when Istart arecording Istart
with the beginning. There is a sort of
continuity, and it shows, in a way. Unless
there was an emergency ... In opera recordings you have this problem: that the availability of singers makes it necessary. That you
have to accept, otherwise you never could
record opera. But that of course is not ideal.'
You would still like the flow.
'Of course — the logic, the feeling of the
pulse of a piece.'
A work like Mahler's Ninth must he
tremendously difficult to pace.
'Nine Iadmire tremendously, one of the
great works.' How do you feel at the end of
it? Shattered? 'Well, it is ashattering experience — that first movement, which lasts for
twenty-eight minutes and is such an incredible composition.'
And then the third, demanding enormous
virtuosity.
'Oh! That third movement. Then you are
already drained, and you still have the last
movement.
'I haven't planned it for the future. There
are works Itouch very rarely. Bruckner 8
should be very, very.., once in a while
Mahler 9 ... these are very special works and
Idon't think you should make a routine. I
don't like that.'
They are not virtusoso conductor's pieces.
"They are treated, if I may say so, as
virtuoso conductor's pieces and I think
that's wrong. It's very frightening music,
No.9.
'No.8 Ifind the most difficult, the most
unsatisfactory. For myself. Inever could get
a grip on that piece. It's not on my list of
priorities — maybe in a couple of years, I
don't know. The introduction of the second
movement is beautiful, staggering. But still,
the whole idea is very strange: Goethe's
Faust and so on. And the first movement is,
oh, like a block of concrete. You wonder
after the last chorus if people can still go on
listening to that sort of "power game".'+

BOOKS
CONDUCTORS IN CONVERSATION Edited
by Robert Chesterman. 170pp, illustrated. Hardback
£14.95. Published by Robson Books, 5-6 Clipstone
Street, London W1P 7EB.

If you enjoyed Robert Chesterman's 1976
collection, transcribed from CBC broadcasts, Conversations with Conductora then
you will like these seven interviews. At last,
Chesterman has snared Karajan; and Ormandy's ban on anything ( auto-) biographical
appearing in print whilst he was alive allows
this 1971 piece now to appear, followed by
Muti ( '85 ) and Levine ( '81, '82), both of
whom speak further of the Philadelphia
Orchestra. Solti ('78, with '88 postscript),
Giulini ( '79 ) and Abbado ( '80 ) are similarly
linked through Chicago associations.
But nothing dates so quickly as arecorded
interview ( see the close of our June Panufnik
IIIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SEPTEMBER 1990

interview!], and there is something a little
stale about Solti talking about the style of the
CSO, or the reticent Giulini restating visiting
maestri for whom he played in the
dell'Augusteo Orchestra. ( Nearly all the
photographs are similarly over-familiar. ) Not
that the book lacks telling, almost throwaway, lines — Solti: 'And nobody called me
Georg, yet. Never!', Karajan: ' all the
Tchailcovsky Symphonies. Idon't really see
the point. I have done an album of the
Mendelssohn. There are better and less good
ones. One can do them. But, in my age'
[paraphrasing] 'one should work on deepening experience of the great works, because it
is already aliving thing which we cultivate,
instead of what you know is not great music'.
Much of the Ormandy chapter tells of a

man shadowed by the charismatic Stokowski. Muti, too, appears with (dare Isay)
unexpected humility. And the very look of
the pages conveys something of the tension
of each encounter — where Abbado gives
short, specific answers, Levine expands over
long unbroken paragraphs.
Page 46 has one dreadful proof-reading
blunder: part of the totally meaningless
question '
Toscanini conducting Strauss
and Ican tell... 'This is not true. true a lot
of the time, was it?' [
punctuated soj is
repeated from the middle of the previous
paragraph. And when Giulini talks of interpreting cynicism in Mahler, surely he said
'live', not ' It is against my nature... but the
moment Iam an interpreter, then Ileave this
as strong as Ican'.
Christopher Breunig
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BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra LI
Miraculous Mandarin
Melbourne S011uwki
Virgin Classics VC 791 1062 (67m 20s)
It is perhaps unfortunate that this appears in
the same month as Mehta's Sony version
which, however, offers only the Suite
whereas here we are given the complete
Mandarin ballet ( the wordless chorus is
unnamed, incidentally). On this evidence
the Melbourne orchestra is a very competent ensemble, even if not in the same class
as the BP() — few arc, after all — and Hiroyuki
Iwaki is a good, though not particularly
inspired conductor. These are reasonably
average performances from which those
who do not know the music well may get
acquainted with its surfaces, but they are
unlikely to come into close contact with the
essence of Bartok's genius. A brighter acoustic might have helped; even so, this ABCsponsored piece of engineering is not really
top class with its spongy climaxes and
cloudy textures. [
13/C:21 Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
Miraculous Mandarin — Suite
BPO/Mebta
Sony Classical CD 45748 (55m Ils)

D

There is amarked difference in sound level
between the concerto, recorded in 1987 at
the Philharmonic, and the Mandarin which
was recorded two years later in a church
location ( abit ironical?). Both performances
are commendable hut one needs to lift the

volume appreciably to relish the first, while
the second is one of the most revealing on
record as far as exposing the multi-faceted
detail of the score is concerned. And it does
so without distorting the image the ballet
tries to project of dark and sinister forces at
work. Mehta's sense of the dramatic contrasts, and his control of the pulsating
rhythm of the final pages are intensely
exhilarating. Altogether this is one of the
most excitingly conceived and executed
accounts of the work available, and it is a
pity in the circumstances that they did not
go the whole hog and do the thing complete.
The Concerto performance is not quite as
electrifying, though it is very good; the
'Giuoco delle coppie' is abit strait-laced and
the ' Elegia' lacks some of the nocturnal
terrors associated with it — which ought not
to be blamed entirely on the textural clarity
of the recording ( given the enhanced
volume, of course). Certainly worthy of
consideration on account of the Mandarin,
which is of demonstration quality.
(11/A* :1/11
Kenneth Dononett
BAX: Violin Sonatas 1 & 2
Erich Gruenberg ( vin)/ohn McCabe (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8845 (62m 27s) also MC
Bax's First Violin Sonata has a complex
history. Of the original three movements
from 1910 which comprised the first version
of the sonata, Bax was only satisfied with ( i),
whose passionate, exultant mood reflected a
love-affair at the time; he subsequently
completed two entirely new movements in

RECORD OF THE MONTH
SCHOENBERG: Verklárte nacht
Chamber Symphony 1 I: Chamber
Symphony 2
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
DG 429 233-2 ( 69m 27s)
Here is arecord in athousand — arecord
that seems to defy the laws of musical
performance. The necessity of an interpreter may today be disputed in the Classical
and even early Romantic repertoire; but
seldom has the role seemed superfluous to
the music of later romanticism.
Wagner ushered in the era of the
virtuoso conductor- composer, and
Richard Strauss presided over its decline
and fall. Everything written between them
was designed, on some level at least, to be
brought to life through the positive
intervention of an interpreter — be he the
cellist in astring quartet or the man on the
rostrum before amighty orchestra. Yet it
would seem that we must now redefine
our axioms.
In an astonishing display of large-scale
ensemble playing that seems to fly in the
face of what has hitherto been considered
possible, the conductorless Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra have contrived to
commit to disc performances of three of
Schoenberg's most complex works — and
they are performances which, in their
beauty and coherence, manage to overshadow virtually every other version in
the catalogue.
How was it done? Who knows; who
cares? It is atruly wondrous achievement.
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SCHOENBERG - VERKLARTE NACHT 1'4
,mersymphonen Chamber Symphones No I52

ORPHEUS CHAMBP ORCHESTRA

Verklarte Nacht has an urgency and shape
which even Karajan in his fire-and- ice
1974 recording is hard put to match.
True, the Orpheus may lack the comfortable opulence of the Berlin Philharmonic;
but in the process they bring us closer to
the composer's original conception of the
work as a string sextet.
Most extraordinary of all, however, is
the virtuoso and marvellously assured
account of the First Chamber Symphony —
a performance which somehow miraculously clarifies the work's often perversely
complex counterpoint, and solves
apparently insoluble problems of balance.
Part of the credit must go to the
beautifully judged recording which makes
it all seem child's play. [
A*:11
Simon Cargill

1915, but the work in this form had to wait
until 1921 for its premiere by the brilliant
Polish violinist Pawel Kochanski ( who
helped edit the solo part), with the composer at the piano. Bax revised the piece yet
again in 1945, and that is the version
recorded on this new CD. Incidentally, it
was Kochanski who directly inspired some
of Szymanowski's very best music ( the two
V:olin Concertos as well as the wonderful
Mythes) and Bax's soaring invention here
certainly contains more than a whiff of the
Polish composer in its ecstatic, yearning
melody and often hair-raisingly vertiginous
violin writing.
The Second Sonata of 1915 is even finer: a
tempestuous, moody outpouring whose four
movements are strongly held together by
the adoption of a motto theme ( later used
again by Bax as the main idea in his similarly
troubled tone-poem November Woods). Its
second movement — a languidly seductive
'Dance of Death' entitled ' Me Grey Dancer
in the Twilight' — is a particularly strikihg
creation, and the work fades out with a
typically Baxian device — one of his longbreathed, magical Epilogues in all but name.
Performances are excellent. Erich Gruenberg takes alittle time to settle at the start of
the First Sonata, but thereafter his playing is
admirably accurate, with all the red-blooded
passion this kind of music positively
demands, and John McCabe provides exemplary accompaniments. Trygg Tryggvason's
resonant Mailings balance is also most pleasing; at times the microphones catch Gruenberg's timbre roughly, but a little rawness
now and again is no bad thing for such
headstrong, driven inspiration. IA:11
Andrew Achenbach
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9, '
Choral'
Karita Mattila ( sop)/Anne See von Otter
(con)/Francisco Araiza ( ten)/Sam net
Ramey ( bass)/Academy and chorus of St
Martin-in-the-Fields/Marriner
Philips 426 252-2 ( 67m 32s)
One need not be over-fussy about strict
authenticity, and it is not of great concern
that Marriner probably uses considerably
fewer instruments than did Beethoven at the
first performance, nor is the fact that they
are modern in type and pitch any bar to
enjoyment. Students of musicological detail
may, however, like to note that the conventional score is used where trumpets and
drums lead to the recapitulation of ( i) and
not the exciting double-tempo version we
now know to be in the autograph. Marriner
does not add brass to the woodwind in their
skirls during ( ii), but the bass soloist fails to
sing the correct appoggiatura in the vocal
recitative of ( iv).
At the start of ( i) the throbbing celli are
weak, the first tutti fractionally early, and a
stray trumpet hangs over the end of a
succeeding chord. In the recapitulation one
can scarcely hear the timpani in their
continuous fortissimo, yet they are so clear
in ( ii) that their slightly inconsistent rhythm
is all too obvious. Similarly the fanfares in
(iii) are very understated, and the great
descending bass scales are sadly weak in the
coda of ( i), yet their instrumental recitative
in ( iv) is much more present and powerful.
In all, the recording is good, clear, honest
and warm, but has reticent woodwind.
Marriner directs with respect for the
score and chooses convincing tempi. The
81
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chorus is superb and the soloists, though
'operatic', sing beautifully and blend well. It
seems ungrateful not to be more enthusiastic, yet the performance simply matches the
recording and presents this towering masterpiece in a `good, clear, honest and warm'
manner. Such music demands more. [
B:2]
Antony Hodgson
BERIO: Sinfonia
Folksongs E Formazioni
Van Nes/Electric Phoenix/Concertgeboute
Chailly
Decca 425 832-2 (69m 08s) also MC
It is difficult to give aflavour of Berio's music
to those who do not know it. It is more
difficult still to recapture today the impact
Sinfonia had when new.
Taking as his unacknowledged starting
point the Mahlerian premise that ' a symphony should contain the whole world',
Berio contrives to weave an extraordinary,
riotous tapestry which seems the very
embodiment of the eclecticism of the period
in which it was written — the mid- 1960s. The
nearest mainstream equivalent might be
something like Michael Tippett's opera The
Knot Garden, or the larger works of Leonard
Bernstein. Like them, Berio is fascinated by
the notion of music's ability to do several
heterogeneous things at once. The interest is
not so much hl the material itself ( though its
is always of a high quality), but the way in
which composer and listener can choose to
focus on one level at a time. At its most
extreme it allows Berio to construct the
third movement of his Sinfonia almost
entirely from other people's music, which
he combines in a rigorous yet potent
anarchy.
As in his recording of Mahler's Tenth, for
example, Chailly takes it for granted that all
the works here are masterpieces which need
no special pleading. He plays them straight,
and the results are taut and cogent in away
that seems to underplay the music's radicalism. This approach does have its disadvantages. The Sinfonia seems stripped of its
moments of menace and desperation — an
impression emphasized by the suave and
assured delivery of Electric Phoenix — while
the Folksongs emerge as an almost conventional song-cycle rather than the musictheatre piece that Cathy Berberian made of
them. Good but not stunning versions, then.
[Ail/21
Simon Cargill
BERLIOZ: Romeo & Juliet D Les Nuits
d'Été
Von Otter ( m-sop)/Langridge ( ten)/Morris
(bass)IRIAS Cham Ch/Emst-Senff Ch/BPO/
Levine
DG 427 665-2 (2CDs, 123m 24s)
Berlioz called his Romeo & Juliet a symphony, but it is hardly symphonic in the
Germanic sense, and loses its special flavour
if treated like the music of Schumann or
Brahms. Isay this because the Berlin Phil,
James Levine, and DG's recording team are
inclined to do just that. Levine is so weak on
rhythmic poise ( try him against Davis!), and
the orchestra — set in the reverberant
Jesus-Christus-Kirche — is given such a
weighty fullness of tone, that the cut-andthrust of Berlioz's music is sometimes submerged in deep sonic velvet. But the texture
can be improved by shelving down the bass,
and the playing is often superb; indeed, one
senses that the Berlin principals revelled in
many of the more exposed parts. However,
in fully concerted sections the BP° rarely
I
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captures the true Berlioz spirit here.
although to my surprise Levine's Brahmsian
manner does make convincing contact with
passionate feelings of the right ilk in the
orchestral Love Scene. Ialso liked the way in
which an unusually subdued choral monotone in the Funeral Procession's first half is
offset by a notably expansive vocal display
when the chorus take up the melody in the
second half.
The dramatic Tomb Scene is adequately
served; but notwithstanding her superb
voice Ifound Anne Sofie von Otter's strophic
verses (' love's first raptures') on the cool
side, with surprisingly tame fortes at the
usual climactic lines. Philip Langridge's
Scherzetto is fine, but I fear that James
Morris's Friar Laurence sounds overstretched at times.
A Nuits d'Été from von Otter looked
promising, but despite what should be a
much reduced orchestra, Levine again
adopts a heavily symphonic' stance. Just
listen to the great waves of orchestral sound
at the climaxes of 'Sur les Lagunes'. Although
this is a song of intense lamentation, an
appropriate impact can and should be
obtained primarily by the singer, without
any need to do operatic battle with the
orchestra. But I have the impression that
Miss von Otter felt obliged to let loudness
outrun artistry here, which pushes her voice
near to coarseness. What apity, especially as
there are many felicities of expression scattered elsewhere through the six songs. But
there are eleven other versions of the cycle
on CD, plus six alternative R&Js, so Berliozians need not despair. 113:1/2/31
John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2
Cyprien Katsaris (pno)/PhilhIlitbal
Teldec 2292-44936-2 (50m 43s)
It is Brahms the disciplined classicist rather
than Brahms the rich romantic we are
presented with here. It is partly the consequence of the excellent recording. Seldom has
the Second Concerto sounded quite so
splendidly full and clear. The Philharmonia
excel ( save for aslightly sharp clarinet in the
Andante), and passages such as the central
'hunting horn' section of the Allegro Appassionato are marvellously virile and stylish.
lnbal has areal feel for the orchestral idiom,
and a nicely round- toned Steinway is wellnigh perfectly placed in the airy surroundings.
But there is a catch. Many will find
Katsaris's playing somewhat unyielding and
lacking in poetry. Certainly the arpeggios
after the introduction to the Andante have
sounded more mysterious in their time; and
some listeners may be concerned by a lack
of rubato and tonal shading. He does not
make the piano truly sing as other interpreters of this work can. But there is astraightforward honesty about Katsaris's playing
which makes one forgive much. Lean
Brahms, even slightly unyielding Brahms, is a
nice change from self-indulgence.
Grading is difficult; this is definitely a
record to hear before purchase. One assessment might be 1.A:1(3)].
Simon Cargill
BRITTEN: The Prince of the Pagodas
London SinfoniettalKnussen
Virgin Classics VCD 791 1032 (2CDs,
118m 58s)
A fertile score it undeniably is, but the more
Ihear The Prince of The Pagodas, the more
it strikes me as an embodiment of the great

CLASSICAL
divide in Britten's creative output. There are
numbers like the woozy waltz of clouds,
stars and moon, or sounds like the constipated, narrow-intervalled alto saxophone of
the king (John Harle, unforgettable on this
recording) which bore their way into the
subconscious and remain there for days;
there are others, clever pastiches of the
20th-century ballet 'greats' though they may
be, which seem cold and calculated — and
they come thick and fast in the third act. The
very completeness of this new Virgin issue,
restoring the 20 minutes of music Britten
cut from his own, fresh-as-paint Decca venture [ 421 855-2], brings that side of the
work into stronger profile — at least as far as
the handful of complete numbers to be
restored is concerned.
It is awelcome release, all the same — not
least because Knussen seems to have lent his
watercolour touch to the poster-paint Sinfonietta style, and that makes an excellent
contrast to Britten's razor-sharp 1957
recording. The earlyDecca close-up string
sound may be responsible for the extra
thorniness of Belle-Epine's entrance there,
but shades of Ravel's Mother Goose on
Virgin are unmistakeably Knussen's doing,
and he has the benefit of Nicholas Daniel's
cool cor anglais in the central Pas de Deux.
All the Sinfonietta principals are credited in
the booklet, which is only fair, and Iwish I
could follow suit; suffice it to say that the
trombone slurs for the emperor's dwarf and
the bassoon croaks of the frogs would merit
afull departmental bow in the concert hall.
Knussen makes an excellent booklet-note
plea for his personal involvement with the
score; that it was alabour of love would be
obvious even without it. [
A/B:1*/11
David Nice
DEBUSSY: L'apres-midi d'un faune/
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe — Suite 2/
IBERT: Escales/DUKAS: L'apprenti Sorcier
LAPO/Previn
Philips 426 255-2 ( 54m 36s)
Oh dear — there is ahint of routine about all
this. It is not that any of these performances
are bad, or even mediocre — though it has to
be admitted that Previn does not sound
quite his usual self when coping with Gallic
exoticism. The problem is that the level of
emotional electricity is low. There are very
slight lapses of intonation and ensemble,
with the occasional phrase not as polished as
it might be. There is nothing to get upset
over, true; but there is nothing to write
home about either.
Previn is at his best in the more athletic
music, such as the opening of the third of
lbert's Escales. But even then he is hampered by arecording that seems to take the
notion of impressionism all too literally in its
upper reaches, where it lacks the necessary
brilliance and bite.
A smooth record, then, but a little bland.
[B:2]
Simon Cargill
COPLANTD: The Tender Land
Plymouth Music Series, Minnesota/Brunelle
Virgin Classics VCD 791 113/4-2 (2CDs,
106m 35s)
Simple appearances can be deceptive here.
Copland knew, of course, how to gild the
fresh-faced lily without labouring the point —
take, for instance, the painstaking woodwind
elaborations to the inspired Quintet at the
end of Act One, 'The Promise of Living', or
the carefully-chosen handful of chords for
83
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Wilmslow Audio's NEW range of
speaker kits from Peerless.

We have STAX headphones with full demo facility. Consult
our expert - Mike Mears

or
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STAX EARSPEAKERS
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CC technology drive units
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the tight-lipped tension of the party- scene.
On the surface, too, not much happens in
The Tender Land: a girl from the mid-west
wakes up to the Great Beyond when two
outsiders appear in her life. Yet that's
enough, surely, for Copland to open up the
musical scene beyond the simple Americana
of the opera's opening. We hear first hints in
the yearning harmonies which round off
heroine Laurie's truthful entrance aria, and
by Act Three it's hardly fanciful to hear in
her liberation an orchestral fervour not so
far away from the world of Janacek.
The Tender Land, then — like the other
Great American Opera. Weill's Street Scene
(which, of course, wasn't written by an
American at all ) — rings painfully true, and I
imagine it could take alittle more bustin' out
in its later stages than Philip Brunelle's
rather gentle Plymouth Music Series players
give it ( the recording, at least, does make
them sound rather soft- edged). Vocally,
though, there are some honest performances
— asweet, sympathetic Laurie from Elisabeth
Comeaux, Janis Hardy's rather youthful Ma
Moss and James Bohn's Top. well in tune
with the distinctive brass and woodwind
scoring that underlines his roguish good
nature; only the outsider- hero Martin needs
alittle more operatic quality than tenor Dan
Dressen seems able to give him. Brunelle's is
a performance which does at least proclaim
the rightness of Copland's theatrical
instincts: the curtain to every act is as good
as anything in Britten. Icould come to love
the piece very easily, and I hope this
recording will serve as an encouragement to
many acollege production. [
A/B:1(*)/(2)]
David Nice
DVORAK: Czech Suite 0 Symphony 5
Czech PO/Pesek
Virgin Classics VC 790 7692 (65m 22s)
The Czech (or Bohemian)Suite is Dvorak at
his most natural and charming, and Pcsek, on
his home ground again, responds to it with
unaffected delight giving aperformance rich
in folksy accents and tripping rhythms.
Unfortunately, the Symphony — especially
when compared with Jansons's new EMI
version — sounds unusually restrained, hampered alittle perhaps by Czech tradition and
sense of what is appropriate. Far-fetched?
Possibly, but there is afeeling of loss here, of
a spirit held in check. And the sound is not
particularly helpful. It has acongested quality in climaxes, typical of much of Supraphon's digital work, though in less heavily
scored passages detail gets through; hut it
lacks the welcome added touch of sparkle
the EMI engineers have got into Jansons's
recording. [
B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Symphony 5 E Othello
Scherzo capriccios°
Oslo PO/Jansons
EMI CDC 749 9952 (66m 24s)

17

Sparkling performances of the symphony
and Scherzo interspersed with a suitably
weighty account of Othello and enshrined in
bright, spacious sound, make this a serious
(and preferred) rival to Pesek's version of
the symphony released this month as part of
his Virgin Classics series. Jansons's orchestra
may not enjoy the prestige of the Czech PO,
but under his direction it is fast becoming a
force to be reckoned with. As a performance, this one has much to recommend it.
Jansons gets more light and shade into the
music than Pesek seems to do. It is, after all,
one of Dvorak's most romantic symphonies,
DM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and needs a Schubertian touch such as
Kertesz — and later Jiirvi — brought to it.
Much the same goes for the Scherzo capriccios() which receives a necessary but
curiously rare dose of joviality, while the
overture — representing the dark element in
the trio of overtures which includes Carnival and Amid Nature — genuinely does
strike an ominous note. In the circumstances
it would have been interesting to have heard
all three together to bring out the contrast.
IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett
LOUSSIER: ` Lumieres' — Baroque Mass
for the 21st century E Magnificat
BowmanKees/Orchestre Harmonic( Voz al
Wallez
Decca 425 217-2 ( 48m 59s) also MC
Tempting as it is, on the evidence of this
record, to conclude that Jacques Loussier's
contribution to liturgical music is on a par
with that of Marilyn Monroe to sheet- metal
welding ' some like it hot! — Mus Edj, it
would be unfair to dismiss him as acomplete
fraud.
No, the real problem with this record is
that poetic justice has prevailed, and that
this truly awful music has been treated to a
performance that is entirely in accord with
its stature.
The session singers ( one refrains from
using the term choir) indulge in a fascination for singing a quarter- tone flat that
increases as the Mass progresses. Soloists
James Bowman and Deborah Rees cope
fairly well with word-setting that seems to
assume the prerequisite of the singers having succumbed to a chronic attack of hiccups. while the horribly multi-miked orchestra contrive to play with all the ardour of the
walking dead.
Yet there is aperverse fascination about it
all. One sits in awe of such banality, speechless with admiration for the man who can
actually get this stuff into a major classical
record company's catalogue. Come back
Henry Mancini, all is forgiven ... [C:???]
Simon Cargill
MAHLER: Symphony 1
Clevelancl/Dohnemyi
Decca 425 718-2 (54m 49s)
Philharmonia/Sinopoli
DG 429 228-2 (57m 03s)
Two Mahlerians with big problems return to
the fray, and with unpredictable results.
Dohnanyi's less- than- Titan quashes all the
fitful hopes and promises of his Fifth. In his
search for ' correct' dynamics and 'correct'
tempi, he seems to have lost the wood for
the trees. The first movement development
proceeds in tits, starts and uneasy warmings
to life; the strings' hysteria in the finale is too
self-conscious to he believed. Sinop()li, there
at least, has struck the right balance between
passion and precision in a trenchant
prophecy of nothing less than the grim
marches of the Sixth Symphony — though his
problems with making it all hang together
take the shape of deliberate pauses to make a
point. Static atmosphere is tine, but rubato in
slower subject matter is always just a little
too exaggerated — and the scherzo trio,
which is exactly where Dohnanyi's fidelity
to the score works best, falls in on itself.
Sinopoli's ' Frère Jacques' has a little too
much lip-gloss — another full mark, here, to
Dohnanyi for bringing new instruments into
the canon without the Bokra-effect (
pp
ohne crescendo is Mahler's footnote here).

Serious differences lie in orchestral textures and what the recordings make of them.
Dohnanyi's Fifth tended to the lightweight —
the Cleveland sound we know and sometimes love — but nowhere as flimsy as this
(the engineer is Colin Moorfoot, but his
work on the Lutoslawski Concerto was
award-worthy ); percussion boosting and
thin strings make a mockery of the first big
climax ( before Fig.26) and what should be
the great thunderbolt of the finale's opening.
where Sinopoli's Philharmonia conjures the
necessary fear and trembling. Like or loathe
Sinopoli's analytical eye. but you can't help
admiring the perspectives which seem to he
the finest hallmarks of his work with the
orchestra; l)(, seem fairly comfortable with
them by now And at least the Philharmonia
strings play mit grossem Ton when asked —
something of which the Clevelanders, tor all
their smoothly- bowed sheen, seem incapable. And that, surely, is a disastrous recipe
for Mahler, whatever view the conductor
cares to take. Dohnanyi 113/C:3], Sinopoli
IA:1/2].
David Nice
MARTUCCI: Piano Concerto 2, Op.66 E
Canzonetta, Op.55:1 E Gavotta, Op.55:2
Giga, Op.61:3 D Serenata, Minuetto,
Momento musicale, Op.57:1-3
Francesco
Caram iello ( pno)'
Philharmoniald'Avalos
ASV DCA 691 (65m 38s)
Francesco d'Avalos's championship of the
music of Giuseppi Martucci is a gracious
service to a composer whose work, almost
entirely orchestral and instrumental, lay
outside the mainstream of Italian taste during his lifetime ( 1865-1909). He has been
credited with the virtual foundation of
Italian orchestral music, but the appearance
in this series recently of two symphonies has
met with a mixed reception. One should
perhaps remember though that Mahler and
Toscanini were happy to perform them.
Toscanini and Horszowski played this concert() ( the First seems not to have enjoyed
much success) in New York in 1953, an
air-check of which appeared on a Dell'Arte
issue ( DA 9017 (tit) ) a few years back.
Admirable though that performance was, the
sound was pretty abysmal, and the present
recording far surpasses it. The concerto
(c.1885) is a generous work in the late
Romantic style, some 10m long, very difficult, very ambitious, sometimes bombastic
but ultimately as well worth an occasional
airing as those of Henselt, Rubinstein,
Lyapounov or Macdowell, all of whom have
found a place in the catalogues over the
years. 'I'he performance by the young
Neapolitan soloist is remarkably assured and
full of the obligator,' bravura.
The rest of the programme is of short
salon pieces, orchestrations of piano originals ( Op.61 is to be found on a Frequenz
issue 1DAL), somewhat similar in manner to
the morceaux of Elgar ( ' Chanson de Matin'
etc). Though separately conceived, they fall
quite nicely into two suites. It would be easy
to sniff at them but they are quite attractive in their undemanding ways and are
affectionately played. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOERAN: Violin Concerto D Lonely
Waters D Whythorne's Shadow
Lydia Mordkovitch ( 1
,
1;)/Ulster Orch/
Handlcy
Chandos CHAN 8807 ( 49m 16s) also MC
A gorgeous

performance

of a gorgeous
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concerto. Anyone who knows and loves the
wild Atlantic seaboard of Country Kerry in
South West Ireland ( whose sights and
sounds inspired this particular work ) will, I
am sure. find Mocran's delectable music
powerfully evocative of the area. I must
admit. though. to having felt some trepidation as to whether Mordkovitch's throbbing.
passionate manner would prove apt for such
a delicately evanescent creation. I needn't
have worried. The playing here has just the
right degree of intensity ( her vibrato is
never really a problem ) allied to an admirable technical discipline throughout - how
she revels in the vigorous fairground bustle
of the central Rondo. Vernon Handley and
the Ulster Orchestra lend her fa islung
support, positively brimming with sensitivity and subtle inflection: for example. the
way principal clarinet Chris King shapes his
touching phrase at - in • 13s in ( iii) put me in
mind of the wonderful contribution of the
Hallé's Pat Ryan on Leslie Hi:ward's legendary 19•i2 account of this composer's Symphony in ( i
minor ( and there can surely be
no higher praise ). Both orchestral miniatures here, too, have never sounded more
magical than in the hands of these performers, and the Ulster Hall recording is
absolutely outstanding, with a completely
natural perspective and exciting range. A
joy. [A*:11
rulrerr: Achenbach
MOZART: Symphony 28 in C• III 29 in A*
D 34 in C
Dresden StaatskapelleDavis
Philips 426 236-2 (66m 59s) *0 1982
Although among the very best versions, Sir
Colins recordings of 28 and 29 were dropped from the catalogue in favour of a CD
pairing of their original couplings 139 and
Jupiter]. Symphony 34 was recorded just
two years ago, and Sir Colins reading makes
(for me) the perfect modern replacement
for the old, comparably warm-hearted,
Philharmonia version under Kempe - him sella Dresdener. This is the three- movement
symphony - Mozart struck out an incomplete minuet in manuscript - with festively
scored Allegro ritywe. .'un/ante di mono
(appropriately flowing here) and a finale,
again ¡'hace, whose moto perpetuo currents
are stopped neither by the many sforzandi

Mozart throws in its path nor
a brief
attempt in the development to disperse its
rhythmic pattern.
What sets this Dresden series apart is the
articulacy of its strings at speed, whilst Sir
Colin's perceptions are unmatched in other
present-day Mozart interpreters. The acoustic itself demands attention to clarity, but
these performances have one outstanding
feature: there is time conjured up for the
smallest notes to he heard, even though
tempi are nowhere compromised to achieve
this. The formal aspects of the writing are
always sharply conveyed, too, however the
music varies in emotional implications. The
slow movement from K200 is one example:
here, the frothy textures move from almost
ecstatic silliness, at one point, to hints of a
darker threat. Davis's reading encompasses
all this change, yet has an undeviating line.
Even when you know the music, he has you
wondering how the finale from K338 could
possibly end ( the timing is beautifully
done ).
These discs sound excellent, and are
endlessly repeatable. With two symphonies
in C framing No.29 in A. this ( I) not only
makes a nice ' programme', but makes you
think of the boundless variety in Mozart's
writing. The ' Haffner' and ' Prague' are on
•116 155-2, the ' Linz' and K550 ( 40 in g) are
on 422 398-2. All strongly recommended.
IA:11
Christopher Brea nig
MOZART: Concertos for 2 & 3. Pianos
Katia & Marielle Labéque• Selnyon Bychkor (pims)18141113.yehkor
Philips 426 241-2 ( 50m 10s)
Experience of the Lahèque sisters has taught
us to expect dazzling performances, though
usually outside the range of the strictly
classical repertoire. This is certainly the first
time Ihave heard them play Mozart. and the
results are much what one might have
expected: exuberance and glitter of the sort
that demands a modern orchestral sound to
support it. At this level these are attractive
and enjoyable performances, more so in the
case of the ( for Mozart ) rather superficial F
major concerto for 3 pianos which, surprisingly, cornes over almost as well as any
performance on record, with an unexpectedly sensitive slow movement. " l'he

CLASSICAL
mature and more intimate concerto for ti‘ ii
pianos is less convincing. ' Fhe outer nun ements work well enough, but the slow
movement, one of the most searching of
Mozart's middle years, lacks the sense of
mystery that makes it profound. The BP()
sounds less glassily perfect than it sometimes did when Karajan recorded Mozart.
but it still scums to he concentrating on
sounding ' beautiful' rather than characterful.
'Ow pianists are clearly enjoying themselves,
and one responds automatically to their
enthusiasm and to their technical polish: but
these are pleasant rather than revealing
performances. superficially brilliant, with
too little depth to make them wholly satisfying. LA:21
Kenneth Dononel 1
MOZART: Piano Concerto in E ,K482 Li
in 10, K595
Justus Franz ( pno) Hambeig Srin Ord; Flop.
BMG Eurodisc RD 69075 (69m 33s)
Big, bold performances. full-blooded,
immediate, clear recording. and no concessions to the authentic score in terms of
instrumentation. Still, having chosen awarm,
pearly- toned modern piano, the proportions
are best-served by using amodern orchestra.
Here the Bamberg Symphony is recorded
with weight. richness and clarity, and it is
beautifully balanced against the soloist.
Franz's cadenza- interpolations are stylish
enough, although not absolutely uninfluenced by the two centuries' music- making
that have passed since Mozart's death. That
of the first movement of Ki82 is based
clearly and skilfully on the foregoing themes.
That of its finale is based on a cadenza by
Casadesus - after which the return to the
main theme by solo piano is followed by the
tricky passage giving it to horn above piano
figuration: for once, the horn is clearly
audible.
K595 is taken in a similarly measured
manner - Mozart's own cadenza is used in
(i). As with the companion work, the slow
movement is unusually broad. '11w overall
performance is full of feeling and, despite
the fact that Franz does not take liberties
with the chosen tempo, that feeling seems
somehow more appropriate to Chopin than
to Mozart.
These works go well together - perhaps
because they both have ' nursery- rhyme'
finales - and within the chosen style, they
are presented in apolished, confident manner. 1realise that this style is becoming less
popular nowadays, hut Justus Franz has
much to say musically. [A:1/21
Antony Hodgson

r• MOZART: Trio K498, ' Kegelstatt' L Trio
K548 L Funeral March K453a
Andanli! tino K236 CI March K408 Li Fantasia in C
f1.
-K396
Christopher Kite ( pm) ) Colin Lawson
••:•!* ¡With lading ( via) Catherine Macini::: tosh ( yin) Sebastian (. omberli ( rk))
Meridian CDE 84136 (56m 2Is)
it Signs of the times: the sleeve front says
'Mozart: Chamber Music with Fortepiano on
Period Instruments - to find the titles one
has to consult the notes. Tlw implication
seems to he ' never mind the music, the
performance is authentic', hut in fact there is
much to savour in the performances, not
least the strength and evenness of Christopher Kite's fortcpiano - a fine modern
repniduction of a 1-8.4 Sorensen instrument. Catherine Macintosh is a soloist who
is able to convince the listener that the
111-11 NEW% & RE(:(151)12F.VIEW
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eschewal of the modern habit of generous
vibrato need not result in an anaemically
pure sound and she has already proved this
in her excellent recording of Bach Concertos for Hyperion.
The present recording makes it clear that
the ensemble plays together with unified
conviction. The approach is forthright ( and.
in the case of the minuet of the popular
Kegelstatt Trio. very loud ).
l'he recording has an obvious hut consistent background hiss — surely analogue tape
and probably non- Dolby — although it is not
particularly disturbing. The acoustic is enormous — concert- hall sound for modest music
— and although all instruments are easily
audible, nothing sounds very near and it is
difficult to detect where the performers
were situated in the concert room. Perhaps
precise stereophonic location has gone out
of fashion.
For all this, Ienjoyed the hold presentation of Mozart's music — some of it mere
crumbs from the great man's table — hut
there is enough in the incomplete C- minor
Fantasy ( completed by Maximilian Stadler)
to set it well above contemporary ( 17'82)
music in intensity. 18:1/21 Anhui.). Hodgson
MOZART: Mass in c, K247
Barbara Hendricks ,Pamela CoburwHansPeter Blochwitz/Andreas Schmidt/Leipzig
Radio Ch/Dresden State 0/Schreier
Philips 426 273-2 ( 53m 58s)
Peter Schreier recorded a highly regarded
version of the Requiem some years ago
using the Süssmayr edition. For the
unfinished C- minor Mass he has turned to
the version prepared by Helmut Eder for the
NMA which, unlike the Maunder edition
used by llogwood recently, is quietly scholarly without making any great claim to he
revelatory. Unlike Hogwood. Schreier makes
no claim either to authenticity or performance: this is a stirring account content to
remain within what are essentially the parameters established in the late 19th-century —
full orchestral sound and a large choir. At
least that's how it sounds, though it is avery
refined perfbrmance. The choir is a mixed
one of the kind most of us are used to. The
team of soloists, headed by Barbara Hendricks in fine voice, compares very favourably with Hogwood's and is well balanced in
relation to both choir and the Dresden
orchestra's rich and rounded tones. This is a
version that will undoubtedly find favour
among those who relish their Mozart well
done' rather than ' rare'. Hogwood, in cleaving to historical truth and relying on male
voices in smaller numbers with a less
weighty orchestra, arguably produces a
cleaner sound — hut for those who want a
full-blooded account of this Mass Schreier
certainly tits the hill. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: 'Dominicus' Mass, K66 I: `Trinitatis' Mass, K167
Soloists Knitter Kammerchor/Collegium
cartusiammxt,,,,,, ami
EMI CDC 749 8822 (

7 0111

(J3s)

Only recently, when reviewing this ensemble's recording of the -W'aisenhaus' Mass I
expressed the view that a new recording of
the "Frinitatis' was long overdue. I.() and
behold, here it is, and, what is even more
exciting, it is accompanied by the earlier and
rarer ' Dominicus' Mass. This issue therefore
fills an important gap in the still sparsely
cultivated field of Mozart's early church
III 1.1 NM ", et 10E01)51) RI' lEst .
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music. The ' Dominicus' was the first of
Mozart's 'solemn' niasses. He wrote it for the
ordination in October 1769 of his friend
Cajetan Hagenaur. son of the Mozart's Salzburg landlord, who took as his clerical
patronymic the name Pater Dominicus.
Compared with the companion setting
recorded here and all Mozart's other Salzburg masses, this is quite long ( 40 minutes )
and, considering the composer's tender
years, ambitious. Cajetan recorded that the
entire ceremony took over two hours.
Naturally the music is uneven, and leans on
post- baroque models like Hasse, Adlgasser,
and Eberlin, hut Mozart's use of his
resources, the deployment of the solo quartet individually and as agroup. show asure
grasp of the demands of the medium. The
'Trinitatis' Mass, for the Feast of Holy Trinity,
dates from 177 3 and is a product of
Archbishop Colloredo's embargo on lengthy
Masses. This one is a model of compression
— the Gloria, for instance, lasts a mere 3m
48s compared with 15m 47s in the earlier
setting. The performances, given the generally smaller forces involved, sound better
than that of the 'Waisenhaus', clearer, with
sharper definition and without those distorted instrumental interjections that caused
one to blink occasionally. The soloists come
over with more authority too, especially the
soprano Barbara Schlick and the tenor Markus Schâfer. Peter Neumann's direction gives
the music a sense of alertness and momentum which are well in period. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dom mett
MOZART: Requiem
Barbara Schlick ( sop)ICarolrn Watkinson
(con)/Christoph Pregardien ( ten) /Harry
van der Kamp ( bass) Netherlands Bach
('h/Amsterdam Baroque OrchtKoopman
Erato 2292-45472-2 ( 46m OIs)
Having only last month been fascinated by
the contrast between Giulini's perceptive
interpretation, for Sony, of the Süssmayr
completion in modern style and Goodman's
excellent reading of the Robbins Landon
edition using period instruments [ Nimbus'. I
encounter this Erato presentation of the
Süssmayr. again in period style.
Kooptpan's is a live performance: this can
gisc engineers problems, since they sometimes llave to compromise on microphone
settings to avoid obscuring the view of the
audience. Added to) this, Koopman's orchestra has only thirteen strings, and the choir
only ses -en singers to each part. In the event
however, the recording is one of thrilling
immediacy with striking orchestral detail.
Trumpets and timpani are shattering at
climactic moments, overall balance is convincing with soloists set in natural perspective. '111e choir may not have the exciting
weight of Giulini's far larger Philharmonia
Chorus, but the presence and clarity of the
Erato is still extraordinary and 1 found
Koopman's furious Dies ¡rae overwhelming
and deeply moving. Perhaps the live performance element is responsible.
Giulini takes over an hour, so the difference in approach can he visualised from the
timing alone ( the Erato booklet erroneously
adds a minute t() the tinting). Giulini's is at
modern pitch, the others at old low pitch —
but they differ between themselves, Koopman being even lower than Goodman.
live performance notwithstanding. I
detect nothing in the Koopman version that
needs editing: this is adynamic, committed
interpretation of tremendous insight, superbly recorded. [
A* :1"']
Antony Hodgson
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MUSSORGSICY (orch. Ravel): Pictures at
an Exhibition/SCRIABIN: Poem of
Ecstasy
Chicago SO/Jiirri
Chandos CHAN 8849 ( 52m 43s) also MC
A most refreshing set of Pictures, aided by
some really sparkling playing from the Chicago orchestra and an altogether excellent
Chandos recording. Ibis showpiece has
always been something of a speciality in
Chicago, with outstanding accounts under
Reiner ( RCA) and Giulini ( D(;) ( a new
Guilini version is forthcoming on Sony
Classical, by the way), and now Jiirvi
upholds the tradition with great success. In
the opening Promenade there is at once an
easy-going charm and smiling, relaxed manner about the orchestral response which
bodes well for the remainder, and so it
proves: a thoroughly mischievous 'Gnomus'
for starters is followed by a subtly shaded,
atmospheric 'Old Castle' ( this tableau can so
often be a bore, hut not here): ' Tuileries',
too, has adelightful balletic feel to it as well
as being shaped with great affection by Jiirvi,
and in his hands ' Bydlo' has an unusually
thoughtful, dignified tread. Ialso can't resist
mentioning Jârvi's hilariously poker-faced
realization of the central section of The Hut
on Fowl's Legs' ( growling tuba and contrabassoon — marvellous), whilst "Me Great
Gate of Kiev' sounds simply thrilling here
(stunning CSO brass ) to round off a reading
as genuinely charismatic as any 1know — in
short, järvi at his inspirational best.
I'm not so sure about the Scriabin. though.
There's no) gainsaying many admirable features in Jiirvi's performance: lie brings the
right sort of feverish intensity to Scriabin's
hothouse creation and secures some often
exciting playing from the CS() into the
bargain — I love, for example, the darkly
malevolent timbre of nutted Chicago trombones at the 6m -15s mark ( a passage ifirvi
clearly savours, spine-chilling in its evil
resonance). What's missing, I feel is the
element of nobility which Abbado ( DG ), for
one, finds in this score — under ifirvi the
trumpets' paean is fossil y pulled around and
ends up sounding embarrassingly mannered.
Some juggling of levels at 14in 27 s apart
(why are trumpets and trombones suddenly
thrust into our laps at this point?). Chandos
provide asumptuous if not ideally analytical
carpet of sound. One final gripe: surely the
ragged ending here ( the principal trumpet
obviously wasn't paying attention! ) demanded a retake, or did the sessions run out of
time? [
A/A*:1*/11, Scriabin [
A/B:1/2(3)].
Andrew:id/eta/act;
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca da Rimini
I.PO'Gergiet ,
Philips 426 437-2 ( 59m 56s)
It is fascinating to) speculate about what
prompts major record companies to take On
a particular performer. Who makes the
decisions? What are the criteria?
For, if his first recording is anything t() go
by, someone got it slightly wrong with
Valen' Gergiev. Fine though lie may be in
the concert-hall ( and the press handout has
a long list of quotes in which eminent
journalists extol his virtues) he certainly
sounds ill at ease in the recording studio.
From the opening lacklustre, ill- intoned
trumpet. which somehow brings to mind a
cortège rather than a promenade, the perfiirmance of Pictures limps and drags along
like a lengthy funeral to which no cheering
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wake has been thoughtfully appended. Seldom can the mournful saxophone in ' The
Old Castle have sounded quite so lugubriously dreary. Overcome no doubt by the
pervasive feeling of gloom, and the imminent Onset of rigor- mortis, the I.P0 contrivc
to keep their heads down and plod along like
baleful pall-bearers.
It is a shame to be so negative abmit
people who so clearly have talent. But the
problem is that precious little of it is on
display here. 1A/11:3/4]
Simon Cargill
RAVEL: Daphnis and Chloé — complete
ballet
Tang!clime! test Ch/Boston SO/Haitink
Philips 426 260-2 (57m 48s)
Haitink's first recorded encounter with the
Bostonians is a triumph. Of course, this is
music the great American orchestra has in its
bones: apart from numerous concert performances of just the 2nd Suite with the likes
of Koussevitzky. Monteux and Abbado ( a
memorable recording for DG followed),
they have also recorded the complete ballet
under Munch ( RCA — and well worth
reissuing), Ozawa ( DG) and now Haitink. I
was fortunate enough to attend one of the
concerts which coincided with this project,
and though Haitink's overall control struck
me as an impressive achievement at the
time, on CD its impact is even more potently
conveyed.
For a start, there's that wonderful Boston
acoustic — Symphony Hall might have been
built for this score — which lends a unique,
magical aura to Ravel's enchanted landscape,
although the Philips sound team could
perhaps have made even more use of the
surrounding ambience. Then there's the
contribution of the Boston Symphony itself:
super- refined, hugely eloquent, obviously
basking in the security of Haitink's direction.
with typically beguiling work from their
woodwind, not least principal flautist Doriot
Anthony Dwyer in her fourth portrayal on
record of Ravel's famods solos. And lastly, of
course, we have Haitink's intensely flexible,
characterful interpretation: hearing it so
soon after the marvellous 1.50/Monteux
reading in Decca's new ' Historic' series Ifelt
at first a certain want of tension and sheer
theatricality about this newcomer, but subsequent hearings have shown that initial
reaction to be deceptive.
It's true that Haitink takes some five
minutes longer overall than did Monteux
but, given the quality of Ravel's music and

the BSO's response, this is no great hardship!
Haitink's approach is at once thoughtful,
unexaggerated, meticulously faithful to
Ravel's demands: listen to the extraordinarily hushed ppp string playing at the
opening of the Nocturne', or the fearlessly
wide range of dynamics Haitink encourages
from the start of the choral ' Interlude' into
the ' Danse guerriére' ( this CD positively
invites high replay levels, so warn your
neighbours!). Time and again the ear is
rewarded by revelatory new detail, even in
the most densely scored passages, whilst
quieter interludes bring some beautifully
pellucid textures. Haitink's masterly pacing
also ensures that the frenzy of the final
'Danse générale' reaches the highest pitch of
cumulative excitement. Most rewarding of
all, though, is the tremendous level of
commitment and enthusiasm evident here
which has been noticeably absent from so
much of this fine orchestra's recent work
with Ozawa — surely amost enticing augury
for the flowering of this new partnership on
disc. [
A* :11
Andrew Acbenbacb
Munch Daphnis is available as asuperb
Chesky remastered 1.P.
PROKOFIEV: Semyon Kotko — Symphonic Suite El The Gambler — Four Portraits
SNOIjiirvi
Chandos CHAN 8803 (60m 56s)
Another Nevski. at one less remove from the
tribulations of the Second World War ( 1918
rather than 1942 ), Senly011 Kotko stands as a
similar monument of socialist- realism made
a virtue. We still await a recording of the
complete opera, but the sharp contrasts of
the Symphonic Suite give little quarter to the
'general-purpose Prokofiev mode' SC rightly
noted as an occasional danger of Jiirvi's SNO
championship. With the Chandos engineers
at last curbing the reverberant problems of
their Caid Hall ventures to give as close a
focus as possible to the strings, much is
made here of the contrast between villageidyll and brass- laden war machine ( pounding into the betrothal- scene of the third
movement but lying in menacing, muted
wait throughout its successor). A few untidy
moments among the strings momentarily
betray this as another of Jiirvi's 'quick work'
specials, but there is enough chilling detail
to carry us through the black ( and, one can
only presume from this performance)
deeply felt scenes of devastation and burial.
And the big Russian tunes ha \ uenough heart
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in them to make us forget that Prokofiev had
plenty more on the assembly- line during the
late ' thirties and early 'forties.
The Gambler scenes work less well — a
suspicion, perhaps, of that 'general purposeness' here, hut music drawn from an opera
where the tiny little melodic figures are so
closely bound up with Prokofiev's peculiar
brand of speech- rhythm is bound to smack
of its scissors-and-paste origin. Even so, the
casino entr'actes — the only lengthy
stretches of purely orchestral music in the
original — have less of that steel- age precision I remember so vividly from Sian
Edwards's work at EN() earlier this year.
[A(*):1*/11 Kotko, [
1/21 Gambler.
David Nice
RESPIGHI: Feste Romane/RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé — Suite 2/Dukas: L'Apprenti
Sorcier
Oslo PO/Jansons
EMI CDC 749 9642 (53m -19s)
'Me main disappointment here is the recording. In a programme devoted to orchestral
spectacle ( and one has to admit there is
precious little in the Respighi apart from
that), the absence of first rate sound is
always something of a liability.
hie balance is largely well- judged and the
dynamics are often impressively wide; the
problem is that the general sound has too
little air around it. Add to this an interpretative approach that veers towards the interventionist, and upper string tone which is a
little thin, and you get arecord which, while
perfectly respectable, lacks that last degree
of tangibility and sense of occasion so
important to something to be heard many
times.
Jansons takes the melodrama of the
Respighi and sensuality of the Ravel very
seriously. But in his attempt to instil asense
of urgency into both, he ends up pushing
and pulling the music in ways that become
rather less convincing on repetition.
The ability or otherwise of Mariss Jansons
to live up to initial critical expectations
seems — on the evidence of this disc at least
— to be partly aquestion of geography. The
further south the music moves, the less
happy he seems. A pity. [
B:2] Simon Cargill
REGER: Mozart Variations/HINDEMITH:
Symphonic Metamorphoses
Balwrian RSOIDavis
Philips 422 347-2 (55m 16s)
Reger's delectable Mozart Variations were
long deserving a really decent modern
recording, so it's particularly gratifying to
report that this new account from Sir Colin
Davis is an unqualified success — a worthy
partner indeed to his earlier outstanding
()dim disc which contained the same composer's Hiller Variations and charming Ballet Suite.
Many commentators regard the Mozart
Variations as the pinnacle of Reger's orchestral achievement, and there's certainly no
overlooking its many striking attributes of
fitntasy, wit, delicacy and — not least — a
delightfully busy yet wonderfully transparent orchestral palette. Idon't think anyone
could fail to be won over by the sheer
beauty of the opening variation, where
Mozart's indelible little tune ( from the Piano
Sonata in A, K331) is accompanied by
splashes of iridescent woodwind detail and
gently scampering strings; no less enchantingly, the smiling sixth variation beguiles
the ear with its glowing richness and radiant
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textures. Even Reger's customary fugal final
fling ( where his mastery of counterpoint so
often turns out to he rather too much of a
good thing) is thankfully less insistent here
than was his wont, possessing a nimble
buoyancy light years away from the variation
preceding it — a vast, slumbering benediction which seems to be purging asorrow too
deep to bear. The Bavarian RS() prove
themselves the ideal instrument for Reger's
consummately refined, enormously civilized
craftsmanship, and their sympathetic, beautifully turned playing is a constant joy.
The orchestral response in Hindemith's
jaunty bag of tricks also gives considerable
pleasure, displaying rather more life and
sparkle than with the Bambergers on their
recent Virgin Classics disc. But Istill crave
even more unbuttoned exuberance in the
bustling outer movements than we get here
— both Blomstedt ( Decca) and Jârvi ( Chandos) have far more of a good time with
Hindemith's rollicking invention. Still, Davis
shapes ( iii) with memorable elasticity, supported by some truly affectionate wind
playing, and his reading as a whole has
something of the gentle amiability of the
composer's own ( reissued on DG's
`Dokumente' label). Philips provide a characteristically warm-toned, expertly balanced
sound-picture — Munich's Herkulesaal, presumably? [
A:11, Hindemith 11/2].
Andrew Achenbach
SCHNITTKE: Symphony 3
Stockholm POIKlas
BIS CD-477 (49m 22s)
The BIS commitment to the extraordinary
music of Alfred Schnittke continues. And the
one thing that their series of recordings has
taught us is to expect the unexpected. The
Third Symphony is no exception.
Eclecticism has become common currency amongst the avant-garde in recent
years; but none have embraced it as an ideal
quite so wholeheartedly as Schnittke. To call
him neoromantic is to pin him down simply
to one of the many sound-worlds which
fascinate him. He is neoeverything and
anything. He is always wearing masks, cultivating personas, donning disguises. Parody
and pastiche are the tools of his trade. Yet
what is perhaps most surprising is that amid
all this creative and stylistic disinformation,
a sense of personality so often emerges.
To begin with, Schnittke loves juxtaposition — so be prepared for apparentl) unrelated sequences, events often superimposed
upon each other. This indeed is the second
point: he revels in the multi- layered complexity of the fairground. The familiar and
downright weird jostle for attention as they
do in the music of Charles Ives. But whereas
Ives takes as his source-material hymns and
marches, Schnittke prefers symphonies and
concertos. The effect is of ahuge and often
riotous pageant which often degenerates
into terror and desperation.
It would be tempting to read into the
music a political motivation; but in reality
Schnittke's terms of reference seem wider.
He takes or invents art- music of all periods
and styles and puts it into a nightmarish
arena, where everything is obliged to fight it
out. The result is melodrama — certainly
nothing which resembles a traditional symphony. But it is never less than gripping.
The performance exudes the sort of commitment so necessary in music- making of
this kind, while the recording is equal to
everything conductor and orchestra can
throw at it. [
A/A*:1/11
Simon Cargill
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SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concerto 1 D
Piano Concerto 2
Boris Belkin ( vIn)/Cristina Ortiz (pno)/
RPO/Ashkenazy
Decca 425 793-2 ( 60m 18s) also MC
An unusual but fascinating pairing: one that
shows the composer's public and private
faces. On this occasion, however, it is the
conductor rather than the concerto soloists
who is given the limelight and top billing on
the CD sleeve — this proves to be strangely
prophetic of the recording itself.
Cristina Ortiz's account of the Second
Piano Concerto [ her second recording] is
strangely unidiomatic, with too much pedal
in the quicker music and little of the
rhythmic piquancy so necessary to this
composer. The dewy-eyed slow movement
emerges a touch prosaically and lacking in
poetry, and makes one long for the conductor to descend from rostrum to piano stool
to sort matters out himself.
The First Violin Concerto is a very different matter. Ashkenazy sees it as asymphony
— asymphony, moreover with kinship to the
Sixth. The consequence, whether by chance
or design, is surely one of the most undemonstrative accounts of the solo part which
the work has seen. Boris Belkin plays as if
but one among many, and the results,
particularly in the Nocturne and Passacaglia
are remarkably cogent and restrained.
Yet one cannot help but feel that at least
something of the baby has been thrown out
with the bath- water. All right, one can
overdo the heart-on-sleeve heroics in this
music, hut it cannot change the fact that
they remain an essential part of the idiom.
The music is, and will always be, in some
sense declamatory.
Set beside orchestral playing that is occasionally a little sour in its blending, and
Belkin's slightly hazardous intonation when
tested, and one has a disc that never gives
quite as much as it promises. [
A/13:2/3]
SiM011 Cargill
SMETANA: String Quartet 1, ' From my
Life'/DYORAK: String Quartet in F, Op.96
American'/Emerson Qt
DG 429 723-2 ( 51m 54s)
Like their Debussy/Ravel coupling, this CD
derives from ( 1984) recordings predating
the DG contract, and Icannot help wondering whether it would not have been in the
Emerson Quartet's better interest for them
to have appeared, say, on the ' 3D' label. For,
although the distinguished producer Max
Wilcox was responsible for the masters, the
sound — especially at the violins upper
ranges — is somewhat unattractive, lacking
the bloom of their work with Dr Steven Paul
(notwithstanding the fact that the venue for
their DG Bartok cycle was the same as these
'Book of the Month Club' reissues). Space, or
distance, seems to be apart of the problem —
the Smetana ( i) has a coarseness under
pressure like the sound that the old Supraphon LPs used to give.
However, there's an innate musicality and
sense of one-ness about the Emerson Quartet; they sound modern, but avoid the
glossiness of, say, the Guarneri or the
machine-like ensemble of some of the Juilliard's work. Another quality is apparent
when the tempo is relaxed for expressive
second subjects — the second theme of the
'American' ( i) or ( iv), for example — where
the feeling of pulse is carried across to the
resumption of their main speed. They can
phrase expressively at speed without it
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seeming slick. Iam not suggesting that in
these two Czech works they outshine native
groups ( or necessarily sound other than like
musicianly young internationalists ). For instance, their Smetana finale hasn't the confiding intimacy and sense of indisputable
judgement shown in the classic 1962 Smetana Qt/Supraphon recording. The Emerson's opening measures are stiff, and whilst
their vivace is progressively exhilarating
until the shock of the high E which denoted
the composer's ( presumably) tinnitus,
which led to deafness, they then indulge
some portamenti which sound ill- fitted to
this context. [13/C:21
Christopher Breunig
R STRAUSS: Ein Alpensinfonie Cl Serenade Op.7
Minnesota Orchestra/De Waart
Virgin Classics VC 791 1022 (59m 07s)
Strauss's hymn to nature has had an Alpine
chain of successes among the spate of recent
recordings ( Horst Stein's, Ashkenazy's and
Blomstedt's), a charm now broken by the
modest Minnesota mountain of Edo de
Waart. A long- vanished Rosenkavalier of his
on Philips prompted high hopes for his
Straussian credentials, and perhaps the real
problem here lies not so much with his
patient pacing of the score as in the allimportant sound of the orchestra with
which he has now chosen to record it.
Strings phrase admirably, and provide the
portamenti in all the right places, but there's
no use pretending they have the body of
Blomstedt's San Franciscans; and even
though the recording allows more detail to
register, perhaps, than on any other version,
there are strange vanishing-points ( dimmest
clarinets for the 'dangerous moments', just
after Fig.73, or trombones just before 94).
De Waart is tender and leisurely just after
entering the forest, as Ashkenazy and Jârvi
certainly aren't, and he brings out the
unexpected daring of the dissonances as the
sun disappears before the storm; but too
much is plushy and out of focus to beg
attention from start to finish. Woodwind
make a much better showing in the early
Serenade, a far from negligible miniature.
[A/13:3/1]
David Nice
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento/RAVEL:
Violin Sonata/PROKOFIEV: Violin Sonata
in D
Viktoria Mullova ( vin )/Bruno Canino
(pm)
Philips 426 254-2 ( 66m 15s)
There is, as everyone knows, art; but there is
also the art that conceals art. Viktoria Mullova is very much apractitioner of the latter.
Without the forcing and self-conscious virtuosity that mars the work of so many other
young violinists, she contrives somehow to
suggest a total technical and interpretative
mastery. The playing is not exactly demonstrative; yet neither is it coy or reticent. It is
simply exquisitely apt. She gives the
impression that one is not so much witnessing apublic performance as being played to
by a good friend. Even at her most showy,
she still preserves an essential intimacy. It is
a remarkable achievement.
Although apparently diverse, the three
works here share a straightforward brightness that makes them seem terribly easy. But
in Mullova's hands Stravinsky's Divertimento is deliciously pointed, and Ravel's
sonata ( actually his second ) suave but never
self-conscious. Prokofiev's strenuous irony
here emerges as a little more gentle than
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usual, but is the none the worse for that.
Of the recording, one can only say that it

TCHAIKOVSKY & VERDI ARIAS
Eugene Onegin CI The Queen of Spades
The Sorceress D lolanta III Mazeppa D

is as apt and undemonstrative as the playing
— a remarkable achievement in an era of
interventionist engineering. Both instruments are beautifully balanced and set
within a believable acoustic. What more
could one ask? [A/A*:1*]
Simon Cargill

La Traviata D Macbeth D Luisa Miller 0
Il trovatore D Don Carlos
Dmitri Hvomstovsky ( bar)/Rotterdam POI
Gergiev
Philips 426 740-2 (56m 41s)

STRAVINSKY: Concerto in D D Apollon
Musagète D Double Canon D Three
Pieces
Guildhall String Ensemble
RCA RD 60156 ( 5Im 38s )

This is the debut recording of the young
Russian baritone who, since winning the
Cardiff Singer of the World Competition last
year, has gone on to receive rave reviews for
his Wigmore Hall recital and for appearances
in other musical centres. It does not disappoint. This is an exceptionally pleasing
baritone of wide range, nicely blended
throughout and with seemingly no weak
spots. It's a full sound, but 11 vorostovsky
never indulges himself with over-singing and
he deploys some subtle and dramatically
appropriate effects, particularly in the
Tchaikovslcy items, where he sounds most
assured. His Onegin shows an intense feeling
for words and a mature conception of the
character. The lower part of his voice is well
displayed in Veletsky's aria, though here as
elsewhere the orchestra has been too generously favoured by the engineers. A highlight
is the superb scene from The Sorceress
(1887), a piece scarcely known in this
country. If the Verdi items are marginally
less successful that is not on account of
Hvorostovsky's voice ( which sounds perfectly convincing), nor of his diction ( which
is good), nor his technique ( which is excellent — some may object to his heavy breathing, but it didn't bother me). The problem
is that as Macbeth, Germont, or Miller,
Hvorostcwslcy sounds much too young, and
at 27 who can blame him? These interpretations, too, are pretty sketchy as yet, and in
the case of Miller's 'Ah! fu giusto' the
character's anger and bitterness are
nowhere in evidence ( Hvorostovsky is not
helped here by Valery Gergiev's gambolling
accompaniment, though in general he provides sympathetic, theatrically conceived
support); but Posa and the Count of I.una
suit him well enough, and though no Germont père he makes alovely ballad out of'Di
Provenza'. 18:1/2]
George Hall

STRAVINSICY: Apollon Musagète III Dumbarton Oaks D Concerto in D
SCO/Saraste
Virgin Classics VC 791 1152 (57m 38s)
No doubt about it: there is a lot of good
Stravinsky playing about at the moment.
Whether this is simply the consequence of
the younger generation's refusal to be
intimidated by a composer who, even 20
years ago was still considered difficult for
the average music- lover, or that period
performance practice has modified mainstream musicians' conception of articulation
and phrasing, is difficult to say. The proliferation of specialist chamber orchestras has
certainly had something to do with it, as has
an awareness that using Stravinslcy's bar-lines
as the basis of phrasing can be just as
misleading as it is in Bach. It is interesting
too to speculate on the origins of today's
conception of the ideal Stravinsky sound.
One could argue that it was the 1960s' CBS
engineers just as much as the composer who
have been responsible for moulding our
preferences. Whatever the reasons, we
should be thankful for some of the recent
results.
With their mixture of deadpan impassivity
and athletic vigour, the Guildhall String
Ensemble sound as if they were created for
the idiom. Their rhythms are buoyant but
never rushed, while the erticulation and the
chamber music- like attention to nuances of
colour are exquisitely detailed ( just listen to
the final two minutes of Apollon). Sparing
vibrato and wonderfully poised pacing give
the music an air of chaste serenity.
Beside them the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra sound honeyed and lush, with an
almost Karajanesque suavity. Rhythms are
nevertheless bright, and Dumbarton Oaks
goes in fine style — though some may find the
final movement a little unremitting in its
muscularity.
It is the concerto in D that most of all
reveals the two groups' differences in
approach. The Guildhall find in it an almost
whimsical humour, while the SCO and
Saraste suggest an urgency akin to that of the
composer's two symphonies.
With the remainder of the RCA disc filled
with music that is something of an anticlimax in inspirational terms — the Three
Pieces never really transcend their episodic
oddity, while the Bartokian Double Canon is
too short to make alasting impression — the
choice for the collector is adifficult one. In
sound and phrasing, the Guildhall Ensemble
are by far the more idiomatic; but those who
simply want one representative disc of
mid-period Stravinsky may find the greater
refinement of the SCO more seductive.
Either way, the Guildhall score (
A/A*:11,
while Saraste manages 1A:1]. ¡ Both recordings were produced by Andrew Keener,
with Mike Hatch and colleagues — Mus Ed]
Simon Cargill
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TCHAIKOVSKY: String Quartet
BORODIN: String Quartet 2
Emerson Qt
DG 427 618-2 (52m 16s)

1/

There is almost an embarrassment of riches
when it comes to young string quartets at
the moment. But even in acompetitive field,
the Emersons are rapidly becoming self-

CLASSICAL
recommending. Although some may feel
that their comparative lack of vibrato and
general reluctance to engage in Eastern
European interpretative heroics is a little
off-putting, they are more than compensated
by accuracy of intonation and ensemble, and
the feeling that the group are acting as a
single unit.
In both cases, the works actually benefit
from being given performances touched
with a little restraint. It is all too easy to
forget that as ayoung man Tchaikovsky had
an almost Mozartian lightness and charm,
and that Borodin was not a Rachmaninov inwaiting.
'the recording, while not perhaps being
ideally full ( everyone is alittle close for ideal
comfort) is perfectly acceptable. Recommended. [A/B:11
Simon Cargill
WAGNER: Das Rheingold
Morris/Ludiviglerusalem/Wlaschiha/Moll/
Rootering/Zednik/Metropolitan Opera
Orch/Levine
DG 427 607-2 ( 3CDs, 156m 53s)
Earth, rather than lire or water, is Levine's
element here. In other words, he may not
have all the watery suppleness he needs for
the Rhinemaidens, and he deliberately
avoids I.oge's tinder- box wit; but in all other
respects this is a well-weighted, often searing drama in its own right rather than the
opera-buffa juggling of types and ideas currently in production-fashion ( the sort of
thing that Haitink and Mauceri, in the two
most recent stagings, took care to match, up
to a point). Impact is meted out in tonecolour, bold enough to still all resistance
over choice of speeds, surely: Irecall with
exceptional vividness the fabulous wellingup of strings and woodwind on the descent
to Nibelheim, the hair-raising slither of bass
and contrabass tubas for Alberich- intoserpent ( not the usual pantomime dragon,
this), the unmistakeable growl of the Met's
marvellous cor anglais before Alberich's
curse. There are anomalies, perhaps: a
deliberate lumpishness about the fire-god's
wheedling in Nibelheim, or a double-quick
piling- up of gold against Freia, as if the whole
act were too horrible to linger over. l'et how
it all holds the attention — and DG's fullbodied perspectives ( violins I and 2 tellingly left and right) put the wafer-thin EMI
(Haitink) sound to shame.
Siegfried Jerusalem's Loge is a rather pale
reflection of Levine's gist: a lovely, lyrical
earnestness in the narrative about his search
for a Freia-substitute — rather more caring,
perhaps, than Kurt Moll's Fasolt in what
ought to be the most moving moment of the
piece — but not much airborne cunning, and
no pantomime-humour. In the usual Wagnerian musical-chairs of the recording-world,
Heinz Zednik ( the Mime here ) is on hand to
remind us what we're missing. James Morris
is not, Ifancy, the sort of singer to change his
characterisation from one recording to the
next, but his well-earthed Wotan is more in
tune with the style of this cycle ( he even
sounds believably shattered after Erda's
visitation). Best of all is Fkkehard Wlaschilha's Alberich; he hardly needs the extra
inky-black weight usually required for the
curses, since it seeps through the voice at
every other point, and his word-pointing,
like I.udwig's, is admirable. No weak links,
either, throughout the rest of the cast; but
the strings provide the truest token of just
how distinctive a Ring cycle this is going to
be. [
A*:11 with a [*] for the performance as
Levine sees it.
David Nice
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BOULEZ EDITION
Where the early 1980s saw an unparalleled
and sometimes unseemly scramble by the
major record companies to re-record mainstream repertoire in glorious digital splendour, more recently we have witnessed their
similar rush to transfer some of their vast
analogue archives onto compact disc.
For the serious record collector who has
by now got as many versions of the Beethoven and Brahms symphonies as he needs,
the prospect of companies turning their
attentions again from the highways to the
by-ways of the repertoire is an exciting One.
One of the most exciting projects may
well be the Boulez Edition on Sony Classical,
which promises to re-release over the next
few years the conductor's most important
CBS recordings. If the first three releases are
anything to go by, the edition will be a
mandatory acquisition fin anyone who
admires consistently radical music- making.
The first is devoted to the music of Edgar
Varese 1Cl) 4588-f, " 7 m1. Comprising
recordings made with the New York Philharmonic in the mid-' 70s and more recent
digital offerings courtesy of the Ensemble
InterContemporain, this disc is a must for
anyone fascinated by the origins of 20thcentury Modernism.
Ionisation, Ameriques and Amami find
the composer at his brutal best, revelling in
the orchestral legacy of Stravinsky's Rite of
Spring. It is extraordinary music which
alternately enthrals and batters the listener.
and it is dispatched here with breath- taking
panache.
The broad- toned American brass playing
and the big, raw CBS recording are ideal for
creating the gloriously dissonant walls of
sound to which the composer was so
addicted. By today's standards the dynamic
range is a little narrow; hut this simply
contrives to render manageable music that
would otherwise he inclined to blow
speaker- cones apart.

By contrast, the remaining works on the
disc, all given by the Ensemble InterContemporain. sound almost aloof and ritualistic. It is partly the response of the conductor, partly the recording quality. Offrandes,
Octandre and Integrates all emerge as
deliciously cool and precise. Clearly the
intervening years have seen a change in
Boulez's conception of Varese.
Both approaches are, however, legitimate;
and they add up to one of the most
primitively exciting and challenging records
available for some time. EA/11:1"/1]
Given Boulez's position as one of the
major composers as well as conductors of
our time, it is hardly surprising to find the
second Sony reissue devoted to his classic
Ritual in Menuiriani Maderna and EclatMultiples ICI) 15839, 52m j.
Anyone who has spent any time involved
with post-war music will be familiar with
these recordings already. Both works
explore aconcept that has become common
currency in the avant-garde: the creation of
non- narrative structure. Rituel is, as its title
suggests, a slow, timeless ceremony which
seems to owe more to eastern than western
notions of continuity. I.isten to it as a
quasi-symphony and one will soon be disappointed — even with its long woodwind
lines and muted bra.s calls, the music is too
featureless to suggest asense of progression.
It suggests, perhaps. inti.ie for some Buddhist cortège, and has a haunting quality that
grows stronger with each playing.
By its side, & hit- Multiples emerges as
almost conventional. It too has a stillness
which underlies its baroque percussion
flourishes; hut that stillness, and indeed the
sound-world, are more reminiscent of the
music of Boulez's teacher. Messiaen. Performance and recording are excellent. IA:11
The final 2CI) set of the choral music of
Arnold Schoenberg 1CD -44571, 105m1 is
altogether more challenging. It is not that
the sounds the composer produces are mom

novel; it is simply that Schoenberg's music
frequently involves a pace of events and
density of texture almost too great for the
ear to cope with. At its best, however, it adds
up to music no collector should be without.
Doubters might try A Sin -vivo, -from Warsaw with Gunther Reich as the most eloquent and involving of speakers. The performances, all recorded with BBC fbrces and
mostly in Maida Vale, are invariably excellent, and Boulez is the most persuasive of
advocates, particularly in the tersely gritty
music of • t Stücke, Op.2 7 and 3 Saturn.
Op.28.
With its capacity for repetition and comparison. Cl) is the ideal medium for this
music. One can get to grips with acomposer
in away impossible in the concert hall. With
Boulez's CBS account of the complete works
of Webern on the horizon, there is the
prospect of some rewarding and challenging
musical evenings ahead.
Simon Cargill
RAVEL: Orchestral works — Menuet antique El La Valse D Daphnis et Chloé O
Shéhérazade, Ouverture de féerie
Rapsodie espagnoles D Valses nobles et
sentimentales D Ma Mère l'Oye 111 Fanfare pour ' L'Eventail de Jeanne' E Alb ,•rada del gracioso • 1: Le Tombeau de
Couperin III Concerto for left hand* (11
Pavane pour une infante défunte* E
Une barque sur l'Ocean [1 Bolero Philippe Entremont (pnocCievdand Orch/
Camarala Singers/NYPOIBoulez
Sony Classical CD 45842 ( 3C1)s, 2.(9m
30s) 0 1972-79
In 1979, Boulez's penbrmances were boxed
as -il.Ps with first issues of the Fanfare and
Shéhérazade overture; the 1H Concerto was
re-released on a 19 7 -t Boulez sampler disc
1Entremont's G major was with Philadelphia!
Ormandy. 19651. It's a poorly balanced
recording, with sometimes distant, metallic
piano timbres, and a vagueness very at odds
with Boulez's own analytical manlier. ( The
Cl) booklet reprints the 1.P box essays, so no
mention of the Concerto!) 1.m.o further
items on CD3 underline the variation in
characterisation in this set: Barque sur
l'Ocean is dark, sombre in implications; the
beginning of Boiero has a delicate, dancing
step. There's aplodding, turbid Pavane from
Cleveland. The ' 20 hit enhancement' hasn't
done Alborada any favours either: rather
thick in analogue, it is heavier still now,
dulling the flutter-tongueing articulation of
the Cleveland first flute. ( An interesting.
sinister realization, though, with troubled
undercurrents. ) My own favourites from the
set, the complete Mother Goose and Daphnis ballets ( both NY) are happier CD transfers, with respectively 7 and 13 tracks — hut
again, the 1.1 3s were more open in quality.
Rapsodie is rather thin-sounding, hut this is
forgotten in the involvement of another
compellingly analytical performance, with
every strand sharp in definition, the tempo
changes observed quite objectively — ie the
'Spanishry' is etched in with a scribe,
scarcely a flicker to suggest Boulez felt any
warmth about the piece. Yet. magic! In
Fanfare all the toys in the nursery come to
life ... brilliant. It sounds splendid. too. La
Valse comes off well. interpretatively, in a
fascinating study, with unexpected Karajanesque suavity.
Have Ibeen hard on the sound quality
here, perhaps expecting more than was
possible? It's a valuable cycle — Ihope AA
gets to hear Boulez's ' Lever du jour', for,
9--
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although the Boston Orchestra does play
with superlatively refined quality for Haitink,
his stately pacing early in the section rather
lacks that inevitable rightness' found by
Boulez. [
B/C (Concerto C/D): 1*/1/2]
PS The engineers went quite mad with
Bolero: it has 18 separate tracks ( only one is
scheduled ).
Christopher Breunig
BARTOK: Rhapsody 1 D Violin Sonata
2/BEETHOVEN: ' Kreutzer' Sonata/
DEBUSSY: Sonata in g Bela Bartok (pno)/
Joseph Szigeti ( vin) Vanguard VCD 72025
(69m 40s) g recordings from 1940
This Washington library of Congress recital,
preserved on acetates, appeared here in
1965 as two 12" Philips LPs. It preserves
Bartok's first, important, American concert.
The inclusion of two of his own pieces adds
to the historical significance of this reissue
(aquite good transfer, but losing some of the
sweetness of Szigeti's tone and exaggerating
the cramping of climaxes, which were freer
in analogue). As it happens, the recorded
sound tends to favour Szigeti, in that violin is
more realistic than piano. Also, a first
impression is that Bartok tends to adopt a
discreet, supportive manner; but you realize
that he has such perception of the scores of
his fellow composers that he is playing
entirely without self-projection: a principle
he carries over to his own Rhapsody and
Sonata. In terms of style, Bartok perfectly
matches Szigeti's expressive portamcnti by
slightly spreading chording. Of tremendous
fascination. [
H:H]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Radu Lupu (pno)/Israel PO/Mehta Decca
425 012-2 (61m los) ® 1980
Steven Bishop-Kovacevich (pno)/BBC SO/
Davis Philips 422 968-2 (66m 42s) C)
1971, ' 75
The crude, harshly forward sound [ Mann
Auditorium/digital] of the Israel Orchestra
makes a distressing context for so poetic a
craftsman as Lupu. Almost every phrase has
some point of interest here. But then Mehta
obtrudes, with his flashy manners ... IC:3/2]
Philips' alternative is more conservative
musically, and sonically subdued, but its
classical integrity is more enduring. [B/C,
AIB(Concerto 2): 1/1*1 — cheaper than the
'Ovation', but no liner notes.
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Triple Concerto/BRAHMS:
Double Concerto Wolfgang Schneiderhan
(vin )/Pierre Fournier ( v1c)/Geza Anda
(pno)/Berlin RSOIFricsay DG 429 934-2
(71m 14s)
1961
This ' Dokumente' CD brings together two of
my favourite performances of these works,
respectively from 12" and 10" I.Ps. ( Ihaven't
heard the EMI Laser' transfer of the excellent Oistrakh/Fournier Brahms with Philharmonia/Galliera. ) The Brahms was much better recorded than the much later ( digital)
Karajan/DG — both were engineered by
Günter Hermanns — and the CD satisfyingly
preserves the richness of the JesusChristus
Kirche production. The mie. placing keeps
both string soloists in focus in tuttis, hut the
scale is not falsified. Schneiderhan has a
small silky tone, which contrasts with Fourflier's glorious resonances. In the Beethoven
Triple, the production is very similar; it is a
pity that the piano entries are balanced
forward, then pushed back in accompanying
passages. Fricsay takes a bold, unashamedly
romantic view of this piece, but the orchestral response is terrific. [ B/C:11
Christopher Breunig
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BRAHMS: Piano Concertos 1' & 2 E
Handel Variations & Fugue D Rhapsody
In g, Op.79:2 El 16 Waltzes, Op.39 BrunoLeonardo Gelber (pno)/*Munich PO/
Decker/RPO/Kempe EMI CZS 762 8832
(2CDs, 148m 57s) recordings from • 1965,
1974-7
These are interesting examples of Gelber's
early recordings — notably his debut in the
D- minor ( which appeared a few months
before his widely admired Beethoven 3 and
5 with I.eitner). Alas, this is now sounding
seedy and small-scaled [
C/D]. These Pathé
Marconi transfers have been made with utter
disregard for consistency: CD1 is all at low
level; the Rhapsody and clangily engineered
Waltzes are far too high to follow on from
the B-flat Concerto. ( The solo works are new
here, Ithink.) Gelber plays with a certain
elegance, and his tempi for both the 0- minor
Adagio and B-flat Andante are extremely
slow. He gets good support from his conductors — in any case, who would want to miss
Kempe in Brahms? On the negative side,
Gelber's playing has more than a quota of
narcissistic and extravagant gestures: his
Handel Variations are not remotely in the
class of Bishop Kovacevich's. ( His marvellous recording should be reissued, and the
concertos with ISO/Davis.) Concertos [C/
D:1/1*][C:1], solos IC:2/3J.
Christopher Breunig
BRITTEN REISSUES
The Prodigal Son Pears/Shirley-Quirk/
Drake/Tear/English Opera Group/Britten
Decca 425 713-2 (68m 30s) ® 1968
Saint Nicolas D Rejoice in the Lamb
Pears/Aldeburgh Festival Ch and Orch/
Malcolm/Purcell Singers/Britten Decca 425
714-2 (63m 46s) (g) recorded 1954, 57
String Quartets 2 & 3 D Sinfonietta
Amadeus Qt/Vienna Octet Decca 425 715-2
(68m 02s) 0 1963, '65, ' 78
5 Canticles D A Birthday Hansel/
PURCELL (arr. Britten): Sweeter than
Roses Pears/Hahessy/Bou ,man/ShirleyQuirk/Tucku ,e11/Ellis/Britten Decca 425
716-2 (72m 02s) ® 1961, ' 73, ' 76
The third and last of Britten's starkly ritualistic Church Parables, The Prodigal Son is a
typical example of the composer's genius for
creating awork of extraordinary power from
the simplest of means. The scoring ( for a
mere eight instrumentalists) is unfailingly
sympathetic and effective — the viola's tender, consolatory tones ( beautifully played
here by Cecil Aronowitz ) accompanying the
Younger Son's thoughts of home are a case
in point — and it is difficult to envisage a
stronger performance. Superbly recorded in
Orford Parish Church ( where all three
Parables were first given) Decca's intensely
atmospheric production continues to
impress in this CD reincarnation. [A:11
As the outstanding reissue of The Turn of
the Screw triumphantly demonstrates,
Decca's mono engineers were often able to
secure results of astonishing fidelity, and
Britten's own 1954 recording of Saint Nicolas is another vivid example of their considerable skills in this field. The actual
performance is a delight too, totally disarming in its honest vigour and heartfelt
sincerity. The composer also directs afinely
sung account of Rejoice in the Lamb — an
imaginative setting of verse by the mad poet
Christopher Smart — making up yet another
enticing disc in this important series. [CA*/
1]
A valuable chamber music compilation
next: it was the Amadeus who gave the
première of Britten's masterly Third Quar-

tet, and this first recording followed in 1978.
It remains a fine achievement — Istill find
Norbert Brainin's characteristic vibrato in
(iii) a mite distracting, however — though
there have been perhaps more searching
accounts since. As on the original SXI.
release this comes in harness with the same
group's excellent reading of Quartet 2,
where the 1963 sound completely belies its
age. Moreover, Decca also offer us the
Vienna Octet's stylish rendering of the precociously assured Sinfonietta — a worthwhile addition. IA:1/11
Lastly, a welcome anthology which sensibly gathers together all five Canticles,
throwing in for good measure the late
Burns- inspired cycle A Birthday Hansel, a
bracing collection written for the Queen
Mother's 75th birthday celebrations. Some
27 years separate the composition of Canticles Iand V, and it's certainly a long way
from the former's rapturous lyricism to the
taut concentration and leaner manners of
the latter. In nearly all instances the performers are those Britten had in mind when he
wrote these works, thus making this CD
even more treasurable. Recordings of
varying vintage have responded consistently
well to Decca's remastering. 113/A:11
Andreu ,Achenbac-h
DVORAK: Symphony 8 D Carnival
Overture D The Wood Dove "
BM/
Bavarian RSO/Kubelik DG 429 518-2 (63m
56s) ® 1966, '77, ' 76
This ' Privilege' CD is quite a bargain. Along
with the Classic ISO/Kertesz — when can we
expect a CD version, Decca? — Kubelik's
recording of 8 has been the one Ihave most
cherished. Gorgeous BP() response and
some inspirationally fresh conducting combine to make this an utterly irresistible
experience. A vivid Carnival and superbly
imaginative Wood Dove (which the Bavarian
orchestra perform with magical refinement)
complete amost attractive package — and all
for around £ 5! Sound-quality varies from
over- bright ( but still more than acceptable)
in the Symphony to altogether excellent in
the Herkulessaal-based fill- ups. 1B/C/A:11
Andreu ,Achenbach
MOZART: Piano Concertos in E ', K271 &
499 D Fantasy in cAlfred Brendel (pno)/
Zagreb Solsjanigro Vanguard VCD 72022
(64m 11s) 0 1969
These Mozart performances lie midway
between Brendel's early concerto recordings on Turnabout — a marvellous K503 —
and the later, much refined work with
Marriner/ASM on Philips. ( The Fantasy K396
comes as an extra, from another Vanguard
I.P album — rather closely and drily reproduced. It is aluminous, exploratory reading,
the clashing dissonances touched in lightly.)
The snag with both concerto and solo
recordings is that they suffer from some
edgy dicoloration ( and rumble: especially
when the piano mie. is open) in the mastertapes: this is immediately apparent in the
exposition of K271. The CD is neither better
nor worse than the LP, although in my view
the remastering considerably reduces image
depth.
Technical reservations aside, these concerto performances can be enjoyed for the
robust, but vitally pointed accompaniments
under Antonio Janigro, as much as for
Brendel — apparently in relaxed form.
Indeed, Ifar prefer this K271( ) to the later
Philips; there the effect is dogged and heavy,
yet the timing is half aminute faster! [ C:1]
Christopher Breunig
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We believe our hi-fi equipment out- performs ANY other equipment on the
market price for price, but due to the political nature of amajority of U.K.
hi-fi dealers, people have alot of difficulty getting to hear our equipment
in agood environment free from bias and bull****.
In order to counteract this state of affairs especially with the turntable we
are willing to waste an evening of our or our associates' time letting you
listen and compare at your own home our equipment with yours.
With no pressure or selling, just listen!
If you do not agree with us it's just too bad, but we are very confident!
Phone 0767 50532 to arrange

1 CHURCH

FARM,

HATLEY ST.

GEORGE,

NEAR

SANDY,

BEDS.

AHome of their Own...

An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3ama system
finished in Cherry
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Potent pending ° Manus Lenghfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troubleSTOCKISTS
free operation.
PLAYBACK
15 PERCY STREET LONDON W1P 9FD
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
TEL 01-6378392/631 0939
'The Howe', Howe Road, Wadington, Oxon OX9 SEX
GRANGE HI-FI LTD
so please write, or telephone for all the
BURTO 153. TRENTTTA FPS gE 14 3D
information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
Tel: (
049 161) 2697/2296
TEL 0283-33655
Home of their Own.

Martinl1eithfie1d

BR A N

N e
I A

IN- HI-FI 63 GEORGE STREET
EDINBURGH EH2 2JB TEL: 031-225 8854

CLASSICAL
MOZART: Requiem/VERDI: Requiem*
ArmstronglBakerIGedda/Fischer-Dieskau/
John Midis Ch/ECO/Barenboim/*Caballe ,
Cossotto/Vickers/Raimondi/NPO & Chl
Barbirolli EMI CZS 762 8922 (2CDs.
I48m ) (D 1972, • 1970
An odly conceived recoupling ( except that
the two conductors were good friends ) from
Pathé Marconi — and surely to be disqualified for an appalling break in CD1 between
Verdi's Mors stupebit' and • liber scriptus'.
CDs are Austrian manufacture; Anglo German notes, no texts; Barenboïm (sic —
with an umlaut!). It is the earlier of Barenl)oim's Mozart Requiem recordings. Grand
in scale, with something of the reverentialism of Giulini, it is acomparatively immature
account: clumsy, ill-considered in parts.
though brimming with youthful boldness. A
frustrating juxtaposition of the arch, and the
poignantly impressive. Nevertheless, at 56m
it might have deserved separate budget
reissue, were it not for the desperately
woolly sound. Sadly, the Barbirolli Verdi
must be counted unsatisfactory. For ail its
beautiful moments ( and the rather veiled
\Watford production seems to complement
the muted approach to texture), there is a
fatal lack of energy and continuity; slow
tempi and extended pauses predominate.
and the ensemble is distressingly km. ( How
lethargic, or uncertain, is the Sanctus — still
strident at its climax, as on I.P. ) [C:211B/C:3/
.41
Christopher Brett ig
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 2 I:
Paganini Rhapsody Cécile Licad (Into)/
Chicago SO Abbado CBS CD 45803 (56m
59s) (D 1984
Ihad not anticipated the very considerable
pleasure to be had from this recording.
Cecile Head has aquicksilver lightness that
reminded me of Moiseiwitsch in Rachmaninov, and she is most beautifully accompanied by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra —
she could not have had a more sympathetic
accompanist for her debut than Abbado. 'Me
balance, too, is excellent ( to the credit of
Jack Renner, engineer for the project ). But,
as Edward Seckerson remarked of the I.P.
licad's playing is lightweight. Her chording
is shallow, and Ifound her sheer plainness
exasperating in those characteristically
weighty passages where the pianist has to
hold the stage ( the written out cadenza at
the end of 2 ( ii), for example ). The famous
18th Variation works well, with the melodic
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and accompanying parts voiced as if in duct.
Sensitivity, suppleness, yes. If only there was
a more powerful urge, less holding back ...
But what has happened to this young pianist
in six years? IA:2/1]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN: Scenes from Goethe's Faust
Fischer- l) ieska u Ilarwood/Sh irle). Qu irk
Pears/ Wandsuy wit; School Ch/Aldeburgh
Festiml Singers ECO/Britten Decca 425
705-2 ( 2C)s, I17 m 55s) (D 19'3
'Rosetted . ( no less) in the 19 7 5 Penguin
Guide, the reappearance of this famous set
undoubtedly gives cause for celebration.
This strange concoction — acantata in all but
name, yet at times almost operatic in its
dramatic breadth — actually contains some of
Schumann's most compelling inspiration
(try Ariel's Scene at the start of l'art 2, or the
whole of the Garden Scene — entrancing,
both). Britten's powerful advocacy could
hardly be more persuasive, whilst the ECO
produce some glorious sounds. The singing
cast too is inspired, with Fischer-Dieskau in
particular at his most unassailable, and the
whole enterprise positively glows, helped by
top-notch Decca sound — indeed, one of
their very best efforts at The Makings.
IA/A*:11
Andrew Achenbach
KARAJAN À PARIS
BERLIOZ: Damnation of Faust — Hungarian March/BIZET: L'Arlésienne Suite 2/
CHABRIER: Espana/GOUNOD: Faust —
ballet music/RAVEL: Boléro' BP0/
Karajan EMI CDM 763 5272 (62m 06s) ®
'1978, ' 80
Emphatically it Berlin. this concert ( to
which the second of his three BP0 Boléros
is added) is a KarajatyGlotz aberration. Its
timing, in the wake of the Beecham Edition,
serves to underline how gross and loud the
style is here. Even Bizet's ' Minuet', which
starts with some semblance of delicacy/
sensitivity, degenerates into bombast in the
central episode ( in the Philharmonia version
it is bold, hut not Proto-Germanic) and
coordination between flute/oboe is poor
near the beginning. Play the opening chord
of ' Intermezzo': doesn't the roar suggest
Scheherazade rather than Bizet? The Berlioz
March is worth encoring: brassily exuberant,
with an almost reckless pacing. A genuine
showpiece here.
But in Espana the soggy acoustic works
against Karajan's quickish tempo: sounding
crisp in the clear Philharmonia alternative

(1960) it seems comparatively perfunctory
here — although there are some amusing
details. During the Faust ballet music I
wondered who would want to listen to it for
the music alone. Switching then to Karajan's
own 1971 DG version Irealized: Iwould!
Where the later one is sophisticated, utterly
predictable. the DG is completely enchanting, wild and exciting. [ Ii/C:1/2/4]
Christopher Breunig
VIENNESE BONBONS — Music by Haydn,
Lanner, Mayer, Schubert, Stelzmüller, J
Strauss (WI) Willi Boskoesky Ens Vanguard VCD 72016 (64m
Is) C) 1962
The pieces here are largely unfamiliar (eg
the Annen Polka is one by the older Strauss)
but delectable — like the insinuating Abendsterne Wafter by Lanner. Apart from the two
waltzes by the Strauss father/son they are
nearly all short, delightful trifles, affectionately shaped and sugar- dredged by Boskovsky. Boskovsky's intonation is occasionally — and characteristically — fallible;
and the spiralling away of reverberation at
the end of track I (Chinese Galop) does
sound artificial. But the recording here is
very like the admired Decca productions by
this Ensemble. The dull Hofba/i-Tünze and
Kettenbrücke Waltz by Strauss snr are bonbons Ishall leave in the box, otherwise ...
[13:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

ALSO RECEIVED
Oiseau-lyre have 6CDs of AAM/Hogwood
compilations: ' A Festival of ...' Bach ( main
works Brandenburg -i, Suite 4, 2- violin Concerto ), Handel* ( Water Music Suite ), Vivaldi
(Nisi Dominus — also with ' I.a Notte',
'Spring' and other concertos), Haydn ( Symphony 1(44), Mozart ( Clarinet Concerto —
Pay's performance is especially recommended — ' Haffner' Symphony ). Beethoven
(Sym.5, Piano Concerto 2 ) 1425 639/644-21,
typically 70m C) 1976-88, DDD except*.
Decca's ADRM '
Opera Gala' series continues with highlights from Nabucco"
(Gobbi, Suliotis), Cay. & Pag.•• ( Pavarotti,
Freni) 1421 867 & 870-21, ' Great Tenor
Arias', Ghiaurov ( Boris, Don Carlo etc ) and
del Monaco ( all Verdi) recitals [ 421 869,
87 2, 868-2]. CD booklets provide
"synopses, or essays, but colour advertising
takes the place of texts.
Look for some interesting music, especially chamber works, in RCA's mid- priced
Heifetz series ( with artists such as Piatigorsky, Primrose, Rubinstein, Lateiner). On
one Cl) there's Françaix's fizzy' String Trio,
Castelnuovo-Tedesco's romantic concerto
'The Prophets' ( IAPO/Vi'allenstein ). and
pieces by Khachaturian's nephew and
Howard Ferguson ( Sonata Op.2 ) 1GD
878721; Beethoven's Trio Op.9:2 is with
Schubert's Fantasie D834 and Brahms's
Piano Quartet Op.60 [ GI) 878731. The
Brahms, coupled with his ( i
minor Piano
Quartet also comes from RCA in atransfer of
the Rubinstein/Guarneri versions 1GD
8567' 7 1. Beethoven's Serenade Op.8 is with
Spohr: the Double Quartet Op.65 ( 1960,
with Pierre Amoyal opposite Heifetz) and
the A- minor Concerto ' in modo d'una scena
cantante' 1Cl) 878701; a Mozart CD has the
(;.minor Quintet, the Sonata K378. Concerto
5 ( Chamber Orch. dir Heifetz)1GD 878691.
Finally, • Respighi's Sonata — recently done
by Chung/Zimerman — with Ravers Piano
Trio ( with Rubinstein), Martinu's Duo
(Heifetz/Piatigorsky), • Debussy's ;- minor
Sonata, ' I.a Fille aux cheveux de lin', and the
•Menuet from Ravers Sonatine (* with
Emmanuel Ba)') all on Cl) 87871.
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THE

HPEI
SHOW
HEATHROW PENTA HOTEL
13-16 SEPTEMBER 1990

TRADE ONLY 13-14 SEPTEMBER 1990

ow in its eighth successful year,
N
The Hi Fi Show is the one hi-fi event that
nobody can afford to miss. Only at The Hi Fi

Car parking: follow the signs to the special
Hi Fi Show car parks. (do not drive direct to
the Penta Hotel entrance).

Show will you be able to see and hear
virtually all the season's new products under
one roof, and talk face-to-face with the
manufacturers. With more exhibitors and
new products than ever before, plus an array
of special demonstrations and events, this
year's Show is the biggest ever. With so
much to see, you will need to get there
early! And, as always, admission is free.

Courtesy bus service: for visitors using
public transport, there will be aspecial
Courtesy Bus service operating to and from
Hatton Cross underground during the
Show's public opening hours.
Public opening hours:
Friday 14th September 4pm - 8pm
Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th 10am - 6pm.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
JOAN ARMATRADING:
HEARTS AND FLOWERS
A&M Records 395 298-4

CAMEO:
REAL MEN... WEAR BLACK
Phonogram 846 297-1

Joan Armatrading has produced
some appalling twaddle in the
last few years, so it is a pleasant
surprise to find that she has
made one of her best albums in a
long time. Blending pop. rock,
jazz and tblk in equal measure,
she has created an easy. relaxed
album with some of the finest
figures in the business. lbm Lord
Alge's mix is outstanding as
usual, the playing by Pino Palladino, Mick Karn and others is
equally so. Ms A has written aset
of songs that outstrips almost
everything she did in the 1980s.
But there is also the technical
interest, and because of this I've
broken the rules and reviewed a
pre-recorded cassette. Most prerecorded tapes are transferred
from a huge, half- inch tape loop
(called a loop hin master) at 6-1
times the original 71/
2in
per
second speed. This album is one
of the first to be reproduced
from a digital loop bin master.
Instead of atape loop, the master
from which the cassettes are
copied comes in digital form,
effectively removing the tape
hiss of the master. It is still
recorded at very high speed so it
cannot be perfect. but Ihave to
say that this chrome cassette is
one of the best pre-recorded
tapes Ihave heard to date. The
question is, has it come too late?
[A:1]
Neill(' Farmer

Time was when Larry Blackmon
and his Cameo pals could make a
couple of simple chords go
further than most. Serious stripped-down funk, deadpan vocal
trade-offs and hooks with the
sharpest barbs were allied to
mould- breaking haircuts and
outrageous codpieces. to stunning effect. The mid-eighties
belonged to these swaggering
proponents of ( mostly) joke
machismo. 'Finies change.
however, and ' Word Up'
couldn't be photocopied for
ever. The last Cameo I.P was an
attempt to do this and it failed.
This present effort hasn't even
had the courage of previous convictions and is stripped of wit,
tunes and vigour. The opening
'Close Quarters' huffs and puffs
hut threatens little. The rest is
undistinguished in the extreme.
Larry B can do a hell of a lot
better than this — bring back the
codpiece if that's what it takes.
'Am I Bad Enough' asks Blackmon at one point. No, not nearly.
IA:31
Pete Clark

BOSTON POPS ORCHESTRA:
MUSIC OF THE NIGHT
Sony Classical SK 45567
(72m 39s ) CD
John Williams' selection is subtitled ' Ikes on Broadway 1990',
and it comes right up to date
with Aspects (1 Lore and Miss
Saigon. There are 31 tunes on
the 12 tracks, and the CD does
indeed cover a whole era, even
going back ( away from Broadway ) to 'The Trolley .Song' from
Meet Me in SI Louis. The orchestrations are lush film- type Work
as might be expected from the
man from Hollywood. It is all
very enjoyable — but then the
purist's doubt creeps in: is it
really worth dressing up Send in
the Clowns' to sound like a
Mahler last movement? Sondheim, after all, wrote it as a
plaintive little waltz. Maybe Williams is only doing what Arthur
Fielder did with Gershwin in
pre-war Boston — but Gershwin
always had symphonic ambitions
anyway. l'he notes explain that
in the recording, 20- bit technology was used tor high-definition
sound, reminding one of those
blurbs on the sleeves of early
stereo I.Ps, but in fact it is
glorious such listening, even if it
might be sneered at as magnified
Muzak. [A*:1/21
Denis Argent
111-11 SE'S Stee ItE(.0R1) RFNIEW

ALEX CLINE:
THE LAMP AND THE STAR
ECM 1372
ECM's chamber- jazz has often
been close to soppy softness, but
usually it stops short of New Age.
This album of pastoral romanticism goes too far, however. Alex
Cline is a drummer who can
drum, but chooses here to tinkle
instead. The themes are slow and
precious, and rich in strings.
with repeated patterns on the
piano. Voices swirl around in
this cold, desolate environment.
The titles of the pieces are pure
New Age too: ' A Blue Robe In
the Distance' ... ' Emerald Light'
... 'Altar Stone'. It's not that I
don't like the cosmic — Coltrane,
or Ayler, or Ellington — but this is
fake cosmic. If it means anything,
it was recorded in California.
[A*:2/31
Ken Hider
NOEL COWARD: CLASSIC
RECORDINGS 1928-38
Conifer CDHD 168 CD
(58m 51s)
It's easy to say that the Master
couldn't sing. But truly his singing was the triumph of musical
intelligence over the inadequacy
of his voice — strangely listed in
the HMV catalogue as baritone!
Now, famous 78s are deservedly
on CD. and in CEDAR processing. As well as removing noise
the process does clarify Carroll
Gibbons' piano tone although it
can't enrich the soloist's voice.
Obvious classics are here — ' Mad
Dogs', ' Mrs Worthington', ' Room
With aView' — but the 19 tracks
also include an 8- minute medley.
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MADONNA: I'M
BREATHLESS
Sire WX351
OST: DICK TRACY
Sire 7599-26279-1

goes beyond the pale. The
sooner she gets back to making
good old pop records, the better. IDB/C:3]
Not so the 'proper' soundWhen Stephen Sondheim track, which is clever in the
played me the songs, Isaid, " 1 extreme. Produced by pop
can't sing those". So spoke genius Andy Paley, this accomMadonna of the three songs paniment to the tale of Amerspecially written by Sondheim ica's favourite comic- strip
for Dick Trac:y. She also says detective features a host of
that he coached her carefully rock and rap artists performing
until she could sing them: I'm songs in a style which could
not so sure about that. As with have worked for a genuine
Who's That Girl, Madonna's 1930s/1940s production. Jerry
last soundtrack album, this is a Lee Lewis, KD Lang, Ice-T,
boring hotchpotch of songs Ofra Haza and more, all soundwhich she is clearly churning ing so aptly vintage that you
out for the sake of the film. have to admire Paley's cheek.
Blending disco with Broadway And his skill. Forget I'm
is a pretty dodgy idea for a Breathless; Dick 7kacy is the
start, and when the subject genuine article. IA:1/1*1
matter includes spanking, it
Neville Farmer

h a rd mostly from Biller Sweet, said to
be on first issue here. ill
Denis Arent
MARILYN CRISPELL:
LABYRINTHS
Victo 60 ( Distributed by
Recommended Records )
Crispell has turned out one of
the best solo piano albums in
ages with this release. It's a live
performance, and she is totally in
command of the situation. She
covers a lot of ground, sometimes even getting inside the

b oiled
instrument. She's equally at
home purely improvising, or taking standards and turning them
into vehicles which appear to be
designed for her use alone.
There's a lot of power and passion here, and some astonishingly complex runs. The
technique is there for expression, and not just to impress, but
impress she does. Crispell has
matured into a very classy
player, one of that rare breed of
pianists who gets past the possibilities of the instrument and
into the magic. [
A*:11 Ken Ilyder
10 3

DORO: DORO
Phonogram 846 194-1

THE HUMMINGBIRDS: LOVEBUZZ
RooArt/Phonogram 838679-1

The main interest in this second
solo album from heavy-metal
glam girl Doro Pesch is the
presence of Kiss- man Gene Simmons as 'executive producer' —
but those who remember his
unexciting work on the last Kiss
album won't be surprised that
the production for Doro is rather
misguided. She has agritty voice,
but it's not strong and it strains
on every note. Simmons' compositions would have been better with Kiss voices — and ' Rock
On' ( co-composed by Simmons),
is a shameless rip-off of Joan
Jett's ' ILove Rock 'n' Roll'. On ' I
Had Too Much To Dream', see if
she's singing Ihad too much to
drink last night ...'. Or perhaps I
did. [ 13:21
Karen Douthwaite

The very fact that this Aussie two man, two girl outfit is produced by Mitch Easter might
tell you something. Yes, it's another guitar band — and a fine one too. 'Alimony', which
opens side two, tells you most of the things you need to know. The guitars ring, there are
nimble melody lines, the harmonies come close-fit and there's even a touch of the
outer-space unexpecteds. There are other aspects of the band though — Alannah Russack's
lead vocals, which are very 12-year-old-growing- up-to-be-Annette in style, probably the
most cutesy thing to head our way since Clare Grogan decided to become an adult. Even
allowing that this factor might not be everyone's bottle of )(XXX, The Hummingbirds are
still worthing catching. File nowhere near Jason and Kylie. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar

DREAD ZEPPELIN:
UN-LED-ED
IRS Records EIRSA 1042
Imagine Elvis Presley ( Vegas
period ) singing Led Zep songs to
a reggae backbeat and you have
an idea of what this sounds like.
What you probably can't imagine
is that this sounds good — one of
Robert Plant's favourite hands
and not just because he gets
publishing royalties. This guy
can sing like Presley twinned
with Orbison and although the
music is undoubtedly tongue in
cheek, he does it so well. ' Black
Dog' is a work of genius. The
production is a little ragged but
it gets the point of the music
over and doesn't overplay the
humour. It is unlikely that these
guys will ever fill Knebworth and
they would probably be tried for
heresy in America, but I love
'em. IA:1]
Neville Farmer

FAIRGROUND ATTRACTION:
AY FOND KISS
RCA PL 74596

CHRIS FLORY:
FOR ALL WE KNOW
Concord CJ 403-C

'[his second LP from the most
promising artists of the late
1980s has turned into a memorial. So it isn't asecond LP per se,
but two unreleased tracks and
ten B-sides or 'extra tracks' off
CD singles and 12-inchers. Eddi
Reader works her magic on such
'untouchable' classics as Sam
Cooke's 'You Send Me' and the
Beatles' Do You Want To Know
A Secret?', and the band's originals are nigh-on perfect. Buy it,
because it's all you're gonna get.
IA:1/11
Ken Kessler

For a guitarist to have 'Airmail
Special' and 'Soft Winds' among
themes chosen for this 1988
debut recording suggests a willingness to be compared with
Charlie Christian, and indeed the
36-year-old Flor)-'s style is as
crisp and positive as the great
innovator's was 50 years ago. No
cascades of notes overwhelm the
beat: Flory keeps his line simple,
and in faster tunes has the attack
of a trumpet player. The ballads
of course get alusher, and there
is some emotion in his treatment
of `Tenderly' and the title track.
Flory, then, is not in the mould
of Joe Pass of even Jim Hall, but
he has more of the basic jazz
ingredient which we codify as
swing. Another striking feature
of the recording is the terse and
jazzy organ playing on some
items of Mike LeDonne. The
traditional ( and swinging)
rhythm section is completed by
Concord regulars Phil Flanagan,
bass, and Chuck Riggs, drums.
[B:1]
Denis Argent

Yet again we find Earle challenging
Mellencamp and Spring,steen in the
working class hero stakes ... and
winning. He's always created aperfect blend of rock, country and other
faded-jeans genres, but now his lyrics
are catching up with his melodies.
Think about: the guy's as wordy as
Bruce 7 but the lyritS' scan! He had
help from Maria McKee on acouple
of tracks, which doesn't hurt, and the
Dukes may be one of the best backing bands since Little Feat stepped
behind ol' Lowell. A magnificent
effort, like afi/m noir set Dodge City.
Could it have anything to do with my
reviewing it on the Fourth of July?
IA:11
Ken Kessler

I
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JAMES GALWAY AND THE
CHIEFTAINS:
OVER THE SEA TO SKYE
RCA RD 60424 (69m 01s) CD
The surprising thing is that this
Irish teaming- up hadn't happened earlier. The recording
came about in Australia, part in a
Sydney studio and part at a
Brisbane concert, the former
with outstanding balance and
clarity and the latter full of the
jolly ceilidh spirit of the Chieftains. Percussionists who play
tricks with sticks may even envy

the hand-drumming of Kevin
Coneff. The title track has the
feel of chamber music, and other
familiar tunes that get straight
treatment are lillibulero' ( with
glorious drumming) and The
Last Rose of Summer'. But the
band enjoy themselves most
with the jigs. There is a fun
finale, a 15- minute Irish jam session with even Scott Joplin pastiched. Of course the maestro
manages to make his legato flute
tone different from everyone
else's. [
A:1/21
Denis Argent
THE GEAR DADDIES:
LET'S GO SCARE AL
Polydor 8434291
'The first two concerts Iever saw
were Sha Na Na and Sha Na Na.'
Thus spake Gear Daddy singer
Martin Zellar in an attempt to
explain the isolation of the
group's musical life in Austin,
just outside Minneapolis: the
group developed a different
sound through force of circumstance. Let's Go Scare Al was
recorded acouple of years back
for the tiny independent Gark
and has only now been picked
up by amajor label. Fusing country melancholy and rock vim, the
Gear Daddies really score with
the quality of their songwriting.
They never break out of aclass)
canter at the fastest of times. but
the best songs are the slower
titles — ' Heavy Metal Boyz', ' Boys
Will Be Boys', ' Drank So Much
(Just Feel Stupid)' — which
resonate in the pleasure nodes
long after the event. If your
record collection has developed
a slight gap between REM and
the Replacements, the Gear Daddies could take care of it. [
B:1]
Pete Clark
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EVELYN GLENNIE:
RHYTHM SONG
RCA RD 60242 ( 58m 28s) CD

STILL SWINGING
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD:
REPUTATION
Parlophone PCSD 111
(42m 58s) CD
THE TROGGS: AU
New Rose 186

An orgy of overtones, or perhaps
a feast of freakish frequencies.
The virtuosity of this famous
young deaf percussionist can
now be taken for granted, and
the choice of several prestissimo
showpieces for recording may
reflect badly on the taste of her
producer. But there are also
more ambitious pieces. The long
title track by Smadbeck struck
me as pretentious; more rewarding is the long solo improvisation called ` Michf. But in sonic
terms the CD is fascinating. In
the 1930s the marimba and
other struck instruments often
sounded simple in sound and
banal in musical quality. But Miss
Glennie makes them sing, taking
them far beyond the world of
Red Norvo and his contemporaries. The ringing aural effect of
most of these tracks is compounded by rich backings from
the NPO ( Conductor, Barry
Wordsworth), but the track
which most stands re-playing is
that 11- minute improvisation.
Sound buffs who enjoy the sensation of ringing in the ears will
find plenty in this interesting
recording to exercise their
equipment. 1A/B:1/21
Denis Argent
JOHN WESLEY HARDING:
HERE COMES THE GROOM
Sire 7599-26087-1
A British performer who
becomes acult hero in the USA
before earning exposure in the
UK — talk about doing it the hard
way. The Yanks are going nutty
over this guy, hailing him as the
new Elvis Costello — probably
not to the delight of EC. But he
does sound like Elvis, only
lighter and less miserable, and
you play the platter without
feeling guilty because you're
enjoying yourself. Producer
Andy Paley ( my nominee for
Man Of The Year) does aperfect
Nick-Lowe-as-knob-twiddler
impression, and there's one Pete
Thomas on drums. Who knows —
maybe this is Elvis with a new
pseudonym and no glasses?
[A*:11
Ken Kessler

just five years. They are, in short,
the sort of band that gives discographers nightmares. A&R
men, too, because James don't
actually fit into any particular
niche. On this very album, they
apply mutant disco to asong that
graphically describes childbirth
(Gold Mother' ), edge towards
Celtic balladry in best folkie
style, replete with violin (`Walking The (;host') and drift and
JAMES: GOLD MOTHER
dream instrumentally while Tim
Fontana 846 189-1
Booth and backing vocalist offer
The Smiths have faded and a the skimpiest of vocal lines
('Crescendo'). Iget the feeling
score or so of other Manchester
that somewhere here there's a
bands have nipped in to hug the
concept album pretending to be
limelight but still James are
something else. A putdown? Not
around and still making their
really. Because James, whoever
way upwards, albeit by the slow
they are at any moment, are far
route. They did the Factory bit,
moved on to Sire, then Blanco Y from boring. And Booth is an
above-average lyricist even if his
Negro, stopped at Rough Trade
lines don't always scan. I'm on
for awhile and have now arrived
their side. (
A:1121
Fred Dellar
at Fontana. All in the course of
again the songs are ragged Irish/
American ramblings which don't
seem to have a pay-off line but
don't seem to need it. The ramshackle blend of guitars, rhythm,
piano and sax just carries the
listener along and despite the
disparate production team it all
seems to blend surprisingly well.
Great stuff. [
A:11 Neville Farmer

HOT HOUSE FLOWERS: HOME
London Records 828 197-1
This ' difficult second album'
seemed destined never to
appear. First the band booked
into studios with one producer
only to find that they didn't have
enough songs or enough inspiration. In the end they used more
studios and producers than there
are songs, it seems, but thank
goodness it was all for a good
cause. Home is excellent, filled
with the same energy and enthusiasm as the first album. Once
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Proof that the sixties did not
just take place in someone
else's imagination, here's acouple of survivors still showing
their teeth, albeit long ones.
Dusty Springfield has had a
rougher ride than most. The
almost caricatured dolly bird
of the sixties — eyelashes like
tarantulas and more makeup
than Coco the Clown — passed
through afallow period which
has only recently come to an
end courtesy of the Pet Shop
Boys. They are wellrepresented on Dusty's new
record, having a big hand in
half the material, the better half
by acity mile. The first side of
Reputation is a mixed bag,
every song written by different
hands and sounding like it. The
title track and current single is
areasonable effort, as is Rupert
Hine's 'Arrested By You', but
there are songs on here which
Dusty was not born to sing.
The second side, by comparison, is luminous. ' In Private'
and ` Nothing Has Been Proved'
(which makes delicious use of
Dusty's 1960s connections)
have lost nothing through familiarity. Tennant and Lowe have
also devised agentle rap workout for their chanteuse in ' Daydreaming' and their production
of Goffin & King's ' IWant To
Stay Here' is a fine collision
between today and 25 years
ago. Half a great album. [A:1]
Reg Presley has never been
one for needless frills and
erudition, although some of
the latter was expended on the
title Au — chemical symbol for
gold and therefore appropriate
for what is essentially a
reworked greatest hits package. Reg huffs and puffs
through 'Wild Thing', ' ICan't
Control Myself, 'With A Girl
Like You' and ' Love Is All
Around' with gusto, the other
Troggs weighing in with apassable Sweet imitation. There's
also a moving rendition of the
Bacharach/David gem There'
Always Something There To
Remind Me', as covered by
Dusty's contemporary Sandie
Shaw. Reg's newer material
perhaps leaves a little to be
desired — ' The Disco Kid
Verses ( sic) Sid Chicane' in
particular — but taken as a
whole, with eyes half shut in
distant reverie, Au has plenty
of golden moments. 113:21
Pete Clark
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a pedal- steel sweetened waltz
across the floor at Gilley's; and
'The Part Of The Anchor', a
closing thrash made for the Peel
Show, that has Lloyd gyrating
vocally and rhyming ' anchor'
with the likes of ' Paul Anka', 'Sri
Lanka', ' thank her' and, of course,
VanIcer'. Both meaty and matey.
IA:11
Fred De/lar
MAGNUM: GOODNIGHT LA
Polydor 843 568-1
JOYCE: MUSIC INSIDE
Verve Forecast 843 012-2
(43m 25s)CD
The Brazilians continue to produce the classiest recordings —
even though this was made in
New York. But aBrazilian singer
just called Joyce? This is standard Brazilian popular music,
which means that it swings
through relaxed percussion and
bass, and has touches of jazz to it,
and flexible vocals which weave
through instantly catchy hut
deceptive tricky tunes. Isuppose
Joyce will be compared to Flora
Purim, but she has a more
rounded, less shrill voice, and in
a lot of ways she reminds me
more of Milton Nascimento — no
bad thing. There's nothing heavy
here, nor anything challenging.
But as material for relaxez-vous
sessions. this'll do nicely thanks.
[A*:1,2]
Ken Hyder
KID CREOLE AND THE
COCONUTS: PRIVATE WATERS
OF THE GREAT DIVIDE
CBS 466521-2 ( 46m 35s) CD
August Darnell's debut album for
CBS is astrong one marred by a
couple of daft moves. I mean.
who needs yet another cover of
'Lambada'? Equally, I could do
without the cod calypsos the Kid
slips in when he's got nothing
better to do. Apart from these
niggles, things pan out better
than your average latin funkHollywood dance mixture. ' The
Sex Of It' fashioned at Paisley
Park with Prince chipping in
some instrumental chores on his
own composition, is the cut
that'll haul in all the attention,
though the lovers- rock styled
'Corey's Song' is worth aiming at
your ear, if only to catch the '60s
creamy vocal of Corey Daye,
while ' Pardon My Appearance' is
one of those annoyingly catchy
items Darnell often comes up
with when he put on his ' melodic' hat. Also there is the usual
array of percussion- propelled
rhythms and tight-brassed
arrangements that provide the
listener with anight at the Copa
for the price of an album. Icould
never bring myself to knock
anyone whose record contains
the line ' they're richer than a
Warner Bros picture'. So this one
gets an IA*:1/2] rating.
Fred Dellar
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THE LEVELLERS: A WEAPON
CALLED THE WORD
Musidisc 105572 ( 44m 36s )
CD Dist by Pinnacle
Brighton- based and Irish
influenced, the Levellers ally
themselves with the Clash
through their stroppy commentary lyrics and their tough performances but have a stronger
Celtic feeling in the arrangements and the melodies. After
only two years together they
have pumped out a number of
singles and now this then- first
album. Their conviction is
endearing and their point forcefully put. Their melodies are
utterly Irish and the arrangements and production seem
determined to make them sound
as though they are playing live —
which they may well be. But
while they may be electric in a
live gig, they offer littie on
record that hasn't been offered
elsewhere. The songs are no
works ot genius and the recording is nothing to crow about.
Jeremy Leveller says, "Call us
anything so long as y•ou don't
mention the Pogues." He would
do well to listen to why they are
great on record and why he is
not. [
B:2]
Neville Farmer
ROBERT LLOYD:
ME AND MY MOUTH
Virgin CDV 2623 ( 44m 25s ) C1)
Lie back and think of English
pop. For Lloyd has produced one
of the most unpretentious
albums of the year. a return to
the simple ways. He's often made
good records in the past — his
'Something Nice' ( resurrected
here) was an MME Record Of
The Week in '88 — but he's been
stuck away on such low-profile
labels, On-Tape and his own
Vindaloo, that even locating
records by Lloyd and his past
bands ( Tile Nightingales, The
Prefects) could once have been
alife's work. Hopefully, the Branson connection will find the
Brummie reaping some rewards
for his pure pop way of things.
And deservedly so, for Me And
My Mouth is nothing if not
entertaining, IJoyd proffering an
array of possible singles for
today, along with ' Top Floor To
Let' which could easily have
been pulled from the SweetiMud
songbook, ' Sweet Georgia Black',

Album no 6 from this very American-sounding British rock band.
There are some good compositions here, catchy hooks and
guitar solos, and keyboards are
easy on the ear. Stand- outs
include ' Rockin' Chair', ' Mama'
and ' No Way Out', as Keith Olsen
treats Goodnight LA to his own
brand of level-headed production and engineering ( recent
credits include Ozzy and
Whitesnake ). There's asimilarity
between Bob Catley's vocals and
those of Sammy Hagar in his
solo, pre-Van Halen days. The
backing vocals arranged by
Olsen produced the type of harmonies favoured by- Hagar. He
sings with unusually- rhythmic
phrasing, taking his cues from
drums and bass Yep — rhythm
and togetherness, that's the
name of the Magnum game.
IA:11
Karen Douthuwite

MAULIDI & MUSICAL PARTY:
MOMBASA WEDDING
SPECIAL
GlobeStyle CDORDB 058
(Alm 40s)CD
Swahili weddings in Kenya are
the source of the music on this
CD. And very unusual music it is
too, with Arabic influences
dominating the more familiar
African sounds and rhythms.
There's even a contemporary
input from Indian film songs. The
lineup consists of vocals, organ,
accordion, guitar, bass guitar,
bongos, tablas, tambourine ...
and someone is credited with
'timing', which means he plays
the claves. l'he band tends to
play with a loping beat which is
maintained throughout the
songs with little variation.
Indeed, the dynamic level tends
to remain constant too, and
that's apity, although the overall
effect is almost trance- inducing.
It's afascinating mixture, with a
jolly vibe. [
B:21
Ken Hyder

!

JOHN MAYALL:
A SENSE OF PLACE
Island ILPS 9958
Iseem to have spent half my life
listening to John Mayall's
exploration of the blues and I
guess it's too late to change my
ways now. Not that [want to. For

reviews
A Sense Of Place is as probably as
fine a slice of bluesware as is
likely to head our way this year.
Mayall, amazingly, is singing as
well, if not better, than at anytime during his career, and his
current crop of Bluesbreakers,
guitarist Coco Montoya, exBonnie Bramlett bassist Freebo
and drummer Joe Vuele ( wasn't
he with Simon Stokes' band back
in the early ' 70s?) along with
guest slide guitarist Sonny Landreth ( on load from John Hiatt's
back-up squad) sound like the
genuine thing and not just
another bunch of blues-pseuds
who latched onto aRobert Johnson record during their last
school holidays. Though the
more powerhouse sides and the
boogies are spry enough, it's the
more laid-back items that really
allow Mayall to present his
credentials, a telling interpretation of JJ Cales ' Sensitive Kind'
and an almost Mose Allisonstyled rendition of JB Lenoir's ' I
Want To Go' being among the
tracks that call for instant replay.
Some 26 years since Mayall
began 'Crawling Up A Hill' he
seems have reached anew peak.
[A:11
Fred Dellar
MOJO NIXON & SKID ROPER:
UNLIMITED EVERYTHING
Enigma ENVLP 1005
•
This is a serious work of art, a
breathtaking distillation of the
American experience set to the
timeless rhythms of pulsebeat
rock ' n' roll. Mojo Nixon and
(now ex- ) cohort Skid Roper are
colossi of the global landscape,
articulating the great truths from
which mere mortals shrink in
horror. ' Debbie Gibson i Is Pregnant With My Two- Headed
Love Child' is a case in point,
highlighting the shortcomings of
existentialism in the modern
world behind a facade of sensational newspaper headlines.
Rocks like awild one, too. 'Jesus
At McDonalds' takes as its model
Jonathan Richman's epochal
'Roadrunner' and turns it to new
use as an illuminated text for
these fast- everything times.
'Amsterdam Dogshit Blues' puts
a new gloss on the never-ending
dialectic featuring man and his
alleged best friend. Angst never
sounded so sweet. Perhaps the
stylistic centrepiece of the
record is the pair of Elvis Presley
tributes, '( 619 ) 239- King' and
'Elvis Is Everywhere', the latter
locates Elvis as a divinely ubiquitous being, responsible for all
manner of unexplained phenomena, including the Bermuda
Triangle — ' Elvis needs boats ...
the sailing Elvis ... Commodore
Elvis!' Unlimited Everything, the
best of five previous albums of
Mojo madness, is avaluable, nay
invaluable, document. Get one
now, or be prepared to suffer the
consequences. [
B:11 Pete Clark
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SHJE: TELL ME WHERE YOU'RE GOING
Lifetime Records CDP 794 487 2 Dist by EMI
Silje, pronounced Celia, is abubbly blonde Norwegian who had
the bare-faced cheek to walk up
to the jaco Pastorius band and ask
if she could sing with them in
Oslo. They let her and the next
morning she was all over the
papers. She compounded the
felony by sending a tape to Pat
Metheny and asking him to work
with her. He said 'Yes', and introduced her to British- based American producer Richard Niles. He
was bowled over by both Silje and
her brilliant Norwegian jazz rock

POISON:
FLESH & BLOOD
Capitol EST 2126
Poison make it a hat trick of LP
releases, and the lads show the
benefit of two years' intensive
training because Flesh & Blood
is a beautiful goal. Unskinny
Bop' has already steamed its way
up the singles charts and I've a
felling that if they release the
title track next, it'll be hot on
'Bop's heels. Bruce Fairbairn was
the album producer, and he's
certainly put his Aerosmith
stamp on it — but it's that kind of
stuff, funky, heavy, bluesy, some-

band and signed her up. This, her
debut album is adelightful combination of breathy, sensual singing, subtle sophisticated jazzbased arrangements and naive,
happy pop tunes. Smoothly
arranged by Niles with some
blissful! touches of orchestration, Tell Me Where You're Going
can occasionally sound a little
bland but never lacks class. Sllje
may not ram hits down your
throat but she certainly knows
how to lift your spirits. [A:1]
Neville Farmer

times jokey with more than a
passing awareness of AC/DC and
even The Who. Bret Michaels
has a sensual, soulful voice and
CC DeVille mirrors this in his
guitar-playing. If Iwere to mention all the good tracks, I'd be
giving you the full listing, but it's
worth mentioning the moving
ballad 'Something To Believe In'.
The mood issoon lifted'withMall
And (lain', a gutsy rocker, and
indisputable proof that Poison's
piper knows more than one
tune. It may be posionous but it
won't kill you — who knows, it
may do you the world of good.
[A:1**1
Karen Douthwaite

MAX ROACH:
PRESENTS THE UPTOWN
STRING QUARTET
Polygram 838 358-2
(58m 47s) CD
Veteran drummer Max Roach is
unlike most elder statesmen on
the jazz scene, who tend to sit on
their laurels and look backwards.
Roach is still a fantastic drummer, and still an innovator. His
double quartet — a jazz outfit
plus astring quartet — was afresh
look at organizing jazz performance. Here, Roach presents the
string quartet doing its own
thing — under his supervision.
It's as if he's starting at the
beginning, with Scott Joplinesque pieces transcribed for string
quartet, but then he moves to
the more modern, and more out
— with pieces like Song For
Winnie. Istill have doubts about
whether a string quartet is an
appropriate unit for jazz, but this
is a very satisfying release and
should appeal to people who are
not usually jazz freaks. Worth a
serious spin. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyder
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KOKO TAYLOR:
JUMP FORJOY
Alligator-Sonet 4784

TALL TALES AND TRUE:
SHIVER
RooArt Records/Phonogram
838 209-1
Aussie trio Tall Tales and True
have that certain confidence that
bands like INXS, Crowded House
and Midnight Oil also exude, any
band that escapes Australia has
probably worked for years in
dodgy pubs where audiences
can smell fear and will come
down hard on any band that
looks like they don't mean it. Tall
Tales and True are aguitar based
trio who play simple arrangements to very strong songs. They
swing from acoustic busking to
sweaty club rock and are really
quite superb. There are no
clever tricks in the production —
it is just plain simple and good
and it does the job of supporting
the songs without smothering
them. Shiver is a very refreshing
album. IA:11
Neville Farmer
HENRY MUM:
COLONEL SKOPJE
Label Blue LBLC 6523 ( 60m
04s) CD Dist b) Harmonia
Mundi
This French bass player has good
taste when it comes to lining up
invitees to a recording session.
On guitar, there's John Abercrombie; on drums, Aldo
Romano; on tenor. Joe Lovano;
and on bass guitar, Steve Swallow. It is essentially a blowing
session, with the minimum of
fancy studio tricks. And it has to
be said that it's abetter environment for Abercrombie, who gets
on with playing the guitar. rather
than playing the sound. Abercrombie is at his most intense
and ultimately most relaxed in
these circumstances. His contributions are tasty and concise.
Lovano continues to go from
strength to strength. Having first
come to prominence with Paul
Motian, he's now cropping up on
every second mainstream modern jazz release. And in each
case, he fits right inside the
music with his robust yet sensitive style, an approach which
seems to combine the new with
the traditional, in a way that
seems natural and unforced. This
is agood, straightforward session
with afine balance of exuberant
energy and reflectiveness.
Recommended. IBA] Ken Hyder
111.11 NEWS & RE( :OKI) RF:VIEVI'

The undisputed queen of the
Chicago Blues doesn't just sing,
she takes songs and wrings every
last iota of emotion from them.
Not just the sorrow- filled kind —
the lady can also make you feel
glad be alive The blues to me is
just everyday living, having a
good time, partying'. And Jump
Forjoy is one hell of aparty. The
arrangements, all big band and
brassy, come courtesy of the
admirable Gene Barge, while
Koko's own back-up outfit features guitar-player Criss Johnson. who's capable of cutting
most main names into shreds,
and stellar axe- man I.onnie
Brooks turns up to duet with
Koko on the azure chuckle that
is ' It's A Dirty Job', an item on
which the one-time Chess star
reveals: ' When Billy Dee Williams calls Itell him I'm not at
home.' Once she was able to
claim: ' There's only me and Big
Mama Thornton.' Now there's
only Koko. IA* : 11
Fred Dellar
TRIO TRANSITION:
WITH OLIVER LAKE
DEW 8029 Dist by Impetus
Oliver Lake continues to give
younger generation altoists the
runaround on this album, where
he guests with a bright and
bubbling trio of Mulgrew Miller,
piano, Reggie Workman, bass,
and Freddie ( now sleeve- noted
'Frederick') Waits, drums.
Where many new generation
saxophonists go through the
motions of speed and energy,
capturing the stylistic trappings
of their heroes without understanding their motivations, people like lake continue to push
out the real thing. The other
players on this album are in the
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same mould. Each has played on
the edge, so when they play
something just a little more
inside and mainstream like this
session, there's still enough of a
wild card factor to make you sit
up and listen. You don't necessarily know what's coming next.
Quality stuff. [
A:1121 Ken Hyder
WILSON PHILLIPS:
WILSON PHILLIPS
SBK Records SBICLP5
The whole world knows by now
that the three girls who make up
Wilson Phillips are the kiddy'
winkles of Beach Boy Brian and
Mama and Papa John and
Michelle. Their musical credentials therefore seem to have been
granted by proxy. But before
getting round to the record
itself, the diligent purchaser has
to negotiate the most nauseating
set of sleeve notes ever assembled. The three participants first
get to give their joint thanks to
various individuals with very
'biz' names — ' We love you!', 'We
think you're a genius!'. 'You are
the best there is!' — and then go
on to thank a whole host of
others individually. The tally
must run close to three figures
and I'd count them if HFN/RR
paid more. Already groggy from
having been buried alive in
pecan pie. the listener is then
required to go through the same
experience again with the music,
only this time with extra butterscotch. The big hit single ' Hold
On' has a certain transparent
charm and the version of Tim
Hardin's ' Reason To Believe' is
okay given that the song is indestructible. But elsewhere the
mind wanders alarmingly while
inconsequential little ditties are
wildly overdecorated. Even ' our
extended family of musicians',
including Joe Walsh and I.ittle
Feat's Bill Payne. fails to galva-

fisc this vacuous turkey. How
many Californians does it take to
make adecent record? IA:31
Pete Clark
PAUL YOUNG:
OTHER VOICES
CBS 4669174
Once upon a time, Paul Young
used to front an outfit called the
Q-Tips, who used to appear
fourth on any large bill and do a
sterling job of warming up the
audience with a set of jumping
R&B. Subsequently, 01' Hamster
Cheeks found fame, fortune and
designer suits by recycling other
people's soulful ballads. At first,
only a curmudgeon would have
quibbled with the boy's success:
after all, there's nothing wrong
with a decent voice getting
together with a decent tune.
While Young was covering neglected classics, everything
seemed to be all right. But it
quickly became apparent that
beyond the high points of
'Whereever I lay My Hat' and
'Playhouse', there was an alarming void. Other Voices puts that
void right up front. Despite the
best efforts of such as Chaka
Khan, Steve W'invvood, Stevie
Wonder, Dave Gilmour and
every session man worth his
1241ex. plus sessions in London,
New York and IA. Young has
produced old hat. It's not for the
want of casting his net wide
either: Voices has versions of
Free's ' Little Bit Of Love', Bobby
Womack's ' Stop On By, the
Cook/Greenaway weepie ' Softly
Whispering ILove You' and even
a number from the sound track
of Bagdad Cafe. The problem is
that they're invested with all the
style and energy of an underwater funeral. Paul's a good bloke
and all that, but there are limits.
And at least Q-Tips were useful
for the ears. [A*:31
Pete Clark
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BABYLON A.D.:
BABYLON A.D.
Arista 260 313 ( 44m 56s) CD
Hard-driving California rock,
love songs with ample street
cred, but some of the lyrics ...
They'd be better off cribbing
blues clichés about squeezing
lemons. Despite the semiliteracy of today's youth, we're
prepared to give this one [A:21
because of its energy.

THE HAPPY END:
TURN THINGS UPSIDE DOWN
Cooking Vinyl COOK 033
Mix together a22 piece big band
which wouldn't look out of place
at Cropredy with the likes of
Robert Wyatt, place 'ern on a
rootsy label like Cooking Vinyl
and what do you get? Swing'
roots/dance, or agenre about as
likely as agherkin-and- tofu pizza.
Funnily enough, it works. [A:1/2]

BAD COMPANY:
HOLY WATER
Atco 7567-91371-1
No dinosaurs get more stick than
HM dinosaurs, and few from the
First Golden Age ( Tull, for example, or the surviving Zeps if they
felt like it) get anything other
than stick. No, Holy Water is not
a great album, but it isn't junk,
either. If you're expecting the
post-Free pizazz of their first LP,
forget it. If you just want some
good old Ralphs'n'Kirke, this'll
do. [A/f1:2]

LITTLE NEMO:
TURQUOISE FIELDS
Lively Art ARTY 22 CD ( 64m
lis) CD
French division entry in a new
genre dubbed 'Touching Pop'.
We think that means 'wistful'
rather than 'physical' — this stuff
is moody but melodic, and the
bi-lingual nature doesn't obscure
the intent. Nice, in an abstract
way. [A:1/2]

RICHARD RODNEY BENNETT:
INEVER WENT AWAY
Delos DE 5001 ( 50m 27s) CD
If you're mourning the likes of
Noel Coward, and Peter Skellem
just won't do, Bennett will transport you back to the days when
you had to wear a necktie in a
restaurant and it was OK to have
servants. Droll, classy performances of chestnuts like ' Paper
Moon' and "Bye, ' Bye Blackbird'.
Out with the spats. [A:1]
TIM BUCKLEY:
DREAM LETTER — LIVE IN
LONDON 1968
Demon DFTENDCD 200
(55m 13s; 61m 37s)CD
It's taken 22 years for the release
of the American cult legend's
first London concert, and it's a
gem. Signature tunes, wellchosen covers and songs not
available by Buckley in any other
form. Sympathetic backing, sublime solo acoustic, heartwrenching singing — way above
your standard archive dredging.
IA:11
CARGO: FOR EXPORT ONLY
Cargo Music CGCD 190 ( 69m
20s) CD ( 39 Clitterhouse
Crescent, London NW2 1DB)
Still missing Steely Dan? Craving
intelligent pop with soul and jazz
undertones? Say hello to Cargo, a
group too good for the obscurity
of a self-financed label. It won't
get much airplay and most retailers won't make the effort to
stock it. Pity. IA:1/11
EILEEN FARRELL:
TORCH SONGS
Reference Recordings RR34CD ( 57m 12s) CD
The inimitable Ms Farrell with
another batch of standards, this
time of the smouldering variety.
'Stormy Weather', ' I Get Along
Without You Very Well', "Round
Midnight' — sheer class [A*:1]

L
I

ONNIE MACK: LIVE —
AITACK OF THE KILLER V
Alligator AL4786
Probably the best way to hear
this guitar wizard, live in Chicago — acity just as sympathetic
to Mack as Memphis. Hot stuff,
which shows why he's regarded
as adeity by the likes of Clapton,
Page, Vaughan et al. The kind of
gut-cruncher that makes you
wish you'd been there. [B/C:1].
THE ORDINAIRES: ONE
Brave/One Little Indian BND
7CD ( 43m 38s) CD
A weird crossover indeed,
described as having been
influenced by Spike Jones, the
Ohio Players, Django Reinhardt
and Led Zep — musos using amix
of instruments in ways that
weren't intended, like acoustic
heavy metal. Roots music for
Martians. [A:1/2]
OST: NUNS ON THE RUN
Phonogram 846 043-1
Mildly frenetic soundtrack for
what is probably afrantic film; it
stars, after all, Eric Idle and
Robbie Coltrane. Yello,
Shalcespear's Sister, Steve Winwood and a track from George
Harrison. Then again, it is a
Handmade Film. [A:11
POPINJAYS:
BANG UP TO
DATE WITH THE ...
One Little Indian TPLP 28CD
(34m 01s) CD
Any band with the guts to cover
the Beatles' Rain' this late in the
day — and with astraight face — is
worth noticing. Off-kilter pop,
less cynical than Transvision
Vamp but less weird than They
Might Be Giants. So, the GoBetweens are dead — long live
the Popinjays! [A:11
RED RIVER: TEXAS ADVICE
New Rose ROSE 210CD
(53m 47s) CD
Second release from ahot Texas
trio which blends about adozen

native American genres with the
facility of Little Feat. But they're
raunchier, at times even Crampslike, so investigate if you love the
thought of a marriage between
the mean and the mellow. [A:1]
LEO SAYER: COOL TOUCH
EMI EMC3578
Imagine the scenario: someone
hypnotizes Sayer into thinking
that it's 1977 and he's Barry &
Robin Gibb. 'Write a disco LP!'
he's told. So he does. His innate
talents shine through, but this
decade-old wrapping does him
no good at all. [A:21
SHENANDOAH: EXTRA MILE
Columbia CSK 45490
(34m 51s) CD
Perfectly executed present day
country & western, with few
concessions to either New
Country or Outlawism. It's as if
the American Civil War never
happened. [A:1/2]
THE SHOES: STOLEN WISHES
New Rose ROSE 202CD
(54m 18s) CD
Undaunted and still releasing
material on their own Black
Vinyl label, the truly brilliant
Shoes reaffirm their position as
the finest current practitioners
of Sixties pop. However delightful are World Party, Adult Net
and the rest, this is the closest
you'll ever get to areincarnated
Beatles. [A:11 and thumbs-up to
New Rose for their impeccable
taste.
THE SKELETONS: IN THE
FLESH/ROCKIN' BOIVES
Demon FIEND CI) 178
(58m 54s) CD
First UK release for an absolutely
earpopping dose of trash/pop
milking every brand of rock
ephemera. Sort of like a notready- for- prime- time Smithereens or NFtBQ and a must for
anyone who thinks that Nuggets
is rock's Rosetta Stone. [A/13:11
STEPPENWOLF: RISE & SHINE
IRS EIRSA 1037
Talk about an unheralded return.
Approach this with caution ( witness other naff career re-starts)
and be pleasantly surprised to
hear John Kay singing like it was
'68. Skip the obvious but potent
nostalgic element and you've got
a solid, hard-rocking LP sounding both vintage and modern all
at once. Get your motor runnin'
... [A:1]
THE TEMPERANCE SEVEN:
33 NOT OUT
Upbeat URCD 103
59m 32s CD
(Dist by Conifer)
Still at it, pretending that it's the
1920s and that the Jeeves ' n'
Bertie revival just may happen.
But they do it better'n anybody
else, so check it out if you're into
real retro. Like the Bonzos with a
straight face. [A:1/21

THE TEXTONES:
BACK IN TIME
Demon FIEND CD 179
(52m 54s)CD
14 unreleased tracks ( 1979-88)
from a criminally underrated
crew. A post-Byrds American
guitar band which added to
rather than exploited the genre,
and even their outtakes and
alternates surpass the majority of
today's indie offerings. Starwatchers will drool over the
guest list, while pop fanatics will
wonder why this lot failed to
chart. 1A/11:1/11
THE TRISAX-UAL SOUL
CHAMPS: GO GIRL
Black Top/Demon FIEND CD
186 ( 44m 44s) CD
'A horn section with a
vengeance' it says in the release,
and they aren't kidding. A triplesax line-up that works like a
steamroller, cooking through a
stew of soul 'n' swing good
enough to attract Snooks Eaglin
on three tracks. [A:1]
VIXEN: REV IT UP
EMI MTL1054
Second LP from an identi-kit
HM/stadium filler-type band notable only in that it's an all-girl
outfit. Confused as to whether
they want to be Heart or Bon
Jovi, but they do agood job with
their schizophrenia. [AB:2]
WENDY & LISA: EROICA
Virgin CDVX 2633 ( 49m 16s;
9m 24s) CD
Released just in time for the
Prince tour, this latest from his
former employees is as Purple/
Paisley as ever, but somehow it's
growing more 'accessible'. The
single, 'Strung Out', isn't the
strongest track, so don't let that
sway you. It may take a few
plays, but it's worth it. [A:11
(Move quickly as early copies
include a free 3in CD of Lisa's
piano solos.)
JANE WIEDLIN: TANGLED
EMI awn. 1053 (45m 4 9s)
CD
Think how it must feel to leave a
hit-making band, only to see one
of its lesser talents doing better
in the popularity stakes. You
have to forgive Wiedlin for
sounding like she's still aGo-Go
or even like Ms Carlisle, but then
she doesn't deny this ' return to
her roots'. Which means IA:11
retro.
KIM WILDE: LOVE MOVES
MCA DMCG 6088 ( 43m 32s)
CD
Now settled into a familiar
groove and almost reaching
elder statesperson level within
the genre of dance/pop, Ms
Wilde must depend on her stillstrong network of fans. This
one's mature, polished and professional, but likely to be overshadowed in the 'youf market by
garden variety SAW. [A:2/31
III
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
THE BEACH BOYS: SURFIN'
SAFARI & SURFIN' USA
Capitol/EMI CDP 793691 2
(55m 56s) CD
THE BEACH BOYS: SURFER
GIRL & SHUT DO W7 VOL 2
Capitol/EMI CDP 793692 2
(59m 56s) CD
THE BEACH BOYS:
PET SOUNDS
Capitol/EMI CDP 748421 2
(43m)CD
After the superb Bowie reissues,
another long-awaited catalogue.
All mid-priced two fers ( except
for Pet Sounds), sounding terrific and packaged with attractive and informative lx)oklets.
Best of all, each sports extra
tracks, including choice rarities.
[A*], while the music starts out
at [ 1/2], reaching [ 1
] with
Pet Sounds.
HARRY BELAFONTE:
RETURNS
TO CARNEGIE HALL
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 782
(71m 20s)CD
An audiophile's dream, one of
those RCA collector's items
made available again. Fine transfer of the live concert from
1960, all in a folky vein and
featuring guests like Odetta and
the Chad Mitchell Trio.[A*:1/2]
BOOKER T & THE MGs:
ME BOOKER TSET
Stax/Ace CDSXE 026
(37m 08s ) CD
Muzak or soul? Who cares? Even
when doing late Sixties classics
in nightclub background music
mode this outfit showed its
pedigree. A bit sluggish, perhaps,
but still worth hearing. [A/B:2]
DAVID BOWIE:
THE RISE AND FALL OF
ZIGGY STARDUST AlVD THE
SPIDERS FROM MARS
EMI CDP 79 4400 0
(56m 09s) CD
The most eagerly-anticipated of
the Bowie reissues, one of his
finest ( g,lam phase) moments.
On a par with its predecessors,
with lavish booklet, five extra
tracks and sterling sound. Move
quickly if you want the limited
edition deluxe box set. [A*:1*]
THE CHORDETTES:
MAINLY ROCK7VROLL
Ace CDCHD 934 ( 77m 48s) CD
32 tracks from 1954-1962, a
cross between nascent rock'n'roll and ( distaff) barbershop
quartet. 'To Know Him Is To
Love Him', ' Lollipop', and the
immortal ' Mr Sandman', now
doing time as an ad. [A/A*:11
GENE CLARK: ROADMASTER
Edsel EDCD 198 ( 40m Ils ) CD
Reissued on vinyl in '86 and now
on CD, one of the ex-Byrd's
better solos. His definitive She
Don't Care About Time', aweepy
`I Really Don't Want To Know' —
why was he always overshadowed by McGuinn? [A/B:1]
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DELANEY & BONNIE: HOME
Stax/Ace CDSXE 029
(29m 58s) CD
A fine, circa '69 effort from an
underrated outfit that played a
seminal role in establishing the
gutsier side of blue-eyed soul.
Debts are owed by practitioners
ranging from Hall & Oates to
Robert Palmer. A classic. [A/B:1]
THE DELFONICS: ECHOES —
ME BEST OF THE
DELFONICS
Arista 260 627 ( 49m 49s) CD
16 super-smooth soul goodies
from a late 60s/early 70s chart
fixture. The trio's hits, including
the devastating ' Didn't I ( Blow
Your Mind This Time)'. [A:1/21
THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS:
BURRITO DELUXE
Edsel ED CD 194
(33m 20s) CD
THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS:
DIM LIGHTS, THICK SMOKE
AND LOUD, LOUD MUSIC
Edsel ED CD 197
(41m 36s)CD
THE FLYING BURRITO
BROTHERS: HOLLYWOOD
NIGHTS 1979-82
Sundown/Magnum SDLP 067
A feast of Burritos, one of the
finest- ever country- cum- rock
outfits. Edsel offers, respectively,
the superb second LP and agood
compilation, while Sundown's
set consists of rare, unreleased
tracks from their middle, preCurb Records period. Purists
may prefer the Edsels, but the
Sundown should not be ignored.
[B:11; [A/B:1/11; [A:1/21

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE:
LIVE AT ME MONTEREY
FESTIVAL
Thunderbolt/Magnum THBL
074
Previously only available off- air
or on bootleg, the Airplane's
historic appearance at THE festival of the 1960s. The complete
set, sounding better than you'd
expect and consisting of eight
early creations. 1A/13:1/1*]
AL JOLSON:
20 GOLDEN GREATS
MCA DMCTV 4 ( 49m Ils)CD
Probably the best singlepurchase Jolson disc yet, every
song so familiar that ' standards'
doesn't begin to cover them.
'Sonny Boy', ' My Mammy',
`Swanee' — makes you wish you
were in your 80s. [ H:1***1
BB KING: GUESS WHO
BGO BGOCD71 ( 43m 29s ) CD
Circa 1972 with the Master
backed by overtly funky players
like Cornell Dupree, Burnard
Purdie and the now- ubiquitous
David Sanborn. Soulful, almost
Stax-y, but pure BB all the way.
[A:1/2]
THE KINKS:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE CD 295
(62m 03s) CD
Six EPs ( including the rare Dave
Davies effort) transferred to one
Cl), and at least half the songs
count as Kinks Klassics. Considering that one original vinyl
EP in rough nick would cost
twice what this does, call The EP
Collection a bargain without
peer. Prime British rock. [ B:11

FREDDY & THE DREAMERS:
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE CD 299
(50m 04s) CD
No excuses can be made for this
silliest of Beat Boom acts, aimed
at an even lower mentality than
New Kids or Jason. Pure teeny
fodder, though ' I'm Telling You
Now' was agood tune ... [A/B:3]

MAGIC SAM: EASY BABY
Charly CD CHARLY 218
(55m 45s) CD
Fine 21 track compilation focusing on the earlier part of this
bluesman's career. A potential
superstar, he died far too young,
at the age of 32 in 1969. A
precursor to Robert Cray. [ B/
C:1]

HERMAN'S HERMITS:
THE COLLECTION
Castle Communications
CCSCD 246 (60m 39s) CD
Hot on the heels of the See For
Miles EPs compilation, a hitladen set with surprisingly little
overlap. A must for fans of early
Britpop, even if you already have
the other CD 'best ofs'. [A/B:1/2]

THE MAMAS & PAPAS: 20
GREATEST HITS
MCA DMCL 1903 ( 60m 05s)CD
Simply magical Summer Of Love
sweetness. Lush harmonies and
melodies, still being milked to
this very day by lesser artists.
Every tune awinner, the Carpenters for hippies. [A/11:11

THE HOWES: BUTTERFLY
BGO BGOCD79 ( 32m 21s) CD
THE HOLLIES: EVOLUTION
BGO BGOCD80 ( 32m 09s ) CD
An interesting pair from 1967,
the Hollies caught between
gorgeous, short/sharp harmonic
masterpieces and experimenting
with whatever inspires song
titles like ' Wishyouawish'. Still,
the Hollies could do no wrong
for fans of massed/matched
voices. [B:1/2]
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MICKEY & SYLVIA:
LOVE IS STRANGE
Bear Family/Roller Coaster
BCD 15438
(77m 20s; 76m 58s) CD
A two-disc retrospective as only
Bear Family can do it: 60 superb
tracks from a duo regarded by
too many as one-hit wonders. A
couple of takes of the immortal
title track, rockers, smoochers
and some material so rare that it
will make your head spin. [A/
B:1] with a [*] for the packaging.

MOTÓRHEAD: WELCOME TO
ME BEAR TRAP
Castle Communications
CCSCD 237 ( 78m 54s) CD
It starts with ' Motürhead ( Live)'
and ends 20 tracks later with
'Ace Of Spades', acrash course in
grunge/speed rock from the masters. A perfect cliché, right down
Ito the umlaut. [13:1]
JOHNNY RAY: CRY
Bear Family/Roller Coaster
BCD 15450(75m 56s) CD
The second set since his demise,
a 30-song package with peerless
sound quality, some ultra- rare
tracks and scholarly annotation.
Torch y anguish, the occasional
novelty and the roots of blueeyed soul. [A/111*:11
OTIS RUSH:
THE CLASSIC RECORDINGS
Charly CD CHARLY 217
(61m 10s)CD
The LP beefed up by six tracks
for a grand total of 22 blues
guitar gems from 1956-60.
Essential pre-'rediscovery' Chicago blues — and an inspiration
for the Brits who'd return the
favour a few years on. [A/B:1]
NEIL SEDAKA:
GREATEST HITS
RCA ND 89171 ( 35m 23s) CD
14 of his best, including ' I Go
Ape', ' Calendar Girl' and the
immortal ' Breaking Up Is Hard to
Do'. Naïve sentiments but perfect pop. So when do we see a
Sedaka revival? [B/C:11
THE SMALL FACES:
THE SINGLES As & Bs
See For Miles SEE CD 293
(75m 54s) CD
A superb collection for those
who need only one disc per
artist. Fine sonics and acluster of
Sixties classics including `Tin
Soldier', ' Itchycoo Park' and
'Lazy Sunday'. Essential. [A/11:1]

I

SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE
McGHEE:
THE 1958 LONDON SESSIONS
Sequel NEX CD 120
(54m 36s) CD
Superb vintage Sonny & Brownie, call-and- response rural blues
the likes of which we'll never
hear again. 18 tracks ( two previously unreleased) recorded
when blues fans were a special
breed. Important historically,
yes, but buy it for the wonderful,
down-home music. [A/H:11

JUNIOR WELLS/EARL
HOOKER:
MESSIN' WITH THE KID
Charly CD CHARM 219
(59m 36s) CD
Blues harp hero Wells, accompanied by guitarist Hooker, in the
late 1950s/early 1960s. Transitional material, after Wells' raw
but trad debut and prior to the
period of his teaming up with
Buddy Guy for genuine stardom.
[B:1/2]
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JAZZ
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN:
ME GENIUS OF THE
ELECTRIC GUITAR
CBS 460612 ( 45m 23s )

other four, O'Day- less, are from
1949.) Beats the 1956 reunion
(already on CD) and worth having
just for O'Day's *Skylark' [
H:1/2]

lbe essential Benny Goodman
Sextet recordings, 1939-41. As
with I.P releases, the sound is a
bit flat and processed due to
enthusiastic click- removal —
presumably 'The Original Analog Tapes' from which this was
'Digitally Remasteree were the
Packburn-filtered
1960s. 111:11

dubs

of

the

BUCK CLAYTON:
JAM SESSIONS FROM THE
VAULT
CBS 463336 ( 51m 51s)
A set

of alternate

takes ( the

masters were on an an album
called All The Cats Join In),
recorded 1953-56: various lineups of swing- era stylists play
what became known as mainstream. Attractive if unchallenging small-group jazz 113:2]
EDDIE CONDON ALL-STARS:
DIXIELANDJAM
CBS 465680-2 ( 52m 33s)

(Dist by Trim Records )
MILES DAVIS:
MILES AND COL TRINE
CBS 460824 ( 47 m 12s
Two fascinating live numbers
(mono) represent Coltrane with
Miles's 1955 quintet, the other five
tracks illustrate his return: these
are live recordings from Miles's
sextet at the 1958 Newport Jazz
Festival. Bill Evans sounds a bit
quiet: Cannonball Adderley provides asometimes too- light foil for
the steaming Coltrane. [
A/B:1/21
MILES DAVIS:
LIVE MILES
CBS 460064 ( 40m 09s)

offer Wild Bill Davison/Vic Dickenson/Bob Wilber and Billy But
George Wettling is the archetypal Dixieland drummer holding it all together. Echoey but
attractive early- stereo sound and
plenty of energy. [
A:1/2]
JUNIOR COOK QUARTET/
GEORGE COLEMAN OCTET:
STABLEMATES
Affinity CI) AFF 766 ( 80m ()Os)
Cook's quartet provides five of the
It numbers here, then joins Coleman's octet: not so much a tenor
battle as astraight-ahead workout:
exhausting but exhilarating. And it
really is 80 minutes. [A/B:11
SONNY CRISS/HAMPTON
HAWES:

._
Parker- follower Criss ( alto sax)
and muscular pianist Hawes provide a West Coast version of bop
(1949, four numbers) and bluesy
standards ( 1957, three tracks).
Remarkably poor value on playing
time, but fills a significant gap.
111/8:1/21
ROY ELDRIDGE/GENE KRUPA
ORCHESTRA/ANITA O'DAY:
UPTOWN
CBS 466310-2 (

7 2m

Unreleased material from the 1961
Carnegie Hall concert, including
the Davis/Gil Evans orchestral version of Rodrigo's Concierto de
Aranjuez first heard on Sketches of
Spain: superb playing from Davis
and an arresting live sound.
Remaining tracks featured the current Davis quintet with saxist Hank
Mobley. [A*:1/21
ERROLL GARNER:
CONCERT BY THE SEA
CBS ( 43m 12s)

star

Roy Eldridge and

111.11 NE\VS ec R11:051) REVII'M

Still

Harry

After All

J J JOHNSON:
THE TROMBONE MASTER
BS 463340 ( 46m 51s

Garner's 1955 in-concert recording was one of the biggest selling
albums of the decade. The sound

are at their best here and the high
standard and great sound ( CEDARized of these 194-4-50 tracks belie
the bad state of the big hand
business at the time. [
11:1]
VARIOUS:
THE BEBOP REVOLUTION
RCA Bluebird ND82177 ( 60m
245)
Obscurities from 1946-9: no Parker, but a chance to hear whole
bunches of lesser- known be-liop
musicians as well as Gillespie.
Navarro, Moody. Thompson.
Eager, John Lewis and Cecil Payne,
alongside such non- hoppers as
Pete Brown or Don Byas, or fellow- travellers Coleman Hawkins
and Benny Carter. Fascinating.
[H:21
VARIOUS:
SWING IS HERE
RCA Bluebird ND82180 ( 63m
I3s )

)

Late
Four of the nine tracks here arc
from a 1958 quintet date with that
most individual Miles disciple, Nat
Adderley, the rest quartets. The
rhythm players are the best
(variously, Max Roach, Paul Cham-

and immediate. all stereo IA:1]

1930s

small- group

swing

under the leadership of Krupa
(four numbers with some good
Roy Eldridge) and Gene Gifford
(three, with great Bunny Berigan )
plus more traditional stuff from
Mezz Mezzrow and Wings' Manone
sessions and a couple of timeless
goodies with trumpeter Frankie
Newton and pianist James PJohnson. NoNoised and [
H:1/2]

never was all that good technically, but with the gloriously live
atmosphere of an electrifying performance, it doesn't matter. [
H:1*]

THELONIOUS MONK:
UNDERGROUND
CBS 460066 (.41m -12s)

VARIOUS:
BIG BAND SAMPLER

This comes complete with Columbia's elaborate sleeve photo,

Catching immediate attention with
the opener, Cab Calloway's * Min-

BENNY GOODMAN:
WHEN BUDDHA SMILES
ASV CD AJA 5071 (
145

depicting Monk as sonic sort of
piano-playing terrorist, but ( apart,
possibly, from Jon Hendricks'
unlikely guest vocal on ' In Walked

nie The Moocher's Wedding Day'.
this 16- track sampler offers notnecessarily the most outstanding
cuts from seven new discs. The
other artists are Benny Goodman
(*Taking A Chance On Love',
'Something New' ) Woody Hernian
('Everybody Knew But Me'. 'Apple

)

This 24- track CD documents the
changes in the Goodman band
1934 to 1939. especially the use of
Henderson arrangements, but few
classics. Sound is clean hut with
*surface' on some. [
H:2]

Bud') the music is less dated. His
quartet at the time featured that
most compatible tenorist, the late
Charlie Rouse, who helps make it
[A:1]

RCA Bluebird ND82179
(66m 5-4s)

net's theme tunes ' Woodchopper's
Ball' and 'Skyliner', sampling a
whole album of the great big
bands' signature tunes. This last
one is pretty near the real thing,

Combining Sonny Meets Hawk,

EARL HINES:
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE
VANGUARD
CBS 462401 ( 57m 50s )

%VILLE SMITH/HARRYJAMES
ORCH:

tingly) by tenorist Budd Johnson
in 1965. [A:1/21.

NEPTEN111112 1990

Honey', ' Caldonia'), Glenn Gray.
les Brown and Sammy Kaye ( two
numbers each) and Les & Larry
Elgart with their 1950s cover versions of Herman and Charlie Bar-

with some superb late- Coleman
Hawkins, with three tracks each
from /
Vow's The Time and The
Standard Sonny Rollins, both
featuring the already- distinctive,
pre- Miles-style piano of Herbie

these fine, sprightly performances
by the late great pianist, with atrio
augmented ( not always interes-

CBS 4666172 ( 48m -48s )

SONNY ROLLINS:
ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE
(1963-64)

More from the Goodman Yale archive, 20 tracks recorded in half- adozen countries on a 1958 tour,
with the big- band featuring Zoot
Sims, Roland Hanna and veteran
Basic vocalist Jimmy Rushing. Nice
stereo sound and performances
that stand re-hearing. [
A/B:2]

54s)

Holiday- styled singer Anita O'Day
made Krupa's one of the great big
bands in 1941-42, when 20 of
these 2-1 tracks were cut. ("Me

not sure about a 3- CD set, go for
The King James Version, but the
other two (Corn in' From A Good

bers, Sam Jones, Louis Hayes,
Albert Heath ) so things swing from
start to finish. Sound is live, bright

Not a reissue, but afirst release of
Trumpet

era. After more than 30 years in
the business. James still sounded
fresh and these discs are a fitting
memorial to one of the all-time
greats of the swing era. If you're

These Years plus a couple of Cl)
bonus tracks) are [A4:11 as well.

BENNY GOODMAN:
BIG BAND IN EUROPE
Limelight(EMI)820 814(64m
28s)

QUARTET 1949-1957
Fresh Sound FSR-CD 64
(20m 09s) ( dist by Chan)-)

It's hardly going too far to say that
the Sheffield Harry James discs
were the only direct- cuts with real
music on them. Fortunately,
Sheffield did put the stuff on tape
as well, and so the sound of the
James band survives into the CD

Place and

Stereo CD reissue of most of The
Roaring Twenties album of
195, plus four unreleased titles.
Two typical Condon line-ups

HARRY JAMES & HIS BIG BAND:
THE SHEFFIELD SESSIONS,
1974-79
Sheffield CD900 ( 3discs )

Hancock. Good value. [
A:1/21

SNOOTY FRUITY
CBS 466364-2 ( 75m 50s )
— ,
Aside from the trumpet-playing
leader himself, the slipping-andsliding altoist Willie Smith was
James's most distinctive soloist
before he left to replace Johnny
Hodges in the Ellington band. Both

and good sound. [
H/A:1/2]

'Other titles just released in the
CBS Jazz Masterpieces series
include: Louis Armstrong The Hot
Fives, Vol I, .
460821: Bix Biederbecke. Vol I: Siligill . The Blues.
466309; Dave Brubeck, The Great
Concerts, 462403; Tubby Hayes
with Clark Terry, The New ) brk
Sessions, 466363: Billie Holiday
The Quintessential Billie Holiddn
Vol IL 460060: and Vo//// 460820:
Charles Mingus. Shoes of the
Fisherman's IV/fr. 460822: Bessic
Smith, 7'he Collection, 463339:
Ben Webster and 'Sweets' Edison.
Ben and Sweets', 460613.1
II5

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
HON, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION
INSTALLATION SERVICE

CLONE?

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH. WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009

FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at - COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

Closed Wednesday.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Quad, Nakamichi, Arcam, Tannoy, Audio
Research, Magna Planar, Classé.
Closed all day Mon/Thur ai Fri open till 9pm

Major credtt cards welcome

AND
FOR

DOMESTIC AND IN- CAR HI- Fl.
65 CAME STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
iZJ11

r•'

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real HI Fi specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa. AKG. Alphason, Audio Technica ICD Players also). ADC, AR.
A&R. Beard, Boston, BLQ, Castle, Celestion. Denon. Diesis. Dual.
Exposure, Gale Goldbug, Goldting. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon. KEF. L.ogic, Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum, Mantra, Musical Fidelity, Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt.
Short. Maranu, Monster. Myst, Nakamichi. Nagaoka, NAD. Ortofon.
Paragon. Philips ICD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
Hotel. Revox, Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sonden.
Stand & Deliver. Spendor, Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teac CD.
norens. Trio CD. Walker, Wharfedale. Yorkshire, Yamaha, Zeta.
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 1Oarn•bpm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-3. l0 Saturday
ard lai , l,t,e,auailable

2.6delatiel

(ene dLie

AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS
"For the closest app,,., • ., gbal sound" contact IAN BEWLEY
Tel: 07684 86235. " E. • • •
VVatermillock-on-Ullswater. Penrith.
CA11 OLR. Hear the
QUAD range, including ESL. 63s. and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20. by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation in North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Glastonbury, Castle, Spendor, Sugden, Maranta.
Nakarnichi. Kelvin Labs, Revox and Sumo. CD's also available.

cston
cudlo
STOP PRESS
Arcam
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 5th

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD ARCAM REVOLVER
YAMAHA STAX MORDAUNTSHORT SME DENON

Free Tickets

AUDIO ROGERS B & W

V/

El

STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Onix, Epos, Royd, Creek, BLQ,
Mission, Revolver, Ariston, Kef, Infinity, Tannoy,
Denon, Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR,
Nakamichi, Mordaunt-Short, Sound Organisation,
Audio Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.
OPEN 6DA YS,2 luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,

21 NANTWICH ROAD,

7DAY NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.

CREWE,
CHESHIRE

TEL:

.TOP PRE.'

NEW CHESTER SHOP OPENING SOON

Active

Audio

/io.ï

040 \
rtvaew & Osbornel

. . . sounds
outstanding

ADC • AKAI • ARCAM' • BANG & OLUFSEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO . • DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN • MORDAUNT-SHORT MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD' • RUARK
SONY • YAMAHA
•Eppong and &Orton Walden only
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX TEL' 103781 74242
26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL. 10799) 23728
70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS • TEL:102791656401

(
0270) 255488

HOPKINS HI-FI
sound systems

ARCAM UARtSTON 111 CELESTON • DENON UHEYBROOK 1W
REERENŒ II CYRUS UMUSICAL RDELITY UMARANTZ fMERCIAN
•REVOX • ROTELU ROGERS II ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards. Ring For Opening Times Md FREE 'FACT PACK'

77%71

:-

Hill KIHNITS

SOUND ADVICE- NATURALLY
NO 1DEALER FOR THE SOUTH EAST HANTS
38-40 FRATTON ROAD. PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P015BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155/830753
THE SPECIALIST DEALER FOR
Technics NAD • Kenwood Onkyo • Ouad • Revolver • Denon • Dual Cambridge Audio • OED • Tannoy • KEF • Mordaunt Short Heybrook •

_

Monitor Aude Sennheser • Onoton • Marama •
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

"e„',11,7eV,‘

HI- PI SPECIALISTS

CELESTION MONITOR

4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
1r 0625 582704
o
Monday

SOUNDSTAGE

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI-FI

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
T(
0332) 380385

September 1990

available now.

THE

NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL
ROKSAN
DISCOUNT CD 8. TAPE
XTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREO T

COMPACT "(café

Dorchester lii Fi Ltd
Normal Price Sale Price
£390.00
£ 499.95
Linz Quasar Amp
£290.00
£ 399.95
Lino Nebula Amp
Carver Cl' Seven 74-lot
(Tuner Pr Amp Power Amp.) £ 1365.95 £999.00
Carver 11.3300 CD Player £ 695.95 £595.00
Heybrook F15200 Loudspeakers £ 369.00 £259.00
Systerodek 11X.Mayware
Formula V.MC7V 310
£ 510.00 £399.00
EAR 509 MK11 Vallee Monoblock £ 1799.00(pair)P0A
Coming noon MAGNUM Ei ACCOUSTATS

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DTI IJP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DELTEC, DENON,
DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, QED, ROTEL, SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STANDESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TAN NOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: 107051 473952
Open 10-1, 2-6 Tues Sat

Recording Playback
&Monitoring Limited
2 Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Telephone No: 071 585 0274

Acoustic Energy U Arcam II Castle
(Naar Clapham Junction. Clapham
South 6. South Circular Road )

Creek U Deltec U Denon U JPW
KEF U Linn U Marantz U Meridian II
Mission U Musical Fidelity II Naim
• Nakamichi U Quad U Rega
Roksan U Rotel U Sony a Yamaha
FBA Dealer of the Year 1988/1989 ..

* SONY National Dealer of the Year 1989 *
27a & 40 Hockerill Street.
Bishop's Stortford, Herts.
Tel: ( 0279) 506576

Open: Tues Sat 1030arn-6.30pm
Authorised Stockists of: Linn. Nom. Rega, Creek, Ion,
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodmans, Royd, Ruark, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company, Audiotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technic., Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser. Beyer.
2 Comfortable Single Speaker Darn Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery Er Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities
Access, Visa & Instant Credit,

ANALOG AUDIO
¿Hl- FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

MONITOR jU A & R Cambridge
3 Castle
Celestion U Creek
SOUND j' Ariston

I 3 Denon 3 Dual
3 Foundation U Harwood
▪ Marantz 3 Monitor Audio U Mordaunt-Short
▪ Pioneer U Philips CD U Quad U Rogers
▪ Rotel 3 Revox U Sennheiser U Sony
▪ Spendor U Tannoy U Technics 118 Thorens
Yamaha etc.

Tel: 081 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for ( elestion, Denon, Dual, Maraniz,
NAD, Onkvo, Pioneer, Proton, Rote), Yamaha.

Stockist of lull range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone far details.

griffin AUDIO
BIRMINGHAM

111-171MARKETS.J
The place where people tare about hi- Ii

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
STOCKISTS OF Acoustic Research, Alexander, Alphason, Ariston,
Audio Technica, Beard. B & W. Carver. Castle Acoustic. Celef.
Celestion. Chord, Denon, Dual. Gale. Harman Kardon, Heybrook.
Hunt, Jecklin. JPW. Kelvin Lab, Line Manticore, Marante Michell.
Musical Fidelity. Nakamichi, Pro«. Proton, QED, Clued, Rotel, Roark,
SD Acoustic. SME, Sony, Spendor. System Dek, Tannoy.
Target Audio, Orell. Technics, Thomas, Van Den Hul, Yamaha
34 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW16 012.
Tel: 071-233 0774
Fax: 071-233 0773

ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI

REVOX

• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM, LINN. MONITOR

SONY • DENON • D&M • ROKSAN •DELTEC

AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION. REGA, DUAL, RO TEL.

Also at Warrington and Liverpool (
see

Cheshire)

CYRUS

CREEK.

NAKAMICHI,
RE VOX

94
692

BRISTOL
1359,

DENON.

MARANTZ,

QUAD

ST..

BIRMINGHAM

TUE -SAT

10am

-

6pm

UDIOY ENUE
AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS II
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
NORFOLK/SUFFOLK

LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-7717787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver,
BLO, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Interest Free & Various Credit
Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

BBA IBB100).

Croft, Concordant, Grant and others.

TURNTABLES by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd
Valdi.

SPEAKERS

by Snell, Rogers & ACOUSTAT.

Also Mod Squad. Moth, Royd, Goldring, Audio Technica, Target

Ring for appointment
Piss (0379) 740227

!FL
—r1

Ill- It \ FAO., & III I ( IRIS RE\ II: \\

valve specialists

DELTEC amplifiers. Slink cables.
HAFLER amplifiers.
PDM ONE bit stream convertor.
VALVE AMPS by Audio Innovations,

SEPTEMBER 1990
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PRODUCT LIST
LINN, EXPOSURE, NVA,
ONIX, RUARK, MANTRA,
REVOLVER, CREEK,

PERFECT FIDELITY
That's our goal at the REFERENCE STUDIO
Every item of

equipment adds some form of colouration.

ARCAM MONITOR

We however, have tested many items and after careful
selection can offer some of the very best. If your quest is total
fidelity to music then give us acall to make an appointment for
ademonstration in our superb studio.

AUDIO, HEYBROOK,

High End Specialists

ARISTON TECHNICA,
CHORD COMPANY,

For the
finest
names
in

WILKINS

WORTHING

HiFi

(BOsues

‘
4n.écns)

Lonertampton Road lei wortn.,, 6.4141

TANNOY, ROTEL, CELEF,
NAD, MARANTZ, STAX,
Phone No. 0922 57926

MAGAVOX • LUMLEY • DIAMOND ACOUSTICS •
ACOUSTAT • ZARATHUSTRA • NAG
DELTEC • TOWNSEND • SPENDOR •
MAGNUM • RADFORD • MARK LEVINSON • CARDAS •
KISEKI • ORTOFON • WADIA • THRESHOLD •
VANDERSTEEN • CONRAD JOHNSON • CHORD • etc

GRANGE HI FI
HI-FI SPECIALISTS,

cil

CREDIT FACII.ITIES
ACCESS VISA

at
THE
REFERENCE STUDIO
HEATHFIELD SUSSEX

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.

Products — ARCA \ I.
2DEMONSTRATION

AC. \ t'DIO

ROOMS

IsNin •\ lIoNs AUI)lo
II( ii\ 1
(
jp‘\
(RI Ik

RI \ 01 \ IR ROGERS
ROTE! \ II
sl'I sDoR

SNELL.
sl MDR

WE'VE GONE WEST!

'WEN. ti

\ I DI SON.

Kit \ R
MOTH.
pim, ' RI-\\(, II Qt. AD.

Q UA D

Nlon Tuo.lbirsSat

For !he &Nett

CLOSED

Lipproach

‘,Ceds COMe

PORTSMOUTH
NOW

WEDNESDAY

10 the original

OPEN

.oun4.1

)) \\IALIA

sound systems
I ‘,11,1., [toad

Demonstration And Home Trial Facilines Account and Credit
Cards Ring for Opening Tunes And FREE TACT PACK'

Active Audio
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Staffordshire.
*1;(0827) 53355

Audio Innovations. Audion, Audionote, Beyer. BLO, Decca.
Denon. Foundations, Goldring. Helius. lecklin Float. IPW, IBL,
Marantz. Nagaoka, Nakamichi. Ortofon. Pink Triangle, Pirates,
QED. Revox. Rotel. The Rock. Sennheiser. Snell. Sony,
Sugden. Supra. Systemdek, Torlyte. Target. Teac. Valdi. Voyd
Reference, Voyd. Yamaha etc
SECOND HAND EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

oubh
e1191110
5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY

Tele I
hone 102831 33655

ARCAM UARISTON UCELESTION U DENONU HEYBROOK U KEF
II CYRUS II MUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ
RE VOX II ROTEL UROGERS U ETC.

We are probably the only specialist HiFi Dealers who record
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the lollowing manufacturers.-

The VPI Record Cleaning Service available.

153 liranqon Road.
Burton-un:1 rent

Active
Audio

...Lend me
your ears...

04352 8004

o
rlrotratt

Tel:102521 714555

er ries
I \ 11x.ri Parade
teen Street.
Eastbourne

Ti I ...Won Itnild
t

Monday to Saturday haut - opm
Demonstrations by Appointment

cEle WILEY

Er
:

EXCELLENT IJSTENING FACILMES
LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8PM. CLOSED MONDAYS

C.ans`

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

PRODUCT LIST

CIO FIIIMUITY

LINN PRODUCTS
EXPOSURE, NVA,

Audio Reflections
Music for the Home

ONIX, RUARK,
MANTRA, REVOLVER,

Retailers of quality audio equipment

St. Pancras. Chichester. West Sussex P019 I
SJ
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

7

.t gAcutt

-fflo SCM100A and.«

,uncordant

CHORD COMPANY,
MONTITOR AUDIO,
HEYBROOK, TANNOY,
ROTEL, CELEF, NAD,
MARANTZ, STAX,
EPOS, ARCAM.

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAM àARISTON U CELESTION U DENON 3 HEYBROOK 11 KEF
CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY UMARANTZ
RE VOX UROTEL UROGERS UETC
FREE FACT PACK'

Active Audio
95, Stafford Street,
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
Branch opens mid September
II>
i

:-7'6"1"1

onn

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

iœnnnovpct

AUDIO, TECHNICA,

EI

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLE FORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS

Erigrdl,

CREEK, ARISTON, ROYD,

ZE

EDee510N

...5ereV4P:.I
8( --- e
Lid.

KEN WOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTE L. DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
MICHELL, A.R., J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA.
SENNHEISER, AKAI, TANNOY, Q.E.D. INFINITY,
HARMAN-KARDON, SONY, ARISTON, JECKLIN,
MONSTER, MORDAUNT-SHORT, YAMAHA,
WHARFDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA, PIONEER,
TARGET, PARTINGTON. SUGDEN, LOEWE.
NORDMENDE, BOSE, MONITOR
AUDIO, NAKAMICHI, B&W, ALLISON
DEMONSTRA TION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX

Tel (0323) 640911

PIIININAWA CAMS
, ELVIN
TAM"
1=IIR
MEHT
ortofon

um

audio

THE TIME WINDOW
VAN DEN HUL
VECTEUR

GLASTONBURY
r_rm r. • I

REFERENCE MUSIC SYSTEMS

For further details or to arrange a demonstration
Contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0532) 698037
HOME DEMONSTRATIONS A SPECIALITY

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
III IINtl SS ts

r
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Advertisements for this section must be pre paid. The rate is 50p per word ( private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in November issue must reach
these offices by 19th September 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
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AMBASSADOR MUSIC CENTRE £55 Tel: Wakefield
262854. ( J)
MUSICAL FIDELITY MA50s £600. Digilog £2511.
MC'4s Torlytc Stands. Lifeline £450. Mod Squad Line
Drive £200. Kenwood DP- X90110 050 six months old.
little used. New T1 Tuner £ 200. Al(X) £300 all boxed
will dem. 081-478-2533. ( J)
RADFORD WSI CD PLAYER 8 months old £600.
Meridian 203 bitstream converter 2 months old £400.
Croft modified SDI Speakers light ash 10 months old
£650. All original packing and v.g.c. David ( 0628)
823772 ( Maidenhead). ( J)
TRANSCRIPTOR RECORD DECK, hardly used.
immaculate condition, no reasonable offer refused
(0268) 287145 ( Essex). ( J)
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2 £425. Proac Mini Tower
Speakers £400. Both boxed and excellent condition.
Can demo. Tel: Steve ( 0625 I244114 days ( 0625) 619076
eves. ( J)
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-7. Excellent condition, new
valves, boxed with manuals £550 o.n.o. Mission 737R's
with stands. boxed. £ 150. Tel: ( 0638) 714981. ( 1)
EXPOSURE X AMPLIFIER with Ortofon moving coil
stepup transformers. Excellent. £260. Tel: Yateley
(0252) 872520 ( anytime). ( J)
DELTEC DPA-50 DSP-50 pre and power amplifier with
cables £ 1000. Snell Jill Speakers with pirate stands
£600. Beard P.50 Power amp £ 225. Koetsu Black £250.
Tel: Sheffield ( 0742) 533009 ask for Dean. ( J)
QUAD 44/405 £260/£240 o.n.o. FM3 Tuner. Offers.
Everything boxed. All in mint condition. Serviced by
Quad in April 1990. Will demonstrate. Tel: Evenings
(0254) 668157. ( J)
YAMAHA SYSTEM: C-80 Control- Amp £300. M-811
Power Amp 2511w ( Class A) 23Kg! £350. T-80 Tuner
£150. KX-10.20 Cassette £200. CDX-111110 CD £300.
Total £ 1300. Sell complete for £ 1200. Originally about
£26511. All boxed. Immaculate. Tel: ( 0252) 349813 or
Byfleet 4813. ( J)
NAKAMICHI DRAGON. Unmarked, boxed, can be
seen workin. Mortgage forces reluctant sale. Steal it
from me for £ 1000. East Grinstead ( 0342) 410391
(Eves). ( 1)
REVOX B77 MKI HI-SPEED, two bever M2OIN
Mikes, A + H minimix mixer, lots of cables. Garrard
401. SME 3012. Shure VIS MKIII. SME plinth, any
serious offer considered. Tel: 081-902-2801 eves. ( Martin). ( J)
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500A. Excellent condition.
boxed £500 o.n.o. Denon DCD 820 as new £ 180. Tel:
(0202) 709068 eves. ( 1)
NAKAMICHI PA-7E Power Amp. Perfect condition
£1200 o.v.n.o. Also B & W DM3300 Speakers with
spiked concrete Acoustic Dynamics Stands £250
o.v.n.o. Tel: Tony Colwyn Bay ( 0492) 515352. (.1)
APOGEE SCINTILLA, excellent condition, boxed.
will demo. £ 1800. Tel: ((1293) 886060 X25I daytime.
(K)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 + DI25; Oracle Delphi
MKIII; Air-Tangent IIB; Koctsu Red Signature; Sicomin Shelf: Stax Lambda Signature Headphones +
SRM-T1 Valve Amp; Mission PCM II CD: PRO-AC
Super-Tower Speakers; Nakamichi CR7-E Cassette
Deck. All excellent condition - less than 18 months old.
New price = £ 17,000.Tel: ( 0625) 533200. will split.
Sensible offers please. ( 1)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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THE "PURE SOUND SAVERS CLUB" for only £25
you can save up to 25% off all your HiFi requirements.
We guarantee that you can't buy the following products
cheapers. anywhere in the U.K. Aragon, Acoustic
Energy. Celestion, Delice, Denon. Forte. Gryphon.
Levinson. Madrigal, Proceed. Sequerra, Sota, SME.
Teac. Threshold. Wadia etc. etc. If we haven't got it.
we can get it, cheaper and quicker, guaranteed! Pure
Sound, 051-645-6690/ 051-521-5063 ( eves. & weekends)
or if in a hurry ( 0831) 202780/ (( 1831) 202781. ( H)
AEI + ALLOY STANDS ( NEW) £735, AE3 + alloy
stands ( new) £ 1525, TDL compact monitors ( new)
£195. Mark Levinson No. 26 ( balanced line) £3495.
Proceed DAP Converter £ 1195, Teac P500 CD Transport £500. Stax PS3 Phonostage £895, ADC 2000T
Tuner ( ex dem) £ 130. Threshold S22 power ( ex dem)
£995, FORTE model 3power ( ex dem) £795. Gryphon
Phono Stage ( ex dem) £ 1295, Gryphon ' Pre Amp' ( ex
dem) £3295. Delice PDM 1 converter ( new) £399.
Proceed CD Player ( new) £ 1590, TDL Studio I ( new
inc. stands) £500, part exchange not possible at these
prices, hut might haggle. Tel: Pure Sound - 051-6456690/051-521-5063 ( eves, and weekends) or (0831)
202780/ (0831) 202781. ( H)
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips-based 16- hit players. The new " Pro 11 - modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full- width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
DIA converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference - standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES: AT 0C-7 for
£129 + VAT, AT OC 9 for £ 199 + VAT, Exchange
cartr. less 3o ,
» . Send order and cheque ( in £) to: Mrs.
Petra Gregarek. Kleine - Schwerter - Str. 115. 4600
Dortmund 41. West Germany. Prices include postage.
VAT is payable in UK after arrival of cartridge. Goods
are brand new, latest models. Over one and half years
of reliable service now, so huy with confidence. ( K)
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES. Mint condition
£2000 o.n.o. Upgraded to Duetta Sigs. Also Audio
Technica PCOCC speaker cables with Michell Gold
Plugs. Half price Tel: Phil ( 0706) 813987. ( 1)
ZEN GOLDLINE HIGH-END AUDIOPHILE superior
moving coil cartridges for perfectionists ' Vital' stylus
£79. Boron cantilever ' micro- ridge' £ 149. Musical
accurate performance guaranteed. SAE Excelsior
Sounds, P.O. Box 353 Bushey, Watford. WD2 3XH. ( J)
DENON PRE-POWER at low low prices. P0A4400
amps at only £495 mono pair. PRAI200 pre- amp at
only £260!! These arc demo units in super condition.
Langley Sound and Light (0753) 43389. ( J)
ACOUSTIC ENERGY THREES ( new) only £ 1500. new
cost with stands £ 1950. Ex demonstration Pink Triangle
LPT Turntable only £345. Fully guaranteed. Incatech
Clamorc S new cost £420, only £300. Acoustic Energy
AEI with alloy stands only £795. Tel: ( 0582) 663383.
(K)

MOD SQUAD PHONO DRIVE f690.00, Vendetta
Research SCP-2A Phono Stage £ 1600.00. Cal Tempest
MK-2SE £2500.00. Audio Research LS-I/D-125 black
£3900.00. Koetsu Red Signature £800.00. All mint as
new. Tel: 081-771-7106. (J)

NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old Hi Fi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( M)

MIC GYRODEC GOLD with Souther linear tracking
toncarm. v.g.c. £300 o.n.o. Also Reference Transcription T/Table v.g.c. £ 150 with SME 3Toncarm. Monitor
Audio 352MD speakers with stands £ 175 o.n.o. Tel:
(0222) 372334 ( 24hr). ( J)

THE HOME SERVICE FOR DEMONSTRATIONS of
Alphason, Kelvin Labs, Ortofon and secondhand
Deltec PDM in the comfort and Acoustic of your own
home in the Norfolk Arca. Tel: (0603) 616535. ( J)

KRELL KRSBNP: A once- in- a- lifetime opportunity to
own one of these rare and absolutely superb six-chassis
preamplifiers. Mint condition, crated. ten-year guarantee. Very little used. Telephone for details and a very
attractive price. Also KRS-2 three chassis preamp for
£2300 ( cost new £4600). Magneplanar MG- 111a loudspeakers and MG- 2.5R in superb condition. Duntech
Marquis loudspeakers ( amazing dynamics) £990. counterpoint SA-20, latest protection mods. £ 1450. Well
Tempered Turntable and arm. vgc, excellent sound.
£850. Pinewood Music, ( 046(1) 54322 or ( 0860) 351113
anytime. ( 1)

VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA

1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS
& MANUFACTURERS MOST WELCOME.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR LARGER QTTIES.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE.

BILLINGTON VALVES
Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS ( UK)

Mon- Fri 9am - 5.30pm

Callers by appointment only
Minimum UK Order £ 20 i VAT.
Min Export Order £ 50

carriage

Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.
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HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLEMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR
PLAYING EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL'
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•
DIRECTCUT.ORIGINAL MASTERS. 2SPEED.JAPANESE ETC.
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHESKY. ALOI LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. Artierge LYRITs

SEND A6" ,, 9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE
e

TRY
'JAU AT THE PAWN SHOP'

DOUBLE LP £ 16 99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS .YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
— •—

NEW IN STOCK FROM CHESKY:
'THE POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA'

NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION £ 12

'ACOUSTIC ALCH'EMY' - RED DUST 8SPANISH LACE

GREAT ACOUSTIC GUITAR-BASED FUSION' £799
— •—
KNUD JORGENSEN -JAll TRIO on OPUS 3
SUPERB PIANO TRIO STANDARDS £10 99

Audiophile Components
Catalogue
Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit • capacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive
units • enclosures • inductors •
interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes • • •
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best
Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper')
UK
Postage free
Overseas send US.52 bill or 4IRC
E,,rope - send 3International Reply Coupons.
Russ Andrews Limited

Russ
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,
Andrews
Cumbria LAB RAS
Telephone ( 0539) 83247

AUDIO, VIDEO, DAT, OPEN REEL TAPE
FROM TDK, MAXELL, SONY, THAT'S. AMPEX
UP TO 33u. BELOW R.R.P.

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
A range of 7tapes, individually digitally
mastered in real time and supplied with full
instructions/specifications. £3.75—£20.00
Orders/Enquiries to: Ian Harrison, 7Mill Hill,
Repton, Derby DE6 6GO. Tel: 0283 702875

P EX-DEMONSTRAT ION
CELLO
AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
£6,900.00 1LIST L10.500.001
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£7,500.00IList L 15,500.001

Full details available on request
upon application.
ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
written details

Tel: 0625 382704

Fax: 0623 586285

SPECIALIOFFERS
LYRITA - BOULT CONDUCTS MARCHES VAR NO 71 111 BRIDGE
OVERTURE RHAPSODY ETC NO 114 111 HOWELLS QUARTETS 8
QUINTET NO 68
ONLY 67EACHOR ALL3FOR 09
•
SHEFFIELD LAB
HARRY JAMES- Viu. HARRY •

BIG BAND STANDARDS - CARAVAN SATIN DOLL ETC £6
— • —
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS TOA
FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING - BLUES R813. UK AND IRISH
FOLK, ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE. JAll. FUSION COUNTRY ETC ETC
AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN? GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP- WHY NOT TRY US?
•
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER
SERVICE ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE
CAREFUL PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
•
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MONSAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3ILS.
041-668-3464
FAX. 081450-0374

CONRAD
JOHNSON
PREMIER 7

STOP
the noise from domestic electrical equipment cit. lioureseent
telesisions. fridges. etc. affecting your Ili Fi system
hs titting.a Lynwood Mains Conditioner". This result.
.in:* Huge increase in soundstage width ,height and depth.
* More space around each no'w clearly disinict instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.
This is the only unit we has efound which accomplishes
these things Without degrading Mc music in anyst.as. The
Lyn id Conditioner will supiSls triel 501 IW of clean plisser
and is lined into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinal.%plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
A% ailable on asale or return hast' for
£9.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to

WENTWORTH AUDIO
Coley Lane Farm. Wentworth,
Rotherham S62 7S0

FINE PERIOD
REPRODUCTION FURNITURE

Ex-demo model 3months old

£5,995
THE REFERENCE STUDIO
Heathfield, Sussex
04352 8004

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-telbms. hut
they were both full of ideas and opinions vrhich
influenced their music and helped to Yhape the Romantic Age. The thought.. beliel. rind attitudes ol each are
examined in highly prrrised biographies- with- adifference hs one-time Ilt.\ RR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rinional R, ,111(Illiie and Reellowen's
Empire of the .Voul are av;ulable from bookshops at
t6.95 cacti. nul iI stir stockist doesn't hase copies on
his •Mcl‘ ey. tell him that each can be ordered front
Mer,r. Kahn r.%.: As enII. Or YOU could trs sour local
library. Either wzr. they make an intriguing read.
IX SI

Specialist in period reproduction
furniture made to incorporate all sizes
and makes of Hi Fi. Made in Walnut,
Mahogany, Yew Tree, Oak.
Please phone for quote or an inquiry.
69 Banstead Road, Carshalton,
Surrey RM5 3NP.
Tel: 081-642-2817.
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The pentachord produces aremarkable sense of space
and depth from metal cone drivers in an enclosure
only 10V." high and r deep.
Telephone for ademonstration.

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad. Leak. Radford. Williamson. RCA etc
Turntables: Garrard 301. 401. Lab A. Thorens TD124. TD224
Pickup arms & heads: Decca heads. SME
Loudspeakers: Tannoy pre 1974 duals. Goodmans. Axiom 80.
Whariedales. Quad ESL
1990 2}Lpage " Wanted List - available upon request Buyer collects in all
areas err aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Coultas Street
Maggotsfield, Bristol. BSI] DEN. Telephone 102721 565472 Anytime.
Fu (0272) 575402.
QUALITY DECCA/LONDON CARTRIDGE and arm.
also Keith Monks type record cleaner in perfect
working condition. Leave message on answerphone:
Tel: 081-399-4437 after Ilam. (H)
REGA PLANAR 2in working order max price £80. Call
Hugh Davies (( 453) 827739 ( Olos). (I)
HUI NEWS &

REcogn

SEPTF:N1HER 199“

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPNIENT Irs
Electronics Engineer. suitabh qualified ( Degree.
NIAES) and nearl \ 411 Years exPerienee. Quad ser sici.
agent and specialist I.non ledge of Radford. Leak.
Rogers. Armstrong etc. Ester:1Si\ e storkshop enahles
original design standards. accompanied 11\ detailed
reports. 7 Lim.. Woodford. Fsses. Tel 01-504 5467.
(
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD; COLORING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available Genuine Spares '1011/1C0 Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styl for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 213Y
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

r Audio

Cables Direct l
Low U.S. Domestic Prices

HI- F1 NI-A% >lis now Addable in
within 2 t% ecks ol publication. Also Kick
issues are a‘inlahle.

We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)

/lease comaci:
Audio Q Imports, 6.4a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122. Victoria. Australia.
Tel. (03) 813-3691

*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of .all U.S. taxes.

Ole Cable Company)
CALL. Wi RLI L OR FAN

TO

OR DEI

ADVERTISE

(215)294-9576, or fax ( 215) 294-9586
Iline England and \timid like to \ W Imore often but I
need sour help. Audio Classics buys-sells-trades preost
high end tSmade products like .% udio Research.
Conrad Johnson. Iounterpoinl. Krell. McIntosh . . .
sou get the idea. We \multi like to bus li&V\ Ref.
Quad. fannm, and other high end British products.
help me return to England. Call 607-865-72011, Fas
6117-865-7586 or \\ rite. I'll send ou a free catalogue.
Thank ,\ ou. JI
EXPORT!!! W ORLDWIDE!!! British 1ii- 11 and dicessum: , including: L‘clone. Dcnac.
QED.
Radio' J. Roksan. linark. Sonic Link. Tat get and mans
oincls plus Ink:minion:II: DCX1. AlcsiMder. YHA.
SPICA. SA1.. IMcm. Requests and cnquincs to:
OMNI Audio. 35 lisham Terrace. Leeds LS4 2R1(.
England.

HIFI

L.o.box 305. upper black eddy. pa 1897U

HERE
CONTACT

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION

HI-FI NEWS
ON 081-686 2599

CALL STU WEN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4508 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone. 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

EXT. 447

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:

NF WS

60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:
50p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account (tick as appropriate)

Card Expiry Date

VISA

Credit Card No:

UTT--T-1 I
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes E] No U.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

•••
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he Queens are dead! Long live the
Queens! A provocative opening
line perhaps, but that's the way it
looks to this devotee of Sixties pop.
We label everything by 'generations':
tape copies, computers and CD players.
And now pop music or, more specifically,
rock music, has completed its first 35
years; 35 years being as I recall what
geneologists term the span of a generation. In which case it's understandable
that we're now inundated with music by
the children of rock- making parents.
Julian Lennon, Jason Bonham, Zak Starkey, Rick Nelson's twin sons, Sam Brown,
Kim Wilde — it makes you happy and sad
all at once. Ilove this brand of nepotism
because it sustains the efforts of the
parents, all the while twisting the knife
into those fun- hating dweebs' who said
that rock'n'roll was apassing phase. (You
should read what Sinatra used to say...)
But the sadness comes when you see this
as a mark of the passage of time, and
anyone on the verge of amid-life crisis, eg
anyone who was ateenager in the 1960s,
can witness only with unease the comingof- age of the children of their teen idols.
There's golden oldies in them thar hills,
and most of the mining has been done not
by the originals out on the revival trail but
by kids whose parents may not even have
met in the mid-Sixties. In the past decade,
we've heard flawless Sixties pastiches
from Adult Net, the Shoes, the Stone
Roses, the Long Ryders and others. Amusingly, the previously cited list of rockers'
offspring have avoided mimicking their
parents, even if they can't help but sound
a bit like them; Julian Lennon is aprime
example. Wilson Phillips, on the other
hand, are so unashamedly California Circa
'66 that you can ( almost) be forgiven for
hating them, as does our own Pete Clark.
(See this month's Rock/Pop/Jazz.)
But Ihave reasons for going abit easier
on the progeny of aBeach Boy, Carnie and
Wendy Wilson, and half the Mamas and
Papas, Chynna Phillips. I'm prepared to
give Wilson Phillips the benefit of the
doubt because of anew void which must
be filled, avoid they could fill if given the
chance. Among the 'others' referred to in
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the previous paragraph was one of the
best of the lot, aband which it appears has
split for good. The Bangles are history, or
so it seems. The only concrete evidence is
that Susanna Hoffs, the gamin- like frontperson with eyes that'll break your heart
at 50 paces, has opted for a film career.
No, it's not the usual I'm- a- rockertherefore-I-can-act show of bravado, and I
doubt that we'll find Ms Hoffs in arun of
Sting- like turkeys, or type-cast as is Phil
Collins. Apparently, Hoffs' mum is
employed by the film industry so it runs in
the family, and Hoffs is alleged to have
true thespian worth. Lord knows she's
photogenic. As for the rest, I have no
doubt that they'll do as well as other
refugees from truly talented, nongimmicky all-girl groups, as proven by a
fistful of successful ex-Go-Gos and exRunaways.
It's the Bangles' legacy and the belated
realization that they delivered the finest
'innocent pop' of the post-disco era which
means that they'll be missed by recidivists
like yours truly. ( Note to hardcore
Merseybeat/Sixties mavens: Yes, I'm aware
of the absolute supremacy in this field of
the Shoes, but they are a cult band by
virtue of their distinct lack of chart
success and a major label signing. Those
who don't subscribe to Goldmine or hang
around places like Funhouse Records or
101 are unlikely to have heard them, let
alone heard of them. So the Bangles win,
not by default, but because their almostas-good records and CDs are actually

ceeded only because they caused palpitations in 18-year-old males ( and at least
one 38-year-old).
These remarks ignore the reality. A
directory of the Bangles' merits would
include their ability to create heartstopping harmonies, the fact that they
wrote or co-wrote aconsiderable portion
of their total output ( including acouple of
the finest hits), and — most important for
bearers of the Sixties torch — they had
consummate good taste and adeep knowledge of the genre they chose to perpetuate. Witness acouple of the covers which
are included on the recently- released
memorial, The Bangles' Greatest Hits
(CBS 466769 2), Paul Simon's superb
'Hazy Shade Of Winter' and the BarriandSloan Sixties staple, 'Where Were You
When I Needed You'.
To prove that they weren't merely

doing the Time Warp, look at their biggest
hit, co-written by Hoffs and not at all
Sixties in feel or intent. ' Eternal Flame'
may be schmaltz and the video might have
been so deliberate that it could have been
an advert for Mills & Boon, but it stands as
alump- in-the-throat-maker on apar with
the last scenes in Pollyanna. The production is merely exquisite, the string
arrangements just the right flavour of
chocolate box. And if you think I'm being
overly sentimental, be warned that it took
a decade before it was okay to ' like' the
even more maudlin Carpenters. But, in
any case, ' Eternal Flame' was only one
aspect of the Bangles' output. The majority included short, sharp rockers which
obtainable by mere mortals as opposed to
would have made great A-sides for Ian &
record junkies with the tenacity of a pit
the Zodiacs, the Easybeats, the Leaves or
bull terrier.)
even the Turtles.
Am Istretching the case? After all, most
So where does that leave Wilson Philof their hits were either compositions by
lips? They sound so ` Bangley' that it's
non-band members or covers of Sixties
frightening, and they even have the nerve
classics, and most critics sniffed when the
to cover aSixties chestnut like ' Reason To
band's name was mentioned. The latter
Believe' with the same straight faces seen
may have something to do with the
on the Bangles when covering 'Where
still- lingering and wholly odious attitude
Were You When I Needed You'. But
that women don't know how to rock,
while others deemed that the band suc - woman-for-woman, Wilson Phillips have a
bit of growing up to do, whereas the
The Greenhouse Effect can't stop
Bangles paid their dues before ever entering a studio. Wilson Phillips may eventhe fun in the sun; California
tually shrug off the born-with-asilver(coke )- spoon-in-the-mouth priRetro may rule again...
vileged backgrounds which landed for
them amajor contract with aminimum of
effort. They've stated enough times that
they don't want to trade on their parents'
legendary status. And to give them credit,
they've avoided slavish remakes of their
parents' hits, which is more than can be
said of the River City People's ' California
Dreamin", an indistinguishable clone of
the original.
Yes, the Queens are dead, but maybe
it's only long live the Princesses. And I
hope so, because we need antidotes to
house, rap, indie slop, death rock, New
Age, tofu music, Yuppie brunch music,
New Kids On The Block, NWA, Public
Enemy, ad nauseum. And nostalgia doesn't
even enter into it. +
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AR goer beyond the Inteningexpenerke. Not only are AR produce designed for musa lovers. they are designed for those music lovers
who also demand first rate built quality, atemove appearance ard conwmence of operaoon. The Spiro range are Ingh-pedormance
loudspeakers built both to sound and look good. Behind the annex frameless gdle bes adual-density baffle which dramaaally
reduces resonance and improves soend gaily. In additron AR's direct drvien waders and minimalist crossovers allow oghter
amplrfier coupling to reveal more d the sprit of the anginal performance Hear nsoon at your nearest AR dealer.
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